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INTRODUCTION 

THE DEMAND (1-2) 

1. Of all the subjects dealt with in the different briefs presented to the 
Commission, none arises more often than legal assistance. This, in itself, 
would be justification for a special report. In addition to this, as explained 
in the general introduction (Volume 1, paragraph 33-34) the Commission 
quickly came to the conclusion that the equality of citizens before the law 
was the first step in the modernization and humanization of the administration 
of justice. 

For these two reasons the second volume of the Report is devoted 
to legal security. 

2. The different briefs presented to the Commission show both common 
denominators and serious differences in the approach to the subject of legal 
assistance. 

All the organizations, which have studied the subject, stressed the 
importance of placing all citizens on an equal footing when dealing with the 
administration of justicl!. Most of the briefs use the term legal assistance 
or judicial assistance, the suitability of which has already been questioned in 
the general introduction. 

The divergence of views is shown more clearly in the evaluation of 
the needs of Quebec citizens, and the degree to which the voluntary services 
of lawyers have responded to these needs. The various briefs also differ with 
regard to the priority to be established in the principles and the methods of 
application. 

I-THE RECOMMENDATIONS SUBMITTED (3) 

3. The following are the recommendations and comments dealing speci
fically with legal security which formed part of the various briefs presented 
to the Commission. 

17 
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ASSOCIATION DES SERVICES DE 
REHABILITATION SOCIALE 

This service (legal security) does not exist in most of the regions which We represent, 

Those who wish to avail themselves of the services of a lawyer, and who 
have not the means, are therefore, deprived of one of their most important 
rights - that of being represented, Realizing the complexity of judicial prOced
ures, We know that it is difficult for a person to appear before a COUrt and 
present a sound defence without the aid of a laWyer, In these circumstances, 
those who are brought before the COurt often find themselves helpless during the 
trial, not knowing What is guing on aroUnd them, and preferring sometimes to 
plead guilty in order to shorten the traumatic experience resulting from their 
appearance in COUrt, To make up for the lack of resources available to the social 
service agencies, the Association for Services of Social Rehabilitation, makes the following recommendation: 

"That an efficient system of legal aid be established to serl'e the different regions of the PrOl'i/lce". 

THE JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY OF QUEBEC' 

The John HOward Society is firmly of the belief that no person should be 
denied the provision of counsel. This is a particularly important matter for 
those less fortunate members of sOciety who may have little edUcation and less 
awareness of the importance of legal representation, As the aCcused, within 24 
hours of arrest, has to decide Whether to plead guilty or not guilty, Whether to 
elect trial before magistrate, a jUdge or a jury; the importance of full awareness 
of his best interests can only be aSsured by the proper availability of legal 
Counsel to all. In order that this should be possible, proper financial support to 
obtain the required professional personnel should be made immediately available, 

FEDERATION DES TRAVAILLEURS DU QuEBEC 

The system of legal aid which is in effect at the present time, does not meet 
the minimum requirements of a true "ystem of legal security, Which must include 
the right of all citiZens to be equal before justice, It will be sUfficient for liS to 
mention some of the weaknesses of the legal aid Which cannot be eliminated as 
long as the actual ~tructure of the present system is Unchanged, 

• There are no organiZations in existence Which turn the aCCused who have 
need of assistance over to lawyers, 

• 60% of the aCCused appearing before a judge do so without the help of a lawyer, 

• A personnel consisting of two 01' three lawyers is definitely insufficient to 
assure the Coordination of a service of assistance, 

., The chosen lawyer often turns the legal aid case over to a junior in his office, 

to repare the case for the defence, 
• No one takes the trouble p the necessary competence to 

er does not have , Q
uite often the lawy h' h he is responsible, 

• 'd foorefocw" bf 
defend the km a the equality of citizens e are 

f $150 000 a year to guarantee • A budget a '" I 
' bsolutely ndlcu ous, 

justice IS a , d' , I system which will 
d ' of a III ICIa d the illlro IIC/101l We urge you to recommen I'ly before justice, 

'f' IS eqlla I defillitely assllre all CI Izel 

ust guarantee: 
This system m 'resented by a lawyer, 

' in court will be rep . 
1) That all accused appeanng hI the file before the appear-
2) The lawyer will have time ' to study thoroug y 

ance, , have free choice of his lawyer, 
3) That the accused will , "d from public funds, 

d the lawyer will be par 4) 
That the cost of the court an , h t not in any case, 

' dealt WIt mus, t f th offence beIng , b necessary a 
5) That the na~~~~iao of ~1dmissibility; it Wihll, h~:~~e~f t~e client. 

limit the cn, d with regard to t e re 
establish precise standar s erning public aid, have 

ho come under any Act conc Th t all citizens w , 
6) ,< " 10 ]'g'] re",,'y, ] 

the automatic nght h "ht to refer to the lega 
ices should also have t e I1g , 

7) That the welfare, ~erv ho have recourse to their serVice, 
'd all those individuals w 0 ar should not be 

" < h '''"' ]," Ihm $5,00 'Y" b, ",,,,,,nl,d 8) That every individual :s °fin~ncial incapacity in order to called upon to prove 
in court. 

- NIERS DU QUEBEC ASSOCIATION DES AUl\10 
, CRIMINOLOGIE , 

EN h'ch this legal md 'I f the form WI, ' '. h technical detal s a here in the Province 
Without gOing InJ~et t~ refer to experiences here an;~: absence of legal aid 

could take, we wo~ld serious cases, the judge, becaus~ ~~iduals who have no one 
of Quebec, where In and without cost, to those In t \~ith the principle of 
h" d"ig"',d , ":Y'~k' m,n, olh,~, ,eo in ng,oem:n

of 
,""n Ih' d,m,nl,,, 

to defend them, W 'e indigent, without any kno~l,edg before the court, and IS 
l'g,1 ,id, b"n~".'h i, in nn , .. f"o""bl, ' .. "~~ "tire", ,eo 'qu,1 "'fo~' 
procedures of Justice, r'ous denial of Justice, Otherwise there IS 

d to a very se I , every sense, I d 
often expose should be true III 'an accused to p ea 
the law, This state7clnt rocedures which include tell:~~e a less severe sentence 
recourse to disgrace L~ Ph t 't will be possible to nego h , thies to law and 
guilty while assuring him t ad 1 s are obviously contrary to e , 

from the jUdge, Such proce ure , d I IgllOlit Quebec legal 
' t'ce b anize (11'01 to moral JlIS 1 , d that Ihere e org We therefore recommen , 

aid for all needy persons, 19 
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FEDERATION DES ETUDIANTS EN DROIT 
QuEBECOIS 

1) Because of the large number of legal 'd 
the legal aid office of Montreal. ,at cases as shown by the experience of 

2) B 
ecause justice is a need as fUndamental as health and education. 

3) Because of th . ht . e ng of every person to have his . 
before a court in which he 'll b case heard fairly and publicly 

. WI e as~,'red of all th regard to his defence and th .- e necessary guarantees with 
, , e promotIOn of h' . ht 

10 and 11 of the Universal Declaratio . IS rig. S and obligations (Article 
sembly of the United Nations 10 D n bOf the Rights of Man, General As-

, ecem er 1948). 
4) Because of the essential e n 

without distinction to' an qua I YI of all ~1en before tbe law, and their right 
C r " equa protectIOn of the I (A' ' 

anae Jan Declaration of the Ri hts f aw rtlcle 1-B of the 
g a Man, approved August 10 1960) 

5) Because of the increase in legal and extra-legal costs. ,. 

6) Because the conjunction of h .. 
equality of citizens before th: ~~~v.two realIties conflicts with the principle of 

7) Because of the extent of the problem which exists in Quebec. 

8) Because of the inability of the B 1 
oth ar a one and a few p' h ers, to assure that all those ind' . d I . . razsewort y efforts by 
tion of class or revenue have th IVI u~ s Involved with justice without distinc-

" e serVices of a lawyer. 

It is proposed that Quebec 

a) establish a legal aid service . 
III every judicial district ill the Province' 

b) through this service, help less fortunate' d"d I ) 
'. In IVI ua s and groups; 

c) assign to thIS service permanent law er . . 
needs of the local population; y S In a sufficIent number to satisfy the 

d) see to it that this service works in 
devoted to the task of helping fam T close

h 
c~lla?~ration with the organisms 

, lies or t e IndivIdual; 
e) make certain that each office of Ie al a" . 

~ocial worker, who will devote fUI~' f 'ld InCludes In its personnel at least one 
mbly enter into the legal aid cases' Ime to the humane aspects which invar-, 

f) through this service assure free consultaf 
of legal advice; IOn to any individual who has need 

g) ~mploy for tbis service an ade uate clerical 
mg to the case) a statistician(s) ~nd personnel, as well as (or accord-

, a researcher(s) on a full time b . . h) . I as IS , 

t
Ph

ay 
lffits egafl and clerical personnel salaries "'hl'ch '11 

e a ces a la YY WI be competl'tl've wI'th wyers and companies; 
j) 

extend the work of legal assistance to 
the Social Welfare Court. 

j) engage law stUdents 
legal office does. for this service in the same manner that 'the 

ordinary 

It is also proposed in this system: 

i) that the lawyer endeavour to make arrangements with the creditors of the 
client so that the matter can be negotiated out of court; 

ii) that the service give the client the possibility of choosing as his representative, 
either a lawyer of the service, or a private practitioner; 

a) the private practitioner, if he accepts the case, will be remunerated at the 
rate established by the lawyers' tariffs, whether it be in a civil case, or 
in a criminal one; 

b) the practitioner will I\(lt be permitted to refuse the case unless he has a 
valid motive. 

iii) that the procedures be made "in forma pauperis" ; 

iv) that the service undertake the procedures of execution of judgment and of 
appeal of certain judgments when the circumstance warrants it; 

v) that the service beilefit from the collaboration of aU the juridical world, not
ably the judges, the Chamber of Notaries and the various police forces; 

vi) that every legal aid bureau sees to it that at least one of its lawyers is in cmlrt 
every day for the purpose of assisting those who, because of lack of means, 
would not be adequately represented before the courts, thus running the risk 
of losing their rights. 

CLUB FLEUR DE LYS DU QuEBEC 

Tht' present system of legal aid is wholly inadequate and leaves the door 
open to intolerable abuse in our society which presumes itself to be modern. 
There is no organized and developp.J legal aid service in criminal and penal 
matters in the Province of Quebec. It is true that in certain extremely serious 
cases, as for example, murder, rape, etc., the court can designate a legal 
office to defend the accused. 

For several years in the districts of Montreal and Quebec, almost super
human efforts have been made to enable those who find themselves involved with 
justice, whether it be on penal or criminal matters, to be able to benefit from 
the free services (or almost so) of a lawyer. From all indications it appears 
necessary for the state to organize a full legal aid system in criminal and penal 
matters. To achieve this, we would suggest that the prosecution make available 
to the defence, on written or verbal request, a free copy of the transcript of the 
stenographer's notes taken at the preliminary enquiry, and at the inquest of the 
coroner, according to the case. 

That the cost of subpremcs and issuing warrants, the transport and period of 
waiting of witnesses of the defence be charged to the State. 

That the cost of experts' reports and the fees for experts be charged to the 
State and that, for all cases before the criminal assizes, for which the possible 
sentence is imprisonment for life, when it is necessary to assure for the accused 
a full and entire defence. In all other cases when the accused is too poor to 
assume his defence and to repay his lawyer's fees. 

That the State remunerate the lawyer who undertakes to defend the accused 
who has not the means to pay, whether it be because of insufficient revenue or 
because he is not Working, or because he has a family to take care of, thus being 

21 
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unable to meet unexpected and additional expenses, such as those involved in a 
case in Court. It is also important that the system of legal aid respect in every 
possible way, the freedom of the individual to choose his own lawyer, 

The lawyers interested in the practice of criminal and penal law could give 
their names annually to those in charge in each district of the service of legal aid, 
Those having need of a legal aid service would be free to choose their lawyer 
from the group of those have offered their services to the legal aid office, More
over, the same procedure should be followed in civil matters, The Bar would fix 
the tariff to be paid lawyers as is done in the Superior Court. A memorandum 
of the costs would be prepared by the lawyer and certified by the Clerk of the 
Peace, or a Deputy Clerk, before being sent to the organism in charge of the 
legal aid service, There would be a fixed tariff to be paid to a lawyer for an 
appearance, Also for each period in court; there would be an hourly rate for 
investigations and the trial, with a maximum per day, 

We believe that the best test (to establish indigency) as it is necessary to 
start somewhere, would be that established by the Minister of Revenue for the 
Province of Quebec, with regard to the income tax which the individual is called 
Upon to pay, Those who are on relief at the time they are involved with the 
administration of justice, should also benefit from this service, The lawyer on his 
part, would give his time without charge, for the preparation of the case, the 
questioning of witnesses, the visits to prison, the visits of the clients to his office, 
the study of all the laws and jurisprudence, etc, 

The advantages of this system would be that the younger lawyers would 
become interested in the dignified practice of criminal law, and it would permit 
the interested lawyer to be certain that his fees are not paid by money secured criminally, 

CONFERENCE DE LA SOCIETE ST-VINCENT-DE_PAUL 

The male, female and student sections of the Conference of the Society of 
St. Vincent de Paul of the Diocese of Quebec, gathered in full assembly at the 
Laval Centre of Quebec December 3, 1967, have unanimollsly adopted the follow
ing resolutions, leaving it to the Central Council of Quebec to send copies to 
all those Who should receive them, 

WHEREAS the real purpose of justice is, " "the life, honour and fortune" 
of individual~, or better, "the respect of the rights of the individual"; 

WHEREAS, One of the essential attributes of justice is , , ,its availability to 
everybody independent of all other considerations, whether they be those of 
pecuniary, or a particular nature; 

WHEREAS the recent developments in the domain of legislation have contri
buted to reduce in an appreciable manner, the great division which exists on 
the one hand between reality, and on the other the availability to everyone 
of civil, penal or criminal justice; 

WHEREAS, moreover, the members of the Order of the Bar _ those in 
Quebec in particular - have in the past contributed greatly to make up the 
deficiency to assure a true system of legal aid which would effectively carry 
on the defence of the rights of those Who are financially deprived, " quite 
a number of them going so far as to consider their services as charity and 
to payout of their OWn pocket the legal expenditures and costs involved; 

d ' f legal al'd the actual needs of those ' the omam a '" , , 
WHEREAS, however, m d thl's is the case for the maJonty _ 
Y f fi '·1 resources - an I h 't who are deprived o. nanCla , 'I b' at the present time, w let er I ro artion to what IS aval a Ie , 
are out of all ~ P, te enterprise, or from society; be from those m pnva 

, onferences, hardly a week passes, not even 
WHEREAS with regard to am C d d unhappy consequences of so 

members deplore the sa . an 
a day, when our h ccess to our Quebec justice; 

few being able to ave a , as in the case of the Bars in the metro-
WHEREAS the Bar of the Provmce, , f thi. defect which brands 

h s are fully aware a . 
politan centres and at er area" h ( 't will disappeaI, have recently begun ' ('ce and they earnestly hope t a I our JUS I , , t' , 

t' c action in the right dlrec lOn, 

energe I ., believes that legal aid should n~t c?n
WHEREAS this society In good cau~e, d 'ts members as an obligatIOn 

'd d by the organIZatIOn an I , 
tinue to be consl ere" d h 'ty for the entire society; 
of pity but a duty of Justice an c an II b' of 

' 'h ur ose of assuring the we emg WHEREAS this same society, fO! t, e p p , t to introduce various system> 
the individual has, moreover, found It ,ap~:o~~~l:in where the stake is nothing 
of aid, without having yet, howeve; - m ~f the individual", or, "the respect 
other than "the life" h~n~ur ~,nd 1 ?~t~l~e foundation of a system of aid truly of the rights of the mdlvldual -, ai, e. 
adapted to the needs of our penod, , t 

' , , ections of the Society of St. Vmce~ 
FOR THESE REASONS the aforesaid s. d the other organisms assocl-

h B f the Provmce an . 
de Paul congratulate tear a , t they have shown in the senous 

' I f the great mteres, h 
ated with it most warm y, or " II and they earnestly urge t e 
< 'bTt f Justice to a , , , d' 
problem of the avmla I I yo" diate consideration to fm mg governmental authorities concerned to give llTIme , 
a solution, 

BARREAU DE HULL 

, ,.. , h must stem from a social measu~e adopte~ by 
Legal aid IS an mstItutIon whlc 'b'l'ty of respectmg the nghts ' , hich has the responSI I I 

the Provincial Government w !3 those who must assume the resp,on-f all citizens, The members of the ar are, I' d without discriminatIon, 
a < , h h' cia! measure IS app Ie Th 
sibility of seeing to It t at t IS so 'b f the Bar undertake all the costs,. e 
but it is not fair that only, the mem er\~blish a local organization, A commIttee Bar of Hull has taken the fIrst steps to e~ , d fOI. a charter for a non-profit 
,. I' t' has been ma e 'h th has been formed and app Ica Ion '. ow working to estabhs e 

' Sub-COn1l11lttees are n bl f company for thiS purpose, , II as the tariff of reason a e ees, general rules of the said corporatIOn,. as we < bers all the practicing members 
< " Ids ordinary mem " d' 5 
The corporatIOn inC u es a , d' 'd al physicallv or morally eSlrou 

' b rs all In IVI us, J r 
of the Bar and as aSSOCiate me~l e '1 I'd· The directors of this corpora I~n 
of participating in the applicatIOn for ~g~O~\d also be members of the legal ?Id 
wo

uld be the members of the Bar wh , , . ' addition to his regular duties. ' 
H II A adnllnistrato!, m , t co

mmittee of the Bar of u, n, II' thl'S he would study the case a 
f id Fa owmg . F' lly should receive the requests or a: hould benefit from the serVice, ~n~, 

determine whether or not the appl,lc,ant t r who would assume responslbJllty 
he would refer the case to a practicing a~ffye 'nd conditions established by the 

' d with the tan s a for the case m accor ance 
corporation, 
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Those individuals not having th • 
pay part of the cost. They would ~ nec~ssary funds mIght however, be able to 
. considered reasonable, e ca led upon to pay an amount which is 

CONFEDERATION DES SYNDICATS NATIONAUX 

, , , It is necessary to agree that even 'fh' " 
the principle which says that ever 1 t ere ]s no ObjectIOn to respect of 
laWYer, such a declaration re'mains rhe~c~~ed ~hould have the free choice of a 
unable to meet the cost" of pen 1 dre lcal m most cases: those of individuals , a proce ures, 

Almost from the e,1d of the last 
World, have Unceasingly praised ~he cent~y, the legal philosophies of the Western 
juridical systems of this he~lis h ~~erl s I of one of tbe characteristics of the 
principle, as described by the p E~r~'ish \:r~1 e of ,law, On~ of the facets of this 
before the law, This declaration is ~ore J o/st, ~lcey, requ~res tbat all be equal 
of a philosophy of rights rather than ,at~ Ide,al to attam than a reality, more 

B" a POSI Ive nght. 
ut If there IS jUstification for qu r h'l 

aspect of the princiole of equal't 'f °bmg p J ,osophy, why not realize that this 
, ~, J Y 1 0 served III the b h' Q b 

With regard to the possibility of th If' reac In Ue ec, at least 
defence because they cannot pay th e ests fortunate being able to put lip a full 

, ',e cos 0 a lawyer 
It s not a matter of negaf tb 'd ' ' 

the Province of Quebec' it i~ :ngl/ e 1lI gIven by the various legal aid offices of 
and of being able to dis'tinguis~a b ~ a matt~r ~f honestly facing up to a deficiency 

Since th b '. f e Ween canty and distributive justice. 
e eglnnmg 0 the century tb St t b . 

its responsibilities in many do ' , ld' e a ,e as recogmzed and assumed 
widows, edUcation, and hOSPi~~I~s, 0 age, f~m~IY ~llowances, tbe handicapped, 
giVen to legal assistance, Not to I~::~nce , , . It IS tim~ that serious thought be 
established such services and that f Oo~ ~ther cOHntnes, many provinces have 
results, In Quebec th ',on ano, for one, seems to give satisfactory 

ere IS more and more talk b h' forward by the ' a out t IS. The solutions put government by the a 'f b . 
justice and even tb . ' , PPOSI lOn, y the consultmg committee on 

. e vanous orgamsms of the Bar e t b ' , 
It IS necessary to establish a system in la 1\ s~ m a us to e only pallIatIVes. 
of tbe excellent study made b w, 1entron, should be made in passing, 

f.llblishe~ in the juridical' revie~v ~~~n~i~r~~r~9~:e~r ~n t~i~ subject, a stt~dy 
La JUStIce Accueillante a TOllS". ' 0 p, 5 under the tItle 

It is appropriate therefore t d th' h 
in the sbortest possible delay the °al~~Oriti~S cw~fter by expressj~g the hope that 
only of jurists but also of eco ' t name a commIttee, formed not 
into tbe real needs of the pOPUI~~:ISO~ and soc~olog~sts, authorized to enquire 
as a result, a system of leoal a'd J' J ~lluebec m tbls area, and to recommend 

" I W lie I WI answer all tlte present needs. 

S~CIETE D'ORIENTATION ET DE 
REHABILITATION SOCIALE 

Considering: 

1, that tbe accused who is arrested'~ t . 
ment of proof oi his gnilt and th 1" nd~ cOfnsIden~d guilty until after establish-

c ever ICt o· the Judge; 
2, that the accused generally speak" f' , , 
conrt and the judicial procedures; mg IS not am!llllr WIth the operation of the 
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3, that certaill officers of justice, police, lawyers, sheriffs, in endeavouring to 
close their files, often persuade the accused to plead guilty under the pretext that 
he would secure an advantage thereby and that he won't antagonize the court; 

4, that those who are accustomed to being in court and are better off economic
ally, and those who cooperate with the investigating officers, are able to com
municate much sooner with their lawyer; 

5, that there is serious prejudice against the accused who is detained or who is 
kept under bail, and whose guilt has not been proved; 

We recommelld 

1. that there be a lawyer continually available to the accused, who could Use 
his services free of charge, 

2. the formation of a well-organized defender service on a provincial basis, so 
that all accused can benefit by the protection granted by the law, and take full 
advantage of their rights before the court. 

2 - THE EXTENT OF THE NEED (4) 

4. None of the briefs submitted had any criticisms of the Quebec Bar; 
even those which recommended a system diametrically opposed to that 
which is in effect at the present time, had great appreciation and admiration 
for the benevolent services offered by la¥.ryers in the different judicial districts. 
However, most of these comments underlined the fact that this formula does 
not suffice, even though the Qnebec Government has increased its monetary 
contributions considerably in the course of recent years 1. 

Although the briefs were unanimous in recommending a system of legal 
security on a much broader base, it was not possible to secure an exact image 
of What Quebec public opinion was asking Some praised the merits of thl 
permanent public defender, while others preferred that the accused citizen 
have the opportunity to use a private practitioner. 

The Commission has been impressed with the recurring thought in all 
the memoranda: "To give everyone equal access to the administration of 
justice". 

All the organizations were in agreement in expressing the hope that 
the State include the field of justice in its social responsibilities. In other 
words, public opinion definitely preferred, as a general principle, that society 
assume the responsibility of an overall service of legal security, with regard 
to its less fortunate citizens. 

1 The amounts spent by the Minister of Justice for the office of legal aid: 
1965-66 $ 12,000 
1966-67 $ 55,000 
1967-68 $140,000 
1968-69 $200,000 

{ $125,000 Montreal 
$ 15,000 Quebec 
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Public opinion is, that partial efforts no longer respond to the needs, 
and that the State cannot delay a direct intervention much longer. It is 
evident that the public is unable to measure the full extent of the needs. 
Even a commission of enquiry could not do this unless it devoted to this 
one subject, all the time granted to it for an evaluation of many diverse 
problems. It is therefore, fortunate, that we have been able to take advantage 
of a detailed enquiry which supplied us with authoritative facts. 

This enquiry made by Mr. Jean T. Loranger covered 10 years of 
activities of the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal. We are publishing 
it as an Annex 1 to our own study on legal security. Thanks to it, we have 
been able to reduce to a very few points, the investigation into the local 
legal aid needs and the economic evaluation of the various formulas. 

1 The Annex referred to will only be found in full in the original French text. 
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I-THE BASIC THEORIES 

A - THE GENERAL PHILOSOPHY (5-10) 

1-UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN (5) 

5. Legal security finds its theoretical basis, and its full justification in the 
Universal Declaration of the Rights of Man: 

Every individual, as long as he is a member of society, has the right to 
social security; he is entitled to enjoy economic, social and cultural rights, indis
pensible to his dignity and to the full development of his character 1. 

The subsequent Canadian texts have extended this universal declaration 
by adding to it cogent explanations. However, our country has not yet known 
either in its legislation, nor its jurisprudence the spectacular interpretations 
that the Supreme Court of the United States has given to the Universal 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and to the American Constitution. 

In our country other sectors of social security have made much more 
progress than legal security. 

2 - THE QUEBEC EVOLUTION (6-8) 

6. The concept of social security has developed considerably during the 
past 20 years, and to be convinced of this, one has only to look at the 
reports of different Quebec Enquiry Commissions. We quote first of all, 
from a study made in 1955 by the Royal Commission enquiring into the 
Constitutional Problems (Tremblay Report) : 

Measures of social readaptation and prevention must ultimately be integrated 
into a system of social security which assures a sufficient guarantee of stability 
in the enjoyment of the good things in life, the good inherent in the human 
person, and the benefits of order alld jt.' ice in any given milieu ... 

Except for those measures of security, the cost of which is shared with 
Ottawa, the Government of Quebec, by its system of welfare, only wishes to 
playa supplementary role and look after the needs of certain categories of in
digents and families. Its philosophy is based on charity, and combines the tra
ditional concepts of aid, mutual aid and insurance. The Province has undertaken, 

1 Ufliversal Declaration of the Rights of Mall, Article 22, December 10, 1948. 
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with success, the readaptation of some rou " 
programme of colonization, or· by th: vi ps of the popll~ah~n, either by a bold 
techniques, or finally by encouragi th gorous reorganizatIOn of its teaching 
operatives of all kinds CertaI' ng e movements of self-help such as co-

, n measures such as th A . 
even resulted in a fruitful cooperation of' diff ~ pprentlce Act, have 
being of an entire sector of product' d erent S?CIaI classes fOf the weIl-

l ' Ion an consumptIOn 
t IS only accidentally and by its Il b ' " 

of Ottawa regarding old ;ge assl'st co a or,atlOn with the formulas of security 
t ance, penSIOns to the blind 'd ' , e c,' that the Quebec Government adh t h ,at to InvalIds, 

ion of revenue 1, ' eres 0 t e new concept of the redistribut-

7. More recently than that the P t R " 
responsibilities which the Sta~e sho~~n deport Indl?at~d extremely detailed 
matters: un ertake, pnnclpally on educational 

It can then be stated that for s iritual d h " 
as for reasons of efficiency mod P, an, umanIstIc reasons, just as much 
and democratic depends ~ore e;: socIety" by Its dual nature of being industrial 
creased schooJj~g It is with'n th' an prevl?usly on general education and in
system insofar as' it is a sy;tem l~ ~~~:fe~tlve that We ~a~e said that the school 
purpose: m modern SOCieties follow a threefold 

- make available to el'erybody without d'" , , 
culture, social level, age sex h lth IstmctIOn ~f, ?ellef, faCial origin, 
good quality d ' , ' ea, or mental abilIties, an education of 

an answermg the dIfferent needs; 
- alia,": everyone to follow his studies in that field which n: .. 

to hiS taste and his interest to th h' h I -ponds best 
attain, and to thus benefi' e ~g est ,evel that he is able to 
full deve/opmellt,' t from everythmg which can contribute to his 

- ~~er:el~:;:/~~t~s:~u~e :~;~ t~ Ii;e in, this society, that is to say, to gain 

ponsibiliries in full equality ;n~ l:~!~~~gent~t ass~me all their social res
possihlr opportunities for self-improve'n:;II, a a er to adults the greatest 

These three objectives summ ' th h 
what it must do if Our society' t

anze 
,e c allenge to our school system, and 

IS 0 contInue to progress 2, 

And the Parent Report concludes "th tiS 
responsibjJity in education. Char ed a. ~le hotate must Hssu~l,e, an increasing 
bec~mes necessary to realize the

g Obj::ive~ :,:e~are of clVllIan soci~ty, it 
attam today in an educational system" 3, IC we are endeavourmg to 

Thus the Report k h ' " awa ens teState to Its responsibilities . 
and usmg It for the common good, It led socl'etv, In research, 

J, to accept and even to 

GONZALVE POULIN, O,F,M" Ro al COl " '" 
Problems, 1955, Annex 2 : Social aid .Y th P IIm,lssloll EI/qlllrll/g IIltO Constitutiollal 
(the italics are our own) In e rOVInce of Quebec (1608-1951) pp, 193-4 
2' , 

Report of Ihe Royal COll1missioll of E ' 
Q b 'llqllll'Y il/fo Education /'/1 II P ~Ie ec, Third part, Vol. 4, par, 5. Ie /'ovil/ce of 

3 Ibidem, par, 6, 
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demand greater government action in the matter of education, In responding 
to this wish the State recognjz\~d that it was its responsibility to guarantee 
citizens the respect of their rights, The report ranked education amongst 
these rights, 

8. Even more recently, the first part of the Castonguay Report caJ]s upon 
Quebec to give thought to its broader terms the special responsibilities in 
matters of social security, 

Insurance companies have also played an important role in social protection, 
but they have never been able from the point of view of the assured, 10 fully 
adapt themselves to the requirements of social sewrity. Insurance companies, 
whether they be mutuals or capital share companies, whether their purpose be 
service or profit, or both, are well organized enterprises following strict rules 
of solvency, and basing their operations on actuarial calculations, Even if these 
insurance companies are often managed much more efficiently than public services, 
it is nevertheless true that they offer more advantageous conditions to "good 
risks" that is to say, to people who by reason of their age, their health, their 
position, would be less likely to require benefits, The little man and those 
people with modest or uncertain revenues, find it difficult to pay the premiums 
or make their payments continuously, This is why insurance companies are un
able to give a full protection to the entire population and even at best, they 
could never do more than add supplementary benefits in the way of social 
security to those individuals who wishing to have additional protection, are able 
to finance it themselves, 

The common characteristic of the four mechanisms described above (charity 
and private philanthropy, mutua: organizations, group insurance, personal in
surance) is to offer an optional an,j selective protection; they cannot satisfy all 
the demands of social development, hut up to a certain point they play an ex
tremely important role." The impetus gi)'(!/I to Ihis el'o/utiol/ always stems 
frol/1 Ihe pril/ciple t/lal society must look after the I/eeds of those of ils members 
wlzo are, for olle reasol/ or aI/other, /II/able to ma;l/laill a satisfactory stal/dard 
of lil'ing, The obvious common needs are universal, but they are not necessarily 
uniform, They are universal in the sense that the problems of subsistence of 
individual and families are forever present, but they are not uniform if they are 
looked at from the point of view of any given society, in which the needs of 
all the individuals forming that society are not necessarily identical. In this way, 
a system of social secllrity becomes a specific illstrumelll allswering tlze particllfal' 
needs of a gil'ell society alld reflecling its socio-economic situatiofl, ill the same 
mallller that do ils cIIllllral preoccupations alld its appreciation of values 1, 

Thus the entire social development appears finally as a fundamental 
right for which the State must guarantee respect. It is within this perspective 
that Jegal security should be envisaged: an intervention by the State to 
assure the respect of its citizens, and of the full enjoyment of their rights, 

1 Reporl of Ihe Commission of Enquiry illto Hea/th alld Social Welfare, VoL 1; 
Sickness-Insurance pp, 12-13, 
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3 - ITS APPLICATION TO JUSTICE 
(9-10) 

9. It can be seen that the concept of social security as it exists today in 
Quebec and Canada, includes a number of domains which were not 
necessarily thought of by those who wrote the Universal Declaration of the 
Rights of Man, twenty years ago. 

It is important to realize, however, that justice is far behind education, 
health and welfare, when it comes to obtaining public funds to eliminate 
economic disparities between different groups of citizens. 

Undoubtedly there are many reasons for this situation. The principal 
one remains, however, that the public and the political leaders prefer to help 
the sick or the adolescents, rather than those accused of crimes. In the 
scale of social priorities, legal security is systematically in an unfavourable 
position, because its purpose is basically to help those people who have 
possibly caused harm to society and its members. 

Notwithstanding this, some Canadian provinces have, for a number 
of years, interested themselves in this problem. They have endeavoured, 
in various ways, to establish a service of legal security which would place 
all citizens on an equal footing before the law. 

10. As examples, mention should be made of the initiatives taken by 
Ontario and Alberta. Here we have two entirely different attitudes to the 
same problem - that of the insecurity of indigents when they are dealing 
with the administration of justice. 

Ontario has had an overall legal aid system for two years under whose 
terms any indigent can today choose his own lawyer who will be remunerated 
from public funds. 

Alberta has preferred to use the American formula of the public 
defender: 

In spite of the above we are aware that free legal aid is available, officially 
or otherwise, from coast to coast in Canada under a number of schemes. The 
majority of these endeavours operate from the nucleus of either a Law Society 
01' Bar Association that assigns or allocates cases to lawyers, who volunteer to 
represent the accused on a charity basis with no pay. However, the schemes are 
in the main technically lacking in comprehensiveness and are somewhat eleemo
synary. On the other hand, during March of this year, l.W. Anderson, of the 
attorney general's department in Alberta, announced that the popularity of the 
"public defender" project inaugurated in Edmonton in September of 1964 was 
such that it was to be expanded to cover the entire province. Tbis latter system, 
with public defenders paid by tax monies, expresses the basic principle of equality 
before the law, not as a charitable provision, but as an inalienable right accruing 
to all accused Who for financial reasons are unable to retain legal services 1. 

1 STEPHEN CUMAS, Trial Ward alld tlte Social Worker's Role, in Fourth Colloquy 
of Research into Delinquence and Criminality, 1964, pp. 377-378. 
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This quotation indicates : . . 

1 Pt of social security has expanded recently to most defimtely a) that t le conce 
include the field of justice) and, h 

toda take into consideration the fact that ot er 
b) that Quebec ~ust h y '1 eady assumed their social responsibilities Canadian provmces ave d r 

in this area. 

B - NEW POSITIVE, ASPECTS 

1 - THE SOCIAL INVESTMENT 

(11-18) 

(11-12) 

f recent vears the concept of social security has thus 11 In the course a -, . . 1 t. 
ev~lved so that it includes more and more pOSItlve e emen s . . 

. more and more demand for preventlve measures 
- on the one hand there IS f 'f finds himself in a state of insecurity; 

which canhbe uhseddevee~~;tsor~o a ~~~~~l~e the r~turns from expenditures on - on the at er an, 
social aid are being made with increasing success. 

In other words, instead of opposing, as in the p~st, expe~ditures !~~ 
social security and worthwhile projects, the ende.avour lSI to cOnSIde\:~~ of 

. 1 't as an investment subject to t 1e same cn 
ditures forf socorammsee~~~~( or industrial ventures. Even the fi~ht against crime retum as or c 
is now being thought about in this way: 

The cost of crimes to nations in all stages of development is a matter of 
rising concern. t 

d on plai15 for national deveJopmen , Because of its effect on the economy, ant f tLe factors which enter into it, 
. d f e precise measuremen sou 

there IS nee or mar . . . . ns for estimating it more accurately. 
and attention to m.ethodologlcal ~~n~I~:ra:~~s and creation of social profiles are 
Such indices as cnme rates, SOCia mica . nmt'nt of priorities on some kind 
suggested as worthwhile, with thereaf~er lthe assl~on~eption in the social defence 
of a cost-benefit analysis: This re~atl:e y t:::UocatiQn of limited resources. The 
field can make more precise and e ec Lve th ro'ection of likely benefits a§ 
quantification of social defence ~lerue~ts, n ; ~ed merit amplification 1. 
against likely social and eCOnOL11LC cos s, I '1 f 

d . t dy made at the request a From this point of view, confinne oy a s u . " 'nvestment of 
the Advisory Council of the Administration of JustIce, t.he 1 of the 

. ddition to the mamtenance 
the State endeav?urs to assure'f lU

h
. a roductive capacity, and on this 

beneficiary, the Improvement 0 t IS p.. " 2 

basis, he is included in an overall perspectlve of development . 

/' . I t/le COl/text of Natiollal 
BENEDICT S. ALPER, The Prel'e/~tio~l of De :~q~~~I~t:~d by Professor Alper of 
Development, Dece?1ber 1966 .. ThiS fls ha ~o't d Nations which was studying the 
Boston, to the AdVisory Comnuttee ate TIl e . ' 

. d r d the treatment of pnsoners. 
preventIOn of e mquency an HUBERT REID L'assistallce iudiciaire all 2 JULES BRIERE, MARC GIGUERE, , 
Quebec, p. 3. 
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Tbus criminality itself becomes a waste of t . 
to an even greater extent th ,he vItal forces of society 
. 1 an an attack from a fo . 
It, t le concern is not only with th 1 ,r.elgn enemy. In fighting 
the thief is, or is not e va ue of the object stolen, but whether 

- a juvenile who has cost the State th d 
' ousan s of doll t d 

- an adult who has ceased to d' ars 0 e ucate; 
as a burden on the State. pro uce In order to live henceforward in prison 

12. We find an excellent example of this new outlook 
Boston organization. in the work of a 

. The Action for Boston Community Develo I 
WIde defender service that not I . P nent, Inc. (ABCD), is a city-
trial but also has law-stt;dent tr~~ r prOVIdes the traditional representation at 
prog~am that provides counsel fo~tnl~;t_~~og:al:1s. It. is. a central legal services 
a ball experiment and staffs n . hbP h nVlctlOn cnmmal proceedings and for 
of I I . elg our ood law office fD' . 

ega -SOCIal services and preventive I I' s. a enng a combmation 
proach to the representation of indi t ~w. It IS a untfied, comprehensive ap-

gen s In a arge, urban area 1 

. . It can be seen that society is fin all b . .' . 
ll1 Its OWn monetary and . I . Y egll1nlllg to understand that it is 
d'ff ' soc/{/. mterest to fiaht . " 

I erent manner To an e ", agamst cnmlllality in a . , ven areater ext t't h 
the use of degrading punishme~ts d t e~1 I s ould endeavour to restrict 
the indigent social work I'n fan 0 mc1ude as part of the defence of 

, areas 0 prevent' d . 
reasons for discontent amongst tl 1 f IOn an educatlOn so as to reduce 

t f . . < le ess avoured clas d' ra e 0 rehabllJtation. ses, an to ll1crease the 

. The cost of criminality is such in i . 
Itself it is sufficient reason to make th nvestments lost by society, that in 
elements as free as possible Con t Ie gr1e.atest effort to keep alJ productive 

. cre e y t liS means that: 

a) the individual is of too great a cost t . 
so Willingly of his usefulness" 0 socIety for the latter to deprive itself 

b) there is danger of n " ' 
laSS cnnllnali1y costing societ 

ally SOl/lid to guarantee to th 1 f Y so much that it is ecollomic-
e ess avoured groups full respect of their rights. 

Here we find justification for the . . 
even without reference to the f d prmclP.al elements of legal security 
same reasoning justifies the' tun am~ntal fights of the individual. The 

lllves ments III education. 

The Le"al A'I B . t '? n l'Ie case, February 1968 va) XXVI 
five major components to the unified Ie ai se' . ' no 3,. p. 115. There are now 
only one sponsored by NDP funds . ~h ; Vices program in Boston. The first the 
trial defence and law school parti~i~~tio~ ~~ o~~ll ~efe~der ~roj.ect. It includes both 
County. Its staff consists of a chI' f . . I he mne dlstnct courts in Suffolk 
l' t ' e Cnmma attorney . ht t . ) 
Iga ors, and one secretary and its district-cou .' elg . na attorneys, two inves-

~he MDC statewide public defender system Wb:t hservlce wII~ be gradually phased into 
In the cOllnty. The Model Defender PI' . 't IIC. now prOVides Superior Court service 

oJec a so lllcludes participation of the four law 
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schools in the area, Boston University is assigning thirty law students to the Roxbury 
District Court, the second busiest in the county. Under a rule of the Supreme Judi
cial Court, the studer. may directly represent indigents under the supervision of a 
law school professor. Student representation is limited to the district court, a court 
of limited criminal jurisdiction that has the authority to confine a person up to two 
and one half years. Students handle cases on their own, but the attorney-supervisor 
is present not only during the trial but also during the interviewing of the defendant 
and witnesses. After a case has been assigned, the students are given at least one 
week to prepare it for trial. After receipt of the charge, they research the legal 
aspects of the case and conduct a background factual investigation. As long as the 
student does not jeopardize the rights of the accused, he is given a free hand in 
the conduct and presentation of the case. The district court judge is sympathetic 
to the program and imposes the same standards of conduct and performance upon 
the students as he does for attorneys. 

The student program is designed to develop responsibility on the part of the 
students and at the same time to provide competent legal representation for those 
facing possible imprisonment. The program was well received, but the close at
torney supervision has required that an assistant be provided for the attorney-super
visor. The effectiveness of the program can be measured by the recent modification 
of the Supreme Judicial Court rule to authorize student assistance for the prose
cution of cases in the district court. Boston University has also inaugurated an 
advanced clinical criminal practice course that will be required for students partic
ipating in the program. 

Members of the Harvard Voluntary Defenders, a student-run organization, are 
assigned to appear in the other Suffolk County district courts in a similar program. 
Harvard is also offering four new criminal practice courses. The second component, 
central services, is responsible for the overall supervision of the entire unified legal 
services program. It coordinates the various agencies and operates the bail program. 
The third component, the United Prison Association of Massachusetts, provides 
post-conviction services pursuant to a contract with ABCD. This component con
sists of the volunteer attorney who acts as a coordinator in administering a panel 
of app-oximately seventy uncompensated lawyers who handle cases throughout the 
state. 

The fourth component, that of the neighbourhood law offices, implements most 
directly the unified legal services concept in the "gray area" target districts of 
Roxbury, Charlestown, and South End. For comparison, there is also a law office 
in South Boston. The purpose of this neighbourhood program is to bring the under
privileged into closer touch with the law, to provide legal advice and preventiye 
service, to represent clients in court when necessary, and to refer them to the ap
propriate agencies when their problems so dictate. With the exception of the South 
Boston office, these neighbourhood law offices are located in multiservice centers 
that provide a wide array of social welfare assistance. The neighbourhood law 
offices component is. operated by the Boston Legal Aid Society under contract with 
ABCD. Close coordination of services has developed between the "civil" attorneys 
in the neighbourhood offices and the "criminal" attorneys appearing in the district 
courts of the four neighbourhoods. 

The fifth component, that of research and evaluation, is primarily furnished 
by the staff of the ABCD. Support of this component also comes from the United 
States Department of Health, Educat:on and Welfare; in addition, Harvard Uni
versity, Boston University, and Boston College have conducted evaluative research 
on segments of the program. 
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2 - THE CONCEPT OF LEGAL SECURITY 

(13-15) 

13. The concept of social security has evolved in so radical a manner, that 
it is necessary, as recommended in our general introduction, to replace the 
term legal assistance by that of legal security. 

All the evidence presented to the Commission indicates that security 
is a right to which all citizens are entitled and that it is no longer acceptable 
for legal <:ecurity to be considered as some kind of service given in the 
name of compassion, slightly tinged with contempt. Today we consider 
that a child has a right to education, and nobody thinks of utilizing the 
expression school aid. So, in striving for legal security rather than aid, 
justice will be integrated into the much broader field of social security, and 
it will become the duty of the State to assure that the rights of all citizens 
are protected. 

By legal security, far more is meant than'merely the defence of indigents 
before the courts. In the programme of legal security the Commission includes, 
for example, the information needed by citizens to know their rights. 

... a system conceived from the point of view of true social security 
endeavours to assure to everyone a minimum of juridical security in the face 
of a need for juridical information which has assllmed sufficient proportions fa 

have become a social risk. This objective can be realized by prevention, and by 
the development of juridical knowledge essential to the life of society ... 

Nobody would question that the dissemination of jUridical information is 
an essential need in our society. Even the nature of law (contrainte social S01l

veraine) makes it necessary for everybody to have some knowledge of it, at 
least of its most important elements. 

This need becomes even more imperative as modern law becomes more and 
more complex, This holds equally for the deficiencies in the procedures in carry
ing out the law, The overall result is a vacuum in which ollly the lawyers call 
understand each other, so that they exercise a monopoly of juridical illformatioll, 
one of the basic needs ill hUlllan activity 1, . 

14. The responsibilities of the State in matters of legal security do not 
imply that the government must necessarily always intervene in a direct 
manner, However, in a society such as ours, it is important to be aware of 
the social insecurities which exist, not only at the level of individuals, but 
of entire groups. 

1, In analyzing the different methods of assuring legal security in Our 
society, it is essential to take into consideration what the intermediate 
groups and the general public are ready to accept and what they are 

----
1 JULES BRIERE, MARC GIGUERE, HUBERT REID, L'assistance jUdicia ire all Ql/(Jbec, pp, 6 and 7, 
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. . t r ins a government . 1 iI the Ie al secunty of a SOCIe y rema . 
demandmg . Wh e g d il ble in the form of a state orgamsm, es onsibility, it could be rna e ava a 
r p . of a combination of the two. of private enterpnse, or 

2. . '1 ble b the State is not directed only to 
The legal secunty made aval a y hom it exercises with others, an 
individuals, but also to groups on w 
uplifting social action. 

, , form of assistance, to eliminate legal 
15. If the desIre IS, through somde t ta of society one of the essentials 

' st the less favoure s ra , , . 
insecurzty among 't1 oorest neighbourhoods. It is Important 
is to establish legal o~ces 111 le p the availability of justice, and legal 
to realize how close:y ~nterwovenh are sy access to a legal office, and to 

rit Unless the 111dIgent can ave ea , , 
~~~user~'ices of a lawyer, it is not true legal secunty for h1111, , , 

, , 1 I I aid in their accessibility, They 
The offices will differ from tradlt~~na ~ga I id in their close identification 

will differ perhaps in degree from
l 
tradltt~na~c~a~a s:rvices in the neighbourhood, 

and involvement with the comp ~x~s a~ b~in physically part of or close, to the 
Commonly, these offices are regar e 't g tl'on programs in the termmology 

, , ogram or commUfli y ac 1 
commumty serVIce pr , ' h ff the opportunity and the chal enge 
of the Economic Opportufllty Act. ,T e:ol~a:~rativelY with other social servic~s 
to lawyers fo~ the poor of workm;f clientele (because surely the Canons WIll 
people, educatmg them as sources " ration with these other people 
have to bend in this respect), educatm,g ;n C~O~\'ts They will work, I would 
the clientele of the community in theIr ega ng , I for the poor as a group 
think, in a way legal aid traditionally has not, as counse 

, evitably and profoundly affected by the 
Our ideals of the role of gove~nn:ent ~er~ m t' when liberty meant liberty from 
attitudes prevailing at the begmnmg 0 t e n~ Ion the date of Adam Smith's 

I , S t en seventy-sIx was , f g
overnmental regu atlOn, even e 1 t' f Independence, Our BIll 0 

' 11 of the Dec ara Ion 0 
Wealth of NatIOns as We as t not through government. 

t t' against governmen, Rights was planned as a pro ec Ion , , t governs best which governs 
' J ff "That governmen , The remark attrIbuted to e ers~n, ., olitical preferences and preJu-

least" is something like a startmg pomt, III ?ur p the function of government 
' h t' h brou"'ht III views on h' dices The change t at Ime as '" d wI'th the program of IS ' , h l'cy Jefferson espouse can be marked by companng t e po I , B'II of Rights of the late 

' , b t f g the AmerIcan I , party today; or more WIdely y con ras m t w'th the Universal DeclaratIOn 
1700s designed as a protection against governn

h
1en "ddll 1900s which embodies a 

' , d N f of t e ml e , 
of Human Rights of ,the U~lte a IOnSment to advance the welfare of the people, 
conception of affirmative dutIes of govern 1ent should not undertake 

' 'd's that governn 1 
Yet the prevalent Amencan aUltu e remam 't If 'neffective or insufficient for the 
an activity unless private action has proven

b 
1 S\ ~ the way of a public system of 

public welfare, This a~titude is ~ pO,werful 0 stac :C~nthe English system," ELLIOTT 
legal aid, or even a nuxed PUblIC-PrIVate, systeNm sl d New York and London, Co-
EVANS CHEATHAM, A Lawyer Wlell eece, 
lumbia University Press, 1963, pp, 49-50, 
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i~terest, in addition to counseling for individual poor people 
bcular matters 1. as clients in par-

r The~e are O1:ly some of the reference points to be taken into conside
~~t~~dl w

to 
en the tlmdefcomes to define in detail the legal security service we 
recommen or Quebec. 

1 It has already been said that the intervention of the State must be of 
suc: a nature that the freedom which the individual still ossesses is 
~~~Je~ted to further limitations. The State, as a silent financi~l partner m~I~~ 

re ore respect the autonomy and . d d ' subsidizes. ' 111 epen ence of the services which it 

It should also be remembered that legal . 
as well as to individuals. secunty must apply to groups, 

3 - THE IMPLICATIONS 

INFORMATION, CONSULTATION, DEFENCE 

(16-18) 

16. V~rious corollaries arise from this concept of legal securit E b 

;:~~a:~~~~a~~:~ot~~l ~~~:~:~s.cannot have full legal security unl~~s ~:;~c~~~ 
This implies, 

a) that citizens mllst be sufficiently informed of their rights 
them, or to recover them; , in order to defend 

b) that in case of need, the help of specialists in law can be secured. 

anQ s~~ ~~cl:dse~vi~s are lacking, equality before the law remains an abstract 
n e 1 ea. 0 system of legal security would be worthwhile if it could 

not overcome the obstacles of ignorance and destitution. 

t 
U?l~ss ~e~al security is narrowed to mean simply, a paternalistl'C 

ance, It IS ndlculous and 1 assis
the r1

CT
ht t h 1 f ' use ess to say that theoretically every citizen has 

to ev:r~on~ i~clu;i~l~ t~~~:~~~ou~;~~~:~~;af~!c~t.SUCh services are available 

WIthout State action legal 't" 
indigents who are unabl~ to se~u;t y 111 ItS true sense cannot exist for 
defence lawyers. ' mee Ie cost of legal consultations or of 

17. It is easy to be satisfied witl d 
outdistance practice. All countries ar

l 
wor. s, a~d allo~ the ideal to far 

, e as 111 Olll case, 111 danger of being 

1 MARVIN FRANKEL E >:pel" /' S . ,. {mell s III en'lllg the Illdir:ellt . N . 
all Law alld Pover/)', Washingto D C 196 ., 1ft atwnal COllference n, .., 5, pp. 73-74. 
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satisfied with a declaration of principles without creating definite structures 
to' implement them. In France, the Act of August 16-24, 1790, established 

two principles: 

a) equality of all before justice, 

b) free access to the courts: the State and not the citizens will henceforth pay 

the judges 1. 

With the passage of time these principles have been lost sight of, and 
a point has been reached in the system of justice, which by reason of cost, 
places it out of reach of many of the citizens. 

The experiences of history and even more, the curves of economic and 
social conjuncture have somewhat altered the original scheme. By the reestablish
ment of an inherited system of charges (cost of solicitors, lawyers, notaries, 
clerks, bailiffs) and above all, by the almost geometric progression of taxes, the 

freedom of justice has been eliminated 2. 

A system of legal security must specifically aim to fill the gap which 

separates principles from reality. 

18. Education remains one of the most effective and democratic methods 

of filling the gap. 
Without it, it is not possible to guarantee the equality of all before the 

law for the simple reason that the majority are ignorant of the law. Nor is 
it possible, without education, to assure everybody free access to the 
administration of justice, as the majority would not understand the scope 

of the legal security services. 
Juridical education, as a basis for information and consultation is so 

clearly a part of legal security that it is surprising not to find it in every 
system which establishes as its ideal the equality of citizens before the 

law 3. 

1 LOUIS BEAUDOIN, L'esprit general dl! regime de I'assistallce judiciaire en droit 

frallr,:ais, in Revue dll Barreall 1949, p. 61. 
2 RAy,,,f0ND CHARLES, La justice ell France (Que sais-je), Paris, Presses Universi-

taires Je Fmnce, 1953, p. 28. 
3 A great many Government programs provide the opportunity to educate either 

youths or adults. Examples include, the Job Corps; the Neighbourhood Youth 
Corps (which the Department of Labor operates to train young people in our cities) ; 
and the numerous programs designed to improve employment skills. There seems no 
reason why the curricula of these programs cannot include sufficient legal education 
so that the poor at least know when they should be consulting an attorney. 
THEODORE M. BERRY, O.E.O., Legal Sen'ices Programs, in Na/ional COllference 

all Law and Poverty, Washington, D.C., 1965, p. 165. 
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II-INVENTORY OF THE APPLICATIONS 

A - THE DIFFERENT FORMULAS (19-48) 

19. A legal security service may take different forms. 
Some formulas provide as is the case in Ontario, that the individual 

be free always to choose his own defender, who will be paid by the State. 
Others believe, chiefly for economic reasons, that it is necessary for the 
State to employ a number of lawyers and to make them available free of 
charge to indigents. This second formula generally carries the name of 

public defender 1. 
According to a third thesis, the court, or another authority, is responsible 

for assigning a lawyer to an accused unable to pay for his own legal counsel. 
This third system has many different applications, according to the number 
of lawyer& 'vho take part in the system, according to the authority responsible 

1 The methods of public legal aid are stm more varied. They may be put into four 
groups: 1) assigned counsel, 2) the public defender, 3) aid to men in military serv
ice, and 4) administrative commissions and officials. The system of assigned counsel, 
compensated or uncompensated, is still the most widely used method in criminal 
cases. It rests on the professional and public duty of a lawyer to accept the assign
ment to defend an accused in a criminal case when the judge so assigns him. The 
system has furnished outstanding illustrations of devotion, as mentioned in an earlier 
lecture. But the quality of representation it affords in most cases has been found 
inadequate by those most competent to assess it. The provisions for compensation of 
assigned counsel by the state vary widely, most of them being insufficient. 

The public defender is a salaried official who stands ready to represent indigent 
accused. The office has had a long and admirable record in some states. It was 
createu in the District of Columbia, and its authorization in the fed;)ral courts gener
ally is pnder consideration by committees of Congress. As with other public officials 
the me: -; of selection vary from popular election through appointment by the 
judiciar~ ,)1' other offic('rs onto civil service procedures. Deliberate efforts have 
been made to rem'we the public defender from political pressures and from subserv i

,

ence to the prosecutor. A civil counterpart of the public defender in some cities has 
bee"n the public bureau, that is, a public agency to furnish legal aid t'l the indigent. 
It has not developed as rapidly as the public defender, perhaps because the legal aid 
societies were formed earlier and performeu the services in civil cases that such a 
bureau might have taken over. ELLIOTT EVANS CHEATHAM, A Lawyer When 
Needed, New York and London, Columbia University Press 1963, pp. 43-44. 
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for making the choice of the lawyer in the name of the accused, and 
according to whether the lawyer receives remuneration or not. 

It is also necessary to make specific mention of various other systems 
which are partly the responsibility of government, and partly that of private 
enterprise. In the Anglo-Saxon world, we find an increasing number of 
groups of lawyers formed into societies, and with the benefit of government 
subsidies, assuming the defence of indigents 1. 

For purposes of discussion we will describe the different systems 
utilizing abbreviated terms: the choice of lawyer, the public defender, the 
assigned or designated lawyer, the legal society or a mixed system. Although 
these different systems utilize completely different procedures, the four 
formulas in theory all endeavour to respect the intimacy of relations between 
the accused and his lawyer, and to defend to the maximum, the fundamental 
rights of the accused. Needless to say, some of the systems achieve these 
goals better than others 2. 

In the course of our survey of the different systems, we quote authors 
extensively, particularly those in the United States. We quote those who 
defend a formula as well as those who criticize it, those who are part of a 
system, and those who evaluate it from the exterior. 

The Commission was of the opinion that considerable reference should 
be made to these various texts, because 
1) the Commission did not have the time to see aU the systems at work; 
2) those who live, daily with a system of legal security are particularly 

qualified to evaluate it ; 
3) the government could more easily judge and verify the value of our 

recommendations by examining some of the systems discussed. 

The American Bar Foundation classifies the existing systems for providing legal rep
resentation for poor persons accused of crime as assigned counsel, public defender, 
private defender, and a mixed private-public system. The assigned counsel system is 
defined as the appointment of individual lawyers on a case-by-case basis. The public 
defender system consists of the regular appointment of a lawyer who is compensated 
from the public treasury on a salary basis. The private defender system involves the 
regular appointment of a lawyer compensated by salary from private sources and 
supervised by private citizens. 

The mixed private'public system is a private defender system which receives 
substantial support from public funds. A. KENNETH PYE, The Administration of 
Criminal Jllstice, in National Conference all Law and Poverty, Washington, D.C., 
1965, p. 50. 

2 Since the loyalty of lawyer to client and his independence of control, other than that 
occurring in the normal course of professional relations between the Bar and the 
judiciary, is an essential criterion of an adequate system of providing counsel, it is 
vital that the staff lawyer or appointed lawyer be free to perform hi~ function in as 
nearly as possible the same manner as he would if privately employed by the client. 
Stalldards relatillg to Prol'idillg Defellse Sen'ices, American Bar Association Project 
on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, June 1967, p. 22. 
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1-The Designated or Assigned La:wyer (20-27) 

a) FLEXIBILITY OF THE FORMULA (20) 

20. It is difficult to assess in a general manner, the formula of the designated 
or assigned lawyer. It has become evident, from one state to the other, and 
from one region to the other, that the differences are so great that any 
generalization would be unrealistic and unfair. 

In most of these counties, especially the rural ones, the appointee~ are 
probably a fair representation of the active Bar in ter~s of age and experIence. 
In roughly one-fourth of the counties, however, appomtment~ are concentr~ted 
among the younger members of the Bar. By contrast, the .asslgned .la:vyers In a 
few places, notably Detroit, are mostly seasoned veteran~ In. the cnmmal court. 
Another system is used in New Jersey and a few counties m oth:r states:. the 
entire active Bar is expected to serve a turn as assigned counsel, with exceptions 
made for age, infirmity, and employment by state and. local governn;en~. In 
view of these variations it may be said that lawyers appOl~ted to serve. ~ndlgent 
defendants in ordinary felony cases differ widely in experIence and ability, and 
that the kind of lawyer assigned to any particular case depends on the state, the 
county, the judge, the seriousness of the crime, .a~d perhaps other factors. For 
capital and other very serious crimes, however, It IS generally reported that the 
judges appoint able, experienced lawyers 1. 

The judges themselves, moreover, are conscious of. these ~is~a:ities, 
which are reflected in the systems themselves, as well as III the IlldlVldu:ls 
who administer them. In one case, for example, it is the State law WhICh 
permits only a circuit judge to assign a lawyer to the indigent .accuse~, and 
which restricts this action of the judge to the felony cases regIstered m the 
circuit court. Under this procedure it is necessary to wait until the accus~d 
is formally arraigned in court before supplying him with a defender, whIle 
otller systems intervene much earlier 2. 

But even within the same system, disparities of concern to individuals 

are noticed. 

In the personal interviews, when asked: "If the indigent person asks for a 
lawyer by name, do you appoint him 7", three of the nine judges said "yes", 

1 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of the Poor ill Criminal Cases ill Americall State 
Courts American Bar Foundation 1965, volume 1: Natiollal Report, p. 16. 

2 "By st~te law, only the circuit judge may appoint counsel fO.r an indigent defe~dant 
and then only in felony cases pending in the Circuit Court. .Smce a felony case IS not 
pending in the circuit court until an indictment has been flIed, the effect of the law 
is that bail is rarely altered for an indigent before this indictment, and co~nsel can 
never be appointed for him until he is indicted. Appointment of counsel va~le~ some
what between the two counties surveyed". DARAL G. CONKLIN, HawaII, m LEE 
SILVERSTEIN Defellse of the Poor ill Criminal Cases ill Americall St(lle Courts, 
American Bar Foundation 1965, volume 2: Alabama-Mississippi, p. 176. 
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three said '.'no", and three said that this had never happened. All nine judges 
state? that If there are two defendants who have interests that may conflict, they 
appomt separate lawyers for each. If the defendant objects to the lawyer who is 
appointed, three of the judges said they insist that he keep that lawyer, unless 
he has a good reason for not wanting him. Three appoint someone else. Three 
stated that this had never happened, but if it did happen they probably would 
appoint someone else 1. 

The possibility of such different interpretations is a serious weakness 
in systems of this kind. One comes up against this so often, that the 
flexibility of the formula is forgotten. 

b) FREE CHOICE OR ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL (21-22) 

21. Even if it is impossible to generalize, an evaluation of the system can 
be arrived at by examining the recommendations made by different bodies 
to improve it. 

. T~1e su~gestions which we are quoting were apparently intended 
pnmanly to nd the system of favouritism and the arbitrary. 

The prosecutors Were asked to offer suggestions on how, in their judgment, 
the present system for providing counsel to indigent defendants might be improv
ed. Among the ansWers were the following: 

1. Pay assigned counsel more or they are likely to plead the defendant 
guilty. 

2. The defendant should be given his choice of cOLlnsel and the State 
should pay adequate expenses so that the best lawyers will defend him. 

? All lawyers who have ever handled criminal cases should be appointed, 
not Just young lawyers. 

4. Make sure the judge appoints qualified counsel instead of his favorites. 
Have the bar association provide him with an approved list. 

. 5. If there were less vigor in defending persons obviously guilty, then I 
believe those who really needed counsel would be more adequately represented. 

6. No person should arbitrarily be assigned a lawyer. After being instructed 
as to his right by the judge, a defendant should be allowed to accept or reject 
counsel. 

7. If counsel are not provided for misdemeanors, then a statute should be 
enacted expunging the record. 

A number of prosecutors recommended instituting the public defender 
system, although others explicitly stated that the public defender is not the 
answer 2. 

1 Gp. cit., p. 290. 
2 HAROLD MORRIS and JOHN F. HAMMOND, Michigall, in LEE SILVER

STEIN, Defense of the Poor in Criminal Cases ill American State COllrts, American 
Bar Foundation 1965, volume 2: Alabama-Mississippi, pp. 370-371. 
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It should be emphasized that these different suggestions in no way 
reduce the paradox which s"eems to be inherent in the system. On the one 
hand, the endeavour is to improve the system of designating lawyers; on 
the other, the effort is to show more respect for the accused to have a 
free choice. 

In this formula, it is most difficult to avoid this contradiction, and there 
is reason to believe that it will have to give way more and more, to two of 
the other formulas which give greater guarantees for a sounder administration. 

The most serious defects which have been attributed to the assigned counsel 
method of providing counsel arise from the absence of system in its adminis
tration. Where assignments are made on an ad hoc or informal basis, the public, 
the defendant and the participating lawyers may experience or suspect favour
itism 1. 

A number of the systems favour the mathematical rotation which 
certainly eliminates the risk of favouritism. The cases are simply turned over 
to the lawyer who on that particular day is on duty. 

By thus eliminating the danger of favouritism, there is no guarantee of 
efficiency, as the lawyer on duty is not necessarily the best qualified. 

22. Those who favour the formula of the designated or assigned lawyer, 
emphasize that this form of legal aid shows more respect for the close 
relationship which should exist between the accused and his lawyer. In their 
opinion, the system does not make civil servants of the lawyers, and does 
not require th(, needy accused to deal with an anonymous government 
office. Moreover, the same lawyer is able to defend both, clients who are 
able to pay for their defence, as well as indigents incapable of paying for 
their legal counsel 2. In this way, they say, lawyers are not completely 
separated from their normal customs and methods of procedure. 

This system does not, however, permit the accused full freedom to 
choose his defender. In most of the cases, the court has the responsibility 
of designating a lawyer, and it even has a list of the independent practitioners 
who have indicated that they are willing to help indigents. In some cases, 
it is a committee of the local or regional Bar which will assign the lawyers 
in turn, or according to the specialties of each. In the system introduced by 
the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal Inc., those in charge of the 
office, call different legal firms and assign cases to them. (This is particularly 
true of criminal cases, as in this area, it is more difficult to satisfy a client 

I Standards relating to Providing Defense Sen'ices, American Bar Association Project 
on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, June 1967, p. 24. 

2 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor in Crimi/lal Cases ill Americall State 
COlll'ts, American Bar Foundation 1965, volume 1: National Report, p. 18. 
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with merely a consultation. The Annex explains this situation, which has 
undergone a change since engaging lawyers on a full-time basis.) 

c) QUALITY OF THE DEFENCE (23) 

23. Even if the accused does not always choose his defender, experience 
shows that the services rendered by the designated lawyers are of unquestioned 
professional quality. 

In experience and ability, it is generally agreed that the assigned defence 
counsel is about even with the privately retained defence counsel, and it may be 
conceded that the assigned counsel is sometimes better, because the court is 
better able to select competent defence counsel than the average defendant 1. 

In fact, it can be said that the majority of the legal security systems 
offer a defence of almost uniform quality. This casts some doubt on the 
state~ent \:hich i~dicates that the work of the lawyer is unsatisfactory, if 
not unposslble, wIthout a close relationship between the practitioner and 
his client. 

The systems which are based on the designated lawyer - regardless 
of the method of designation - actually congratulate themselves on the 
e~cellent wo~k accomplished on behalf of indigents by lawyers who are 
wIthout warmng called upon to help unknown persons. We wilt return to this 
rather sensitive aspect of the problem. 

d) DIFFICULTIES IN URBAN ZONES (24-25) 

24. To offset this, other objections have been made to this formula of the 
designated lawyer. It is said that the system has serious drawbacks when 
the court assigns a criminal case to lawyers whose experknce has only been 
in civil practice 2. 

GORDON. M. ;rT:FANY, New Hampshire, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of 
tile Poor III Cnll/Illal Cases ill American State Courts, American Bar Foundation 
1965, volume 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 463. "No significant difference has been 
noted between the behaviour of assigned and retained counsel with respect to a waiver 
of the preliminary examination. Whether there is such a waiver depends on the 
characteristics of the individual case", ALEXANDER D. BROOKS and STEPHEN 
N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, op. cil., p. 374. 

2 "O~her objections made by Essex County lawyers include the familiar ones that 
assIgned lawyers are not capable of handling unfamiliar criminal cases and that 
defendants . there.fore . g~t less effective representation than they would get from 
lawyers tramed m cnmmal law; that lawyers are not adequately compensated for 
expenses of investigation and the like; and that much time is wasted in the handling 
of criminal cases. 

. ~hose mak!ng t~e Jast complaint thought there was an undue consumption of 
tune In connectwn WIth weekly calls, daily trial calls, and the like". ALEXANDER 
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It is also criticized for requiring the same lawyer on occasion, to defend 
a number of co-accused. This could result, as can be readlly seen, in an 
unsatisfactory defence for a co-defendant less involved than other members 
of a gang 1. 

The lawyers themselves, however, are the strongest critics of the 
designated lawyer formula. Systematically, with the increasing number of 
criminal cases, the different associations of lawyers involved in such pro
grammes of legal security have had to face up to an unforeseen increase in 
their work. And naturally, they blame the system. 

Recently there has been, particularly in Essex County, considerable disaf
fection with the assigned counsel system among the court and members of the 
bar. A major criticism is that lawyers are too frequently assigned in relation to 
the amount of time or effort required to be spent on the usual case. In the past, 
many eligible lawyers were excused from the list. ConsequentlY, those not excused 
handled more assignments than they would have ordinarily 2. 

Generally speaking, the urban zones have been the first to feel the 
increase in the number of cases brought to the criminal courts, and it 
becomes evident that the private practitioners are unable to assume the 
defence of all the indigents indicted for criminal offences. The scarcity of 
criminal lawyers adds to the vicious circle! Legal aid becomes too great 
a burden, and an increasing number of lawyers decide to discontinue their 
services, leaving an even smaller number to carryon an even greater 
burden 3. 

D. BROOKS and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, in LEE SILVER
STEIN, Defense of tlze POOl' in Crimi/lal Cases ill American State Courts, American 
Bar Foundation, 1965, volume 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 483. 
"Another pointed out that codefendants or coconspirators are often represented 
by the same assigned counsel; this is not a good practice because, as one attorney 
said: In some cases one of the codefendants is actually the motivating force 
behind the commission of the crime, the other being the weaker individual who 
presumably if left alone would not have committed or participated in the crime. 
Under these circumstances an attorney representing both codefendants cannot do 
justice to either client in any pretrial remarks to the court". GORDON l\1. 
TIFFANY, New liampshire, op. cit., p. 464. 

2 ALEXANDER D. BROOKS and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, 
op. cit., p. 483. 

3 "A lawyer assigned to represent an indigent defendant may, with the approval of 
the assigning court, obtain other counsel to serve in his stead and still receive credit 
for the assignment. By rule of court, law clerks and law students can be named 
to heJp assigned counsel wherever possible in the investigation and preparation of 
indigent cases. But their contribution has in recent years been minimal. With the 
revitalization of legal aid services that is now occurring in the law schools, that 
contribution may in the near future become a significant one in Essex and Camden 
Countries". ALEXANDER D. BROOKS, and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New 
Jersey, op. cit., p. 416. 
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25. While there are many critidsms of this formula in the urban zones, 
where the population density is greater, many of the judicial districts in 
rural areas indicate that they are quite satisfied with this method 1, 

For example, in Montana, the system of legal security based on the 
assigned lawyer, would appear to be tbe only effective method. A poorly 
populated area makes it prohibitive to establish a system of legal security 
based on the public defender. 

The assigned counsel system should not be abandoned in Montana. Being a 
large state but sparsely populated, a public defender system would be difficult to 
organize and properly finance. In most areas of the state a public defender would 
have to be a district office probably operated on a part-time basis. The largest 
county in the state, Yellowstone, paid only $3,800 for the defence of indigent 
accused persons during the period July 1, 1962, to June 30, 1963. Undoubtedly, 
a public defender system would require substantially more money with no 
certainty that it would provide superior service. There now exists a reasonably 
strong sense of pride and responsibility in criminal defence work and the present 
system of appointment does not unfairly burden individual members of the bar 2. 

AU in all, it seems that the formula of the assigned lawyer is considered 
to be the one most likely to answer the needs of the rural judicial districts, 
and it is in these districts that we :find more supporters than in the cities 3. 

However, these commendations should be examined more thoroughly: 
even in the rural district the formula of the assigned lawyer produces better 
results in civil rather than criminal matters. 

e) POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS (26-27) 

26. Thus the evaluation of the system varies according to the kind of 
judicial district, and whether it deals with criminal or civil matters. Fur~ 

1 "Most judges responding thought that the present assigned counsel system is inad
equate for many reasons. The Ocean County judge, however, thought that the 
system works well in his county because it is not particularly urban and the load 
of assigned cases is not too heavy for the practitioners". ALEXANDER D. 
BROOKS, and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, in LEE SILVER
STEIN, Defense of the Poor ill Criminal Cases in American Slale Courts, American 
Bar Foundation 1965, volume 3; Missouri-Wyomillg, p. 488. 

2 LARRY ELISON, Montana, op. cit., p. 435. 
3 "In certain urban counties such as Essex, the burden of free representation by mem

bers of the bar seems to be much greater than was anticipated when the assigned 
counsel system was first established. In some rural counties the burden does not 
seem to be particularly heavy. In urban counties much unnecessary time is spent 
by lawyers answering weeldy and daily calls, attending to pleas, awaiting the 
actual time of sentence, and the like. It is essential either that these services be 
provided by a publicity supported agency or that this loss of time and money be 
obviated by a change in rules of procedure and calendaring". ALEXANDER D. 
BROOKS, and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, op. cit., p. 500. 
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thermore, the analysts are in agreement in criticizing the system of the 
designated lawyer on the grounds of unsatisfactory remuneration. 

Undoubtedly the level of remuneration varies from one country, or 
one region to the other. However, whether the remuneration be, in full, 
partial, or not at all, the insufficiency of remuneration is evident in prac
tically all such plans, and it results in a lack of support from a large number 
of experienced lawyers. It has become evident in different countries, that 
the youngest members of a legal office are most frequently delegated to 
handle the cases referred by the legal aid system. 

To remedy this problem, it has been suggested that the State assume 
the responsibility for legal security 1. Once this principle is recognized, it 
becomes obvious that there is need to establish a schedule of rates which 
will permit the courts to pay the defenders of indigents an equitable 
remuneration 2. 

It is not only the lawyers who are in favour of remuneration for the 
services of an assigned lawyer. The judges themselves, who are particularly 
well placed to evaluate the time and efforts given by the private practitioners 
are in agreement with the necessity of remuneration. Incidental1y - without 
remuneration, experience shows that cases are protracted. 

The majority of the judges questioned felt that some payment should be 
made to assigned counsel. Those who set forth an amount indicated at least $25 
to $50 per trial day. They also felt that lawyers should be paid their out-of
pocket expenses for the investigation and preparation of cases 3. 

These economic difficulties emphasize the weakness of the system. 
The volunteer can certainly provide excellent results, but when he is in 
competition with the salaried professional he loses his resourcefulness: 

1 .- the lawyer would prefer an "ordinary" case instead of a case to be 
handled free of charge for someone without means; 

2 - because of the fear that the indigents will increase their demands for 
assistance, no publicity is given to the benevolent system of legal aid. 
This prevents a number of legitimate defences, and restricts the avail
ability of justice. 

1 "To alleviate the financial burden imposed on some counties, it is recommended 
that the state contribute a portion of the costs of compensation and reimbursement 
of counsel". GEORGE L. KIRKLIN, Oregon, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense 
of the POOl' in Criminal Cases in American State COllrts, American Bar Founda
tion 1965, volume 3 ; Missouri-Wyoming, p. 634. 

2 "In assigned counsel counties, it is recommended that a minimum fee bill be 
established for criminal offences, that the fee to appointed counsel be awarded 
by tbe trial court, and that the fee be set at the minimum fee plus reasonable 
expenses, except where the appointed counsel can establish that he should receive 
a larger fee". GERALD F. FLOOD, JR., and JACK W. PLOWMAN, Pennsyl
vania, op. cit., p. 651. 

3 ALEXANDER D. BROOKS, and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, op. 
cit., p. 486. 
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Even with remuneration, this system of legal security is not necessarily 
assured of the selection of the practitioner best suited for the case, nor of 
an administration without favouritism. 

27. Some lawyers have become critical of the traditional formula of the 
designated lawyer and have even come to the conclusion that this form of 
legal security cannot at all respond to the needs, and that the time has come 
to face up to the formula of a public defender. The problem is even more 
acute in the cities, where chiefly criminal justice is affected; but the 
insufficiency of remuneration is universal. 

Many attorneys have voiced criticism of this system for numerous reasons, 

1) that the method of selection of attorneys is unfair; 
2) that many attorneys are junior members of the bar; 
3) that many feel the Bar as a whole ShOll1d contribute their time and effort; 
4) that the system as applied to Maricopa County results in a waste of time; 
5) that the coordinate items of compensation and reimbursement of attorneys 

are inadequate. 

There is no question that the institution of a public defender system would 
cure all of these complaints. The present system is being supported only by those 
attorneys who desire to serve as assigned counsell. 

Notwithstanding this, the same professional circles are in the majority 
opposed to the formula of public defender. The following is an opinion 
given concerning the system of legal security which prevails in Missouri; 
it is typical of the arguments put forward by the defenders of the system of 
a designated lawyer. 

There are obvious deficiencies in the present system of assigning counsel 
in Missouri, but these deficiencies can be remedied. The defects in the public 
defender system are inherent. The major objections to the assigned counsel 
system, and the possible remedies thereto, are as follows: 

a) The economic problem. It is said to be unfair to require lawyers to give 
up substantial amounts of time without compensation. Although many would 
dispute this proposition, it is obvious that lengthy casas do work a hardship on 
many lawyers. Forty-seven of Ollr fifty states now pay some compensation in at 
least certain types of cases, and many have done so for years. 

b) Assignment rotation. It is argued that there is a tendency on the part of 
the courts to discriminate in making appointments. This is the easiest problem 
to solve. The Bar should prepare and maintain a master list and request all state 
courts make most of their appointments from this list in sequence. 

c) The problem of securing adequate investigative help. There is no reason 
such services could not be provided here, either through a private organization 
or from the same state funds used to compensate counsel. 

1 DAVID L. GROUNDS, Arizona, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor 
ill Criminal Cases ill Americall State Courts, American Bar Foundation 1965, 
volume 2: Alabama-Mississippi, p. 42. 
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d) Lack of knowledge on the part of assigned counsel as to criminal proced
ure and inability of such counsel to conduct proper investigation. Many experts 
deny vigorously that such a problem even exists 2. 

The Commission will endeavour to assess these different opinions 
when the time comes to make its own recommendations. 

Note that this type IOf legal security has not had any marked expansion 
in recent years. In many countries, or judicial districts, this formula has 
even given place to new systems, better able to spread the responsibilities, 
and of greater protection to the administration. 

Moreover, the formula of the assign<.:d lawyer is often that adopted 
in judicial districts when they first accept the principle of legal security. 
In other words, while this formula has considerable appeal; it is the use 
of it which shows its weaknesses. 

2 - The Lawyer Chosen by the Accused 
and Paid by the State (28-37) 

28. As we have seen, the formula of a designated or assigned lawyer does 
not always guarantee the accused the choice of his lawyer. Even the States 
and the regions which have retained this system have modified it considerably 
so as to leave the accused some freedom of action. 

For example, an increasing number of judges take into consideration 
the wishes of the accused at the time of assigning a lawyer; and in practice, 
it is rarely that anyone endeavours to impose on the indigent, a lawyer 
whom he does not want. Thus there is an effort towards the ideal which 
would be, for the accused indigent, the freedom to choose his own legal 
counsel. 

The evolution goes even further. It is readily agreed today, that it is 
unjust to deprive an indigent accused, of a choice which could be exercised 
by the more fortunate citizen. The formula of the lawyer chosen by the 
i/ldigent himself, is p:racticed today in Ontario, and it establishes as a 
fundamental principle, the equality of freedom of choice between the citizen 
capable of paying, and the accused indigent. We now arrive at the study of 
the second formula, that of free choice, by using the Ontario system as an 
illustration. 

a) THE ONTARIO SYSTEM (29-30) 

29. The Ontario system is considered today, and rightly so, as one of the 
most advanced in the world. The legislation passed June 28, 1966 (and 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. Stale, in JOllrllal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967) 
pp. 117-118. 
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which came into effect April 29, 1967) undertook to create the ideal system 
which had been recommended by a very highly qualified study committeel. 

This Committee had made an extensive and detailed enquiry on all 
aspects of legal aid. It had sent 525 questionnaires to organizations and 
individuals who had already shown an interest in this form of social 
security. The Committee carefully analyzed the 90 replies. In addition, the 
Committee devoted 13 days to public hearings in the most important cities 
of Ontario. In the course of these public hearings, 79 bri.efs w~re presented 
and discussed. The Committee also analyzed the systems in effect in Canada, 
in some American States, in England, Scotland and in Australia; it also 
made study trips to England, Scotland and to different American cities. 

~n the .negative side, on might say, as did the American specialist, 
Lee SIlversteIn, that the Committee made a somewhat perfunctory study 
of the public defender formula. 

The committee's appraisal (of the public defender system) not only resulted 
in a recommendation against public defenders for Ontario, but it has also 
infl~1enced the Widgery Committee on Legal Aid in criminal cases in England. 
It IS regrettable that the Ontario Committee was not better informed about 
public defender operations in the United States 2. 

This was particularly regrettable because this formula was the least 
known to the Ontario pUblic. The latter had known various forms of legal 
aid, but no application had ever been made of .a system based on the 
permanent public defender. 

30. In the Ontario formula all the members of the Bar who agree to 
participate in the legal security service, are available to the accused indigent. 
Certain duty lawyers to give legal advice and to represent arrested persons, 
are replaced on the basis of one team every week. Their role ends with the 
appearance in court, and they cannot, apart from exceptions, retain the case. 
Other lawyers hold themselves in readiness to act for the indigents, if the 
latter choose them. 

1 The committee followed the recommendations of the professional Association of 
lawyers very closely: "The Association expressed the view that the voluntary 
system of legal aid could not cuntinue and that compensation for lawyers engaged 
on legal aid work was essential for the operation of any legal aid plan. The As
sociation took the view that the financing of the plan should be primarily the re
sponsibility of the Ontario Government, and, further, that the establishment of a 
public defender office in Ontario would not be desirable. The view was expressed 
that it was in the interests of society as well as of accused persons and the Bar 
itfelf that participation in the criminal legal aid plan should be the responsibility 
d the Bar at large rather than that of a limited number of so-called public defenders". 
Report of the Joint Committee 0/1 Legal Aid, Ontario, l\'larch 1965, p. 93. 

2 LEE SILVERSTEIN, The New Ontario Legal Aid System and its Significance for 
the Ul!ited Stales, in The Legal aid Briefcase, volume XXV (1967) pp. 83 to 90. 
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The first group is remunerated at a rate of $75 a day; the second 
group is entitled to 75% of the fees as established in the list of tariffs 
(Appendix 1). 

A classification is made of the demands for help so as to prevent abuse, 
and to determine those who are really in need 1. The originators of the 
system emphasize that their formula allows every accused person, even the 
indigent, to make his own choice from the list of lawyers who participate in 
the overall system of legal security. 

b) MERITS OF THE ONTARIO SYSTEM (31-32) 

31. The great merit of the Ontario formula was the agreement to the 
extrciordinary expenditures required by a system so complete and so close 
to the ideal. These costs weigh even more heavily on the system because it 
quickly won popular favour, and rapidly exceeded all budgetary estimates. 
We will return to this. 

It should be noted for the moment that the formula of free choice has 
permitted our neighbouring province, to overcome from the very beginning, 
the objections which were made to the system of the designated or assigned 
defender. The Ontario system, in introducing a global plan for the entire 
province, and integrating into the plan the vast majority of practitioners, 
avoided the reproaches of improvisation and favouritism which were maue 
against most of the systems conceived according to the principle of assigning. 

The American analysts moreover, have recognized quite frankly, the 
qua]jty of the system introduced by Ontario, and they have even gone so far 
as to say that the creation of such a system calls for some soul searching by 
the American systems: 

The joint committee report suggests several yuestions for readers in the 
United States. The form and method of the report are themselves valuable. Any 
one of our states could profit from a systematic, statewide survey of legal aid in 
civil and criminal cases, jointly sponFored by the legislature and such organiz
ations as the state bar association, the judicial council, and a law school. The 
difficulty in this country is that we are not accustomed to thinking in statewide 
terms and that we seldom consider civil and criminal matters together 2. 

- ~"""f-"'~lcg 

"The number of persons accllsed of criminal offences who are charged and tried 
without either legal advice or representation i· appallingly high. Again only esti
mates exist of this number but there is significant agreement among persons fa
miliar with the muttel'. The studies made by Professor Friedland and the estimates 
made by Crown attorneys, magistrates, lawyers, social workers and others indicate 
that one half to two thirds of all persons charged with criminal offences at present 
in Ontario are tried without being represented by counsel": Report of the lotnl 
COlllmillee all Legal Aid, Ontario, March 1965, p. 20. 

2 LEE SILVERSTEIN, The New Ontario Legal Aid System and its Significallce jor 
the Ullited Stales, in The Legal Aid Briefcas!!, volume XXV (1967), pp. 83 to 90. 
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32. From its inception, the Ontario system has therefore, overcome diffi~ 
culties which are still faced by the older systems. Ontario has arrived at this 
result by associating in the work of preparing its legislation, specialists in 
the judicial sector, and representatives of the legal profession. 

In our case (I.e 1 .' . .1 professions have also been associated in the study 
of legal security, althOLgh in a somewhat different manner. 

1. Many members of the Bar have participated in the work of the 
Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice on legal aid, and we have 
been able to take advantage of this work. 

2. The Bar itself has unflr .. en its own work on the matter, and have 
most kindly made available to us all their documentation. 

3. The analysis of the work done during 10 years by the Legal Aid 
Bureau of the Bar of Montreal have been made known to us by Mr. 
Loranger. 

The Ontario system from the start had the advantages which were 
expected, in a rather idealistic manner, of the formula of the designated 
lawyer. The Ontario formula provides for remuneration of lawyers who 
participate in this global plan of legal security, thus reducing considerably, 
the number of those who otherwise might have withdrawn, as was the 
unfortunate experience in some of the American plans. The wish of the 
accused becomes an important factor in the assigning of the lawyer, and in 
this way the risks of being arbitrary are eliminated. To this should be added, 
contrary to the majority of the American systems of designation, a set of 
administrative rules which emphasizes the harmony of the entire plan. 

In actual fact the system has undergone certain changes: for example, 
there is recourse to a team of permanent lawyers in the most populated 
area (York). This is similar to the Montreal experience (cf. Annex) which 
has shown that lawyers who are always on duty, can effectively receive the 
requests for aid, and even satisfy the many demands for consultation. 

The permanent lawyers, however, do not appear before the courts. 
They only deal with requests for information. 

c) LIMITATIONS IN THE CHOICE (33-36) 

33. The system which permits the accused, even indigent, to obtain at the 
expense of the fHate, a lawyer of his choice, is certainly the formula which 
best fills the gap created by economic differences. Ontario may well be 
proud of it. 

This freedom of choice, even in the case of the rich citizen, is subject, 
however, to some limitations; it would be wrong to believe that a system 
of legal security is not satisfactory unless every indigent citizen can conscript 
at will, the lawyer he desires above all others! 
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It has sometimes been said that those without means are not placed in the 
same position as those with means unless they are entitled to choose quite freely 
from the entire criminal Bar. For instance, a person accused of a criminal 
offence in Ottawa might wish to have leading counsel from Toronto represent 
him. If be is a man of means, he might be able to do this. The question then is, 
should legal aid place a man without means in the same position? The consider
ations, of course, are practical ones. The first problem is that certain members of 
the Bar are so well-known that it is reasonable to assume that many accused 
would wish to retain these leaders under a legal aid plan. This would mean 
that the great number would be disappointed since these lawyers cannot represent 
everyone. While it is expected that these leaders of the criminal Bar will partic
ipate to a considerable degree in an extended criminal legal aid program, they 
cannot carry the entire program on their own shoulders. Some restriction there
fore, is also placed upon the supposed freedom of choice of the man of means. 
It is, in fact, limited by the cOi1.siderations we have mentioned. Even the wealth
iest are restricted in their freedom of choice since one lawyer can serve only a 
limited number of clients. 

The Committee takes the view that it would be a sufficient guarantee of free
dom of choice if the accused is permitted to choose, in the first instance, from 
panel lawyers who practice in his locality. He may, of course, and perhaps 
shOUld be assisted in his choice by the local legal aid director. 

At the same time, the Committee recognizes that in some localities there may 
not be counsel of sufficient experience to meet the needs of a particular case. In 
such cases, we think that the director should be given a discretion to be exercised 
judiciously, in the interest of the accused to arrange for the accused to engage 
counsel from outside the locality, but at the same time, bearing in mind the 
general principle that local practitioners should be appointed where possible. This 
is a discretion that would perhaps at least while experience is being gained, be 
exercised after consultation with the Provincial Director 1. 

When the system of public defender is criticized for depriving the 
indigent of his right to a lawyer of his choice, it would be well to recall that 
no system permits the engaging of top legal talent on a few minutes notice. 

34. The system of free choice is criticized for not living up to its high 
ideals for other reasons. It appears that the system of full legal security has 
not succeeded in preventing the practitioners of experience, from confiding 
most of the work related to legal assistance to the younger lawyers in their 
offices. Even the Ontario system is subject to this criticism. 

In Quebec where the Legal aid bureau solicits the cooperation of 
lawyers in private praetice, it is evident that the youngest members vf the 
office carry the major part of the burden. 

1 Report of the Joillt Commi/lee all Legal Aid, Province of Ontario, March 1965, p. 55. 
It should be noted that: 
a) The indigent in the Ontario plan, must indicate three lawyers; 
b) The lawyer in the Ontario system is free to refuse a case or to transfer it to a 

confrere. 
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The assigned counsel system provides valuable experience for younger 
lawyers. This argument comes close to conceding that many assigned counsel 
systems are inadequate, for experience is valuable in this sense only to one who 
needs it. In any event, the argument must have weighed against the vital require
ment that the mdigent client have competent representation. The proper role of 
the beginning lawyer is to serve as assistant cOl/llsel until he bas learned enough 
to provide competent representation on his own. Subject to this severe tlual
ification the argument is sound J. 

The author continues, however, with the following: 

Assigned attorneys are often young attorneys or others who lack experience 
in criminal law, hence they are no match for the prosecuting attorney. The 
survey disclosed wide variations among and within the states as to relative exper
ience of prosecution and defence attorneys 2. 

Although not without reproach, there is no doubt that the Ontario 
s)"tem merits less criticism than other formulas. In Ontario, the lawyers who 
defend the accused indigents are better remunerated (cL Appendix 1) than 
in most of the systems of designation. That is to say, the lawyer chosen by 
an indigent is more inclined to assume the full responsibility of the case 3. 

The work of Mr. Loranger (Annex) makes no comparison between the 
professional qualities of the various groups of lawyers, but it certainly 
indicates that the Junior Bar has supplied more than its share of legal aid 
in Quebec. In the absence of reports from the practitioners, Mr. Loranger 
was not abJe to determine whether a designated lawyer had transferred the 
file to a young lawyer in his legal office. Such incidents do occur, as clients 
have complained to thp. legal aid bureau that they have not been able to 
remain in contact with the lawyer of their choice, and that their case was 
turned over to a young assistant, or to a young associate. 

35. The economics are unchanged: the fees paid by virtue of a global 
plan of legal security, remain lower than those secured in private practice. 
For this reason, recourse to the youngest associates continues to be a 
procedure used more frequently than one would expect at first sight. 

However, this is not the only drawback resulting from this practice. 
In fact, even if it is true that the youngest lawyers in legal offices are not as 

1 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of tile Poor ill Criminal Cases in America/! State 
COllrts, American Bar Foundation, .1963, volume 1 : NotioJlal Report, p. 19. 

2 Op. cit., p. 20. 
3 Even the Ontario system implies loss of revenue which could result in witb

drawals: "It would appear that a similar result could be achieved in Ontario 
if in legal aid proceedings n lawyer received 75% of an ordinary solicitor and 
client account. From what we have learned during this enquiry this percentage 
would result in a foregoing by the profession of one half of normal profit at the 
very Jeast". Report of tlli! Joillt Commillee 01/ Legal Aid, Ontario, March 1965, 
p. 52. 
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experienced in criminal law as the more seasoned lawyers, we note that the 
younger lawyers more frequently put forward the plea of not guilty, which 
has the result of calling for a further study of the case. The figures are not 
available for the Ontario system which has only been in effect for a short 
period, but this is the explanation given for some systems using the pleas 
of not guilty more frequently than others. 

There have been many efforts to explain the fluctuations in the number 
of guilty pleas. While different factors influence this, age and experience of 
lawyers are amongst the reasons given for this I. 

36. The Ontario system has not been in existence long enough to be able 
to judge the merits of another criticism. Just as in the case of the designated 
lawyer formula, the system of a defender chosen by the accused and remu
nerated by the State, is charged with being conducive to prolonging the 
cases of indigents. 

Knowing that the State and not the client is paying there appears to 
be a tendency for the lawyer to give preference to the cases in his own 
private practice, and to deal with the cases of legal assistance in the slow 
periods of his practice. 

In this way the system of the lawyer chosen by the accused, and 
remunerated by the State, costs even more than it should, and cases proceed 
with undue slowness. 

Undoubtedly the Ontario system has a number of administrative controls 
which have a regUlating influence. However, it would seem that even this 
system pays. a high price to assure the indigent his choice of a defender. 
And this leads to the financial requirements of the Ontario system. 

d) ECONOMIC REQUIREMENTS (37) 

37. The Ontario system has great merit, subject to one disparaging factor, 
namely the cost of the plan. 

"This table .reveals that clients of defenders plead guilty more frequently in a 
somewhat h~gher proportion of counties than do clients of assigned counsel (67% 
compared With 60%). Similarly, clients of retained counsel plead guilty more often 
in a higher proportion of assigned counsel counties than of defender counties, 
~amelY 26% compared with 17%. Moreover, the 26% is probably conservative, 
~mce the combined figure for 35 additional assigned counsel counties also falls 
mto this category. 

As explained in chapter 2, p. 21, these 35 counties were lumped together be
cau~e . very scant data Were available for anyone of the counties. The combined 
sta.lIstlcs for these counties show 46% of the assigned counsel clients pleading 
gUIlty compared with 51 % for retained counsel". LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse 
of .Ihe Poor in Criminal Cases in Americall Stale Courts, American Bar Foun
da!Jon 1965, volume 1 : National Report, p. 69. 
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This cost is extremely seriolls from the point of view of the government. 
But it should not be forgotten that this system, more than any other in the 
world, endeavours to respect aU the rights of the citizen. The Report 
prepared by the joint committee in Ontario recognized, quite frankly, that 
its recommendations would involve the State in considerable expenditures. 

A study made by a specialist at the request of the Committee, concluded 
that: 

Any attempt to estimate, by comparison with the cost of the English 
scheme, the cost of a similar plan in Ontario, is bound to be inaccurate because 
of the many differences between the two countries 1. 

And so the Committee agreed that no realistic estimate of expenditure 
could be made for this plan: there was no way of forecasting the demand. 
All the reports prepared in an effort to predict the cost of the legal aid 
system which would leave the citizen with a choice of his lawyer, necessarily 
led to the same impasse. 

The possible cost of a legal aid plan extended along the lines suggested in 
this report has been a question to which the Committee has given its closest 
attention. It is regrettable tbat the Committee is forced to conclude that no 
accurate estimate can be made. It is worth noticing that the Rllshcliffe Committee 
when faced with the same problem in the Uniled Kingdom was forced to the 
same conclusion 2. 

The Ontario government, however, di,d ma.ke an approximate estimate. 
But the cost of the system is increasing at so rapid a rate that it is causing 
concern to the government: $3.9 million for the first year; $6.7 million 
for the second. Further on reference will be made to the statements of the 
Premier of Ontario on that point. 

While the Ontario regime can be praised for its efforts to respect 
even minor rights, its advantages with regard to the freedom of choice are 
neither as real nor as important as we have been led to believe. Furthermore, 
the high cost has already made it necessary to include some permanent 
lawyers. The real cost (more particularly in civil matters) will only be 
known in 1970. (An important nuance: the cost includes civjJ and criminal.) 

1 Report of the Joint Committee 011 Legal Aid, Province of Ontario, March 1965, r. 90. 
2 Op. cit., p. 134. The American specialist Lee Silverstein nlso came to the 

identical conclusion: "It is difficult to foresee the problems of providing counsel 
for poor persons in alt tbese kinds of cases, for no one k,10WS just how many de
fendants would require appointment of cOllnsel. In most states it is not known 
how many misdemeanor prosecutions there arc. Very few counties or cities have 
reliable figures on the proportion of misdemeanor defendants who are financially 
,mabie to provide for their own defence. Also, the methods of offer and waiver of 
counsel affect the total that would be required and the extent of release on recog
nizance or cash deposit ill lieu of bail": Defel1se of the POOl' ill Crimi/lal Cases 
ill American State COl/rts, American Bat Foundation, 1965, volume 1, NatiOl1al 
Report, p. 134. 
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3 - The Public Defender (38-44) 

38. According to the third formula the State engages lawyers on a permanent 
basis and makes them available to the accused indigent. In the United States, 
this official and permanent lawyer is called a public defender. 

In most of the American States which use this formula, the office of 
the public defender has more than one lawyer, and there is at .least one 
office of this kind which has more than 200 lawyers engaged full tIme. 

This system does not permit the accused the freedom to choose Iris 
defender, and the Ontario Study Committee took this fact into consideration 
when they rejected the public defender plan. Because of our decision to 
recommend this formula of legal security, it is our intention to put forward 
a double series of comments. In this first part of our analysis (paragraphs 38-
44) we will, examine the professional and social duties of the public defender, 
and, endeavour to measure the economic advantages and administrative 
difficulties. We will then examine in detail, the different objections made to 
this formula (paragraphs 102-118). 

a) IDENTIFYING THE PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES (39) 

39. Our system of justice has already accustomed us to the idea of a lawyer 
dependent, from an administrative point of view, on the State, and pro
fessionally to his professional association. Our Crown prosecutors, as every 
other lawyer, are subject to the professional ethics, and disciplinary control 
of the Bar, even though the State is their employer. 

It therefore becomes apparent that the public defender is in an 
analogous situation - he retains all his professional obligations in con
formity with his title and training as a lawyer: 

The primary duty of the Public Defender is to represent indigents accused 
of crime - those who have no attorney and lack the means to employ one. The 
Public Defender's being a public official does not change the establi~hed rules 
relating to the duties of attorney to client, according to decisions of the Supreme 
Court of tbe State of California. A Public Defender, as a licensed attorney, is 
guided by tlie same ethics and standards of comluet that govern the private 
attorney. There is, of course, no distinction between the obligations of n Defender 
toward his client and the duties of a private attorney in the same circllmstances. 
Both owe a duty of high fidelity to their clients and an obligation to assert every 
possible defence permitted by law. In affirming this basic truth, the resolution of 
the Defender Section of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association in 
Pasadena in 1958 adopted the precise words of Canon 5 of the Canons of 
Professional Ethics: it is the right of the lawyer to undertake the defence of a 
person accused of crime regardless of his personal opinion as to the guilt of the 
accused; otherwise innocent persons, victims only of suspicious circumstances, 
might be denied proper defence. Having undertaken such defence, the lawyer is 
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bound by all fair and honourable means, to present every defence that the law 
of the land permits, to the end that no person may be deprived of life or liberty, 
but by due process of law 1. 

The Californian jurisprudence has, moreover, quite often stressed the 
need to consider the public defender in the same way as any other lawyer. 
In this capacity, the public defender has the same privileges as the 
representative of a private legal office, and has the same professional 
responsibilities, vis-a-vis his clients 2. 

b) SUPPLEMENTARY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES (40) 

40. While the public defender resembles, from a professional point of view, 
any other lawyer for the defence, he fulfills an entirely different social role. 
H is only recently that the function of the public defender has become the 
subject of numerous commentaries; but it is becoming more and more 
evident that Jegal security;;:; something different from the simple defence of 
indigents or accused, and that it is necessary to visualize the task not only 
from the point of view of the individual, but also from the point of view of 
the community. In other words, legal insecljritl has not disappeared under 
the pretext that some individuals help some indigents. (cf. Par. 13-15): 

"The public defender has a much broader role than that of advocate in a 
hard-fought criminal trial. He must help to effect long-term changes in the lives 
of people who, when they reach his office, often are about to become or already 

1 EDWARD T. MANCUSO, Tile Public Defellder System ill tile Siale of California, 
Chicago, National Legal Aid and Defender Association, 1963, p. 5. 

2 "In re Houg'J. 24 Cal. 2d 522, proceeding in habeas corpus to procure release from 
custody on murder conviction, death sentence pronounced : 

"Public defender was appointed at time of arraignment, and the deputy acted 
during entire proceedings. Petition contends that the public defender is an officer 
of the county, and represents the state in the prosecution of criminal actions, in 
the same light and to the same extent as the district attorney, or other officer of 
the state or county connected with the prosecution of criminal cases. Under this 
statute, when the public defender is appointed to represent a defendant accused 
of a crime, he becomes the attorney for said defendant for all purposes of the 
case and to the same extent as if regularly retained and employed by the defendant. 
The judge of the trial court has no more authority or control of him than .he has 
of any other attorney practicing before his court. The public defender is free from 
any restraint or domination by the district attorney or of the prosecuting author
ities. He is as free to act in behalf of his client as if he had been regularly employ
ed and retained by the defendant whom he represented. With such plenary 
powers given a public defender when appointed to defend one accused of crime, it 
necessarily follows that no act of his in advising his client or in defending the latter 
up0n the charge against him can be considered in any different light than if such 
acts were performed by an attorney regularly employed and retained by the defen
dant". Op. cit., p. 26. 
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are lo~ked into a life-long cycle of poverty, crime and punishment. Public 
defenders do not have the facilities to help break this cycle, but they should 
take an active role in prodding those who can establish or expand the necessary 
facilities. Some areas for action have been outlined here. In the broadest sense, 
public defenders mllst be advocates of the poor" 1. 

If legal security is to be shared by the less favoured classes, in the 
same manner as the better provided groups, the defender of the indigent 
must work in cooperation with other agents of animation and social 
rehabilitation 2. This social role of the public defender will be an important 
factor when the time comes for us to recommend a plan of legal security 
to the Quebec Government. 

It is not at all a matter of provoking distinctions between the different 
social classes, on the contrary it is a mater of re-establishing an equilibrium 
which has been lacking for some time, between a minority, well taken care 
of by the most important legal firms, and the many, who are ignorant of 
the law and abandoned to their own resources. Making lawyers available to 
indigents is no more improbable than lawyers acting on behalf of industrial 
corporations or of loan companies! 

Today crime is so well organized that they even have their own 
lawyers available to them at aU times. 

What remains to be done is to give legal security its full sucial 
dimension. 

c) ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES (41-42) 

41. In all countries in the world it is admitted today that society itself 
should carry the economic responsibility for legal security. It is no longer 

1 MORGAN/SMITH, Gaps ill Defel/der Services, in The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. 
XXVI (1968) p. 221. 

2 "We may represent a man on a substantive charge, then as a probation violator, 
then see him in jail a few years later as a parole violator. The number of Jld 
clients whose names appear in the local papers concerning their arrests in other 
iurisdictions is endless. We are working to break this cycle in several ways : 

1. - Adams County has the first comprehensive community mental health 
center in the five~state Rocky Mountains area. Many clients, either on bond and 
awaiting trial or on probation, get out-patient treatment at the center. In addition, 
a psychiatric social worker regularly visits the jail to evaluate clients referred by us. 

The juvenile court, through the new Colorado Children's Code, has become 
involved in more dependency cases. Although the Colorado statutes do not provide 
for public defender representation here, we have been appearing in these cases and 
have been attempting to get the district attorney's office involved. Often a depend
ency action is more effective in solving a -family's problem and keeping it togethel' 
than the strictly punitive prosecutions for contributing child neglect. 

We are also contesting the right to prosecute parents for child neglect after 
that family has been brought into court in a dependency action" ... Op. cit., p. 218. 
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considered to be normal procedure to allow the Bar, or any other professional 
association of lawyers, to be financially responsible for the defence of 
indigents before the courts 1. 

At the point where the support of the state is asked for a programme 
of legal security, it becomes necessary to place the economic factor high 
on the 11st of major considerations. In other words, from the moment that 
we undertake to finance legal security with taxpayers' money, the economic 
factors of the programme take precedence. For this reason legal security 
based on the formula of the public defender, is of particular interest to 
public administrators. 

"In the more urban counties, consideration should be given to the establish
ment of public defender systems. Studies elsewhere have indicated this is the 
most economical method of providing adequately trained and dedicated counsel 
for the indigent. In counties where law schools are located, a program to 
involve the senior law students should be considered. This not only would be 
of help to the public defender, but would give future practitioners an under
standing of the problems faced by the indigent accused and an opportunity to 
become experienced in criminal law",2 

The modern trend is to have the State responsible for financing the 
legal security plan. It follows that the State should have the right and the 
duty to have recourse to the most economic method of financing, since all 
government financing stems from public funds. In this perspective, there are 
those who state that it is not possible to confide the financing of legal security 
to the State without opting at the same time for the formula of public 
defender 3. 

1 "This view was reflected in the brief of the Ontario Federation of Labour, where, 
for instance, the foHowing occurs : 

"We do not believe that legal aid to defendants should be essentially a chari
table operation of the legal profession, but rather it should be the responsil.lility of 
the whole community". Report of the Joillt Committee all Legal Aid, Ontario, 
March 1965, p. 51. 

'2 CHARLES H. MILLER, Tennessee, in LEE SILVERSTEIN; Defense of the Poor 
ill Crimiflal Cases bl Americall State Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, Vol. 3 : 
Missouri-Wyoming, p. 700. 

3 "All who have studied the matter, however, seem to agree that in urban commu
nities of mote than 40,000 persons, the public defender system commends itself to 
more efficient and more economical representation of an indigent accused. Sec
ondly, if it is assumed that a public defender system should be established in 
particular areas or throughout the state, should there be a public defender in every 
county, in every circuit, or should some other geographical division be established? 
Thirdly, should a public defender be elected or appoinced, and if appointed who 
should make the appointment, - the circuit judges, the county court, or a combin
ation thereof? Should the public defender devote full tinle to his office, or should he 
be permitted to engage in the private practice of law? Fourthly, can the answer to 
these questions be uniform throughout the state, when great differences in population 
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42. The direct participation by the State in legal security results in major 
advantages: 

- uniformity of benefits offered, and 
- reduction of costs. 
If it were necessary to depend on private initiative to assure all indigents 

full defence before the courts, it would become necessary for a sound 
administration of justice to verify whether the different regions and different 
municipalities gave their indigents a comparable service. 

It becomes quickly evident that it is impossible to have uniformity 
unless there is systematic and planned intervention by the government 
itself 1. 

As already noted, the plan of public defender has many economic 
advantages which are more evident in the case of urban and well-populated 
judicial districts, than in rural zones. Criminality is generally much higher, 
and more violent, in the urban centres, which calls for a more elaborate 
system of justice in the urban judicial districts. 

This does not mean, however, that the public defender plan cannot 
be introduced economically in rural zones, but it implies that only the States 
can establish a uniform system throughout its entire territory 2. The expe-

and caseload exist? Lastly, and the obvious question - should the state, the counties, 
private foundations or agencies such as the United Fund provide the fl1Uds to carry 
out the program?" JOSEPH I. SIMEONE and T.E. LAUER, The Proposed 
Public Defender System for Missolll'I, in Journal of fhe MissJuri Bar, 23 (1967), 
p. 126. 

1 As the Act is proposed, the cost of the operation of the defender system is to be 
borne by the State of Missouri. There are many reasons for this. The duty, we 
believe, to defend an indigent defendant is properly to be borne by the State just 
as is the duty to prosecute. Further, in order to obviate the dilftculties that would 
be encountered if the various counties were responsible to bear the costs of the 
system, the Act places the burden upon one central authority. In other states where 
the defender system has been supported by private funds, or by local authorities, 
difficulties have been encountered. Therefore, the Act provides that any funds to 
operate the system should come from the State in order that there may be contin
uous and adequate funding. The Act is drafted in a manner to allow the General 
Assembly to appropriate funds in an amount deemed by the members to be suffi
cient to operate the system. Preliminary studies indicate that the initial first year 
cost should approximate funds in an amount deemed by the members to be suffi
cient to operate the system. Preliminary studies indicate that the initial first year 
cost should approximate $541,000 and $764,000 for following years. JOSEPH 
J. SIMEONE and T.E. LAUER, The Proposed Public Defender System for Missouri, 
in Joumal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 129. 

2 "There is no reason why a part-time public defender could not operate success
fully in a rural county, or as an altemative, why a full-time defender could not 
serve more than one county. A multicounty public defender system should be 
considered." CHARLES H. MILLER, Tennessee, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, De
fellse of tile Poor ill Crtminal Cases in American State Courts, American Bar 
Foundation, 1965, vol. 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 700. 
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riences abroad, and the representations from Quebec groups, would indicate 
that better results can be achieved through the public defender (cf. Annex). 

In the case of Quebec, where the geographic factor is of prime impor
tance, it is fortunate that a public defender formula can be both flexible and 
uniform. 

It is quite evident that the formula of public defender carries with it 
economic and other advantages. The defence would have large "legal labo
ratories" similar to those found in any large, private legal office, particularly 
with regard to civil law. Specialization becomes possible with its guarantees 
of efficiency and speed. In addition, the substitution of salaries for fees 
assures a better control of costs. 

d) ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES (43-44) 

43. Even amongst the detractors of the public defender system, no one 
seriously questions the economic advantages of the public defender formula. 
However, it should be pointed out that there is no such thing as low cost 
legal security, and that having recourse to the State frequently results in 
higher costs than in private enterprise. 

Even if it did cost less for the public defender to take charge of the 
case of an impecunious citizen, than for a lawyer in private practice, the 
public defender is not freed from all the administrative problems. In fact, 
such a plan of legal security must, like the others, be financed by public 
funds, and it therefore becomes necessary to obtain these funds from the 
executive authority. And that is where the shoe pinches. 

A chronic shortage of adequate funds to finance a public defender is inevit
able under our political system. It is difficult if not impossible for a public 
defender to obtain sufficient funds. While a new and vigorous public defender 
system may be adequately financed at the outset, in the long run, even the best 
examples of public defender systems have been unable to secure sufficient funds 
from their legislatures to provide adequate representation. This invariably results 
in underpaiLl and overworked defenders, with many individual defendants receiv
ing inadequate attention to their cases. Heavy caseloads present great temptations 
to persuade defendants to enter guilty pleas, and inevitably result in inadequate 
preparation for many of the cases which are tried 1. 

This is not an exaggeration - quite the contrary, as experience confirms 
this to be a criticism against any government bt~dgeted system. The annual 
reports of the public offices of legal security confirm these views 2. 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. Slale, in loumal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 108. 
2 "The amount of work has been very heavy upon the personnel. This is about the 

only problem confronting us at the present time, or that has confronted us for the 
past several years. We have to base our estimates on what has happened during 
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Speaking frankly, a Quebec system of this kind might not develop 
according to the needs. Not meeting the demands for personnel could result 
in an increasing part of the needs remaining unsatisfied. In this regard the 
public defender faces particular risks: he who promises $6 per child cannot 
control increasing expenses; he who spends $1,000,000 for a need can 
refuse to increase his grant the following year. 

44. Quite often the administrative difficulties inherent in our political 
system, counterbalance the real economic advantages of the formula of a 
public defender. At present, few of the governmental systems of legal 
security have succeeded in overcoming these difficulties. 

Some public defenders state that they have never met this lack of 
understanding on the part of the government, and have never had any 
difficulty in obtaining the necessary funds for the administration or expansion 
of their services. However, a careful examination of the facts shows that it 
is only rarely that the office of the public defender secures its full budget 
from the executive authority: in any case, the increase in the budget never 
parallels the increase in the number of criminal cases requiring the attention 
of the public defenders. 

Thus, the system of a lawyer chosen by the accused, as is practiced 
in Ontario, permits so little opportunity to plan and place a ceiling on the 
costs, that the executive authority find it difficult to put any brakes on the 
increasing demands. On the contrary, the system of a public defender permits 
the executive authority so much opportunity of control that the legal security 
system could find itself in jeopardy:. 

the past year in preparing our next budget, but the popUlation increase goes right 
on. Every SUbstantial number of new residents in a community bring with them 
their crime problems, their charity problems and all other manner of problems that 
go with people in general. Hence, we usually find ourselves just a little bit behind". 
ELLERY E. CUFF, How the Public Defender System Works in Los Angeles County, 
p.2. ' 

1 "Although it might be easier initiaHy to obtain funds for a public defender than for 
compensating assigned counsel, the public defender system presents a far more diffi
cult problem with respect to subseqllent appropriations to meet an expanding case
load. Sllppose, for example, that a circuit defender is initially granted $100,000 a 
year to hire ten attorneys. Assuming that this is initially adequate, if the caseload 
were to double in five years, the defe,nder would have to obtain an additional yearly 
appropriation of $100,000. However, if a bill were once passed reqUiring the state 
to pay appointed counsel $10 per hour up to $500, no new legislation would be 
required to meet an expanded caseload." LEWIS C. GREEN, State v. State, in 
Journal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 109. 
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4 - Mixed Systems (Legal Societies Subsidized) (45-48) 

a) HOPE OF AN ADVANTAGEOUS COMBINATION (45) 

45. The systems of legal security which we have described up to the 
present, involve different financial options. Certainly the objective remains 
the same, but the strategy and even the priority of values differ radically 
from one system to the other. 

Moreover, with the years, each of the systems reveals deficiencies to 
such an extent, that different regions endeavour to arrive at compromise 
formulas which combine the advantages of the different structures 1 and 
neutralize the weaknesses. 

It is in this m,mner that different countries have developed mixed 
systems of legal security. In most of these cases, the mixed systems develop 
from a private legal society, which comes to the aid of indigents by utilizing 
government funds for financing. 

For all practical purposes, these mixed systems mayan the surface 
resemble any other kind of formula of legal security. The private organization, 
may either establish a system of rotation of practitioners, or it may itself 
engage a team of permanent lawyers, and make them available to indigents. 
A mixed system started in this way, resembles either the formula of the 
public defender, or even more closely, the system of the designated or chosen 
lawyer. 

The supporters of these mixed systems emphasize the necessity of an 
absolutely independent intermediary interposing itself between the indigent 
and the State, which would avoid a confrontation between the Crown 
prosecutor, paid by the State, and a public defender also remunerated 
directly by the same employer 2. In this connection the mixed system has 

"The two general methods sketched above for providing legal services to the poor 
are antithetical : one through private means with no governmental aid, the other 
through governmental means without private participation. The third method is 
joint participation of governmental and private organizations, that is, government 
support and private operation. It is most highly developed in England". ELLIOn 
EVANS CHEATHAM, A Lawyer When Needed, New York and London, Co
lumbia University Press, 1963, pp. 44-45. 

2 "The chief of the criminal branch of the society indicated that the fact that the 
society's operation was administered by a private board of directors insulated the 
operation of the criminal branch from undesirable pressures". ROBERT KASA
NOF and PAUL I. BIRZON, New York, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of 
the Poor ill Criminal Cases i/! America/! State Courts, American Bar Foundation, 
1965, vol. 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 533. 
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numerous advantages, and it functions in a most satisfactory manner in 
cities such as Pbiladelphia and New York 1. 

The assigned counsel system has served us well. Though assigned counsel 
in some areas have suffered from inexperience, there can be little doubt of the 
devotion or competence of most lawyers. Indeed the system has probably been 
fairer to the indigent defendant than it has been to the bar. In rural areas it 
may still constitute the best method of providing counsel. However, in many 
urban centers there are simply too many defendants to depend upon assigned 
counsel alone. In addition, it is difficult to provide a lawyer at preliminary 
hearings, much less police interrogations, if there is total dependence on the 
assigned counsel system. 

There is much to be said for the private defender system. Independence 
is assured by supervision from private citizens. However, lack of financial 
resources poses an almost insurmountable obstacle to purely private systems. 

To many knowledgeable observers the answer lies in public defender or 
public support for private defender organizations. These systems provide 
representation equal to that provided by assigned counsel. They are probably 
cheaper in large cities with a large volume of cases. There is little evidence to 
justify the traditional charges that public defenders are less independent. How
ever, the hearings on the Criminal Justice Act of 1964 provide an effective 
testimonial to the fact that the concept of public defender is still anathema to 
many. The fear of creating a bureaucracy when added to the desire to use 
available funds to compensate fellow attorneys, constitutes and effective barrier 
to the passage of public defender legislation in many areas. Furthermore, there 
are cogent arguments against giving any small group a monopoly of the 
indigent cases. There should be someone to represent the defendant on appeal 
and in collateral proceedings, when the effectiveness of the public defender is 
qllestioned. There is much to be said for the contributions of assigned counsel 
in terms of imagination and creativity. An experienced attorney in private 
practice may question settled doctrines which the criminal law specialist has 
learned to accept. Mallory, Durham and other landmark decisions are the 
direct result of the infusion of new ideas from the practicing bar. 

I suggest that the answer for many cities and States lies in a combined 
public defender-assigned counsel system, supported by public funds and ope rat· 
ed under the supervision of members of the bar. 

Such a system has been created for the District of Columbia by the Legal 
Aid Agency Act of 1960 and the Criminal Justice Act of 1964 as implemented 
by the Judicial Council for the District of Columbia Circuit 2. 

1 "If the suggestion to turn the defence of indigents over to "circuit defenders" is 
rejected, there are three basic alternative means of furnishing counsel to indigents. 

The first alternative is to leave our present uncompensated assigned counsel 
program as it is. Few could defend this position. 

Secondly, private defender programs, such as "Voluntary Defender" in Phil
adelphia, "Legal Aid" in New York etc., which have staff attorneys to try cases, 
represent a great improvement over the public defender systems by removing the 
aroma of "State v. State". LEWIS C. GREEN, State v. State, in Journal of 
the Missouri BaJ', 23 (1967), p. 120. 

2 A. KENNETH PYE, The Administratio/l of Criminal Justice, in National Con
ference all La1V alld POl'erty, Washington, D.C., 1965, pp. 50-51. 
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b) QUALITY OF THE PROFESSIONAL WORK (46) 

46. With time, relatively modest private societies have had so great an 
expansion that Lhey have become even in the most populous centres, highly 
respected systems of legal security 1. 

To achieve such results, it was necessary for the lawyers recruited by 
the private societies to provide as highly professionalized a service as would 
have been rendered by the lawyers chosen and paid for by the accused. 

There was general agreement among those serving in the New York Legal 
Aid Society, the district attorneys who oppose the society in court, and the judges 
before whom its lawyers appear, that the society acted at least as vigorously and 
independently as retained counsel. The private, non governmental board of direct
ors which administers the society's funds, includes a number of leaders of the 
bar. Where such a board is interposed between the defender and the public 
source of funds, it seems reasonable to expect as much independence and vigor 
from the defender as would be the case if the lawyers who served as directors 
Were acting themselves on behalf of clients who had retained them 2. 

Moreover, it was also necessary that the lawyers thus made available 
to indigents be able to cope eff\. ~tively with the representatives of the 
prosecution, and to be of equal professional competence. The experience of 
different American systems showed that this was also the case 3. Thus 
regardless of the formula used, the profes~ional quality of the assistance 
offered, is maintained. 

1 "In the populous counties of New York City, where the volume of criminal busi
ness is enormously greate;- than H is in the less populous upstate counties, the 
Legal Aid Society has won acceptance as the principal source of representation for 
indigent defendants, and the New York City judges without exception express a 
very high regard for the work of the Legal Aid Society, in some instances express
ing the view that the Legal Aid Society provides better representation than retained 
counsel. In less l)Opulous communities, assignment of counsel from lists of varying 
kinds remains the rule". ROBERT KASANOF and PAUL I. BIRZON, Nelli York, 
in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of the Po,;r if! Criminal Cases in American State 
Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming, p. 534. 

2 Op. cit., p. 547. 
3 "All of the judges and district attorneys interviewed in New York and Queens 

Counties were of the opinion that the representation offered indigent defendants 
by the Legal Aid Society was equal to that offered by privately retained counsel, 
and that the work and professional performance of the society's lawyers were on a 
par with that of the district attorneys. Indeed, in several instances, the work of the 
society's lawyers was rated higher than that of usually retained counsel of the dis
trict attorney's office, and in no instances did any of the respondents find the work 
of the society's lawyers below the level of the district atto,ney or average retained 
counsel". Op. cit., p. 533. 
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c) SUCCESS IN THE URBAN CENTRES (47) 

47. Experience has shown that the mixed systems have been more successful 
in the more densely populated judicial districts. 

The Bar of the County of Nassau, one of the suburban counties of the 
city of New York, has established a legal aid society which has taken tt, ... 
form of the system of legal security based on the assigned lawyer 1. 

In Philadelphia the legal security of indigents is assured continously, 
24 hours a day and 7 days in the week 2. 

At the risk of reducing these successes to' less impressive p'roportions, 
it should be pointed out that there is little or no significance in describing 
the formula as "particularly effective in the large centres". In fact, it is 
"particularly in the large centres" that the formula has been tried. This 
succeeded efforts of a localized nature which could not possibly stand up 
to urban deeds. By praising their success, there is danger of misinterpretation: 
!Jetter able to bear the burden than preceding formulas, the formula of a 
mixed system might create the impression of complete success. 

In spite of these shades of meaning which are applicable to all "formulas 
of replacement", the mixed system if often successful from the point of view 
of quality. 

"In Nassau County, one of the great suburban counties adjoining New York City, 
the enormous growth of popUlation made evident the inadequacy of the ad hoc as
signed counsel system, and in March, 1962, the Criminal Courts Committee of the 
Nassau County Bar recommended that Nassau County operate a defender system 
through the Legal Aid Society, in accordance with the provisions of sections 224 and 
716 through 721 of the County Law, which empowers counties to contract with pri
vate philanthropic societies to furnish defender service". ROBERT KASANOF and 
PAUL I. BIRZON, Ne1V York, LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor ill Crim
inal Cases ill American State COlirts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3: 
Missouri-Wyoming, p. 533. 

2 The Defender Association of Philadelphia (DAP) is now recognized as on a parity 
with the prosecutor's office. . 

Three attorneys provide round-the-clock coverage seven days a week in the 
twenty-four hour magistrate comt. Other (OEO) attorneys provide representation 
in seven magistrates courts at preliminary arraignments * and preliminary hearings, 
usually conducted in the morning. These attorneys are at the central office in the 
afternoons to work as the caseload dictates. One attorney provides prisoner counsel
ing throughout the state, and another is responsible for a law development and edu
cation program for the staff. Of the nine NDP-funded attorneys, fiye are assigned 
to felony bail cases. Counsel is also provided at preliminary hearings before the 
United States Commissioners, at probation and parole revocation hearings, and at 
hearings. Representation is provided in both the state and federal courts for hear
ings on detainers and bench warrants, in hearings on postconviction petitions and 
writs of fzabeas corpus, and in the county court in wage attachment proceedings for 
non-support. And even this list of expanded services is incomplete. 

* The purpose of a preliminary arraignment is to fix bail and set a date for a 
preliminary hearing in order to provide the accused an opportunity to obtain private 
counsel. The Legal A id Briefcase, February, 1968, vol. XXVI, no. 3, p. 118. 
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d) IMPORTANCE GIVEN TO THE BAR (48) 

48. These mixed systems of legal security have in common: 

1 - that they have developed from other systems which have become unsatis
factory; 

2 - that they have given worthwhile results in many urban centres; 
3 - that they have given the Bar, or the professional association of lawyers 

an important role to play. 

This third "common denominator" is of importance as it shows the direct 
interest of the profession in the problem 1. 

In Scotland, it is the professional association itself which prepares a 
list of lawyers who must take their turn defending indigents 2. Other countries 
go further, and allow the Bar the full responsibility of administering the 
entire system of legal security: 

The most comprehensive scheme appears to exist in South Australia where 
the Law Society operates a plan supported by an annual Government grant 
covering administration, out-of-pocket expenses and certain payment towards 
fees. While the plan is voluntary, it is not free; the Society decides how much 
of the cost of proceedings the applicant mllst pay. The lawyers praticipating in 
legal aid appear to receive part of their normal fees. The eligibility limits are 
very flexible and no rigid categories exist 3. 

It should be noted that Quebec has adopted in the course of recent 
years, a policy which up to a certain point is similar to that which prevails 
in South Australia. In fact, the Quebec government makes a more and more 
substantial contribution to the Bar, which has organized a system of legal 
security, providing for the payment to private practitioners for certain 
expenses by engaging lawyers on a full~time basis, whose services are made 
available free of charge to indigents. In some instances such as in the case 
of Montreal, the Bar has formed a corporation to administer a Legal Aid 
Bureau, subject to, the authority of, and the policies established by the Bar 
(d. Annex). 

In other districts, as in Quebec, the Bar itself supervises the admi
nistration of legal aid very closely. 

1 "There were occasional suggestions that contributions to the cost might be made 
by municipalities and by the Government of Canada. But these suggestions were 
not intended to shift from the province the major burden of the cost involved. It 
was also the almost unanimous opinion that legal aid should continue to be 
administered by the Law Society". Report of the Joillt Committee all Legal 
A id, Ontario, March 1965, p. 49. 

2 "In all places where Criminal Courts are sitting, solicitors whose names are on a 
roster prepared by the Law Society attend for periods of a week at a time and are 
compensated at reasonable rates for the work. These are solicitors in private prac
tice who have volunteered for this work and who have been approved by tIle 
Society". Op. cit., p. 48. 

3 Op. cit., p. 21. 
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B - FOREIGN EXAMPLES (49-79) 

INTRODUCTION (49-50) 

49. After this rapid survey of the various formulas of legal security, it is 
necessary to see how these different systems work. 

With regard to the formula of a public defender, we intend to borrow 
our examples from the American system, by reason of their seniority, 
because of the extent of their resources, and the amounts which they spend. 
Moreover, this formula hardly exists in its pure form in other countries. 

We will then proceed to examine the formulas which are in· effect in 
different European countries. 

Only minor reference will be made to the legal security systems which 
grant the needy accused the right to c1wose his own lawyer at the e~pense 
of the State. The Ontario system, which we have already described (para~ 
graphs 29-38) is the best example. 

Once again we draw attention to the Annex of the present report: it 
gives an excellent description of the Montreal system, which for all practical 
purposes, is a mixed system undergoing rapid change. This Annex is 
important in another way, in that it makes valuable comparisons of the 
financial aspects of the different systems. 

50. To place the American examples of the public defender in the right 
perspective, it should be understood that practically no system in the United 
States is similar to the Ontario system. Moreover, recourse to the public 
defender, has come into existence in many places, becallse it was impossible 
to satisfy the needs of the public with the formula of the designated or 
assigned lawyer. It might be well to recall here some of the comments which 
were made earlier regarding the mixed systems: that a system which is 
better than the preceding one, does not necessarily qualify it as a complete 
success. Actually the public defender has shown itself to be a worthwhile 
substitute for the formula of a designated lawyer. It has sometimes succeeded 
where the mixed system has failed. We do not know of any example where 
it .h&s superseded a system similar to that of Ontario. 

In fact a legal security system based on the choice of the lawyer by the 
indigent himself, is not found very often in the United States. It is therefore, 
more difficult than realized to compare the system of the public defender and 
the system of the lawyer chosen by the indigent and suitably remClnerated 
by the State. 

In the examination of the American situation, the Commission has 
concentrated especially on the public systems of legal security of Massachu
setts, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and of the federn1 C:~~Lll>. We should 
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again put the reader on guard against the temptation to jump to conclusions 
and assume on reading these descriptions that aU the systems of the public 
defender in the United States, use, as the above mentioned do, only 
personnel on a permanent basis. 

1-The United States (51-62) 

a) MASSACHUSETTS (51-55) 

51. At the time of the Commission's visit to Boston in December 1967, 
the service of the public defender of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
~'lcluded 58 lawyers full time. Even then, the documentation praised this 
system as being both economic and satisfactory. 

Apart from its inefficiency the assigned counsel system is no answer to the 
financial problem. In fact the contrary is true, as has been pointed out by the 
National Legal Aid & Defender Association. Not to go afield for an example, 
careful studies indicate that, with a payment of $20.00 a case, the district courts 
in the Boston area alone would call fGr an appropriation greater than that sought 
by the Massachusettts Defenders Committee to cover the entire commonwealth. 
(The figure of $20.00 per case may be compared with that of $1,000.00 per case 
allowable to counsel assigned under our present statute in capital cases), 

The establishment of the Massachusetts Defenders Committee was cited by 
the director of the National Legal Aid & Defender Association as worthy of being 
taken as a model by other states confronted with the problem of the defence of 
the indigent. It is mana£jed by the Supreme Judicial Court and directly responsible 
to it. Its staff is competent as is shown by its results. The operation is completely 
free from vulnerability to any form of improper pressure. Four years of exper
ience show that it has worked well, at a minimum level of expense. 

Even so its cost is very considerable. But it is no greater than the need t. 

52. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has a population of a little more 
than 5 millions, which makes possible worthwhile comparisons with the 
Quebec needs. In the course of the year which preceded the visit of the 
Commissioners, the permanent lawyers of the legal security service had 
represented in the courts, 18,000 indigents involved in 27,000 complaints 
of a criminal and penal nature. The office operated principally through funds 
received from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and also from a federal 
subsidy. The total budget of this legal aid service for a popUlation comparable 
to that of Quebec, was in the neighbourhood of $700,000 for the year, which 
included the federal subsidy of approximately $100,000. (These figures, 
quoted in the course of a verbal discussion and written into our Minutes are 
approximations which should be checked against the statistical reports.) 

1 LARUE BROWN, Equal Justice Under the Law in Massachusells Law Quarterly, 
pp. 61-62. 
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If we leave aside for the moment, the question of costs, and take a 
quick glance at the effectiveness of the system, it is noted that the public 
defenders of that State brought the majority of their cases before the court 
within an average delay of 7 days, while the legal aid bureaus in the 
Province of Quebec found it difficult to fix a time for hearings within less 
than 4 to 6 weeks notice, apart from cases of extreme urgency. 

In fairness to the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal Inc., which 
has referred to this matter specifically, it is true that criminal and penal cases 
normally receive special treatment if the Bureau decides to take charge of 
them. This has become more and more frequent since the Bureau has begun 
to utilize an increased permanent personnel. The experience of the first 10 
years (1956-1966) shows however, that the Bureau only devoted a minimal 
portion of its time and its resources to criminal and penal matters. 

Note that the budget of $700,000 made available to the legal aid 
service in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, covers the necessary investi
gations made by qualified detectives. 

53. In M:l<;sadmsetts, the management of the legal aid service is under 
the direction of an experienced lawyer selected by a Committee of Judges 
of the Superior Court. The Director then has the responsibility and authority 
to engage the lawyers who will form the personnel of the Public Defender 
system. By this nominating procedure, Massachusetts endeavours to answer 
the criticism that the public defender system results in a confrontation in 
the courts between two employees of the State. Although it is true that the 
public defender lawyers are employees of the State, they are however, only 
responsible to the director. This method of nomination and appointment of 
personnel eliminates the possibility of having the lawyer for the defence and 
the lawyer from the prosecution both receiving their orders from the 
Attorney General. This also eliminates the kind of collusion one fears to 
see established between the permanent prosecutor and the permanent public 
t1efender. Placing the administration of the service in the hands of a man 
who is responsible only to the magistrature, solves at least part of the 
difficulties which could result from intervention Cif the State representing 
hath sides of the case. 

Recourse to the magistrature is not, as we shall see, the only method 
of overcoming the problem of having one employer for both sides of the 
court. Nor is it the best in the opinion of the Commission. 

54. On the administrative plan, the office of public defender for Massa
chusetts believes that it has taken all the necessary precautions to avoid the 
abuse of having the system used frequently or regularly by those who have 
no need for it. In some areas, there is reluctance to introduce an overall 
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system of legal security because of the impossibility of forecasting the extent 
of the costs. Statistics compiled by the Canadian Provinces and the American 
States, indicate that almost 90% of those who are accused, plead gUilty 
before the court. With the introduction of a legal aid system, it is quite likely 
that the number of "not guilty" pleas will increase in an appreciable manner, 
thus aggravating the already existing bottlenecks in our courts. 

Instead of 10% of not guilty pleas, the volume might increase to 28% 
and even more, which could mean twice as many cases before the courts 
as at present. It is not difficult to imagine the dramatic consequences such 
an increase in the number of cases would have on our entire system of 
justice. 

The objection aSSumes greater importance because it is almost impossible 
to prove that innocent parties have ever agreed to gUilty pleas. Public 
opinion would not object to "paying the price" for pleas of not guilty from 
the innocent, but society would resent increased expenditures by reason of 
a multiplication of pleas of innocence stemming directly and exclusively 
from free legal aid. 

55. With this in mind, we should consider the results achieved by the legal 
aid service of Massachusetts. From the very beginning of that system, 80% 
of the individuals whose defence was undertaken by the public defender, 
acknowledged their guilt to the charges brought against them. This in itself 
indicated a very definite increase in the number pleading innocent, but it did 
not prevent the system of public defenders for Massachusetts from remaining 
within their very modest budget, nor from maintaining a fast tempo in the 
presentation of cases. 

Quite obviously, nobody would wish to have the public defenders 
limiting themselves to advising their clients to plead gUilty. Moreover, We 
have already made reference to figures according to which the percentage 
of guilty pleas recorded by the permanent defenders are not noticeably 
higher than those of lawyers in private practice. 

It is hoped that by assuring the public of legal security, citizens will 
question the statements made by the police more often than they would jf 
they were left to themselves. From this point of view, an increase in innocent 
pleas is a logical and happy result of the respect of fundamental rights. 

Note also that the public defenders in Massachusetts win 92 % of the 
cases they defend. It should be pointed out that not only is the case in which 
the individual is found to be innocent, considered to be a victory, but also 
the case in which the public defender has succeeded in obtaining a reduced 
charge. 

If the statistics are interpreted correctly, they cannot be made to say 
that the public defenders only wait for a winning case before assuming the 
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defence of an indigent. Rather, the figures show the merits of the defence 
put forward. 

Thus, twice as many of those defended by the permanent public 
defenders in Massachusetts profess their innocence as do tlle general average 
of accused individuals. The verdicts secured are, however, favourable in 
92 % of the cases; and the State is able to do this at a reasonable cost 1. 

b) SAN FRANCISCO (56-60) 

56. During its visit to California in March 1968, the Commission attached 
particular importance to the system of legal security available to the citizens 
of San Francisco (Appendix 4). 

It should be emphasize that California has not adopted one system of 
legal security for the entire State. On the contrary, each "county" (the level 
of intermediate government in the lTnited States between the municipality 
and the State) establishes the system of legal secur:ty of its own choice. 

The public defender of San Francisco has the responsibility of assuring 
the legal security of a popUlation of a little more than one million citizens. 
For purposes of comparison, the legal aid service of the "County" of Los 
Angeles, serves approximately 7 millions citizens. 

Special mention should be made of certain features in the San Francisco 
system, as they are definitely different from the general trend. The Director 
of the legal aid service of San Francisco, is actually elected by the entire 
population, which makes him one of the rare public defenders elected in the 
entire United States. The documentation coming from San Francisco, claims 
a superiority. for this procedure, but we believe that it would be difficult 
and· dangerous to import such a custom into our Province. 

57. That, however, is not the most important feature. What is striking 
in the San Francisco system is its astonishingly low cost. According to the 
statistics, the public service of legal aid assumes responsibility for approxi
mately 85% ·of the misdemeanors, and of 70% to 75% of the felonies. 
The volume of cases handled by the 20 lawyers in the San Francisco public 
defender service is even greater than the number of cases handled by the 
58 permanent defenders of the State of Massachusetts. For the year 1967, 
for example, 25,400 individual cases were handled in San Francsco as 
against 18,000 in Massachusetts. 

1 To secure such results calls for a personnel of high calibre. Otherwise, it would not 
be possible to defend so great a !lumber of accllsed so well and so quickly. To be 
able to effectively evaluate this personnel, we are reproducing (Appendix 2) the scale 
of salaries in effect in 1he Massachusetts service and a summary of the activities. 
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Notwithstanding a caseload at least as great as that of Massachusetts, 
the total budget of the legal aid service of San Francisco totalled $266,000 
as against $700,000 for the legal aid system of the State of Massachusetts. 
The remarks which we made in comparing the economics of the system of 
Massachusetts with that of Ontario, apply to an even greater degree in the 
case of the Jegal aid system in effect in the County of San Francisco. The 
statistics for San Francisco show an average cost of $10.49 per case, and of 
$4.60 per appearance. 

Hasty conclusions should 110t be drawn from these figures because the 
definition of a case varies from one system to the other. Even so, the 
variations do not negate the economic advantages of the San Francisco 
system. 

58. It appears that at different stages the San Francisco system was 
exposed to criticism: 

The public defender of San Francisco County, who has seven fuJI-lime 
lawyers in his office, has made formal application for two more full-time 
deputies. He stated that the size of his present staff does not allow the deputies 
to devote adequate time to the cases to be tried. (The Bar Association on San 
Francisco, in a report dated August 4, 1962, concluded that the "quality of 
representation of indigents has not been sufficiently maintained," primarily be
cause of inadequate staff.) The San Francisco defender, who is an elected 
official, believes that the fact that he is elected enables him to retain his 
independence 1. 

At the time of the visit of the Commission to San Francisco the 
service seemed, however, to have overcome its difficulties, and could count 
on 20 full-time lawyers in addition to several professional investigators. 

Other features of the system in effect in San Francisco are worthwhile 
mentioning. It is surprising that with a population of approximately one 
million, the number of cases referred to tbe legal aid service, should be 
about the same as that for the population of Massachusetts (5 millions). 

The most plausible explanation seems to be that the legal aid service 
of San Francisco does not make any check on the real indigence of the 
citizens who come to the bureau. The service requires each of the accused 
to reply to a questionnaire which is reproduced in Appendix 5, but in 
reality, no verification is made of the replies given by the presumed indigent. 

According to those interviewed by the Commission in San Francisco, 
it would be prohibitive and useless to proceed with even the slightest enquiry: 
at the point where the defence of an individual involves a cost in the 

1 NORMAN ABRAMS and BERNARD PETRIE, California, in LEE SILVERS
TEIN, Defense of the Poor in Criminal Cases ill American State Courts, Amer
ican Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 2: A lahama-Mississippi, p. 75. 
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'1eighbourhood of $10 a case, it would actually be ridiculous to proceed 
with an investigation which in itself would be more cost1y 1. 

The Widgery Committee in England came to the same conclusion, and 
warned against introducing a detailed procedure for investigation (paragraph 
i 06). That Committee did not reject the idea of verification, but it wished 
it to be extremely simple and quick. 

59. We should point out another major difference between the system of 
Massachusetts and that of San Francisco. At all levels, the salaries paid in 
San Francisco are higher than the salaries offered by the legal security 
service of Massachusetts. While the lawyer in Boston, or one of tbe 
neighbouring cities, begins at a salary of $6,900, a permanent public defender 
starting his career in San Francisco receives a salary of a least $12,000 a 
year. 

However, the San Francisco office demands much higher qualifications 
as they only employ lawyers who have had a minimum of five years 
experience. A recent amendment has made it possible to engage lawyers 
who have had only two years of experience, but the Director indicated that 
they have not yet taken advantage of this amendment. 

It would appear that the choice of more experienced lawyers has made 
it possible for the legal aid service of San Francisco to follow a different 
policy: they have recourse more often to negotiations outside the court. 
This places the public defender in San Francisco on just about the same 
basis as a normal legal office. In other words, the defender of the needy 
person has recourse to all the forms fJf negotiation and conciliation which 
might result in reducing or dropping the charge against his client. 

60. It is regrettable to note that the economic advantages of the legal 
security system of San Francisco have not been fully appreciated by those 
controlling the purse strings. In fact, the administrative difficulties of which 
we spoke of earlier (paragraph 43 and 44) are found in full in San Francisco, 
so much so that the Director of the service doubts that he \Ii ill be able to 
satisfy the needs of the popUlation with the budget and the restricted personnel 
made available to bim by the executive powers: 

1 In almost all of the cases, however, the affidavit of indigency is the only basis of 
inquiry. Judges tend to rely exclusively on the affidavit of indigency, without 
further independent inquiry or investigation, even on a spot-check basis, apparently 
because the court feels it lacks the personnel to conduct investigations. It is thought 
that in some cases applicants for assigned counsel conceal assets and thereby obtain 
free services to which they are not entitled. ROBERT KASANOF and PAUL r. 
BIRZON, New York, op. cit., vol. 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 533. 
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From being the model for Public Defender offices throughout the United 
States, the Public Defender office in San Francisco is now unable to meet even 
the minimal standards required for Defender services, let alone handle the new 
courts and constitutionally required expanded services. 

The Public Defender is now in the process of preparing a supplemental 
appropriation for the additional help needed so that the office may adequately 
provide the much needed and required service. If additional help is not granted, 
the Public Defender will be forced to ask the Judges to appoint private counsel 
in many instances 1 • 

This confirms in a striking manner, the criticisms made against this 
formula of legal security. Notwithstanding the economic advantages, the 
political powers all too frequently use their authority to restrict the expendi
tures required by the legal security system. 

c) LOS ANGELES (61) 

61· It is unnecessary to spend much time on the characteristics of the legal 
security service which has been in existence since 1914 in the County of Los 
Angeles. This service resembles that of Massachusetts. 

The principal difference is the magnitude of the service in effect in Los 
Angeles: H has an enormous office with more than 200 full-time lawyers, 
and a budget in the neighbourhood of 2.8 millions dollars. Los Angeles is 
also an example of close cooperation between two different systems of legal 
security. The city has its own system while the regional government (the 
County) also has one 2. 

The legal security service of the County of Los Angeles also differs in 
the method of naming its Director, who is selected by the executive of the 
regional government from the three best qualified candidates submitted by 
the Civil Service following examinations. 

This third method of selection differs from that of Massachusetts, which 
uses the magistrature, and that of San Francisco which has a public ejection. 
Different methods of nomination are possible in California within the limits 

1 EDWARD T. MANCUSO, Public Defender of the City and County of San Francisco, 
July I, 1966 to June 30, 1967, p. 3. 

2 "The City Public Defender of Los Angeles is an ordinance created position. That 
office has jurisdiction over misdemeanors committed within the city limits. They 
have no superior court jurisdiction. The county office has jurisdiction over the 
cases tried in the superior court at all stages of the proceedings, including the pre
liminary hearings. The County Public Defender has jurisdiction over one misde
meanor, that is, contributing to the delinquency of a minor. This is so because 
that crime alone is a misdemeanor over which the superior comt has jurisdiction". 
ELLERY E. CUFF, How the Public System Works ill Los Angeles County, 
p.3. 
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of the State and the County, by reason of legislation which permits either, 
the election, or, the nomination of the Director of the legal aid service 1. 

d) MISSOURI (62) 

62· By reason of its flexibility, it is worthwhile drawing attention to the 
system of legal security in the State of Missouri. 

This is a mixed system in the sense that it provides for recourse to the 
public defender in all regions of more than 100,000 inhabitants, and the 
utilization of a designated lawyer in the less populated zones. This practice 
conforms in many ways with suggestions made for Quebec: 

The proposed Act does provide that in regions having a popUlation of 
less than 100,000 persons, the Commission may establish, in lieu of a defender 
system, an "alternative appointed counsel system". In those regions counsel would 
be assigned under the traditional method. This provision was inserted for the 
reason that in rural areas in the state, the assigned counsel system may be more 
efficient and less costly than establishing an office staffed by a public defender and 
assistants. 

The Act concludes with a provision that in any region in which counsel is 
assigned to represent an indigent, the attorney appointed shall be reimbursed 
for "actual expenses rear,onably incurred in the defence of the person". The claim 
for reimbursement is to be made to the judge of the court where the case is 
tried, or to the appellate court in which the attorney represented the defendant. 
It is to be noted that nothing in the proposed Act provides for compensation for 
the services of the assigned attorney. The great majority of lawyers are, we 
think, willing and feel a duty to represent an indigent and will do so without 
compensation for their time. But we believe that lawyers generally just as 
strongly feel that they should be reimbursed for the expenses which they incur in 
the defence of a criminal case which is assigned 2. 

1 "Section 23 of the charter prescribes the duties of the Public Defender. Section 55 
provides that the District Attorney, Public Defender, County Counsel, and their 
deputies, shall not engage in any private law practice and shall devote all their 
time and attention during business hours to the duties of their respective offices. 

The State Government Code, from Section 27700 on, provides differellt man
ners ill which the office of public defellder may be set up throughout the State. 
It provides that a public defender may be either elective or appointive and, if ap
pointive, the appointment must be made by the board of supervisors. It also pro
vides that two or more counties may combine in a district and appoint a public 
defender to represent the district. The duties of a public defender, are set forth in 
the Los Angeles County Charter. There is one exception, however. The State law 
makes it a duty that the public defender must defend all ·persons charged with 

. crime triable in the Superior Court at all stages of the proceedings, including the 
preliminary hearings. Section 25 of the charter apparently anticipated that the State 
would add certain duties and, therefore, makes it the duty of county officers to 
fulfill duties as prescribed by State laws as they become effective". Gp. cit., p. 1. 

2 JOSEPH J. SIMEONE and T.E. LAUER, The Proposed Public Defellder System for 
iViissollri, in Journal of the MisJouri Bar, vol. 23 (1967), p. 129. 
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The legislation in the State of Missouri prohibits the public defender 
from all private practice of law, which is also the situation in the Cqunty of 
Los Angeles 1. 

In Appendix 6A we give other American examples. They underline the 
flexibility of the formulas, and encourage Quebec to hope for a system truly 
adapted to its needs. 

2-Europe (63-79) 

63· Generally speaking, in the matter of legal security, the European coun
tries adopt a policy entirely different from that in effect in a number of Ame
rican States. 

For example, Europe does not have, west of the Iron Curtain, any 
example of a "permanent public defender". This term is currently in use, 
particularly in the Scandinavian countries, but it has an entirely different 
significance. 

It should not be concluded that the European countries minimize, or 
are less aware of the responsibilities of the State in legal security matters. 

On the contrary, most of the European countries have had for a con
siderable length of time, system of legal aid which guarantee to each accused, 
the services of a legal counsel1or. 

a) THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES (64) 

64· Two Scandinavian countries studied by the Commission, Sweden and 
Denmark, have always recognized the responsibilities of the State with regard 
to the defence of the impoverished citizen. 

However, neither of these two countries utilize the American formula 
of public defender made available to the accusd indigents on a full-time 
basis. 

1 "The regions are divided into four classes: those over 500,000 persons; those 
having a population of 250,000 but not more than 500,000; those having a po
pulation of 100,000 but not more than 250,000 and those having a population of 
less than 100,000 persons. The salaries of the various regional defenders are com
mensurate with the caseload and the population of the region. The salary of the 
defender in the various regions are "not to exc.eed" $17,000 in the most populous 
areas and $12,000 :n the smaller regions, with the exception that the defender ap
pointed in the region in which the Missour; State Penitentiary is located may receive 
a sum not to exceed the maximum authorized in regions having more than 500,000 
persons. The Act explicitly prohibits the public defender from engaging in "the 
private practice of law" and prohibits him form accepting "during his term any 
other public office or employment for which he receive compensation". This provision 
was felt by the committee to be essential". Op. cit., p. 127. 
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To assure the defence of deprived citizens, the two countries have 
recourse either to the Bar itself, or to lawyers in private practice; which 
places their legal aid service closer to the kind of service rendered by the 
legal aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal, than to the Ontario system. 

i) SWEDEN (65-67) 

65· The Swedish system of legal aid makes scarcely any distinction bct~ 
ween the criminal and civil domains. Following introduction of a law in 
1919, every individual who cannot himself defray the cost of judicial pro
cedures, may obtain free assistance (Appendix 7). 

The Swedish system has schedules which endeavour to establish a line 
of demarcation between the poor and the rich. At the present time, every 
individual whose average revenue is below the level of 1,100 Swedish Kroner 
a month (approximately $220) has the right to free legal procedures. 

In the following year, 1920, another service was started by the City of 
Stockholm for the purpose of furnishing the necessary legal services to those 
with modest revenues. This additional service was directed specifically to 
defence before the courts, while the law of 1919 covered principally, legal 
procedures : 

A person can however, besides legal proceedings also need legal aid. For 
the purpose of making it possible for people with low incomes to get quite as 
good legal assistance, as people in a better economic situation can obtain by 
paying, the city of Stockholm founded in 1920 the Legal Aid Institution of 
Stockholm (Stockholm stads rattshjalpsanstalt). 

Many cities and counties have followed this example. In Sweden there are 
now 16 stlch institutions, mainly in the middle and southern part of Sweden. 
According to the law the slate must subsidize the costs of th-ese institutions, 

The institution here in Stockholm assists people liviTJg in Stockholm (both 
Swedes and foreigners) with legal matters of all kinds, give advice and inform
ation, assist in drawing up documents, in settling disputes and coming to agree
ments, and to appear before the court within the district covered by the instit
ution 1. 

66· This legal aid service which supplemented and broadened the law of 
1919, helped those who had a revenue in excess of 1,100 Swedish Kroner 
a month (approximately $220) but were unable to assnme the full cost 
uf their defence. 

In Stockholm for example, this supplementary service of legal security, 
extends its help to individuals whose revenue may reach 1,600 to 1,700 
Kroner a month (approximately $320 to $340) and this level is raised by 
250 to 350 Swedish Kroner a month (approximately $50 to $60), for each 

1 Document sllpplied by the Legal Aid Bureau of Stockholm. 
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dependent. This limit may be raised if the individual has to face considerable 
special expenses : increased rental, costly legal procedures ... 

One may well question how these two services can coexist. The essential 
differenr~ ;-: that all judicial procedures are free to the individual who benefits 
from the legal assistance, started in 1920, while in the case visualized by 
the law of 1919, the "free services" only applies to the procedures them
selves, and not to the defence, properly speaking. 

However, by subsidizing the legal aid visualized by the private system 
introduced in 1920, the State makes the defence itself free of charge. 

67· In the Swedish procedure, it is not essential for a defender to be a 
member I)f the Bar to plead the cause of another before the court. Of the 
twelve lawyers who make up the permanent legal aid group of Stockholm, 
only ten belong to the Bar. The following details have been supplied by 
the Service (same document) : . 

If a person is not granted free legal proceedings he must pay for the costs 
of reports of proceedings, verdicts, etc. 

Assistance for legal aid is, as a rule, free of charge. 
Twelve lawyers, of which ten belong to the Swedish Bar Association -

together with a necessary staff - have full-time work. The number of new cases 
amounted in 1967 to more than 15,000. 7,500 cases concer)led domestic prob
lems; 7,500 other n1atters, etc. One group which requires much work and attent
ion is the one concerning compensation damages in traffic, in work and similar 
affairs. 

The institutions yearly expenses amount to 1,600,000 Kroner ($320,000 
dollars). These expenses are covered by the incomes of the institution (remuner
ation for legal proceeding, etc.) : 400,000 Kroner ($80,000 dollars) ; by subsidy; 
450,000 Kroner ($90,000 dollars) and by tile city of Stock/101m,' 750,000 Kroner 
($150,000 dol1ars). 

Another important difference separates the two services of . ~a1 aid. 
In all minor offence cases where there is no risk of imprisonment, the indigent 
need only go to a lawyer of the legal aid bureau. In the cases where the 
offence might be punished by imprisonment, the person in need has the 
right to ask for a lawyer of his own choice. The judge then ratifies the 
choice and the State pays the cost. In theory the individual, liable to a 
sentence of imprisonment, can ask for a lawyer who is part of the legal 
aid service, but in view of the lack of personnel, this bureau only handles 
such cases in exceptional circumstances. 

in DENMARK (68-72) 

68· Denmark adopts a different system. Here, the selected lawyers are 
recommended by their professional association, and approved by the Minister 
of Justice, who by a system of rotation assures the defence of indigents 
before the criminal court. 
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The lawyers are not named for a specific case, but when it is the 
turn of <l lawyer on the official list to go to court, he assumes the defence 
of all indigents who appear that day. On this point, the Danish system is 
similar to the formula of the designated lawyer, and even more so to the 
"duty solicitor" of Scotland. More is said about this in the Guthrie Report 
(1960). 

In the Danish system, as in Ontario, the accused is entirely free to 
refuse to deal with the lawyer who is present in Court, and to ask for a 
lawyer of his own choice. In this event, the lawyer who has helped the 
accused at this appearance, transmits the file to the lawyer chosen by the 
accused 1. 

If the lawyer chosen by the accused is on the official list, it is still pos
sible for the accused to benefit from the free services of legal aid. If the 
lawyer so chosen is not on the official list, the accused is required to pay 
for the cost of his own defence. In almost all cases the accused is satisfied 
with the lawyer who was in the court on the day of his appearance. 

A most important point - the designated lawyer cannot transfer the 
file to another lawyer, nor even to another member of his own legal office, 
without a satisfactory explanation to the court. 

69. It may seem strange that the Danish procedure hardly makes any 
mention of the fact that legal proceedings related to the defence of indigents 
are free of charge. 

This is to some extent due to the fact that the police forces and court 
stenography in Denmark, play an entirely different role from that which 
exists in Quebec. For example, the Danish courts do not make stenographic 
transcripts of all the proceedings. At the end of the trial, the court itself, 
through its Chairman, makes a summary of the discussions, limiting itself 
to the evidence offered. After receiving the approval of the two parties 
jnvolved in the affair, only this summary is typed. The result is a resume 
d a few pages which is made available free of charge to those who ask 
for it. 

Similarly the services of the Danish police forces are not available 
ex.elusively to the prosecution. The lawyers for the defence have, and 
exercise, the right to utilize the police forces to complete their evidence. 
The a3sociation of lawyers for the defence informed the Ccmmission that 
the Danish police carried out this task scrupulously, and gave the defence 
all the cooperation that could be hoped for. It should also be emphasized 

1 As in Canada, the appearance in Denmark must take place within 24 hours follow
ing the arrest of an individual. At the moment of his appearance, the COllrt decides 
whether it is necessary to detain t'Je accllsed or to grant him his liberty while await
ing the hearing of his case. Even jf the accllsed reserves the right to choose his own 
lawyer, the legal security service sees to it just the same, that he is represented by a 
lawyer from the very moment of his f:ppearance. 
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that the Danish trial does not include any element of surprise, as the defence 
and the prosecution have in advance, exchanged the lists of their witnesses, 
and each has made known to their counterpart, the entirety of the proof 
which they intend to submit. 

Consequently, when an indigent secures the services of a defender, 
paid for by the State, this also includes the entire legal procedures free of 
charge. Furthermore, it is the Government administration, and not the 
court, which grants this benefit. 

70. The procedure of the legal aid service in Denmark has another special 
feature: the acct:.sed found guilty, is called upon to pay the state the costs 
involved in his defence, notwithstanding that he has benefitted from a 
defence at no charge. 

The lawyer is not required to wait for payment of his fees as the 
government pays the fees of the lawyers made available to the indigents, 
and then endeavours to collect, if at all possible, the amount owing. 

In practice, it is evident that' the State has little hope of collecting 
such debts. 

The officers of the Dep8rtment of Justice in Denmark believe that there 
is nu justification for society paying for the defence of citizens who can 
assume this responsibility themselves ; and it is normal for repayment to be 
asked from those who have some resources. On this point, the Danish 
procedure of legal aid is somewhat similar to the Ontario system, and 
conforms to the recommendations of the Widgery Committee which calls 
for a repayment of costs by the accused who benefits from "provisional 
authorization" of a free defence, but who subsequently is unable to establish 
his indigence 1. 

1 En matiere civile aussi bien q"e correctionnelle, les principes de pUblicite et d'ins
truction verbale sout generalen,~nt appliques. La publicite des debats est cependant 
sou mise a certaines restrictions dans I'interet meme des parties, des temoins, etc. 
Un autre principe important du systeme judicia ire danois est que les preuves, Y 
compris l'audition des parties et de leurs temoins, dbivent en general etre produites 
devant Ie tribunal charge de juger. Cette regie ne vaut toutefois pas pour Ia Cour 
supreme qui statue presque toujours sur Ie vu de proces-verbaux f,t autres preuves 
ecrites, cependant que In presentation des preuves et les debats SOllt verbanx. 

Les personnes peu fortunecs dont les chances d'obtenir gain de cause aupres 
des tribunaux paraissent raisonnables, qU'elles soient demandeurs on dMendeurs, 
peuvent beneficier de l'assistance judiciaire gratuite Uri proces). Celle-ci assure it 
l'assiste In remise des frais de justice et en cas de besoin Ie concours d'un avocat 
nomme d'office. Les frais sont a Ia charge du Tresor. Par contre, l'assistance judi
ciaire ne dispense pas Ie beneficiaire qui perd son proces d'indemniser In partie 
adverse de ses frais. C'est 1'administrath .. n qui decide si 1'assistance judiciaire doH 
etre accordee en dernier ressor!, Ie ministre de la Justice et non pas les tribunaux. 
Le Danemark, Manuel officie! prepare par Ie Service de presse et d'information du 
ministere royal des Affaires etrangeres du Danemark, Palais de Christiansborg, 
Copenhague, 1965, p, 212, 
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71. The Danish system of legal security has a number of characteristics 
which distinguish it from the Ontario system. 

It is the responsibility of the court at the time of the first appearance 
to fix the rate of remuneration. In the opinion of the practitioners, the rates 
are satisfactory for the lower courts, but become more and more nominal 
as the procedures come closer to the Supreme Court. On the average it 
appears that the lawyers involved in the defence of indigents receive from 
750 to 1,000 Danish Kroner ($100 to $140) per day of work on behalf of 
indigents. In the opinion of the Commission, these rates are comparable to 
those paid by Ontario to the lawyers who serve the legal aid service. It 
should be noted that the Danish legal aid utilizes lawyers of the highest 
standing. 

The Danish Minister of Justice estimates between 7 and 8 millions 
Danish Kroner (approximately $1 million) are collected in fees by the 
practitioners within the framework of this programme. This undoubtedly, 
is more economical than the Ontario system, but it should be stressed again 
that the Danish judicial procedure is much less elaborate than the Canadian, 
making it possible to have much quicker trials. Furthermore, Denmark's 
population is below that of Ontario, and the demographic concentration is 
not the same, 

There are other factors which simplify the Danish procedure. For 
example, in a large number of cases, it is sufficient for the accused to plead 
gUilty to the charge laid against him by the prosecution, for a fine to be 
imposed immediately, without court proceedings: It is therefore easy to 
understand why almost 80% of the cases never come before the court, 
and do not require the intervention of the legal aid service. 

12. On the whole, the Danish system depends upon a group of lawyers in 
private practice coming to the aid of the indigents through a system of 
r'datiol1. Denmark has not yet thought of transforming the defenders of 
!l1digents into civil servants. 

In the course of meetings with practitioners, jlldges and university 
professors in Denmark, the Commission discussed at length the advantages 
and disadvantages of the different legal aid systems (Appendix 8). Most of 
the Danish authorities were strongly opposed to any form of public defender 
for the simple reason that the public would not willingly accept that both the 
defence lawyer and the Crown prosecutor be in the service of the same 
employer 1. 

1 "The practice of criminal law, especially at the trial level, requires attorneys to be 
experienced not only in the law but also in the practicalities of the concrete situa
tions, such as individual characteristics of the judges and the peculiarities of local 
practice. Young attorneys, or ever. older ones who sometimes volunteer their services, 
are not aware of basic courtroom procedures and cannot instantly be taught them. 
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This is an objection raised frequently by the Ontario Committee, 
responsible for defining the fundamental principles of the legal aid system 
for that Province 1. 

Then again, the lawyers who act within the framework of the Danish 
legal aid system receive their fees through the intermediary of the police. 
In this way the Danes do not feel that there is the conflict of interests which 
is feared if the defenders of indigents were to become civil servants. 

b) HOLLAND (73-74) 

73. The Netherlands system, as in most European legal security systems, 
depends to a great extent on the professional association of lawyers. Each 
of the nineteen districts of Holland has its own Bar, which organizes in its 
own manner, a Council of Legal Aid, subject however, to the authority of 
the magistrature, in the sense that it is the President of each court who 
names the lawyers forming the Council by ratifying or refusing the re
commendations of the Bar (Appendix 9). 

Each of these Councils establishes a list which every judge can use to 
make help available to indigents. The system in Holland is very close to 
that of the system of the lawyer designated by the court. It differs from the 
Danish system in that the list includes, at least in theory, all the lawyers 
who are members of the B<t!·. Actually the list is limited to lawyers who 
have joined the Bar in the last three years; whiCh places the legal security 
services in Holland in line with generally accepted standards elsewhere, 
namely, that the youngest lawyers carry the greater part of the responsibilities 
with regard to legal security. 

74. Like many other European judicial-systems, the Netherland procedure 
includes the Judges of Instruction. This one fact, changes the entire picture 
with regard to legal security. The presence of this judge explains, without 

Using such counsel to defend indigents may mean acquiring courtroom expe
rience for counsel in exchange for a lengthy period of incarceration for the client". 
The Legal Aid Briefcase, February 1968, vol. XXVI, no 3, p. 105. 

1 It would appear that the Ontario committee has misinterpreted the actual situation 
by summarizing the Scandinavian systems in the following manner: "It appears from 
that committee's report that in Norway, Sweden and Denmark, no investigation is 
made where accused appears without counsel. Accused is furnished with counsel of 
his choice by thc State and slIch cOllnsel is paid on the ordinary scale for such work. 
His cOllnsel is given access to the prosecutor's file and is also provided with the 
facilities of the prosecutor's office, which includes laboratories and investigations by 
experts. If the accused is ultimately acquitted, he is not called upon to make any 
payment towards his defence", Report of the Joillt Committee c,/. Legal Aid, Ontario, 
Fehruary 1965, p. 45. 
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any doubt, why the councils of Jegal aid only deal with a small number of 
cases (in The Hague they only have 200 to 300 cases a year). 

The defence lawyers, even when they are paid by the accused, rarely 
attend the interrogation carried on before the Judge of Instruction although 
they are permitted to do so. Even the accused who are able to pay the cost 
of their own defence are in the hands of the Judge of Instruction or of the 
police, during the first four days of detention. The Judge of Instruction 
does not intervene in all the criminal and penal cases, but in cases' of 
detention, he is nonetheless responsible for making it difficult for the 
accused and his lawyers to contact each other. 

For this reason, it is hardly possible to think of utilizing the Holland 
procedure of legal aid in Quebec or in Canada. Our judicial procedure calls 
for the accused benefitting as quickly as possible, from the services of a 
legal counsellor, and Quebec would not admit, as Holland does, that a 
lawyer should not take charge of the case of his client until two or three 
weeks after the arrest. 

We repeat - the accused who pays his· own lawyer can have him at 
his side before the Judge of Instruction. It is not at aU equitable for a legal 
security sysh.:m to permit the citizen who has the means, to secure a lawyer 
within a few hours following his arrest, while the indigent is unable to 
benefit from any legal help for several days. 

c) BELGIUM (75) 

75. Belgium, like Holland, has a Judge of Instruction. It is this judge 
who has the responsibility of deciding within the 24 hours following arrest, 
whether the accused has need of the services of a lawyer. 

In the Belgian procedure, the judges do not intervene in any way in 
the choice of lawyer, as the entire legal security system is under the 
authority of the Batonnier. From a practical point of view, it would seem 
that the accused has not the privilege of choosing his own lawyer. The 
Executive of the Bar have introduced a system of legal aid from which the 
ac(:used indigent can benefit; but this comes much closer to the system of 
the designated lawyer than the formula of a lawyer chosen by the indigent 
and remunerated by the State. In our opinion, and as is the case in Holland, 
the designated lawyer enters the picture tvo late. 

Moreover, the BeJgian lawyers who agree to defend indigents, receive 
no remuneration for their professionaJ services. 

Such a system of legal aid, also centred around the Judge of Instruction, 
does 110t fit into the needs of Quebec: it does 110t satisfy the lawyers who 
receive no remuneration, nor the public who ask for the systematic interven
tion of the lawyer from the moment of arrest. 
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In brief, 

1. Ac~ ;on by the Bar rather than the court; 
2. Littl..: dlOice for the accused; 
3. Late intervention by the lawyer; 
4. No remuneration. 

d) FRANCE (76) 

76, The French legislation defines legal aid in the following manner: 

A benefit granted by law to enable those persons who have not the ne
cess my resources to take full advantage of their right to justice at no cost and 
with the free assistance of the auxilliaries of justice. 

We find in France, as in Holland and in Belgium, many consequences 
from a procedure based on the Judge of Instruction. The legal aid service 
only comes into play quite late in the procedure, judged by our North 
American standards. 

Some official comments on the French legal aid system are reproduced 
i.n Appendix 10. It should be noted that the defender of the indigent can 
hardly intervene before the Judge of Instruction has begun the questioning 
of the accused. That is to say, there has already been a considerable lapse 
of time following the arrest. Here again, we do not believe that the French 
procedure can inspire Quebec in the development of its own system of 
legal security. 

e) ENGLAND (77-79) 

77. The British procedure is much closer to the customs of Quebec and 
Canada; legal security in England, is of such a nature that it is most 
instructive for us. 

In England, the legal professions and the prosecution are organized 
in so different a manner to that of Quebec and Canada, that the Commission 
looked in vain for Crown prosecutors . .. 

78. By the end of the last World War, the system of legal security in 
England was still quite modest. Up to that time they had been able to 
preserve the independence of practitioners 1. 

"Tn summary, the system of legal hid in England llrior to the 1947 statute was very 
limited. Through vigorous leadership and efficient administration England has devel
oped a system that is suited to her conditions and that has the cordial support of the 
legal profession. In ollr decentralized federal nation, We continue to experiment with 
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During the fifteen years which followed, the British system of legal 
security underwent rapid and substantial developments. 

The English Legal Aid and Advice Schemes, implemented by statutes and 
regulations from 1949 to 1961, is based on three sets of principles. They concern 
the clients, the government and the lawyers. First, as to the clients: "The 
Schemes provided under the Legal Aid and Advice Acts aim to make available 
to the public those services of solicitor and counsel which a reasonable man 
would provide for himself had he sufficient means to do so." 

Second, the government should pay the costs of the services beyond what 
the clients can pay, but the government should have no share in the adminis
tration of the system. Third, the organized legal profession should have the con
trolling part in the operation of the legal system, the legal work should be done 
by lawyers in private practice, and in the individual case the relation between the 
private lawyer and the client should be direct with no interposition of an official 
or organization 1. 

The formula of public derender has already gained some support in 
England, while the mixed systems based on legal societies of a private nature, 
have grown even stronger than in the past. However, as indicated by Mr. 
Cheetham, England has not yet given up the formula of the assigned 
Jawyer 2. 

All" in all, England presents the image of a peaceful coexistence of 
almost all "the possible systems. It should however, be noted that the 
system of the puNic defender is making the most spectacular advances 
(Appendix 11). 

19. Notwithstanding the coexistence of different formulas, England is still 
tending towards legal security, organized and controlled by the professional 

and to employ a variety of methods of making legal services available to those who 
need them. The principal method, the voluntary legal aid society, originated early 
and has taken on a life and form of its own. From the English example we can gain 
wpport for the necessary independence of the lawyers provided and observe how 
this independence may be preserved even when public fundr, are the source of the 
services. B\lt the institutional setting and in lesser l11easure~ the political ideals are 
obstacles in the way of our adoption of the English system". ELLIOIT EVANS 
CHEATHAM, A Lawyer When Needed, New York and London, COlumbia University 
Press, 1963, p. 57. 

lOp. cit., p. 45. 
2 "The great growth in legal aid in the decade and more since the English system got 

under way has been directed principally to strengthening tlte legal aid societies alld 
to spreading the office of public defender. Yet in a few cities a beginning has been 
made with a mixed public-private system administered by the local legal aid societies 
and supported in part by local public funds. There is an old mixed system mentioned 
earlier, to which we are so accustomed that we scarcely recognize that it 'is made up 
of both public and private elements. It is the system of assigned counsel in which 
sta.te compensation is provided. Private lawyers are assigned case by case, the ap
pomtment is made by the judge, a state official, and compensation comes from state 
funds". Op. cit., p. 49. 
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association of lawyers. In the Scottish procedure, the lawyers participate 
hl the defence of indigents by a system of rotation 1. 

In its evaluation of the English system, the Ontario Study Committee, 
already quoted (paragraph 29), has emphasized that the Bar has an important 
part to play in the administration of legal security. However, it should be 
mentioned that the English procedure, which gives the Bar almost complete 
control of legal security, calls for close administrative control of the lawyers. 

England has stronger organization of lawyers than We have. The fOUf Inns 
of Court have a control over all barristers that rests on immemorial custom. The 
Law Society has broad control over solicitors which is based on a statute and 
which is deserved by the excellence of the Society's leadership and administra
tion. Observing the need for legal services for the poor, and confident in its 
strength, the Law Society devised and urged the scheme of legal aid and assist
ance. It is worthy of note that the plan for legal services was put forward by 
lawyers and is administered by them, while the English plan for medical services 
was not devised by the m ~dical profession and is administered by the state. 

A Iwther c/wracteristi<: of tile Engfish legal profession is a system of supel'
"isioll of fees, either by legal provisions or by official taxing masters. This system 
makes it relatively easy to determine the fair or going fee for a lawyer's work 
and to block excessive charges. 

In this country (United States) the professional organizations are ordinarily 
not all-inclusive, as with the Inns of Court, nor are they as active as the Law 
Society even in states with the all-inclusive bar organizations. The system of fees 
is chaotic, with little indication of what is a fair fee 2. 

Naturally, such an administrative control of the fees of lawyers, has on 
many occasions irritated the members of the legal professions. However, the 
Widgery Committee which has studied this question recently, does not 
believe this custom should be broken 3. 

1 "In practice, even under the Scottish system, enough time does arise in most cases 
for an enquiry to be made into eligibility by an independent body, such as our 
Department of Public Welfare. Under the Scottish practice, solicitors on the "Duty 
Roster" attend before Court opens to interview prisoners who have requested legal 
aid. In that interview they give forthright and competent advice on the three major 
issues: how to plead, bail, and legal aid. If the accused decides to plead guilty and 
the question of sentence can properly be dealt with immediptiy; the legal aid solicitor 
represents him llPon his appearance in Court which occnrs immediately thereafter. 
If the accused decides to plead not guilty, the duty solidtor will automatically 
represent him on such plea and upon any application for bail". Report of the Joilll 
Committee all Legal Aid, Ontario, March 1965, p. 47. 

2 ELLIOTT EVANS CHEATHAM, A Lawyer When Needed, New York and London, 
Columbia University Press, 1963, p. 57. 

3 "The Widgery Committee recommends no change in the authorities responsible for 
determining the fee of solicitor and counsel, thereby rejecting the Law Society's 
suggestion that it be given the authority to determine fees in the slIperior courts; * 
however, the committee acknowledged the lack of uniformity in assessing legal aid 
cost among the 150 clerks, many of whom refuse to consider itemized bills and 
determine the fee by "rule of thumb" methods, such as automatically assessing the 
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In evaluating the British system, it should be realized that the 
prosecution is far from being as organized as it is in the North American 
cO!intries. 

In almost all cases, the lawyers in private practice (or the police), are 
charged by the State to prosecute a specific case. Only a small number of 
cases are prosecuted by the government service. In this context, it is evident 
that the disproportion between the powers of the prosecution and the 
resources of the defence, is much less noticeable than in our system 1. There 
is reproduced (in Appendix 12) an explanatory text of botl} the British Bar 
and the English legal aid procedure. 

C - THE QUEBEC SITUATION (80-87) 

80. If Quebec intends adopting the best of the American and European 
systems, which we have just reviewed briefly, it must make up for considerable 
lost time, even though Quebec and Canada have not remained entirely out 
of this evolution. 

The Federal Government is hardly involved in this problem, and has 
no direct responsibility for our slowness in establishing a sound system of 

fees of defence counsel and solicitor at tbe same figure as those on counsel and 
solicitor for prosecution. ** The committee recommends that solicitors should be 
entitled to submit itemized bills of costs, that taxing officers should be allowed to 
demand them, and that assessment of costs must be based on such bills when 
submitted. *** 

Further, the committee recommends an improved procedure for review of assessed 
fees in the higher courts-viz. Instead of appealing directly to the trial judge, the 
dissatisfied solicitor's fee would first be reviewed by the clerk of the cOllrt, and finally 
by the Supreme Court Taxing Officer. **** It also recommends a similar method 
of review in the Court of Appeal. * * * * * 
':' The Widgery Committee Report, pp. 88-90. 
,:,,;, Ibid. and Legal Aid in Criminal Proceedings, First Report of the Working 

Party, Her Majesty's Stationery Office (1962), pp. 6-7. 
'1'** The Widgery Committee Report, pp. 91-92. 
*~ll** Id. at p. 93. 
***** Id. at p. 94. 

THOMAS FITZPATRICK, Legal Aid for Criminal Cases ill England: Part II 
in The Legal Aid Briefcase, June 1968, vol. XXVI, no 5, p. 237. ' 

1 "A most significant aspect of the English system is that it does 1I0t rely 011 a per
manent staff of public prosecutors-defence and prosecution are both handled by 
privately practicing lawyers, a curious phenomenon to those of us inured to the 
image of a tough and efficient public prosecutor. '" 
'" A limited exception to this is the office of Director of Public Prosecutions which 

acts under the supervision of the Attorney General in certain specified crimes, and 
decides whether to prosecute. It maintains a small permanent staff of solicitors and 
barristers in magistrates' courts, and briefs privately practicing barristers (known as 
Treasury Counsel) to prosecute certain crimes in the higher courts ". Op. cit., 
p. 238. 
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legal security. As stated by the Ontario Committee, already quoted 1, it is 
evident that the principal responsibility in the realm of legal security belongs 
to the provinces: 

It should be kept in mind that the Provincial Government is constitutionally 
responsible for the administration of justice in the province. If legal aid is to be 
regarded and accepted as part of the administration of justice within the province, 
then the constitutional responsibility, financial and otherwise, would be that of 
the Provincial Government. Many witnesses appearing before the Committee 
contended that legal aid was a "right and no longer a charity" and it was, 
therefore, the financial obligation of the Government of the Province to the 
citizens of the Province to defray the cost of legal aid. It was further conlended 
that it was a right unrestricted to any particular place but of general application 
thrOllghout the Province. 

The view was further expressed that to have legal aid paid for on other than 
a provincial basis would be to lose the uniformity of administration and oper
ation that is essential to such a plan. For instance, if a legal aid plan was to be 
administered on a purely local basis, then the concept of legal aid might vary 
from place to place and a lack of uniformity would inevitably lead to confusion, 
discrimination and resulting unfairness. For instance, if legal aid in divorce cases 
were within the legal aid plan in one area and outside the legaJ aid plan in 
another, depending on the local community attitude, a situation would exist 
which would be the subject of justifiable criticism 2. 

This wHl suffice to place legal security in its constitutional context. 
And we can now pass to a short outline of the different provincial initiatives 
in this domain 3. 

1 - Background of the canadian scene (81) 

81. Two studies - the one published by a native of Quebec in 1966, 
the other made by a group of English Canadian specialists - give a rather 
pessimistic description of the situation prevailing in Quebec; 

1 "Federal. Government participation to some extent in legal aid was suggested by 
others who appeared before the Committee. It was contended that as the Federal 
Government institutes certain civil or criminal proceedings in the Provincial Courts 
and in the Federal Court, such as for narcotic or income tax offences or civil claims, 
it should have some responsibility for legal aid for those persons qualified for legal 
aid against whom such proceedings are taken. The Committee expresses no views 
on this suggestion. Whether the Federal Government should or should not participate 
financially in an extended legal aid is a question that is, in ~he opinion of the Com
mittee, of secondary consideration. It is the firm conclusion of the Committee that 
the prime financial responsibility for an extended legal aid plan is that of the Pro
vincial Government", Report oj the Joint Committee 011 Legal Aid, Ontario, March 
1965, p, 98. 

2 Gp. cit., p . .98. 
3 Quite recently, according to newspapers, Ontario expressed the intention to ask the 

Federal Government to contribute towards the financing of legal aid. This h"s been 
denied (Appendix 13). 
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In Canada, it is Manitoba which has done the pioneering work; since 1937 
the Law Society has been issuing certificates of legal aid to indigents which 
entitled them to the free services of a lawyer. The laws in effect in the other 
provinces date from the second balf of the century. This has been taken from 
the publication of the Report of the Ontario Joint Committee on Legal Aid 
issued in March 1965 (. .. ). 

The Province of Quebec was a poor relative until 19:51, the year in which 
the legal aid service of the Bar of Quebec was <::stablished under the direction 
and administration of the Syndic of that section. 

Before 1915 this service was ldt to the cl:ladtable impulses of the individual 
members of the Bar, or to ch~ritable societies who only came to the aid of their 
co-religionists, for the PrJtestants (the Montreal Legal Aid Bureau), or for the 
Jews (Baron de Hirsh Institute). 

Even in 1948 the study committee on legal assistance created by the prov
incial Bar had recommended the establishment throughout the province of legal 
aid bureaus, under the immediate authority of the Council of sections. These 
suggestions did not fall on deaf ears, as the members of the Junior Bar of 
Montreal decided to put them into effect 1. 

The other study, listed (up to 1965) the different provincial efforts with 
regard to legal security. It placed considerable hope in the Ontario project, 
which has since been realized: 

The legal professions in all provinces provide free legal aid in some form. 
In Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, and the Territories, it is unorganized. 
In the other provinces, it is organized in various ways. In Nova Scotia, Quebec, 
and Ontario, participating lawyers receive no remuneration. In New Brunswick, 
the only remuneration is a small allowance for defence of capital charges. Else
where, provision is made for paid legal aid in certain classes of cases. On the 
whole, although the first annual report by the director of the British Columbia 
scheme, introduced in 1963, expressed satisfaction with it, none of these schemes 
results in adequnte representation in criminal cases. 

The work usually falls on the shoulders of a few enthusiasts, assisted by 
inexperienced counsel and law students, in each centre, aU of whom do good 
work as far as they can. There are not enough of them to handle all cases where 
help is needed. Rules are made limiting the kinds of cases where help is given, 
and persons previously convicted may be refused aid or no aid may be given on 
appeals. In some areas, no aid is given in ordinary criminal cases. 

The profession has never been completely llnrespoflsive to the needs of the 
indigent accused, and much unrecognized legal aid has always been given and is 
still given on a personal and haphazard basis. Leading counsel frequently and 
voluntarily defend, without fee, persons charged with homicide and certain other 
offences that attract a great deal of public or professional interest, but an indigent 
accllsed before the magistrate on a charge of breaking and entering or theft may 
have as much need of help, and may not get it because of his previous record or 
because counsel are not available. The Montreal Legal Aid Bureau employs two 
laWyers, who distribute work among members of the Bal'. The latter are theor
etically obliged to undertake it. In Halifax, the fifty-two junior members of the 
Bar are required to serve in rotation. 

BERNARD GRENIER, La justice acclIeilfallte d (ous, in Tl!emis, 1966, no 1, 
p. 372. 
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In Ontario, growing dissatisfaction with the voluntary unpaid scheme out-of
pocket expenses, led to the employment, first, of one, and later of two full time 
salaried solicitors to co-ordinate the work in Metropolitan Toronto and to give 
assistance in penal institutions. A committee appointed by the provincial At
torney-General has recently submitted a report based on extensive study, recom
mending introduction of a comprehensive scheme of state-supported legal aid 
along the lines of the English civil legal-aid system. The scheme would be ad
ministered by the provincial Law Society in co-operation with other agencies. 
Lawyers volunteering for the work would be paid about seventy-five percent of 
normal fees. Aided persons who are able to contribute to the cost would be 
required to do so according to their ability. Aid in criminal cases would cover 
all proceedings up to sentence on charges of indictable offences against persons 
without criminal records, and might be granted in special cases to recidivists 
and for appeals. If adopted, the scheme should bring about a great improvement 
in the defence of needy persons, and would have a profound effect on the work 
of the criminal courts. Congestion would be increased through a reduction in 
numbers of pleas of guilty and through longer trials. A higher proportion of 
trials before judges, with or without juries, could be anticipated. Legal-aid 
counsel would be under a heavy responsibility, both to their clients and to the 
cause of justice, in deciding how to advise their clients to plead. At the same 
time, a considerable number of recidivists would continue to lack effective 
representation 1. .. 

2 - Quebec efforts (82) 

82. During the past 15 years we have seen the introduction of various 
systems of legal security in different judicial districts of Quebec. On the whole 
they have remained quite modest, and none of. them presumes to have 
resolved the problem of the representation of 1tid!gents before the court in a 
satisfactory manner. .,. 

Notwithstanding the recent imprOVelI1ents with regard to the financing 
and the structure of the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal Inc., 
which up to recently has been the only effort which might be referred to as 
a fully developed system of legal aid in the Province of Quebec, we must 
accept the description of our situation given by the joint committee which 
prepared the J .egal Aid Legislation for Ontario 2. 

1 STUART RYAN, The Adult COllrt, in Crime alld its Treatment ill Call ada, 
Toronto, Macmillan of Canada, 1965, pp. 188-189. 

2 "Each local section of the Bar in Quebec is autonomous in legal aid matters. The 
Bar of the Province of Quebec furnishes funds to the local Bar Council, which 
offers legal aid. Five of the twelve sections of the Bar in the Province have or
ganized some form of legal aid. The largest and most extensive scheme exists in 
Montreal where the Legal Aid Bureau has two full time lawyers assisted by a 
secretarial staff of five. They are engaged in administering the scheme and in 
proper circumstances assigning cases to the eighteen hundred lawyers practising 
in Montreal. Most of the work appears to be done by members of the Junior Bar. 
This scheme is assisted by the City of Montreal, which contributes about $12,000 
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We must also accept their conclusion: the Montreal initiative has 
attained its maximum and it should be replaced by a much more ambitious 
system. Here again, the study made by Mr. Loranger confirms this opinion 
(Annex). This should not, however, cause discouragement: a number of the 
largest American metropolises are in just 8.S deplorable a situation today, 
notwithstanding the important decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
United States 1. 

a) IN MONTREAL (83-84) 

83. As we are publishing as an Annex the excellent study made by 
Mr. Loranger on the "ten years of activity of the Legal Aid Bureau of 
Montreal", we will deal, in a cursory manner with the Montreal situation. 
It should be mentioned that the government contribution towards financing 
the Legal Aid Bureau of the Montreal Bar Inc., has made it possible to 
improve the quality of the service during recent years. 

However, civil eases have constantly monopolized the time of the 
majority of the personnel, as well as most of the funds available. The 
procedure utilized up to the present has consisted of calling on lawyers 
in private practice to come to the aid of the indigent citizen. A rapid survey 

annually and by the Province which contributed last year, for the first time, 
$10,000 to $12,000. These grants have covered the cost of administration. 
The total cost of administration is estimated at $65,000 per ail/HIm, the balance 
being paid by the Montreal Bar. 

All legal services are rendered free of charge and value of such services is 
estimated in the region of $500,000 per year. All Court costs and disbursements 
are paid by the Legal Aid Bureau. The Office of the Bureau in the Court House 
is provided by the Provincial Government. In 1964, there were 3,000 applicants 
f"r legal aid, and approximately 700 legal aid cases go to Court each year. 75% 
of these are civil cases involving domestic relations. 

"No information was received which indicate the number or nature of criminal 
cases which might be included in these figures". 

The demand for interviews so far exceeds the capacity of the Bureau that it 
is now difficult to obtain an appointment" within a month or so" except in cases 
of emergency. The system appears to have reached its limit and the Montreal Bar 
i~ negotiating with the Attorney General for the Province for the establishment of 
a scheme whereby the Government would underwrite the cost of legal aid in criminal 
matters on a Province wide basis with the administration remaining the respon
sibility of the Bar". Report of the loint COlllmittee 011 Legal Aid, Ontario, March 
1965, p. 24. 

1 "However, from the standpoint of adequacy of representation, the problem is a 
critical one. The public defender in the city of St. Louis has only two assistants, 
an inadequate salary schedule even for these, no ir.vestigators, p.nd no funds for 
depo<;tions or the hiring of expert witnesses. Private counsel are not even reim
bursed for expenses, much less compensated for their time". LEWIS C. GREEN, 
lll/roductioll, in 10 II I'll a I of ti,e Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 107. 
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shows that this formula has not always permitted the legal aid service to 
choose the most qualified lawyer to defend the needy citizen. This probably 
accounts for the fact that files of legal aid cases dealing with the separation 
from bread and board have been found in private legal offices, which 
normally do not deal with such problems. 

If the situation had not changed radically during the last year, the 
Commission would have been obliged to endorse, without any reservation, 
the following jUdgment: 

The aid offered by the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal to those under det
ention and to the accused, was ridiculously inadequate, jllst as much because of 
the large number of arrests, as for the insufficiency of personnel in the Bureau ... 
Out of the 19, 356 cases accepted from the beginning, only 1, 366 came under 
criminal law. The problem was complicated by the fact that there were only a 
limited number of criminalists in the profession (150 in Montrea!), and by the 
noticeable lack of interest amongst the students in this less remunerative branch 
of law (more than one half of the clients are penniless). 

The philosophies of our criminal law consider the accllsed innocent until he 
has been proved guilty, and recognize his right to a full and complete defence. 
There is no exception to this right by reason of financial status, race, or religion. 
The daily practice in criminal law shows, however, that this principle is observcd 
in the breach: 60% of the accused make their first appearance before a judge 
without the help of a lawyer 1. 

84. A major change which has occurred recently in the Legal Aid Bureau 
of the Bar of Montreal Inc., has r·adically transformed the philosophy of 
this organism. Faced with the inability to find criminal lawyers in private 
practice in a sufficient number to deal with the needs of the public, the 
Bureau began to engage on a full time basis a number of lawyers who 
assume the role of a permanent public defender of indigents, without being 
paid directly by the State. Certainly it is the State which subsidizes practically 
the entire financial operation of the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of 
Montreal, but it is the Bar, through the medium of a. private corporation 
formed for this purpose, which establishes the policies of the Jegal security 
service. (Appendix 14) We are adding (Appendix 14a) more recent figures 
than those fOllnd in the Annex of this report. 

b) IN THE PROVINCE (85) 

85. Even if the studies quoted llP to the present consider the work of the 
Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal Inc., to be outstanding, in all 
fairness it should be recognized that the lawyers of other Quebec regions 
ha.ve also endeavoured in many ways to better serve the needs of the public. 

BERNARD GRENIER, Rapport de la Commissioll d'cllides Sill' l'assistallce jlldiciaire, 
April 1966, p. 30. 
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It is not our intention to review all the different initiatives of the various 
regional Bars. Special mention should, however, be made of the systems 
c.stablished by the Bar of Quebec and by the lawyers of the Saguenay / 
Lac st. Jean region. 

The charter of the Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Quebec has recently 
been repealed so that the Bar itself determines the policies of legal aid and 
is responsible for its administration in the district of Quebec. Appendix 15 
supplies statistics with regard to the activities of this legal security service. 

By reason of the provisions of the new Bar Act it has become possible 
to consider the Legal Aid Bureau as a direct responsibility of the Bar. 
thus doing away with the intermediary groups, which had become 
unnecessary J. 

Particular attention is drawn to the initiative taken by the Saguenay Bar 
us it show:; considerable respect for the different objectives of a legal security 
programme. In Appendix 16 there is quoted the "resolution of the Bar of 
Saguenay, dated February 6, 1966, with regard to its Public Relations 
Committee". To this is added (Appendix 17) the "Plan of Legal Aid adopted 
by the members of the Bar of Saguenay" February 26, 1966. 

The Bar of Saguenay recognized at the outset the need for legal 
information, and it endeavoured to disseminate information to the entire 
popUlation, as well as making a better defence available to indigents before 
the courts. 

This dual activity would appear to be more satisfactory than most of 
t!:e other Quebec formulas in responding to the requirements of legal security. 
As has been indicated in a study made at the request of the Consulting 
Council of the Administration of Justice of Quebec, the legal aid service 
of the Bar of Saguenay was established under special circumstances 2 ; 

however, this in no way minimizes the originality of the venture. 

1 13. 3. f) Etablir et adminislrer un organisme d'assistance judiciaire dans toute In 
province et conclure a cette fin toutes ententes utiles avec les sections et les autorites 
gouvernementales; Loi, Reglemellfs ef ResolutiollS cia Barreall clu Quebec, 1967, 
p. 6. 

2 ~ L'adoption, par Ie Barreau du Saguenay, d'un regime d'assistance paratt avoil' 
eu pOllr motif determinant Ie souci de redorer Ie blason du Barreau un peu terni 
dans In region depuis quelques annees surtout dans Ie monde ouvrier. En effet, ,10 

sentiment assez vii d'aversion a l'egard de la gent legale s'est developpe dans les 
milieux ollvriers a la faveur d'lIne campagne d'assainissement des finances fa
milinles entreprise, au cours de l'annee 1964, par tJne centrale syndlcale. 

Au vrai, cette antipathie a degenel'e en veritable gllerre par suite d'accusations 
proferees par les represent ants syndicaux contre les avo cats a In radio, la teleVIsion 
et dans les journallx. Outre plusieurs soi·disant manquements graves a l'ethique 
professionnelle impliquant certains membres de l'Ordre, les ouvriers reprochaient 
aux avocats en general Ie coOt prohibitif de leurs services, leur indisponibiIite, leur 
manque de conscience socia Ie et leur esprit de corps protectionniste. Plus particu-
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3 - Evaluation (86) 

86. Notwithstanding the interest of a large number of lawyers, and notwith
standing the originality of the different formulas which have been introduced, 
it seems evident that the general public does not believe that the actual efforts 
have satisfied the needs. On this point there is a definite cleavage between the 
members of the legal profession and the general public. It is evident that 
the critics have not taken the recent improvements into consideration. 

Moreover, the evaluation made by our witnesses of the need is strongly 
conditioned by the impression they have of the role played by the lawyer in 
actual society. This difference was apparent in a most definite manner when we 
questioned them about the system established by the local Bar, a system depend
ing on the benevolence of lawyers. While the latter, most confident of the 
social conscience of their group, judged it to be satisfactory, all others considered 
it insufficient to satisfy the needs. The evidence of the social worker, union 
worker, and of the director of the labour centre is very clear on this point 1. 

This evaluation offered by several witnesses from the Chicoutimi District, 
is similar to the general comments made before this Commission by the large 
central unions and the representatives of different welfare and rehabilitation 
organizations. 

This judgment is also confirmed by the results of a survey made at the 
office of the Clerk of Sessions of the Peace of Montreal, February 1968 
(Table 1) : only 42% of the accused (252 out of 591) appeared in court with 
a lawyer and 24% (73 out of 309) did not even have a lawyer at the trial. 

The Commission believes, moreover, that the lawyers themselves are 
dissatisfied with the actual systems of legal aid. It is our opinion that a 
majority would even be ready to accept a system of legal security financed 
and administered by the State. Only an enquiry in depth could confirm or 
negate these impressions of the Commission. 

lierement, les representants syndicaux deploraient l'absence de collaboration re~ue 
de la gent It~gale dans leur campagne d'assainissement des finances familiales. Apres 
plusieurs de bats publics et declarations fracassantes, les l'encontres entre les diri
geants des deux organismes ont fini par rasserener Ie climat. C'est par suite des 
consultations entre les antagonistes que certains membres dn Barreau local ant fait 
adopter une resolution par leurs pairs, visant a mettre sllr pied Ie regime d'assis
tance que nous avons decrit », HUBERT REID et JULES BRIERE, Rapport da 
sondage e/Jecllle dOllS Ie district de Clzicolltimi, 27 janvier 1967, pp. 5 et 6. 

1 HUBERT REID et JULES BRIERE, Rapport da sOlldage e/Jectue dOllS Ie dr'strr'c( de 
Chtcolilimi, January 27, 1967, pp. 13 and 14. 
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TABLE 1 

SURVEY FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1968 

CIel'l.: of the Sessions of Peace 
Court-House of Montreal 

No. of 
No. of 
accused 

Infractions 
Actions 

represented 
at their 

appearance 

I-Theft 307 113 

II - Receiving 103 35 

III-Fraud 72 39 

IV - Possession of arms 23 9 

V - Indecent assault 15 13 

VI - Acts of violence 22 17 

VII - Infractions in fiscal matters 9 6 

VIII- Threats 16 12 

IX- Vagrancy 5 0 

X - Weakened faculties 7 2 

XI - Absconding 5 2 

XII - Dangerous driving 1 1 

XIII - Driving without a permit 4 2 

XIV - Traffic infractions 2 1 

591 252 

No. of 
lawyers 

at 
trialS/No. 
of trials 

-

92/135 

41/ 44 

31/ 48 

12/ 14 

14/ 15 

15/ 17 

8/ 9 

10/ 12 

5 

4/ 4 

1/ 2 

111 

1/1 

1/1 

236/309 
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4 - Substitution bY' the Crown and the Magistrature (87) 

87. Other .figures (Tables II to VI) confirm that everywhere in Quebec 
indigents often .find themselves without lawyers. It is nevertheless reassuring 
to note that in Quebec City, the trial rarely proceeds without a lawyer, and 
that only the appearances create a problem. 

Notwithstanding this, some Crown prosecutors and also some magistrates, 
have questioned the need for a defence lawyer. These judges state that, 
in the absence of a defence lawyer, the court itself will undertake the defence 
of the accused, and that he will be dealt with by some sort of compensatory 
mechanism, as though a lawyer were acting as the representative of the 
accused. In the same way the Crown prosecutor invokes the fact he has 
no cases to gain or lose, but that his role is just as much to free the 
innocent, as to secure the condemnation of the guilty. 

In many cases, there is no doubt that the professional conscience of 
the judge of the Crown prosecutor has permitted an accused deprived of a 
lawyer to enjoy the full respect of his rights, and to have a satisfactory 
defence. However, it is not desirable to establish such a substitution as a 
principle, as it dres not entirely respect the customs and the spirit of our 
courts of justice 1. 

It is necessary, however, to foresee the cost of reform. If each of the 
accused bene.fitted from the services of a legal counsellor, our courts would 
have to envisage a great deal of extra work, as there would be more trials 
and more prolonged debates. The Commission believes that this is a situation 
which we must face up to, if the rights of the citizen to legal security are 
to be respected 2. 

1 "In my jurisdiction, I, prejudicially, feel that no person whether indigent or not, is 
accused of crime unless there is a prima facie case, i.e. the prosecutor must represent 
the accused as well as the people, at the initial stage. I also feel that any 
accused, due to the technicalities of criminal law, has a good chance of being ac
quitted if the matter is tried. Consequently, it is true that an accused who can hire 
a lawyer has a better chance of being acquitted, even though the basic elements 
of the crime have been established. In conclusion, it is my feeling that guilty 
defendants are often, in fact, acquitted if they can hire counsel. This, of course, is 
not a fail' system of law. Perhaps, the only answer is to appoint counsel in every 
felony case where the accused is not represented by counsel". LEE SILVERS
TEIN, Defense of the Poor ill Criminal Cases in American State Courts, American 
Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 1 : Natiollal Report, p. 13. 

This quotation reflects the opinion of a prosecuting lawyer in the State of 
Michigan who is quoted by Mr. Silverstein. 

2 This is the sense of the famous judgment in the case of Gideon 1'. Wainwright, (372 
U.S. 335, 344, 1963) : "In our adversary system of criminal justice, any person haled 
into court, who is too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be assl\l'ed a fair trial unless 
counsel is provided for him". 
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TABLE II 

SURVEY FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1968 

Clerk of the Sessions of Peace 
Court-House of Quebec 

No. of 

Infractions No. of accused 
represented Actions at their 
appearance 

I~Theft 70 30 
Auto theft 4 0 
Robbery with violence 11 7 
Burglary 25 15 

II - Receiving 30 20 
III-Fraud 19 13 
IV - Possessing arms 11 5 
V - Indecent assault 3 1 

VI - Acts of violence 20 7 
VII - Infractions on fiscal nil nil 

matters 

VIII - Threats 1 1 

IX - Vagrancy 

X - Driving with weakened 28 12 
faculties 

XI - Absconding 11 4 
XII - Dangerous driving 

XIIl- Driving without a 11 3 
permit 

XIV - Damages 22 20 
XV -Perjury 1 1 

XVI - Interfering with justice 2 1 

XVII - Disturbing the peace 8 :J 

XVIlI - Lottery 2 1 

XIX - Forgery 

XX - Neglect of children 1 0 

XXi ~ Attempted suicide 1 1 

XXII - Counterfeit money 2 1 

283 146 

No. of accused 
represented at 
their trial or 
at the pre!. 

enq./No. trials 

17/19 
nil 
8/ 8 
9/11 

10/13 

6/ 8 

4/ 4 

1/ 1 

2/ 2 

nil 

nil 

7/8 

1/ 1 

1/ 1 

1/ 1 

0,1 1 

nil 

1/2 

nil 

nil 

1/ 1 

1/ 1 

o 82 7 / 
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TABLE III 

SURVEY FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH 1968 

Clexk of the Sessions of Peace 
Court-House of Quebec 

No. of 

No. of 
accused 

Infractions 
represented 

Actions at their 
appearance 

I-Theft 76 16 
Auto theft nil nil 
Robbery with violence 1 0 
Burglary 26 9 

II - Receiving 16 10 

III-Fraud 16 8 

IV - Possessing arms 3 1 

V - Indecent assault 4 2 

VI - Acts of violence 19 8 
vn - Infractions on fiscal nil nil 

matters 

VIIl- Threats nil nil 

IX - Vagrancy nil nil 
X - Driving with weakened 21 9 

faculties 

XI - Absconding 6 2 
XII - Dangerous driving 3 1 
xur - Driving without a 10 4 

permit 

XIV - Damages 8 2 
XV-Perjury nil nil 

XVI - Interfering with justice nil nil 

XVII - Disturbing the peace nil nil 

XVIII - Lottery 3 1 

XIX - Forgery 4 2 
XX - Neglect of children nil nil 

XXI - Attempted suicide 1 1 

XXII - Counterfeit money nil nil 

XXIII - Malpractice 3 0 

XXIV - False declarations 2 2 

XXV - Extortion 2 0 

224 78 
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No. of accused 
represented at 
their trial or 
at the pre!. 

enq./No. trials 

16/16 
nil 
nil 

10/10 

7/ 7 

6/ 6 

1/ 1 

1/ 1 

3/ 4 
nil 

nil 

nil 
4/ 4 

2/ 2 
1/ 1 
1/ 2 

2/ 2 
nil 
nil 

nil 
nil 
nil 

nil 
1/ 1 
nil 
0/ 1 
1/ 1 
nil 

56/59 
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TABLE IV 

SURVEY FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 1968 

Clerk of the Sessions of Peace 
Coud-House of Quebec 

No. of 

Infractions No. of accused 
represented 

Actions at their 
appearance 

I-Theft 70 21 
Auto theft 4 0 
Robbery with violence 5 2 
Burglary 23 11 

II - Receiving 11 3 
III-Fraud 21 7 
IV - Possessing arms 8 5 
V - Indecent assault 2 0 

VI - Acts of violence 32 10 
VII - Infractions on fiscal nil nil 

matters 

VIII - Treats nil nil 
IX - Vagrancy nil nil 
X - Driving with weakened 44 12 

faculties 

XI - Absconding 10 4 
XII - Dangerous driving nil nil 

XIII-DrIving without a 8 2 
permit 

XIV - Damages 9 3 
XV-Perjury nil nil 

XV; - Interfering with justice nil nil 
XVII - Disturbing the peace 3 1 

XVIII - Lottery 2 0 
XTX - Forgery nil nil 
XX - Neglect of children nil nil 

XXI - Attempted suicide 3 0 
XXII - Counterfeit money nil nil 

XXIII - Refusal to support 2 0 
X,XIV - Murder 1 1 
XXV - Extortion 1 1 

Q 83 

No. of accused 
represented at 
their trial or 
at the pre!. 

enq./No. trials 

13/16 
nil 
2/ 3 
9/ 9 

6/ 6 

4/ 5 

4/ 4 

nil 

7/10 
nil 

nil 

nil 

8/ 9 

3/ 3 

nil 
nil 

1/1 
nil 

nil 
nil 

nil 
nil 

nil 
nil 

nil 
nil 
1/ 1 

nil 

58/67 
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TABLE V 

COMPILATION OF THE. SURVEYS FOR THE MONTHS OF 
FEBRUARY, MARCH ANn APRIL 1968 

Clerk of the Sessions of Peace 
Court-House .of Quebec 

No. of No. of accused 
No. of accused represented at 

Infractions represented their trial or 
Actions at their at the pre!. 

appearance enq./No. trials 

I-Theft 216 67 46/ 51 Auto theft 8 0 nil Robbery with violence 17 9 10/ 11 Burglary 74 35 28/ 30 
II - • Rel!eiving 57 33 231 26 

ill-Fraud 56 28 161 19 
IV - Possessing arms 22 11 91 9 
V - Indecent assault 9 3 21 2 

VI - Acts of violence 71 25 12/ 16 
VII - Infractions on fiscal nil nil nil 

matters 
VIII - Threats 1 1 nil 

IX - V ~,\!rancy nil nil nil 
X - DJ"lving with weakened 93 33 191 21 faculties 

XI - Absconding 27 10 61 6 
XII - Dangerous driving 3 1 1/ 1 

XUI - Driving without a 29 9 2/ 3 permit 
XIV - Damages 39 25 4/ 4 
XV-Perjury 1 1 0/ 1 

XVI - Interfering with justice 2 1 nil 
XVII - Disturbing the peace 11 4 1/ 2 

XVllI - Lottery 7 2 nil 
XIX - Forgery 4 2 nil 
XX - Neglect of Children 1 nit nil 

XXI - Attempted suicide 5 2 21 2 
XXII - Counterfeit money 2 1 1/ 1 

XXIlI - Malpractice 3 0 01 1 
XXIV - False declarations 2 0 nil 
XXV - Extortion 3 1 nit 

XXVI - Refusal to support 2 0 nil 
XXVII- Murder 1 1 1/ 1 

765 305 183/207 
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TABLE VI 

CLERK OF THE. PEACE 

District of Chicoutimi 

(5/8/66 to 5/1/67) 

No. of 
No. of accused Infractions represented 
Actions at their 

appearance 

I-Theft 
34 11 

II - Receiving 
2 1 

III - Indecent assault 
2 0 

IV - Acts of violence 3 0 
V - Infractions on fiscal 132 21 matters 

VI- Various infractions of 34 1 the Vehicle Act 

VII - Threats 
1 1 

VIII - Vagrancy 
3 0 

IX - Dangerous driving 10 4 
X - Driving vehicle with 50 6 weakened faculties 

XI - Driving a vehicle 46 0 without permit 

XII - Excessive speed 7 0 
XIII - Criminal negligence 1 1 
XIV - Absconding 7 0 
XV - Disorderly 

13 1 XVI - Infractions of the 7 0 unemployment insurance 
act 

XVII - Infractions with regard 8 0 to hunting and fishing 
XVIII - Infraction of the Liquor 

Board Act 
8 1 

XIV - Others 
33 12 

401 60 

N,B. This survey, made at the request of the Advisory Council of the administration of 
justice, does not indicate the nature of the repreSellTatioll. There is reason to 
believe that it applies to the appearance. 
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III - CHOICE OF GLOBAL PLAt~ 

88. Having thus reviewed the various formu1as of legal security, the 
Commission can now indicate its own preference. Notwithstanding the 
evident merits of the Ontario system, the Commission is tending in a 
different direction. In doing so, the Commission is conscious of the fact 
that it is departing from the procedures adopted in many of the European 
countries with regard to legal security and that it is much closer to some 
American viewpoints. 

The Commission is keeping in mind the ideal to attain, but is e"en 
more concerned with the specific needs of the indigents in Quebec 1. 

Obviously we do not challenge that the system of legal aid in effect 
in Ontario is, as to principles, an ideal which Quebec should strive to attain 
as nearly as possible. We do not believe, however, that Quebec can overnight, 
introduce a system of legal security as costly as that of Ontario. 

To the economic limitations of Quebec should be added the charac
teristics of the Quebec legal profession; 

The way in which legal aid is granted must depend to a large extent on the 
organization of the legal profession. In England all legal aid is given by solicitors 
and barristers in private practice, who are paid by fees that are broadly based 
on the work that is done in each individual casco Wherells in Canada and the 
United States, there is an undivided legal profeSSion, and counsel may be in a 
salaried job and yet able to act as advocates, a system of public defenders may 
be more workable 2. 

1 There are two basic questions. First, what system or combination of systems will 
be most beneficial to indigents, the Bar, the public, and the administration of 
criminal justice? Second, what is the best system or systems Which, as a practical 
matter, can be created? It is submitted that they should be considered in that order. 
LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. State, in Jo II I'll a I of ffle Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), 
p. 107. 

2 R. M. JACKSON, Ellforcillg fhe Law, New York, 1967, p. 88. 
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A - PREFERENCE FOR "PUBLIC DEFENDER" (89-101) 

1 - Traditionall'easons (89-91) 

89. We therefore visualize the establishment in Quebec of a legal security 
system based on a group of public defenders. We count on the effectiveness 
of this system to reduce the number of accused who are required to appear 
before the court without benefit of the servkes of a lawyer. This should be 
the goal of any legal security system 1. 

If we recognize the theoretical superiority of the Ontario system of 
legal security, it is not only because it assures the indigent of legal 
representation before the courts, but it also permits the impecunious citizen 
to choose his own defender. In the other formulas, whether it be that of a 
public defender, or the system based on the lawyer assigned by the court, 
the accused indigent can, more or less, indicate his preferences as to the 
choice of his lawyer, but he has no assurance that his wishes will influence 
the final decision. 

We believe, however, as indicated above, that this superiority of the 
Ontario system is mostly theoretical, and we are even more strongly convinced 
that Quebec must, because of its limited economic resources, first of all assure 
the indigents of legal representation before the courts, and postpone until 
later, the development of a system in which the free choice of the : .1digent 
may become the standard procedure. 

90. In addition to taking into consideration, the economic resources, and 
the characteristics of its legal professions, Quebec must concern itself 

1 "In our adversary system of criminal justice, any person haled into court, who is 
too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be assured a fair trial unless counsel is provided 
for him." * Thus the Supreme Court, in Gideon v. WainIVrigl1t, culminated the long 
strnggle to provide counsel for aU felony defendants. A concurrent struggle ha~ 
been that of the Bar to devise the best means of providing counsel for the indigent 
accused. Beginning with the days when the judge customarily appointed the first 
face in the courtroom that his eye chanced to light upon, a number of solutions 
have been tried. Some jurisdictions have retained an uncompensated appointed 
counsel system, but have introduced some organized system of rotation. "Forty
seven of the fifty states have enacted legislation for compensating counseL" ** 
Legal Aid Societies (e.g., New York) and "Voluntary Defender" programs (e.g., 
Philadelphia) have assumed the burden in many cities. Los Angeles created a 
Public Defender in 1914, and Chicago and St-Louis later followed suit (as have 
certain other jurisdictions). LEWIS C. GREEN, Introduction, in JOIII'1l (I 1 of the 
Missouri Bar, March 23, 1967, p. 106. 

'II Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335, 334 (1963). 
** 110 Congo Rec. 455 (1964) (remarks of Representative McCulloch). 
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particularly with the difficulties faced by its own indigent accused 1. It is 
this last mentioned feature which merits the greatest attention and which 
is the most conducive to the establishment of a Quebec system of legal 
security based on the public defender. 

Numerous studies have shown that the majority of accused do not 
secure the services of a lawyer. It is urgent to put an end to such a situation. 

It is an illusion to believe that the freedom to choose a lawyer is applied 
in an absolute manner even for the citizen of means. Notwithstanding its 
great generosity, the Ontario system itself cannot guarantee an unlimited 
exercise of this freedom. On the basis of facts, the system which we visualize 
wm give as satisfactory results as the Ontario system, and calls for much 
lower costs. 

In practice, there are only minor differences between the system which 
allows everyone to choose his lawyer, and the system which supplies the 
indigents with lawyers paid by the State. These differences are even less 
noticeable when, as in Toronto and Montreal, the Bar entrusts a considerable 
part of the legal security work to permanent lawyers engaged exclusively 
ror this purpose. 

91. When the system based on the public defender will have made it 
possible to reduce in a marked manner the percentage of those who cannot 
obtain the legal aid which they need, it will be time to perfect the system, 
and consider undertaking further economic sacrifices to grant more freedom 
of choice to the indigent under detention. At present, and in principle, 
the absolute priority would appear to us to be to give aU accused persons 
an adequate defenr~. 

Professor Friedland estimated that at least 60% of all those accused 
of serious offences in Ontario have not the means to pay a lawyer. Moreover, 
only one person out of six received the legal assistance asked for. Facts such 
as these led to the establishment of the Ontario system. 

This is corroborated in Quebec by the information from the Legal Aid 
Bureau of Montreal: 48 % of the cases dealt with matrimonial problems, 
27% of the problems were of an economic nature, while only 7% of the 
services rendered dealt with penal matters 2. If the Bureau had the means 

1 The problems of legal aid in Ontario cannot be precisely equated to the situa.tion 
in England nor to the situation in any particular part of either Canada or the 
United States. Any new system, although it may adopt features of systems in use 
elsewhere which are suitable to Ontario, must be designed with the needs and problems 

. of Ontado specifically in mind. Report of the Joint Committee on Legal Aid 
Province of Ontario, March 1965, p. 95. < , 

2 As a consequence, it is necessary to explain the figures quoted by the Ontario 
Committee with regard to the Montreal bureau: This situation appears to be re
flected elsewhere. Members of the Committee who visited the United States found 
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to undertake all its responsibilities, according to the Director, the proportion 
of penal matters would have gone from 7% to almost 60% '. The Qntario 
study committee presented equally impressive statistics: 

"The Dumber of persons accused of criminal offences who were charg<!d and 
tried without either legal advice or representation is appallingly high. Again, 
only estimates exist of this number, but there is significant agreement among 
persons familiar with that matter. The study is made by Professor Friedland 
and the estimates made by crown attorney, magistrates, lawyer~, social workers 
and others indicate that one-half to two-thirds of all persons charged with crim
inal offences at present in Ontario are tried without being represented by counsel. 

Professor Friedland's study of 6000 cases finally disposed of in the Toronto 
magistrates' courts comprising charges under the criminal code, indicates further
more that "over 95% of all persons who appeared in court in custody for their 
first court appearance and pleaded guilty, did not have a lawyer" 2, 

In our opinion, such figures justify the priority given in our 
recommendations to the defence of all citizens, and our suggestion to 
postpone the establishment of a system of free choice. 

Certainly we expect more from the public defender than merely the 
defence of indigents before the courts, but without even considering a more 
modern version of legal security, the statistics referred to, are in themselves, 
sufficient justification for our preference for a formula which can achieve 
the necessary results in a quick and satisfactory manner. 

2-New hopes (92-101) 

92. In expressing our preference for the system of public defender, we are 
not assuming that it is necessarily the best system to establish in every 
country in the world 3, 

that a high percentage of all applications for civil legal aid arose out of domestic 
problems. Information furnished by the Law Society of England reveals that ma
trimonial proceedings constitute three-quarters of all civil litigation and recognition 
of the importance of domestic proceedings in Magistrates' Courts (which are similar 
to those conducted in our Family Courts) is reflected in the recent extension of 
civil aid to such proceedings. Thlls ill Quebec seventy-five percellt of legal aid cases 

. taken to Court involve domestic relations. In South Australia one-half of all assisted 
proceedings are matrimonial 0,' domestic. Report of the Joint Committee 011 Legal 

Aid, p. 64. 
1 The figures given in Section, indicate clearly the manner in which the Legal Aid 

Bureau of Montreal Inc. was on the one hand, limited in its activities, and on the 
other, with problems foreign to the Criminal Code. For example, it will be seen 
that only 62 cases on criminal or penal matters were referred to lawyers in the 
course of the year April 1, 1966 to March 31, 1967. The situation has improved 
considerably since the change in policy and the engagement of permanent lawyers. 

2 Report of t/ze Jor'nt Committee all Legal Aid, Ontario, March 1965, pp. 19-20. 
3 We must also determine whether we can better provide the lawyers needed through 

the assignment of attorneys at the private bar, through creation of pt1blic defender'S 
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On the other hand we believe that this formula has possibilities not 
even su~pected by those who have had such a plan for some length of time. 

It IS our hope that the public defender will have a social role of much 
greater importance than that which he fills traditionally in the United States. 
For example, legal security should cover far more than the defence of 
indigents before the courts. It should include, as we have already indicated 
(paragraph 16 - 18), legal information and free consultation; and the public 
defender, in his work 011 behalf of the less favoured classes should be 
called upon to play a social role of prime importance. 

If this were achieved, it would further justify our decision to recommend 
the formula of public defender. 

al LEGAL INFORMATION (93-95) 

93. Investigations carried on in different areas including Quebec, indicate 
the necessity of making more than legal counsel available to indigents at 
the time they appear before the courts; other needs, just as basic, become 
evident, and must be taken into consideration. 

The initiative of the Bar of Saguenay has given us an example of a 
legal security service which goes much further than merely simple Jegal aid. 
Such an extension of the service is essential, as neither the Ontario legal aid 
system, nor the formula of public defender, which we visualize for Quebec, 
can by themselves, guarantee to society the possibility of equal justice for all. 

94. Of the new roles which an integrated legal security service must fulfill 
we place information .first. ' 

Everybody realizes today the increasing cOl~plexity of the law, and even 
the most informed citizen would hardly dare to venture personally into a law 
suit without having a sound legal training. We go even further: it is exceptional 
to meet a citizen who knows exactly what are his rights. 
. It would be wrong to conclude that the only legal information necessary 
IS th~t wh~ch lawyers have, and that it would be useless, and even dangerous, 
to d~ssemmate .even the most elementary legal information to the general 
publIc. Complamts and comments from different sources indicate that today 

office or by some other system. The choice of system is affected by the availability 
of funds, efficiency of rival techniques, and general attitudes of the bar bench and 
th.e community with reference to notions of fairness, rights of a defendant charged 
WJth crime, professional responsibility, and independence of the bar and other fac
tors too numerous to catalogue. It is abl'ialls tlcat flO aile s),btem is necessal'Uy the 
best for every community. EDWARD V. SPARKER, The POOl' Mm!'s Lawyer and 
Gavemmen/al Agencil's, in National COllferellce all LalV alld POl'erty Conference 
proceeciings. Washington D.C., June 23 - 25 1965, p. 50. ' 
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there is great need to make information available so that all citizens are 
aware of their rights, and the possible recourses. 

95. To give some examples. The Commisf,lon bas received approximately 
three hundred complaints from citizens which indicate amongst other things, 
that quite a number of citizens have had grievances for years without knowing 
in what manner to proceed to secure satisfaction. The experiment attempted 
by the Saguenay Bar also shows the usefulness of legal information. The 
experience of Ombudsmen in many countries in the world, is along similar 
lines, and shows that even to a greater extent than by reason of the slowness 
of our government procedures, there is discouragement on the part of citizens 
whose rights have been encroached upon, and who are deprived of all 
juridical information. 

Civil justice is not part of the mandate of this Commission. However, 
we believe that civil justice will benefit just as much as criminal and penal 
justice by the establishment of a legal information service. MOreOVE'f, it 
would be a useless and costly duplication to establish two different information 
services. If, at any point in time, a decision was made to introduce a plan 
of legal aid in civil matters (definitely outside of the mandate of this 
Commission), it would be necessary to see to it that these two sectors which 
would actually be part of the same legal security service, had a joint 
information service for the benefit of the entire public 1. 

The public should be informed of its rights through every media of 
information, and we do notbelieve that the result will be to deprive the legal 
profession of its livelihood any more than progress in public health and 
the campaigns for safety on the road have resulted in the disappearance of 
the medical profession. 

b) FREE CONSULTATION (96) 

96. The Commission also believes that the public defender should, from 
the start, make free consultations available to the indigent public, and to 
the accused and those condemned. 

1 A system similar to that presently adopted in England should be adopted to advise 
people charged with a criminal offence of their rights. A printed advisory form 
should be prepared in as many languages as may be deemed necessary setting out 
the fact that a persoll has the right to be represented by counsel if they so desire 
and advising of the qualifications necessary to apply for legal aid and how one 
may go about applying for legal aid. Such a form should be appended to all sum
monses and handed to all persons arrested on warrant and should be posted in 
conspicuous places in the cells of all police stations and in all city and county jails. 
We also believe that all magistrates should similarly advise any accused persons 
appearing before them without counsel and that the services of an interpreter 
should be used for this purpose if necessary. Report of the Joillt Committee 011 

Legal Aid, Province of Ontario, March 1965, p. 71. 
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We believe that the public defender will progressively reach the point 
where he is defending the majority of persons brought before the courts. 
For this reason, this service could with less difficulty than any other organism 
arrange for periodic, visits to the individuals detained in prison institutions' 
and brill~ their various pro~lems to the attention of the courts. By askin~ 
the publrc defenders to satlsfy the requests for information and the needs 
for consultation from the less favoured groups, the personnel of this service 
will become trained to realize that an overall system of legal security 
includes much more than the simple defence of th~ accused indigents 
before the courts. 

Moreover, the defence itself includes many more elements than is 
generally realized. There are those who do not think it is necessary to defend 
individuals who admit their gUilt. Even amongst authors with narrow views. 
it is generally admitted that the defence must go much further: 

One view is that legal representation is not required unless there is some 
contention or defence that cannot be adequately presented except by an advo
cate. This is, not confined to what lawyers call a defence but embraces a 
number of POints that may be taken, such as: objection to a summons or indict
m~nt (a rare occure~ce); a point of jurisdiction, usually because of aJleged 
f'lJlure to conform WIth procedural requirement as to notices and other matters 
(not so rare); whether the prosecution produces evidence of every element of 
the offence. Then there is the question whether the accused, if he is found 
guilty, needs help in presenting any mitigating circumstances before he' is 
sentenced. If a charge is at all serious and it has not yet come before magis
trates, there is a consensus of legal opinion that the accused's interests need 
watching. When there has been a committal for trial the position is different; 
the evidence of the prosecution is on the depositions, and by interviewing the 
accused a lawyer can form a good estimate of what can be done or said to 
help him 1, 

. Free consultation, like legal information, should form part of an 
mtegrated system of legal security. However, consultation is c;:hiefly of 
concern to indigents, while information should be available to the entire 
society 2. 

~ R.M. JA?KSON, Enforcillg the La~v, New York, 1967, p~. 85-86. 
The works o~ Mr. Loranger are agam most eloquent on thIS aspect of legal security. 
They make It clear that the dissemination of information resulted in a considerable 
increase in the business opportunities (remunerative) of the legal offices. 

The American formula of referral illustrates this situation very well. The 
lawyers who undertake to participate in the system agree to give any person a 
consultation of at most 30 minutes, free of charge, or for a nominal sum. England 
(Appendix 12) has two similar systems, one for the indigents ($0.50), the other for 
the general public ($2.60). For meetings which might follow this first consultation, 
the two parties come to an agreement. 

In these different cases, the lawyers say that they secure their rewards for the 
dissemination of information. 
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It is necessary here to diflhentiate the various groups of impecunious 
citizens. 

- In the case of an accused person, the need for free consultation is 
rather limited, since this group will benefit as will all citizens, from 
a legal advice service. 

- There is need for free consultation inside the houses of detention. 
- Numerous summary convictions might not always require the presence 

of a defence lawyer before the court, but the fundamental rights of 
the individual would be respected to a greater extent, if they were 
preceded by legal consultation. 

We have already indicated that whenever possible the summons should 
be the normal procedure in preference to the warrant of arrest. To every 
summons issued there should be attached a circular giv-ing full information 
of the legal services available to the accused. 

These examples do not exhaust the field open to free consultation. They 
enable us however, to measure the extent to which a legal security service 
would be deficient if it did not include a free consultation service. 

The cases of the condemned individuals warrant special attention. Our 
society all too often is led to believe that the citizen found guilty has lost 
all his rights. By reason of the tight security in our prisons, it is extremely 
difficult for a condemned person to inform a lawyer of the anomalies which 
might have taken place in his case. In the same way, revocations, of 
conditional freedom, or of the suspended sentence, take place without the 
person affected by the decision having the opportunity to interest a lawyer in 
his case. We believe that there will be many occasions for the consultation 
service to be of use. 

c) SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT (97-101) 

97. Today it is impossible to separate justice entirely from other social 
problems which our civilization faces. If disturbances and dissentions are 
increasing at an accelerated rate, the deficiencies in our administration of 
justice are responsible to some extent. Undoubtedly, it is not only justice 
that is involved, but it must carry, as does education, health or welfare, its 
share of the responsibility for the discontent of citizens. ' 
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All of us, both as lawyers and as interested citizens, must d() what we can 
to eradicate the root causes of the large-scale public disturbances that have 
recently become almost annual occurrences. Although defining those root causes 
and solving the problems they pose, Jie perhaps more properly within the juris
diction of other learned professions; lawyers cannot simply wait for the social 
scientists to find the answers, We all know, in general terms, some of the princ
ipal causes of riots, inferi,or housing, substandard schools, unequal employment 
opportunities. All the r,~sponsible elements of the community, including the bar, 
must l1ct to alleviate ll!ese conditions by direct action. Bar association resolu
tions are not enough;' the efforts of the individual lawyer who personally in-

valves himself in the school board's problems or offers his services to the local 
equal employment agencies are vital. 

There is another cause of riots, an equallY generic and perhaps even more 
serious cause, that of "measured justice". American courts unfortunately are 
still not always blind to the color, class, creed or credit rating of these who 
stand before them for judgment. Although in recent years, the bench and bar 
have rejected the proposition that there will always be inequalities between the 
rich and the poor in the administration of criminal justice, the problems of the 
poor before the courts are far from solved; the solutions must come through 
the efforts of interested individuals 1. 

While the formula of public defender we are thinking of, will satisfy 
the need for a defence before the courts, we also wish the less favoured 
classes to be in a position to depend upon a team of legal specialists who will 
be acting and thinking on their behalf. It is not a matter of creating other 
social classes, nor to blame weaknesses in our social system on the differences 
between the various classes; it is rather a matter of recognizing frankly, that 
insecurity is not strictly an individual problem, but that it affects every social 
class, The dissatisfaction of a large part of the public with regard to justice, 
could persist even if the indigents obtained the help of lawyers when they 
appear before the courts. This insecurity will not be resolved unless our 
population is basically convinced that justice is truly accessible to everyone. 
It will not suffice to have "company lawyers" made available in rotation to 
an indigent for an hour or so; the economically weak, through the efforts of 
lawyers available at aU times, should enjoy the same treatment in their 
involvement with justice, as does the president of a company. 

Faced with social problems and the necessity of reconciling the less 
favoured classes and the administration of justice, we place our faith in the 
public defender, by adding to his legal responsibilities, a marked and constant 
interest in the social problem 2. 

i) REFORM (98-99) 

98. The public defender could only assume his social role successfully 
if he had first-hand knowledge and understanding of the environment, the 
habits, and the manner in which the economically poor citizens live. Aware 

1 The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 107. 
2 "However, here it is important to point out that riot problems are not best met by 

a large number of attorneys but by a proper orgallization of those that are apai/able. 
Legal representation must be coordinated into the overall emergency plans of 

the city. The volunteer attorneys could be assigned well in advance of any full-scale 
outbreak of rioting to predetermined emergency detention centers in sufficient num
bers to handle mass arrests. Extra magistrate's courts, again with predetermined 
emergency staffs, could be organized to go into additional sessions perhaps in other 
locations and around-the-clock if necessary," Op. cit., p. 109, 
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of the nature of the problems which thousands of such individuals encounter 
daily, he would be in a position to press for necessary action and reforms 
of both a legal and social nature. 

Law reform is important in order to change the harsh conditions under 
which the poer live; it is also an effective way to use scarce program resources. 
The action th,\t affects the lives of many people removes the necessity of handling 
hundreds of cases on an individual basis. 

In discussing law reform, it is needless to say that the lawyer's principal duty 
is to his client. He advances or retreats only as far as his client, informed of the 
available avenues, determines. Still the lawyer should be aware of the law-reform 
potential of any case, and he should advise his client of that potential. The 
legal services lawyer is called upon to do more than represent individuals, for ill 
a sense he also represents the poor commullity. He must use his talents and the 
law to attack the sources of exploitation or the causes of poverty in that com
munity. His job is to end poverty, not merely to make it more comfortable. As 
a result, he must understand the community and its problems in order to recog
nize the opportunity for law reform 1. 

While such reforms might be legal and social at one and the same time, 
they will never arouse sufficient interest amongst the specialists in law unless 
a number of lawyers on a permanent basis, and as part of an organized 
team, are at the service of the less favoured dasses 2. 

99. Located in the very environment of the indigent, the permanent public 
defender will be more likely than anyone else to try for those reforms which 
we have already linked to·the law and sociology. Merely by reason of his 
presence, social work is more likely to succeed; the defence of indigents 
will be regenerated, the unhappiness of masses will be less desperate. 
Moreover, the State is more likely to agree to expenditures required by the 
public defender than to the expenditures solicited by private lawyers. As 
one public defender has said: 

Investigations are planned and carried out by a professional staff of two 
investigators. A striking development in criminal law enforcement has been the 
greatly increased use of scientific methods within the last few years. Alameda 
County has kept abreast of this trend by permitting the Public Defender the 
assistance of such specialists as psychiatrists, pathologists, and experts in the fields 
of ballistics and criminalistics, or the study of physical evidence. 

1 WILLIAM M. BARVICK, Legal Services Program Evaluations, in The Legal Aid 
Briefcase, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 199. 

2 "Evaluation of law reform efforts proceeds along two paths. Pending activities that 
can be characterized as law reform as well as problems and areas where the project 
sees a need for law reform, are discussed with the staff. Secondly, the evaluators in 
their discussions with the poor, social welfare agencies, and community action agency 
staff will attempt to pinpoint probJem areas that may be suitable for law reform ac
tivity. They will then review their findings with the staff to determine whether problems 
in these areas have been coming to their attention and what kind of action has 
been taken. " Op. cit., p. 199. 
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The assistance of medical witnesses is becoming especially significant. Hosp
ital commitments are ordered instead of prison terms, medical treatment is 
provided in place of punishment for the insane, and future crimes and other 
personal tragedies are prevented because defendants are better understood 1. 

To an ever-increasing degree, public demonstrations are creating more 
acute problems for lawyers of the defence as it suddenly becomes necessary 
for them to foresee the study of hundreds and even thousands of new 
cases 2. However, at the moment of a riot it is too late to start a rapid 
conscription of all the defence lawyers available. The Quebec situation has 
not yet caused us the nightmares which have been the lot of our American 
neighbours. However, following the demonstrations of st. Jean Baptiste Day 
on June 24, 1968, more than 200 rioters were caned upon to appear before 
the Montreal courts. This resulted in many delays, so much so that at the. 
moment of writing these lines (January 1969) a number of the rioters have 
not yet been judged. In our opinion this is inadmissible, and it shows that 
in actual practice, our administration of justice and our defence Bar, are not 
able to face up to social problems of this order. Undoubtedly our Bar could 
as others have 3, pass resolutions and endeavour to quickly organize new 
mechanisms. We believe that the formula of public defender, by bringing 
into existence a permanent and polyvalent organism, can more easily adapt 
itself to such critical situations. 

The public defender, if he were located in the right milieu, would be in 
an excellent position to forestall violence by being the voice of the less 
privileged groups. 

1 EDWARD T. MANCUSO, The Public Defender System ill the State of California, 
Chicago, American Bar Center, 1963, p. 12. 

2 "Riots present extraordinary problems for defence counsel. The crimes involved 
are predictable, the robbery and theft charges growing out of the looting, the assaults 
and batteries, thc homicides, and even the conspiracies or the incitings to riots. 
Tht: elements of these charges will have to be proved in the usual way. It is in the 
volume of cases and in the emotionally charged circumstances that the problem 
lies." The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 108. 

3 "Be it resolved by the Executive Committee of tb Association that the Association: 
1. gil'e the highest priority to attacking the underlying and triggering causes of 

riots and impli.'l1lelJtillg the recommendations of tbe Kerner Commission; 
2. appoint a special subcommittee to recommend to the Board such policies and 

other matters as are necessary to implement the resolution; 
3. appoint a Director of Urban Affairs whose responsibilities will include the 

implementation of this resolution; 
4. pledges its cooperation to the Urban Coalition, the lawyer's Committee for 

Civil Rights, and other pubIic and private agencies operating in this area; and 
5. encourage local Legal Aid programs to accord a similar priority to this work 

and to appoint special committees and stuff lawyers to focus all available facilitieR 
directly on these issues." Civil Disorders - Malldate to Legal Aid alld Defender 
Services, in The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 216. 
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ii) INFORMATION AND EDUCATION (100-101) 

100. Involved more closely and continuously in the surroundings and every 
day lives of those who have need of legal services without having the means 
to pay for them, the public defender could, to a greater extent and more 
readily than private lawyers, inform and educate those whom he is serving. 
For example, he could offer an accused under detention, free consultations 
without creating any problem 1. 

Furthermore, the public defender would also be in a position to inform 
the entire public of the legal services available to them, and of the rights to 
which all are entitled. It is 110t difficult to see that through the public defender 
system information and consultation assume their true dimensions within 
an overall system of legal security. 

Community education, of course, refers to the preventive law campaign and 
the general publicity related to the availability of free legal services for the poor. 
The POOl' frequently have a distorted idea of the law and also do 1I0t kllow what 
kind of sen'ices lawyers perform. The goal of community education is to create 
an awareness of when to seek the professional advice of a lawyer. The Com
munity education program may include printing and distributing brochures, post
ers, leaflets and handbooks. It may also include the use of newspapers, radio, 
and television, or a speakers b'o:eau. The contents of these presentations usually 
describe the law in ordinary situations that affect the poor, how to avoid common 
pitfalls, and when and where to see a lawyer. Effectiveness depends upon simpli
city and an ability to attract and hold the interest of the poor client. In addition, 
it companion education program is frequently created to instruct non-legal profes
sioMls and sub-professionals in the poverty community to identify legal problems 
and make referrals to the legal services project when appropriate 2. 

101. To achieve such results, the public defender must obviously have the 
corifidence of those he intends serving. 

Community relations are important to program effectiveness. If it is (0 

slIcced, the program mllst hal'e (lie confidence and tl'llst of the poor as to his 
sympathy for their problems. To withstand the criticism that surrounds contro-

~, versy, the program should have the support of the bar, whiCh is best equipped to 
explain the lawyer's role as advocate 3. 

"For defendants in prison on remand or awaiting trial, the Committee believes 
the information folders insufficient due to many prisoners' lack of intelligence or 
interest. It recommends appointing an officer whose positive duty is to inform all 
prisoners of how to obtain legal aid and to help them complete the application; 
however, in no event should this officer be considered a kind of lay legal adviser: 
legal advice must be given only by lawyers under a legal advice procedure recom
mended by the Committee." THOMAS FITZPATRICK, Legal Aid for Criminal 
Cases ill Englalld: Pari 11, in The Legal Aid Brie/case, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 235. 

2 Gp. cil., p. 196. 
3 WILLIAM M. BARWICK, Legal Sen' ices Program Evaluatiolls, in Thl' Legal Aid 

Brie/case, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 200. 
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With this in mind, the public defender should agree to establish his 
locale in the very heart of the areas in which the underprivileged group lives. 
He would establish his daily timetable in such a manner that the indigents 
could make use of his services without having to make additional financial 
sacrifices when they wish to consult him. It would be unrealistic to pretend 
to make a legal information service, or legal security available to indigents, 
by expecting them to be abJe to go to th~ office of the public defender 
between 9 and 5, particularly if the office is located in another sector of 
the city. 

The review of administration and management focuses 011 the project direc
tor's administrative and supervisory ability. Offices must be accessible to the POOl' 

and should provide adequate and attractive \·,orking space. The office should be 
properly equipped and have a law library large enough to·: meet the dailY work 
needs of the staff. 

The lines of authority and the division and delegation of responsibility 
should be soundly conceived and clearly understood by the staff. The orienta
tion and training of non-legal staff and their subsequent supervision and evalua
tion is important. In addition, personnel policies on working liGurs, vacations, 
sick leave, promotions, and grievance machinery should be consistent with 
sound office administration 1. 

We do not believe that a programme of information established outside 
the neighbourhood of those who are going to be served is adequate 2. The 
complaints, to which our Annex refers, confirm this. 

B-ANALYSIS OF THE OBJEC'I'lONS (102-118) 

INTRODUCTION 

102. In setting forth the system oE the public defender (paragraphs 38-44) 
we have stressed the economic advantages. As the Commission is recommend
ing a massive recourse to this form of legal security, it becomes necessary 
to mtlke a much more detailed study, and to assess the various objections. 

lOp. cit., p. 198. 
2 "The Committee considers that the purpose will be adequately served by the com

bination of a general publicity programme undertaken by the Law Society, notices 
of the availability of legal aid to be posted in jails, lock-ups, and custodial institu
tions throughout the province and a notice along the lines of the Edmonton pilot 
project being furnished by the police to arrested or summonsed persons. The police 
need simply distribute the notice; they need not become involved in discussion or 
giving advice. The notices containing pertinent information regarding legal aid and 
its availability should be conspicuollsly posted up in every jail or lock-lip throughout 
the province so all persons in cllstody are informed, without equivocation, as to the 
right to apply for legal assistance." Report of the Joint Committee 01/ Legal Aid, 
Ontario, March 1965, p. 73. 
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The public defender in almost aU cases is a successor to other legal 
aid systems. This can be explained very easily: in a system of justice, where 
the defence of the well provided citizen is traditionally assumed by a lawyer 
chosen by the accused himself, it was normal that in making services 
available to indigents, the classical procedure be followed as closely as 
possible. Furthermore, in the absence of the State, the field was left open 
to private initiatives. 

So that, to begin with, the interest and philanthropy of the lawyers in 
private practice was counted on to assume the defence of the needy accused 1. 

The welfare of society and that of the Bar, were united, and the systems 
which professed a full respect for the accused, also took equal care to have 
the defence Bar in control of the legal aid field. 

If later on, one became resigned to the formula of public defender, it 
was because of the disproportion between the voluntary work of the 
practitioners and the extent of the nee,ds of society. The individual and 
collective dissatisfaction on the part of lawyers, showed itself first, as one 
might have expected, in the more populated zones 2. 

Following this, various systems undertook to remunerate the lawyers 
for their work related to legal assistance. y.re believe that they have difficulty 

1 If this interest and benevolence had not been sufficient, the Bar in its own interest 
would have made up the difference: in brief, it was· worth more to also defend the 
impecunious than to give the State reason (0 involve itself in legal aid. 

2 The idea started and developed because the assigned cOllnsel system in California 
proved inadequate, particularly in our large metropolitan cities and densely populated 
counties. It became almost impossible for trial judgcs to find private counsel to 
defend ihe thousands of poor, ignorant, and friendless defendants who came before 
our criminal courts daily. The very unsatisfactory experiences the courts were having 
with the assigned counsel system became of considerable concern to those interested 
in the proper administration of justice. The protection of the life and liberty of such 
persons by such haphazard methods did not assure justice, or raise the public's respect 
for the administration of justice. 

On the other hand, the impoverished man has the right to adequate protection 
by la' of his life and liberty. To protect these rights is as much the logical and 
proper function and charge of government as is safeguarding the health and morals, 
or providing for the education, or its citizens. 

Justice to each individual, regardless of .financial conditions, race, creed, or 
color, is the concern of all the public, and it is the duty of the state, rather than 
private individuals, or agencies, to safeguard the rights of an accused person. 

This is the opinion of judges, legal scholars, organized bar associations of the 
nation, social workers, penologists, and many groups throughout the land, interested 
in the proper administration of justice. 

In 1914, after a thorough study of the problem the county of Los Angeles 
established the office of Public Defender, whose duties are to defend any person 
charged in the Superior Court with the Commission of a felony, misdemeanor 01' 

contempt and who is without counselor the means to hire one. EDWARD T. 
MANCUSO, The Public Defender System ill the Stale of Ca/ifol'llia, Chicago, 1963, 
National Legal Aid and Defender Association, p. 4. 
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in resolving their administrative problems, and that generally speaking, 
they cost more than other formulas equalJy effective. 

lOS. Without dwelling at length on the economic advantages of a system of 
legal aid based on the formula of the public defender, we should however, 
put the reader on guard against the temptation to jump to conclusions. 
It is true, for example, that the public defender of Massachusetts is able to 
serve the needs of the public with approximately $700,000 of State funds, 
while the Ontario system cost many times this amount in its first full year. 
It should be noted that the Ontario formula includes civil justice as well as 
criminal and penal justice, while the system in effect in Massachusetts is 
limited only to the criminal and penal sectors. There is still a difference in 
favour of the public defender, but the economic margin separating the two 
systems may not be as great as one might be led to believe by a first glance 
at the figures. However, further in this report (Appendix 18) will be found 
tables which make it possible t() compare the different legal security systems 
on an economic basis. . 

104. For many reasons it becomes necessary to make a detailed evaluation 
of what the public defender would be within the Quebec context. 

First of all it should be pointed out that in most cases this type of 
defender, even in the best American systems, only offers a limited legal aid 
which does 110t at all include the related services we have described. From 
our point of view, we would have the public defender responsible for other 
social contributions offered by the legal security service. It therefore becomes 
necessary to indicate how the public defender could include these new 
duties in his traditional programme. 

In addition, the Commission intends to study the various objections 
which are currMtly being made against this form of legal security. It is 
quite evident that introducing a Quebec service of legal security based on 
the public defender wm provoke reaction in different circles. It is not easy 
to answer aU the arguments, but it is our desire through an analysis of the 
objections, to place this controversial matter in its true perspective. 

105. The formula of pubJic defender is opposed by many. If it is readily 
agreed that the system of a defender paid by the State has economic 
advantages, in some circles on the other hanel, there is considerable doubt 
that the system always shows integral respect for the rights of the citizen. 
Within the framework of this study, it is intended to list the most frequent 
and most serious objections, and to evaluate their importance. 

II In the first place it is stated that the public defender registers a larger 
number of guilty pleas than the lawyers in private practice. 
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€) The system of a defender paid directly by the State is also criticized because 
it breaks the close relationship which should exist between the lawyer and 
his client. 

• The system is considered as an attack on the freedom of choice which 
should be the right of any accused person. 

o It is also feared that this formula will make a civil servant out of the 
adversary of the Crown: by having him responsible to the same employer, 
the system ties the hands of the person who should be free to dispute every 
statement made by the Crown. 

4) The system is also criticized on the grounds that the public defender system 
deprives the lawyers paid by the State, of their independence. 

41 Finally, it is emphasized that the system draws attention to the indigence of 
the accused, while the Ontario system scrupulously preserves the anonymity 
of the cHen t. 

1-Too mallY guilty pleas (106-107) 

106. As all systems of legal security must endeavour to defend the indigent 
with at least the efficiency which one might normally expect from a private 
legal office, it would certainly be disturbing jf the public defender used less 
effort than his confreres to prove the innocence of his client. Nevertheless, 
some authors state that the public defender registers guilty pleas more often 
than lawyers in private practice 1. 

The Ontario study committee states, for example, that 90% of the 
individuals defended by lawyers paid directly by the State, have pleaded 
guilty, while the private practitioners, according to the Ontario experience, 
have secured acquittals in 50% of the legal aid cases of which they took 
charge (p. 106). 

It is sometimes said that public defenders advise their clients to plead 
guilty more often than retained counsel since the defenders have less reason to 
assert dilatory defences, especially if the client is in jail 2. 

The Ontario study seems to infer from these figures that the public 
defender frequently recoils in face of the enormity of his task, and simplifies 

1 The most conscientious and zealous public defender is forced by the limitations 
of time and resources available to select those he deems most worthy of his ef
forts. Where there is a novel point of law to be urged, or bad law to be over
turned, the public defender will select the case presenting the best factual setting 
to urge the point, whereas the private practitioner must urge every available 
defence for each individual client, subject only to his own individual judgment 
of what is best for that particular client. LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. State, in 
JOllrnal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 112. 

2 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of the Poor in Criminal Cases in American State 
COllrts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 1: National Report, p. 53. 
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some of th~ cases which ~e has charge of, by merely registering an expeditious 
plea of gUllty. Here agam we have similar criticisms from some Americans: 

The pressure placed on both sides by heavy caseloads constantly en
courage~ them towards time-saving "dispositions". Even the most conscientious 
o.f pubhc de.fenders may not realize when his advice to a defendant is subcons
CiOusly motivated by expediency. Further, for the private laWyer, "an attack 
upon the conduct of the prosecutor often becomes a duty". 1 

l!0wever, as we have already pointed out, there may be other inter
pretatlOns. A number of the innocent pleas, for example, are made by the 
youngest lawyers who generally speaking, have less experience in negotiations 
out of court and who wish to gain experience in the actual trial. 

. Some c~i~icisms are not answered as easily as that. In the eyes of Some 
pnvate practItlOners, more particularly in the United States it is not necessary 
for ~e public de~el1d~r to h.ave a heavy burden of work before neglecting 
the mterests of hlS chent; hlS mental attitude is not that which is expected 
from a lawyer for the defence! 

These tactics, or lack of them, are generally not the result of overwork or 
neglect, but of a philosophy which is anathema to our adversary system: 

"The arguments made in its (the public defender system's) favor makes my 
blood run cold. They are all based on the fact that the public defender will 
not countenance unfounded defence and will not engage in dilatory or obstructive 
tactics." * 

"(The public defender) saves time in not raising formal or interlocutory 
questions for purposes of delay." ** 

"No effort was made to secure the release of defendants on technic
alities." *** 

Can?n 5 of the Canons of Professional Ethics states: "The la'vyer is bound, 
by all fall' and honorable means, to present every defence that the law of the 
land permits ... " And What, pray tell, is a "technicality" if it is not a "defence 
t?at the law. of ~he land permits"? But, of course "lawyers insisting upon the 
flght.s of theIr clients can be an awful nuisance". **** How many times has a 
public defender been heard to refer to an indigent defendant as "My Client" ? 2 

107. The statistics which we have been able to obtain from various American 
sources do not, however, support such statements. For its part, the American 
Bar Foundation states that there is no noticeable difference in the number 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, State v. State, in Jourllal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967) 
p. 110. 

2 Op. cit., p. 114. 
'I' Dimock, 42 A.B.A.I. 219, supra note 25, at 220. 

'i'* R.H. Smith, op. cit. supra note 1, at 120. 
*** Wood, Necessity for Public Defender Established by Statistics, 7 J. CRIM. 

L. & C. 230, 232 (1916) (Emphasis added). 
*':'** Stewart, supra note 11, at 118. 
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of guilty pleas registered by the public defender, and by the systems of 
legal security based on the designated lawyer 1. The Ontario committee 
states quite definitely that there are 110 worthwhile statistics available on this 
subject. 

It should be realized, moreover, that the public defenders in a large 
number of judicial districts do not receive a budget which enables them to 
engage the required number of lawyers. It is certain that the lack of 
personnel creates additional pressures on the public defenders and this could 
explain, up to a certain point, a tendency on the part of the State lawyers 
to shorten the procedures. However, this does not seem to happen frequently. 

A balanced judgment was reached by the Special Committee already referred 
to in its report "Equal Justice for the Accused". Mindful of the objection that 
the loyalty and devotion of counsel might be affected, and recognizing the need 
for protection of the office again&t control by a corrupt political organization, 
the Committee concluded: "In most of the jurisdictions examined by this 
committe", the public-defender system has the reputation of giving represent
ation of a quality equal to that of the more qualified private attorneys who 
practice in the criminal courts 2. 

2 - Breaking of professional relationship (108-109) 

108. It is feared that a legal security system using lawyers paid by the 
State will not stress sufficiently the close relationship which should exist 
between lawyer and client. It is our belief, that a close relationship can be 
established just as well in the public defender system as in other forms of 
legal aid. We believe, moreover, that the contacts would be much easier 

. between the indigent and the lawyer who involves himself in the lives of 
the imp,?verished. 

1 In People v. Hood, 141 CA 2d 585, appeal in propria persona on conviction 
of burglary : 

" Appellant's contention that the public defender Was derelict in not taking an 
appeal from the judgment herein is totally without merit. Undoubtedly, the public 
defenuer was aware of the long recognized rule that appellate courts do not reweigh 
evidence or pass upon the credibility of witnesses (People v. Newlalld, 15 Cal 2d 
678) and confronted as he was with a situation which involved a conViction devoid 
of any questions of law, it cunnot justly be said that he violated the provisions of 
Section 27706 Subdivision (a) of the Government Code which provides in part as a 
duty of the pucH" defender to prosecute all appeals to a higher court or courts of 
any person who has been convicted, where, in his opinion, the effect might reasonably 
be expected to result in the reversal or modification of the judgment of conviction." 
EDWARD T. MANCUSO, The Public Defender System ill tTIe Staie of California, 
Chicago, 1963, American Bar Center, p. 26. 

2 ELLIOTI EVANS CHEATHAM, A Lawyer When Needed, New York and London, 
Columbia University Press, 1963, p. 54. 
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. Some of the other formulas have, in practice, shown themselves, to be 
qUlte vulnerable to criticisms of this kind. Within the framework of the 
current practice in Quebec, most of the lavvyers who have taken part in the 
legal aid service established by the Bar, have hardly had the time to establish 
any kind of relation.ship with their clients. A close relationship in this context, 
was even more dIfficult to establish because most of the private legal 
offices were often given cases which were definitely of a kind not normally 
handled by these offices. They are only just beginning to reverse this trend 
and it is actually being done, by having recourse to permanent lawyers: 
Appendix 19 refers to these recent activities of the Legal Aid Bureau of 
Montreal. 

The ~ormula now in use in Quebec as it applies to the relationship 
between chent and lawyer, warrants even greater criticism than that of the 
public defender who would at least have the advantage of being more 
specialized in criminal and penal law. 

This, however, does not answer all the objections: 

The relationship between a lawyer and his client must be one of mutual 
confi~ence. At least one federal district court has judicially recognized that 
such IS not the case between a public defender and an indigent accused: "Petit
tioner's animosity toward the public defender was only natural. The public 
defender was an employee of the state; the state was prosecuting petitioner". * 
From society's standpoint, "it is almost as important that defendants shall believe 
that they are getting a fair deal as that they actually get a fair deal". ** 1, 

109. Testimony given by different Americans, indicates, moreover, that the 
public defender has no reason to envy the "client/lawyer relationship" of 
the private practitioner responsible for a case of legal assistance 3. To these 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, Slate 1'. Sill Ie, in Journal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967) p. 111. 
* Hawk v: Hann, 103 F. Supp. 138, 151 (D. Neb. 1952). 

*;" Dimock, 29 N.Y.S. Bar Bull. 300, supra note 14, at 306. 
Z The complacency of Massachusetts is underlined by the fact that her courts eVen 

failed to follow the example of other states and to exercise the power to assign 
counsel to such indigent defendants. It is true that the best that can be said of the 
system of assigning counsels is that it may be better that no system at all. Among 
its many weaknesses is the lack of thorough and expert preparation for trial essential 
to SUccess but ordinarily impossible to the lawyer projected haphazardly illto a case 
which nearly always is brollght to trial almost at ollce. But weak as this reed is, its 
support was denied to nearly all Massachusetts citizens accused of crime and unable 
to pay counsel to defend them. In 1917, the failure of the assigned counsel system 
led to the establishment in New York City of a Voluntary Defenders' Committee. 
In 1933, a similar committee was established in Philadelphia. 

A "Voluntary Defenders Committee" is a group of citizens who associate 
themse~ves for the purpose of setting up and maintaining a permanent professional 
staff c.f lawyers to conduct the preparation and presentation of the defence of 
criminal defendants unable to pay for counsel. The committee itself serves without 
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can be added declarations of eminent Quebec lawyers: they are most 
conscious of the fact, that legal aid in its present form, does not engender 
the same interest amongst practitioners as do "normal" cases. 

It is thus easily shown that a system of legal security which designates 
a private legal office does not necessarily result in the kind of relationship 
hoped for between the lawyer and his client. 

The Ontario formula offers much better guarantees of success without 
however, proving that a public defender cannot establish a satisfactory 
relationship with his clientele. Actually they say: 

The basic philosophy of the legal aid plan is that it perserves the normal 
solicitor and client relationship between a legally assisted person and a lawyer 
of his choice who has agreed to act J. 

Here again, we do not question the theoretical superiority of the 
Ontario formula with regard to the necessary relationship between client 
and lawyer. We believe, however, that the offices of the public defender, 
even in the large metropolitan zones, maintain the same standards, as these 
offices have as many lawyers on their staff as there are in the large legal 
offices or in one of the lists prepared according to the Ontario formula. 
In addition, the public defender is more definitely aware of the habits and 
the way of life of indigents. 

3 - Distortion of freedom of choice (110-111) 

110. What we have said about the confidential relations between client and 
lawyer, applies to some of the American systems when they are criticized 
for refusing to permit an accused the right to choose his own defender 2. 

We have already explained that the freedom of choice is subject to 
limitations everywhere. We believe, moreover, that the formula of the public 
defender, particularly in the metropolitan zones, permits a greater latitude 
for the accused. For all practical purposes, the majority of accused do not 
know the criminal lawyers, and are unable to indicate a preference to any 

pay and its finances are sometimes precarious. But experience has shown that it can 
find lawyers who, at least for a time, are willing to perform with zeal and com
petence what they regard as a useful public service, at very inadequate rates of 
compensation. LARUE BROWN, Equal Justice under the Law, in Massachusetts 
Law Quarterly, p. 57. 

1 G. ARTHUR MARTIN, Legal Aid ill Ontario, Toronto, p. 484. 
2 In the opinion of the Committee this Scottish system of the Duty Solicitor is 

preferable to the Public Defender, for in cases of serious consequence to the accused 
where a not-guilty plea is entered the accused has the benefit of choosing his own 
privately practising counsel. Report of the Joint Committee all Legal hid. Ontario, 
March 1965, p. 48. 
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one 1. Most of the time, the accused follows the suggestion of the police or 
the legal aid bureau and gets in touch with the legal office which has been 
recommended to him. In such circumstances, the choice of the individual 
is just as limited with other formulas of legal security as with the system of 
a public defender. 

We believe, moreover, that the Ontario formula, notwithstanding the 
differences which we have already indicated, does not protect the accused 
fully against the risk of having his case fall into the hands of the youngest 
members of l;gal offices. Under considerable pressure by reason of their 
own practice, senior lawyers have not the necessary time to devote to the 
study and preparation of the legal aid cases. Even under a global plan of 
legal security such as that of Ontario, which provides for the lawyers being 
remunerated by the government for the services rendered to the accused 
indigents, the fees paid by the State are still lower in most cases than those 
which a lawyer would receive from an accused financialIy well off. 

It may be concluded quite safely that in most cases it would be 
impossible to secure the services of the highly placed specialists in the 
practice of law, no matter what system of free choice was in effect. We may 
even conclude that the system of a public defender would be more likely 
than any other, to increase the number of legal competencies made available 
to the public, and of course, free of charge. 

111. Furthermore, the public defender, as we conceive him, should be free 
to caU in lawyers in private practice if his own service cannot supply the 
necessary competencies in a specific case. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts made use of this method for a 
number of years until the office of the public defender developed the 
necessary specialists. The history of the Massachusetts Defenders Committee 
(Appendix 2) enlarges on this point. 

4 - Functionalizing of the adversary of the Crown (112-114) 

112. Those who oppose the formula of public defender state that the 
establishment of such a system will constitute for all practical purposes, 
the socialization of the legal profession and threatens to bring about the 
disappearance at private practice, at least in the field of criminal law. 

1 The assignment is made from u list of lawyers willing to undertake legal aid defences. 
Where the accused expresses u preference for some member of this volunteer panel, 
this preference is, where practicable complied with. When no such preference is 
expressed or the accused knows no lawyer, one is assigned on the basis of the next 
name on the list after the last previous assignment. Op. cit., p. 35. 
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Undoubtedly the public defender will take charge of a considerable 
number of cases, but this does not necessarily mean that there will be less 
work for the private offices. Studies which have been made, would lead one 
to believe that at the present time 95% of those who plead guilty before the 
court have been up to that point, entirely without a defending lawyer. 

On the other hand, it is estimated that between 80% - 90% of the 
accused, plead guilty before the court. That is to say that at the present 
time, the legal services of private offices are only made available to a 
minority of the accused. 

If society were to assume the responsibility for the defence of a large 
number of the accused, it does not imply that the private offices are going 
to see their share of the business disappear. The American experience shows, 
moreover, that establishing a team of public: defenders does not lead to the 
disappearance of the defence Bar. In San Francisco,. where the public 
defender assumes responsibility for 75% of the felonies, and for 85 % of 
those accused of misdemeanors, the defence Bar is just as busy as it ever 
was I. 

It is hardly necessary to stress the fact that private practice retains the 
most lucrative part of the clientele. 

113. If the establishment of a team of public defenders does not necessarily 
result in a reduction in the number of clients for the private practitioners, 
neither does it mean a slowing down in the defence of the accused indigents. 
On the contrary, the formula of a public defender assures an even greater 
consistency in the defence, and helps to speed up the process. It is fortunate 
that this is so, as one of the consequences of a legal aid system is generally 
an increase in the number of cases. 

It has been noticed that where the chosen or designated lawyer is 
remunerated by the State on an hourly basis, there are increasing post
ponements, as there is no economic urge on the lawyer to resolve a case as 
quickly as possible. The public defend~r, on the contrary, by reason of the 
number he handles, has no reason to prolong a case unduly. 

1 The decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States will moreover, call for 
an increasing number of defence lawyers. It is straining credulity to believe that 
the public defenders could assume all these new responsibilities: 
If the Supreme Court does extend Gideon to misdemeanor and juvenile cases, per
haps a public defender will be necessary and desirable for those cases, though even 
this is quite debatable. However, proponents of the public defender system (or 
circuit defender, or regional defender) do not limit their proposals to those changes 
which they claim have multiplied the scope of the problem. Rather, they propose 
that lawyers hired by the State will represent all (or virtually all) indigent defendants 
at all stages of all criminal proceedio6s, to the exclusion (or virtual exclusion) of 
private counsel. LEWIS C. GREEN, State v. State, in Journal of the Missollri Bar, 
23, (1967) p. 108. 
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"A defender system assures continuity and consistency in the defence of 
the poor, whereas an assigned counsel system results in great variations from 
one case to another. The truth of this proposition depends on how well the 
two kinds of systems are operated. In a defender office where the salary range 
is adequate and other conditions are favorable, turnover is likely to be low and 
continuity is assured. The larger defender offices, with a staff ranging in size 
from a few lawyers to 60 or more, is much like a law firm of the same size. In 
both, changes in personnel occur only gradually over a period of years. The 
attorneys in the office learn to work together and they build up files of plead
ings, motions, and briefs that can be used in later cases" J. 

The various courts in the United States, including the Supreme Court, 
have on different occasions evaluated the services offered by the public 
defender. The American jurisprudence includes, apart from isolated criticism, 
many statements by judges praising the efficiency and the professional 
conscience of the lawyers, paid by the State, and made available to the 
accused indigent. 

114. It is also important to emphasize that in the oplUlon of the public 
defenders themselves, this system enables them to obtain a greater cooperation 
fro111 the Crown prosecutors 2. Not only does the public defender deny the 
allegation of collusion of any kind with the public prosecutor, he also points 
out that he benefits from a much easier access to the evidence in possession 
of the Crown prosecutor, or the State. Those opposed to the public defender 
admit this fact, but they complain about it. 

"In a defender system, the defender and the prosecutor have a continuing 
rehltionship, tbus assuring better cooperation between them than is possible 
between an assigned counsel and a prosecutor. Defenders and prosecutors were 
both asked to comment on this in the interview." 3 

The following lists some of the questions which were asked of the public 
defenders within the framework of the American enquiry: 

1 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of the Poor il/ Crimil/al Cases ill Americall Slate 
COllrts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 1 : National Report, p. 47. 

2 In St. Louis County the public defender daily secures from the prosecuting attorney 
a list of the persons against whom warrants were issued that day. He interviews 
these persons in jail before they are scheduled to appear before the magistrate 
(which, as noted above, is often for their preliminary hearing). He appears before 
the magistrate for those he will represent. Transcripts are made of all preliminary 
hearings. By agreement, balf of these are recorded by the stenographer of the 
public defender's office, and half by a stenographer from the prosecuting aUMney's 
staff. DUANE R. NEDRUD and JULES B. GERARD, Missollri, in LEE SIL
VERSTEIN, Defellse of the Poor ill Criminal Cases ill American State COllrts, 
American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3: Missouri-Wyoming, p. 413. This is not 
necessarily good. 

3 . LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the POOl' ill Crimillal Cases ill Americal/ Stale 
Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 1 : (Appendice C, Form IV, question 
14), p. 48. 
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" Is it easier for you to obtain information from the state prosecutor than 
it would be for other lawyers? 

" What is the policy of the state prosecutor with regard to making 
available to you, confessions, statements by witnesses, expert opinions, 
exhibits, etc.? 

• Do they allow you to use the investigation services of the state 
prosecutor? 1 

Generally speaking, the responses confirmed the excellent relations 
between the lawyers representing the State and those representing the indigent 
citizen. It is important however, that they work at arm's length - otherwise 
the public and the Bar would be justified in suspecting collusion: 

A further tendency inherent in the public defender system is for counsel 
in the defender's office to engage in too close and too frequent cooperation with 
prosecutors with whom they are in daily contact. "Creation of the office of 
Public Defender would result in a majority of cases being prosecuted and 
defended by the same set of men." * This may work to tbe benefit of one 
defendant and the detriment of another 2. 

5 - Lack of independence (U5-117) 

115. Is the relationship between the State prosecutor and the lawyer of 
the accused too close? This objection, to which we have already alluded, 
is the one currently invoked against the system of the public defender: the 
lawyer thus turned into a civil servant, is nothing other than an employee 
of the State, and therefore much too close to the prosecuting lawyer, 

The American judges have quickly answered this objection. 

The judges agreed unanimously as to the invalidity of tbe objection noted 
in question 13 of the judge's interview: "Some lawyers say that the public 
defender cannot be completely independent and zealous in representing indigents 
because he is just another public official paid from the same sources as the 
district attorney and the judges." One judge added that the defence is likely 
to be more vigorous and expert because of the extensive eXperience of the 
staff attorneys and the spirit of competition that has developed between them 
and the prosecutor's office. Another commented that the representation is never 
underzealous and in his opinion it is sometimes overzealous to the extent staff 
attorneys press meritless technical legal points 3. 

1 Ibidem. 
* 17 A.B.A.J. 141 (1931) (summary of a report adopted by the Cleveland Bar 

Association opposing the public defender system). 
2 LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. State, in the JOIIl'llal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), 

p. 110. 
3 HENRY J. PRICE, District at Columbia, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of the 

Poor in Criminl/l Cases in Americall Slate Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, 
vol. 2: A/abal7la-Mississipi, p. 136. 
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116. However, it is not all as simple as that. There are, in fact, different 
ways of putting pressure on the public defender and of restricting his 
independence. 

State v. State. Regardless of how a public defender is selected and whose 
supervision he may be subject to, he is always potentially subject to pressures 
from the courts, from public officials and other political figures, from the press, 
and from the public in general. 

"1 also recognize that an attorney, acting as a public defender might never 
face or, if faced (with), never succumb to pressures of g<:.'vernment in doing his 
duty. After all, Federal judges are on the payroll of the Government and, yet, 
they rarely face improper Federal comro!. But, tbe position of an attorney, ap
pointed as a public defender for a short term of years and, perhaps young and 
ambitious, as opposed to ... a judge with lifetime tenure is so great that a compar
ison is not possible. The better comparison, of course, is that betwcen public 
defender and prosecutor. And, there is no question that Federal prosecutors 
are subject at times to pressures from above" 1. 

These pressures are exercised in a very subtle manner. In an adversary 
procedure such as ours, the two parties must constantly utilize every tool 
available to them in the hope of convincing the court of the justice of their 
arguments. Within this perspective it is obvious that the public defender 
would not be doing justice to his cause, and he would seriously hurt the 
rights of his clients if he were to show himself fearful and pusillanimous at 
the idea of opposing some judges 2, 

In most cases, the defence Bar believes that a lawyer paid by the State 
would never dare to show the same aggressiveness, and the same dynamism 
as the lawyer in private practice 3, 

The opponents say that the public defender has not the necessary 
independence to assure each indigent having a fun and complete defence: 
they say it would be sufficient for a judge to make known his annoyance 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, State v. State, in JOIIl'/la[ of the Missollri Bar, 23 (1967) p. 109. 
2 Though the pubJic defender may rarely encounter serious pressure from the public, 

the more subtle day-to-day pressures from the judges before whom he appears 
constantly represent an even greater threat to the adversary system. * Even the most 
able, most impartial judges make mistakes. "Of course, we know that private lawyers 
must often run counter to the wishes of the judge". Op. cit., p. 110. 
* "Aside from the issue of the control over a Federal public defender by the 
Government, there exists the more limited issue of possible unjustified control by 
the Federal judiciary." 110 Congo Rec. 445 (1964), (remarks of Representative 
Moore). 

. 3 Only private counsel can deal effectively with judicial intransigence or misconduct. 
"A private attorney is less like;y... to be as amenable to court pressure for fast 
disposition of cases as a defender. Consistent with an adversary system of justice_ 
he is better able to pllt the interests of his client above all others." .:, Op. cit., p. 110. 
* Comment, Representation of Indigents in California - A Field Study of the Public 
Defender and Assigned COIiIlSe! Systems, 13 Stan. L. Rev. 522, 564 (1961). 
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and the public defender, feeling himself threatened, would suddenly reverse 
himself: 

Further, in every criminal trial there are borderline questions of what 
defence tactics are proper and what are not. A certain piece of evidence which 
cannot be directly put before the jury may be elicited indirectly. Prosecutors 
labor tirelessly to inform juries of the prior records of defendants. The public 
defender will always be under pressure to err on the "safe" side when consider
ing trial tactics which may draw a rebuke from the court 1. 

117. By contrast, other writers believe it to be perfectly possible for a civil 
servant to successfully withstand the pressures exercised on him by his 
superiors or by other departments of the public administration. 

We have the public defender for criminal cases. I see no reason why, in 
some communities where the bar and the pubJic generally saw fit, we should not 
experiment with public counsel, publicly paid to serve as advocates for both the 
civil and criminal problems of the poor. I suppose most lawyers ace familiar 
with the continuing controversy as to the desirability of the public defender, 
and there are two sides to that, obviously - my side and the erroneous side. 
My side is a belief that there is no reason why a government servant paid out 
of government funds could not fearlessly and whole-heartedly fight for the 
interest of the poor against the government itself. We have many instances in 
our government of private interest, as it were, being built into and being 
represented by government agencies. And this possibility should, I would think, 
appeal to some communities as one device for dealing with the general public 
problem we are discussing 2. 

6 - Publicizing indigency of clients (118) 

118. And finally, the system of public defender is criticized because it draws 
attention to the indigency of the accused being defended. It is possible to 
answer this objection superficially by saying that any reference to the 
impoverishment of a client in no way affects the carrying out of justice. 
However, if the purpose of any system of legal security is to place an 
citizens on an equal footing, it is important to take the necessary measures 
to respect and protect personal pride. 

In actual fact, different systems which follow the principle of a 
designated or assigned lawyer, make the indigency of the client known 
publicly, and this always seems to be an affront. In recommending the public 
defender system one of the objectives would be to eliminate as much as 
possible, any pUblicity about impoverishment. 

It must be admitted that merely the presence of a public defender beside 
an accused creates the risk of the latter being considered as an impoverished 

lOp. cit., ). 110. 
2 MARVIN FRANKEL, Experimellts ill Sen'illg the il1cligellt, in National Conferellce 

0/1 Law and Poverty, Washington, 1965, p. 75. 
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citizen. Precautions could be taken which we hope would contribute to 
minimize any reference to poverty. 

First of all, we are not suggesting the setting up of any objective criteria 
for judging the indigency of an accused, and we are opposed to any 
systematic verification of the pecuniary resources of the accused. In this 
way the number entitled to the services of the public defender would be 
increased and would include citizens of limited "resources as well as those 
who are absolutely impoverished. 

In the second place, we would like to leave the door open to partial 
compensation. In other words, the accused who have insufficient financial 
resources, might however, be able to pay a part of the cost of their defence. 
(There is )10 question of refusing any defence under the pretext that the 
individua! is unable to make partial compensation.) 

This would help to minimize the publicity with regard to indigency. 
Seeing the public defender beside an accused would not enable anyone to 
deduce automatically that the State is undertaking the full responsibility of 
the costs of the defence. Frequently, and more particularly early in the 
proceedings, the public defender would be acting on behalf of individuals 
who can pay for their defence. He should never refuse to act - being 
prepared to recover unjustified expenses subsequently. Thus, it would be 
impossible to be certain whether or not the accused is an indigent. This 
second point is only a minor one. If we intend to achieve the discretion 
needed, it will be easier to do so despite the complexities involved, by making 
provision for the system to include, defendants paying nothing, and also 
defendants offering partial or full comp~nsation. 

C - ASSESSMENT OF CRITICISMS (119-129) 
.1.. 

119. An evaluation of the criticisms of the legal security system based on 
the public defender, shows that the most scathing objections come from the 
criminal lawyers themselves. On the other hand, favourable comments are 
found at almost all levels of society without excluding the Bar itself. 

In listing the objections we start with the reservations found in 
statements of private practitioners. Notwithstanding this, we repeat - the 
opinion of most Quebec lawyers appears to tend towards a public system 
of legal security. 

1 - Necessity for Goverul11cn t in terventiOll (120-122) 

120. It is said, and with good reason that a powerful Bar is one of the best 
social guarantees against the passing of unjust laws, and against the 
excessive government administration. 
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The organized Bar is society's foremost lines of defence against unjust 
laws and unjust officialdom. It is the responsibility thereof constantly to scruti
nize the administration of the criminal law to see that our system does the best 
possible job of sifting the innocent from the guilty 1. 

It can be assumed from thi., that the Bar has a very direct responsibility 
in the defence of indigent citizens. It is even pointed out that the Code of 
Edlics of the lawyer obliges him in all conscience, to assume with his 
colleagues the task of defending all impoverished accused 2. 

However, it will be admitted that the specific problem to be faced is 
that there are not many criminal lawyers and they cannot meet the needs 
of the public which have grown tremendously. This paradox, however, is 
not enough to allay the fears 0": those who do not wish to have the State 
intervene in the defence of accused indigents. On the contrary, they wish 
to see a legal security system introduced which will not restrict the role of 
the Bar, but which will give it the financial means to extend its social 
responsibilities 3. 

121. The Bar objects to the intervention of the State in the defence of 
indigents, chiefly, because the same employer would control the different 
participants: the judge, the Crown prosecutor, the defender of the accused. 

"A pUblic defender system would concentrate entirely too much power in 
the hands of three people in the administration of justice - three government 
people: the U.S. attorney, the public defender, and the judge ... This sort of 
system is contrary to all!' time-honored system of checks and balances." '" 

"Most fearful, however, is the clear and present danger that woul~ exist 
to our basic liberties if a Federal public defender system was established." *,:' 

1 LEWIS C. GREEN, State 1'. State, in Joumal ('1 tire Missouri Bar, 23 (1967) p. 117. 
2 There is every reason to expect that in a free society, members of the legal profession 

shall share the burden of protecting the innocence of those accused of a crime unless 
and until proven guilty. A lawyer's code of ethics demands such. A system of 
government based on liberty and justice can demand no less. '" Op. cit., p. 111. 
>I< 110 Cong. Rec. 455 (1964), (remarks of Representative McCulloch). 

3 Participation of th( Bar should be broadened rather than limited. * The Attorney 
General's Report on Poverty and the Administration of Federal Criminal Justice 
is unequivocal in its support of the assigned counsel system: 

"Positive values are gained from the widespread participation of the Bar in these 
cases .. , Many problems in the administration of criminal justice both at the Federal 
and State levels, result from absence of involvement of most lawyers in the practice 
of criminal law. An almost indispensable condition to fundamental improvement of 
American criminal justice is the active and knowledgeable support of the Bar as a 
whole ... The committee believcs it is highly important that the system of adequate 
representation should encourage rather than obstruct such participation." ** 

The public defender system will entrust the task of safeguarding our rights from 
public offidaldom to public officials. Who will watch the watchers? Op. cit., p. 111. 
* Christesen, supra note 60, at 743. 

** As quoted in 110 Congo Rec. 455 (1964), (remarks of Rtpresentative McCulloch). 
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. Congress ch?se to reject the public defender system and to compensate 
assIgned counsel Instead. ,:,*~, 1 

. This obviously raises the spectre of collusion between the various 
partIes. The fact ,that ~he participants are so close to each other, implies, 
say the lawyers III pnvate practice, that no public defender would dare 
venture to the extreme limits of his efforts and means to secure for the 
indig~nt, a defeI~c~ egual to that which would be given ~o him by a lawyer 
who IS not a CIVl1 servant. In other words, the defence if made by the 
public administration, would become emasculated. ' 

.. F:l1rthermore, those attacking the public defender system are of the 
0~lIl10n that a direct intervention of the State, in the defence of indigents, 
wIll aggravate the sense of alienation already felt by the citizens. The accused 
wo~ld find it difficult to understand the part he would play in a drama in 
whIch the State enacts the roles of prosecutor, defender and judge: 

.There is another, more subtle but nonetheless quite real, difficulty with the 
~ublJC defe~der .system. One of the greatest problems facing us today is the 
mcreased alIenatIOn of segments of our population from the society in who h 
we ,nve, and the exploitation thereof by demagogues. Regardless of how I:f_ 
fecbve a def~nce ~ay in fact be provided, this feeling of alienation cannot 
help but be mtenslfied when the state prosecutes a defendant with one hand 
and purports to defend him with the other 2, 

122: Notwithstanding .these criti.cisms of the Bar, which are intended to put 
SOCl~ty on guard agamst the rIsks of an ubiquitous government, the Bar 
admits, 

a) that society itself must assume the financial responsibilities of a system 
of legal aid; 

The c?nclusions of all those studying a problem similar to that with which 
the CommIttee has been charged is that at the present time and having regard 
to the present attitude in these matters throughout the Anglo-American world 
of l~w, the demand fo~ Iega~ aid canno~ be adequately met by purely voluntary 
services of the profeSSIOn. 1 he conclUSIOn of this Committee is the same. The 
legal profession cannot and should not continue to carry a burden that is the 
responsibility of society as a whole 3. 

If any system of legal security receives a financial contribution from the 
government, it is no longer possible to think of it as legal security offered 
benevolently and exclusively by legal associations. 

LE;V;~OCC GREiN, Stale J'. State, in JOlil'l1al of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 115. 
*~ ong. ec. 448 (1964) (remarks of Representative Willis). 
•. ", 11? <?ong. R:c. 455 (1964) (remarks of Representative McCulloch). 

2 * .... Cnmmal Justice Act of 1964, 18 U.S.C. & 3006A (1966 Supp.). 
Op. cit., p. 111. 

3 Report of lite Joillt COl11mittee 0/1 Legal Aid, Ontario, March 1965, p. 97. 
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b) That none of the systems of legal security, even amongst those which 
have been formed according to the methods laid down by the Bar, have 
been able to answer the needs of a plibUc such as ours without engaging 
a number of lawyers on C/ permanent basis. 

In Ontario for example, the Bar is very strongly opposed to the 
introduction of a public defender system, but the legal security system of 
Ontario already includes a number of lawyers on a full time basis. 

While the Bar of Ontario is overwhelmingly opposed to the inauguration 
in Ontario of a Public Defender system of the type now operating in certain 
American cities, it is clear that in Toronto in particular, and probably in two 
or three other centres, the fIll/time Local Directors could alld shoulf hand[£' 
a great many malt(!J's for which a Public Defender's office might be responsible 
such as minor offences, bail, remands and pleas of guilty, where t/le accused is 
satisfied with the advice gil'ell him by the Local Director or a member of his 
legal staff. However, the Society strongly holds the view that the applicant for 
legal aid, civil or criminal, should be entitled to choose his own counsel from 
the roster of those available under the legal aid plan 1. 

It is necessary, moreover, to weigh the objections made against the 
system of public defender. The same author who at one time feared that a 
defender paid by the state would not assure an independent defence, now 
fears that the public defender is too successful in his defence of the guilty: 

How much greater is his indignation when he learns that a civil servant 
remunerated with his own money, has secured the acquittal of an individua1 
he knows to be guilty 2. 

Financed by the State, any legal security system becomes an undertaking 
in which society itself is involved. Unless we return to a period when the 
philanthropy and benevolence of private lawyers were sufficient for the 
defence of indigent citizens, we must expect to see the State at the side of 
the accused indigent. This does not mean, however, that the presence of the 
State will deprive the citizen of a full and complete defence. Finally, even 
the experiences within the plans conceived by the Bar show that legal 
security systems must include a number of lawyers engaged on a permanent 
basis in the defence of indigents, particularly so in the more populous centres. 

Almost all the analysts are in agreement with these first conclusions. 

2 - The state can maintain the high standard (123-124) 

123. There is nothing to justify the conclusion that the permanent public 
defender would be less likely to defend the interests of an accllsed than an 
assigned lawyer or a lawyer chosen by the accused himself. 

1 Op. cit., p. 95. 
2 LEWIS C. GREEN, Slate v. Stale, in ]ol/mal 0/ the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967) p. 109. 
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Bv.en if the. number of gUilty pleas made by public defenders are 
proportlOnat~Iy hIgher than in the case of lawyers chosen by the accused, 
(proof of tIllS ha~ not been established) this could result simply from the 
f~ct that th~ pu?llC defenders have more gUilty persons to defend. It is not 
dlffi:U1t to ImagIne th.at th~ accused :vho is innocent would be prepared to 
make a greater ~nanclal effort to retam and pay for the services of a lawyer 
than w~uld a gUIlty. person. ~his argument may not be altogether valid, as it 
could. J~st as eaSIly ,be .SaI~ that the innocent person, confident that 
estabhshmg the facts wdl vmdlcate him, will refuse to pay anything at all. 

The essential is : 

a) that at the pre~ent time it cannot be established that a team of public 
defende~s ,;orkrng ~nder normal conditions and with a sufficient budget 
defen.d mdlgents wIth less interest and effort than lawyers in private 
practIce; 

b) that it is much easier to check the behaviour of the public defenders than 
to e~~luate the constancy and efficiency of a group of private 
practitioners. 

124. The quality of the professional services rendered by the public defend 
warrants a careful examination 1, er 

A7 th~ present. time there are scarcely any scientific methods of 
evaluatmg m an eqUItable manner the professional output of a grou of 
lawyers. p 

. Reviewing the quality of professional representation is probably the most 
dIfficult pa.rt .of an e~aluation. All lawyers have their share of dissatisfied clients 
Although It IS temptmg to sit and second-guess past decisions any experienc d 
~awyer knows that many decisions are made under pressure' and rest)lt f' e 
Judgments ~~de at critical points in rapidly-developing situations. lam 

.Recogfllzll~g these factors does not dispense with the need to judge. the 
qualIty .?~ ser~lce. If programs are ?oing to achieve high standards of perform
ance, cl1tICal Judgments on the qualIty of representation must be made 2. 

1 Althou~h "Legal Sef\'ic~s" is a national program with uniform national standards 
evalu~t!Ons must take mto account regional and local obstacles and problems and 
the size and age of a program. The two-lawyer rural program cannot be judged by 
the same standards as the large urban program with law school affiliation and th 
program that has bee? ?~erating for only six months has a different set 'Of need:' 
problems, and pot:ntmlltles th.an the program that has been in existence for ~ 
number of years. Fmally, techlllques of evaluation are constantly undergoing reyisio 
~nd refinement.. WI~LIAM M. BARVICK, Legal Sel'l'ices Program Evaluatio/i; 

2 III Th.e Legal Aid Bm/case, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 195. ' 
Op. Clf" p. 197. 
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We believe that the system of legal security utilizing the public defender 
on a permanent basis, could better than any other, provide for periodic 
evaluations of the professional services rendered by the legal personnel. 

Far from playing a harmful role, the State could equalize the odds 
amongst aU the accused. Undoubtedly, the Bar could theoretically do this by 
exercising strict control over the professional ethics of its members, but this 
would always be of a negative nature and limited to serious abuses 1. 

In still another way, the direct intervention of the State on behalf of 
the defence, could contribute to improve the quality of the services offered. 
It would seem to be much easier, as we have already indicated, to make a 
number of specialists available to the public defender, which would not be 
the case for the lawyer in private practice 2. By the force of circumstances, 
the State would do this more willingly within the framework of a system 
controlled by a budget. 

1 After discussions with the local bar, staff attorneys are interviewed regarding their 
standards of practice. Pleadings and briefs that are matters of public record are 
reviewed along with memoranda of law that do not contain privileged information. 
In this phase of the review, the principal questions are: How well does the lawyer 
prepare for trial? How well does he use the rule of civil procedure, and how well 
does he investigate the facts and the law? Is he too quick to negotiate and settle, 
or does he press the opposition on behalf of his client? 

The second phase is, how well does he know the law? Needless to say, no 
lawyer can be expected to carryall of the law around in his head; however, in areas 
where his clients have frequent problems, he should be able to discuss the law 
accurately. Evaluators will discuss the law with the staff attorney and attempt to 
judge his general knowledge and understanding, his ability to identify issues, and 
his awareness of recent developments in the law. He should be aware of the issues 
being raised and the decisions handed down in cases reported in advance sheets and 
similar publications. Finally, the evaluators review the staff attorney's ability to 
interview clients creatively. This may be done with hypotheticals or by discussing 
cases handled. Other people in the poverty community with first-hand experience 
of the office will provide valuable clues. Gp. cit., p. 198. 

2 For the proper preparation and trial defence of the. accu~ed'.it is particularly nece~· 
sary that funds be made available for the proper lnveStIgatlon of the case and, If 
necessary substantial funds for retaining qualified expert testimony. 

Und~r the circumstances as they exist in this state, which is unique, it seems 
that the establishment of a public defender system would better provide for adequate, 
experienced and competent defence counsel for indigent accused persons. Some 
defence att~rneys felt that, due to what they thought to be a basic distrust on the 
part of indigent accused, of the public defender, these persons would make more 
effort to secure funds to obtain retained counsel if a public defender system were 
established, rather than resorting to free counsel because of alleged indigency. Be 
that as it may, it seems that something in the nature of the public defender system 
cmlld well be utilized in the Clark and Washoe County areas. As to the rest of the 
state it would not be economically sound, since the population is too small. JOHN 
P. FOLEY, Nevada, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor ii' Criminal 
Cases ill American Slate COllrts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3: 
Missouri-Wyoming, p. 455. 
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Whether one agrees or not, the fact remains that the public defender 
is in a better position to make use of specialists on behalf of the indigents 
than can be done by the lawyer in a private practice. This L an area in 
which State participation can raise the level of the defence. 

3 -Independence is possible ill a State service (125-127) 

125. One of the criticisms is that the presence of the State at the side of 
the accused indigent, takes away from the defender, the independence so 
essential for a full and satisfactory defence of his client. 

In our opinion, this objection has no validity jf the Act establishing the 
servke of legal security provides the necessary precautions for selecting the 
~i~ec.tor . of :he. service. In other words, jf there ever was danger of 
mflmldatIOn, It IS reduced to nil if the public defender does not owe his 
employment to an authority or an individual who could exercise pressure 
on him. 

This criticism which is advanced in theory is not proved in actual 
practice. In the United States we see a wide rall"e of public services of legal 
aid which have shown these fears to be unfounded, even though the public 
defender is in every instance, like the prosecutor, a public employee. 

In those. jurisdictions where he has been named by, and is responsible 
to, an authonty other than that which administers the State prosecutors the 
Director of the public service of legal security has retained his com~lete 
freedom. 

As examples: 

In Massachusetts it is the magistrature which selects and supervises the 
Director of the service. 

In San Francisco, the Director of the service is elected by the popUlation 
of the county. 

In Los Angeles, a civil service commission establishes a list of the 
three best candidates and leaves the final choice to the executive of the 
County. 

Whatever the formula used, it can be seen that it is not difficult to 
prevent t!le

1 
government authority from making nominations to suit itself 1, 

and posslb y on the basis of favouritism. 

1 The sta~u~e provided fo; a Massachusetts Defenders Committee of eleven members 
. to admmlster a stateWide system under which counsel are provided to indigent 

defendants required by statute or by rule of court (Rule 10) to have counsel. Under 
Rule 10, as amende~ in Jun~, 1964, co~msel must be made available for every 
~efendant char~e? with a cnme for which a sentence of imprisonment may be 
Imposed. As ongmally passed, the appointment and overall control of the Com
mittee was lodged in the Judicial Council but has now been given, as was at first 
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126. However, it is not sufficient for the /lominations to be made sensibly: 
it is necessary to add to this the greatest freedom of action. 

Generally speaking, as is the case in the county of Los Angeles, the 
American legislation grants the Director of a public service of legal security 
a great deal of discretion in the administration of his service. 1 

We propose giving the Director of the service, complete independence 
from the moment of his nomination. Not only should he be independent of 
the authority which administers the activities of the Crown prosecutor, but 
he should not receive his nomination from the magistrature. We do not 
think that it is fully reassuring for the public defender of Massachusetts to 
owe his position to men whom he is called upon to convince and even 
contradict. 

127. On the financial basis the public defender promises an even greater 
guarantee of independence than any other formula of legal security, by 
reason of the fact that at no time, nor from any point of view, does he 
depend on his client for his remuneration. 

Undoubtedly as is always thlJ case, an individual may find a way to 
abuse the law, but there appears to be agreement that the formula of the 
public defender reduces the risks of exploitation of the accused indigen.: 
to the minimum, 

Institution of a defender system eliminates the likelihood of the undesirable 
practice sometimes found in assigned counsel systems, whereby the attorney at
tempts to get a fee from the defendant or his family, and if he receives none or 
only a small amount, he does little work for the defendant. Although the present 
survey did not uncover any reports of this practice, the literature indicates that 
it lIsed to be a problem in several large cities. Advocates of a defender system 
have asserted that elimination of this practice is an advantage of the system 2. 

proposed, to the Supreme Judicial Court which appoints and may remove its 
members and must approve its rules and regulations. LARUE BROWN, Equal 
Justice IInder the Law, in Massachusetts Law Quarterly, XLX, 1965, p. 60 • 

1 The County Charter, under which the office of Public Defender was created, 
provides: 

Section 23. Upon request by the defendant or upon order of the court, the 
Public Defender shall defend, without expense to them, aU persons who are not 
financially able to employ counsel and who are charged, in the Superior Court, 
with the commission of any contempt, misdemeanor, felony or other offence. He 
shall also, upon request, give counsel and advice to such person, in and about any 
charge against them, upon which he is conducting the defence, and he shall prosecute 
all appeals to the higher court or courts, of any person who has been convicted 
upon any such charge, where, in his opinion, such appeal will, or might reasonably 
be expected to, result in reversal or modification of the judgment of conviction. 
ERLING J, HOVDEN, Biennial Report, Public Defender of Los Angeles COllnty, 
p. 3. 

2 LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of tlte Poo/' in Criminal Cases ill Americall State 
COllrls, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 1 : National Repnrt, p. 48. 
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4 - Speed and uniformity (128) 

128. All things considered, 

1. The public defender shows itself to be an economic and efficient 
formula for the defence of accused indigents ; 

2. On conditi~n that the independence of the Director of service is assured 
by a sp,ecific procedure with regard to nominations, which will also 
~llow lum fuU freedom of action, the public defender has as much 
mdependence as any lawyer in private practice; 

3. He can count on a ~reater cooperation from Crown prosecutors J with 
whom he can establIsh excellent relations without I ' f ' 
of action' osmg any reedom , 

4. In ~avour of t~e public defender, it js important to stress the speed with 
whIch he can mtervene and the uniformity of the d f h 
the indigents. e ence e can assure 

A full-time defender supported either by private ph'! th ' . 
fUnds, or a combination of both is the mo t d . bl I an roplc or by public 
problem of indigent defendants 'in the Cri~ina~s~~ur~s met~od of handling the 
fully professional treatment of the problem of th . d' . ThiS system assures a 
possible supervision by the courts and the bar of ~hm Igel~t deiendant and makes 
given to indigents It gives som 'e qua Ity 0 the representation 
tation is in the h;nds of a e assuran:e to the defendant that his represen
criminal law.' , person Who IS fully trained and competent in the 

. h
The gr~at defect of the assigned cOllnsel system is the enormous variation 

m ~ e qualIty of representation given by counsel assl'gned 
baSIS 2, on an individual 

~ef;rence to. this problem, will be found in the following works. Wood "The PI 

A
o 

hIe Pubh,c Defender m the Administration of Justice" Nov 19' 1914 (Lace 
nge es); Dimock "The Public D £ d ", os 

A.B.A:I. 219 (1956) (New York). e en er: A Step Towards a Police State?" 42 
1 The lIberality with which th d' . . 

counsel varied considerably ~enlsetrralcllty attthorney dlIISC!OShed his evidence to assigned 
h '. .,' , e sma er t e county th l'b I t e dlstnct attorney's policy I th 1 " e more 1 era 

indicated that they disclosed ~vj~encee on~ryg:nu~~:~t coorUdnertlesThthe district ~tdt?rneys 
no dill . . . e responses m Icated 

erence m a!tJt~de between aSSigned COllnsel and retained counsel exee t 
~:~t s;me of t~ dl~tnct att?rneys who were interviewed indicated that, where t:e 
cou:~e ant :was an?lcapped In ?reparing for trial by a lack of funds, his assigned 

T~ might be mformally given greater access to the prosecutor's information 
that e prftsecu~ors' asse.ssment of the way the present system functions revealed 

. . genera y t e organIzed systems, whether wholly or partly sUpported from 
publJc funds, were thought to be more effective than the individually assigned 
counsel system. ROBERT KASANOF and PAUL I BIRZON N ' . 
LEE SILVERST . , ew York 10 

. EIN, Defense of Ihe POOl' in Criminal Cases ill American Slale 
COllrt~, Amenean Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming p 540 

2 Op. clf., p. 542. ,. . 
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These are the principal reasons in favour of the public defender 1. It 
only remains to choose the administrator (State, Bar, Board, Council) of 
the system. 

We should emphasize that the rapid sociological evolution which we 
are undergoing today, has surprises in store for our administration of justice. 
The defence of indigents, in particular, demands a rapidly and constantly 
renewed dynamism in our legal security services, both public and private 2. 

1 For these reasons, it is recommended that the assigned counsel system in its orig
inal form be replaced by some other plan, and that consideration be given to the 
adoption of a public defender plan or a mixed private-public defender plan, along 
the lines of the Essex County plan in substitution for the assigned counsel system. 

The public defender plan commends itself for a number of reasons. It can 
a) provide experienced and competent representation; 
b) provide adequate investigatory and other facilities; 
c) operate at a sufficiently early stage of the proceedings and thus afford optimum 

representation; 
d) provide undivided loyalty to the client by zealous lawyers. 

In many respects, such a plan is highly desirable and should be supported by 
public funds. The larger counties (Essex, Camden, and others) could maintain full
time staffs; the smaller counties could hire part-time lawyers. It is interesting and 
important to note that the greatest enthusiasm for the public defender type of 
representation is exhibited by those who have tried it and have had experience 
with it. 

There are also sound arguments to be presented on behalf of a mixed program, 
especially in New Jersey, which has a tradition of participation by. all member~ 
of the bar in the representation of indigent defendants. Such a mIXed program 
might well provide some of the better features of the public defender program 
while retaining and preserving some of the unique qualities of the assigned counsel 
system. The mixed plan the committee has in mind, would require the hiring of 
staff lawyers plus a panel of lawyers who would be called upon from time to t~me 
to take a case on a modest fee basis. The panel would make use of the serVIces 
of lawyers who are interested in handling occasional criminal cases and who would 
like to develop an expertise in the area. In this way, it is hoped that a competent 
criminal bar would develop which would represent a wider cross-section of the 
bar than is presently the case. Experience in Essex County has indicated that in 
spite of an opportunity to excuse themselves by the payment of a .nominal ~e:,. a 
substantial number of able lawyers have continued to accept theIr responslbIltty 
under the assigned counsel system and have taken assignments. 

The proposed plan would continue to maintain the tradition held in view when 
the assigned counsel system was originated. Under such a plan, the bar, in general, 
would not divorce itself from experience in the criminal law or from concern for 
the underlying sociological causes of crime. Op. cit., p. 502. 

2 In conclusion certain lessons have been derived from this episode (a riot) : 
First udder the leadership of the LAB, volunteer attorneys have shown their 

initiative 'and desire to respond to a crisis. Through their efforts the essentials of 
due process were ultimately retrieved. 

Secondly, governmental agencies, including judicial and administrative per
sonnel, the public defender and the state's attorney demonstrated either a lack of 
preparation or concern. 
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As for the public defender, he would not be doing full justice to his social 
role if he were content to merely fulfill his functions in conformity with the 
requirements of procedure. His status as a civil servant should never prevent 
him from being courageous and imaginative in the defence of the less 
favoured classes. 

SUMMARY 

129. The following summarizes our analysis of the objections made to the 
formula of public defender: 

A) Unjustified criticisms of the public defender. 

1. Not only is there no danger of connivance or collusion between the 
public defender and the State prosecutor, but the former could make 
available to his client the benefit of the excellent relations which he 
has with the State prosecutor. 

2. The public defender registers gUilty pleas only slightly more often 
than his confreres in private practice, even though it is quite likely 
that he is more often dealing with the truly guilty. 

3. The establishment of the public service of legal aid will not cause 
the private defence lawyers to disappear, as they will retain what 
can be considered as the more lucrative part of the clientele. 
Moreover, social evolution will increase the legal needs. 

4. The public defender can enjoy complete freedom and independence 
if sufficient precautions are taken with regard to the procedure for 
his nomination, and in defining his functions. 

B) Particular advantages of the chosen. lawyer 

1. The system based on the free choice of the lawyer by the client, 
respects in theory more than any other, the sense of freedom and 
confidence so desirable between the accused and his defender. 
However, full freedom of choice is very rarely the case, whether it 
be because the accused does not know any lawyers and accepts in 

Finally, to rectify these abuses and to promote respect for It law and order », 

it is clear that all groups concerned, including public officials and private attor
neys, must undertake a prompt reform of present policies so that justice in times 
of crisis deals with all defendants fairlY and expeditiously. PHILIP H. GINSBERG, 
Volunteer Lawyers Retrieve Due Process ill Chicago, in The Legal Aid Brief
case, vol. XXVI (1968), p. 210. 
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good faith the suggestions of the police or any other civil servant, 
or whether it be because the specialist asked for by the accused is 
already in too great demand by those who wish to use his services. 
The close relationship is also somewhat theoretical. 

2. The Ontario system which shows great respect for the freedom of 
choice of lawyer by the accused, makes it possible to avoid any 
publicity with regard to the indigence of the accused. It is possible 
to approach this ideal by broadening the criteria of eligibility to a 
service of legal aid based on the public defender. 

C) Disadvantages of the systems based on designation or choice. 

1. The youngest members of legal offices are called on most frequently 
to carryon the work required for the legal security service. 

2. Nothing prevents the designated or chosen lawyer from needlessly 
prolonging the duration of a case. 

3. The cost of a system of legal security which shows absolute respect 
'for freedom of choice, is much higher than is the cost of a service 
utilizing a team of public defenders. 

On this matter of cost our conclusions are similar to those of the 
Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice in Quebec, set forth in 
its report to the Minister of Justice dated June 3, 1968 : 

The members are of the opinion that the principle of free choice of 
his lawyer by a person detained or accused has not much significance in a 
system of aid, and in any event, it must give way before the imperatives of 
a monetary nature, (the system of public defender can be much less onerous) 
as well as for professional reasons (the specialists in criminal law still 
being so few). 

The full text of this report is reprotluced in Appendix 20. It is our 
intention to refer to other recommendations in this report of the Advisory 
Council. 
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IV - THE QUEBEC PUBLIC DEFENDER 

A - THE QUEBE,C CONTEXT (130-1411 

130. Even if the formula of public defender has given excellent results in 
other areas, it cannot be introduced in Quebec without a thorough analysis 
and many adjustments. 

It is important in the development of any strategy of reform to take 
into consideration the particular needs of the Quebec population, the legal 
facilities available, the differences between regions, the powers and duties 
of the Bar, the actual abuses ... 

Without such an analysis of the situation there is danger of establishing 
in Quebec a regime which does not at all fit in with our aspirations and 
characteristics. It is also essential to endeavour to foresee the impact of any 
proposed 1.egislation. For example, it would be necessary to visualize the 
influence an overall system of legal security would have on the number of 
pleas of innocence, and on the number of cases. 

It is our intention now to undertake an examination of the Quebec 
situation, as it is, and as it could be. 

131. It is not easy to compare the Quebec situation with those in European 
countries or in an American state. By reason of the great differences in 
customs and cultures, the importation of idealogies is always a sensitive 
matter 1. 

The Ontario study committee, as we have already seen found great 
difficulty in predicting the cost of :=t system of legal security although it had 
already been tried in other countries. We find ourselves in the same 
quandary, even though we are limited merely to recommendations concerning 
legal security on criminal and penal matters. 

1 America has still much to learn from Europe in the domain of the administration 
of justice, and Europe in turn, could benefit by the examples of the utilization of 
the social sciences in the analysis of the criminal phenomenon which researchers 
have developed on our continent. DENIS SZABO, Cril11in%gie ell action, Bilan 
de la criminologie contemporaine dans ses grands domaines d'application. Les 
Presses de l'Universite de Montreal, 1968, p. 8. 
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The difficulties are many. First of all statistics are almost entirely 
lacking with regard to the specific needs of the Quebec population ; second, 
the systems which we have been able to observe abroad, function in an 
absolutely di. >rent context from that of our own. 

On the /- '.sis of geography, for example, Massachusetts, which has a 
popUlation comparable to that of Quebec, did not encounter any of the 
difficulties which are created by the physical geography of Quebec. California, 
a State much larger than Massachusetts, does not even approach the physic~.l 
dimensions of Quebec, 1-.11t it has a population equal to the entire population 
of Canada. 

In every domain, similar differences are found, calling for extreme 
care in the procedure to establish a plan as important as that of a legal 
security system. 

1- The legal resources available (132-133) 

132. A network of permanent public defenders cannot be started and de
veloped unless it is po.;sible to recruit the number of lawyers needed 1. 

At the present time, the Bar of Quebec, has approximately 3;000 
members, which is far from being excessive for this liberal profession. 
Quite the contrary. 

There are other factors which complicate the situation resulting in a 
dearth of legal competencies. A large proportion of the lawyers are con
centrated in the Montreal metropolitan zone; and the great majority of 
the lawyers are only interested in the civil sector and leave the responsibility 
for criminal and penal cases to a handful of their confreres. 

Undoubtedly, the rural Bars include a greater proportion of lawyers 
interested in the criminal sector as well as the civil. However, here again 
an examination of the different regions, shows that the real practitioners 
of criminal and penal law in any region can be counted on the fingers of one 
hand. The "confreres" only handle criminal cases in a sporadic manner, 
and basically their practice is civil. 

lOne f.'xcellent method for increasing the number of lawyers in court without further 
salary expenditures is adoption of state Supreme Court rules allowing law students 
to practice under certain conditions. The rule in Michigan, for example, allows an 
upper-class man who is a member of a bona fide legal aid society to represent 
clients. The student must be under the supervision of a member of the bar, who 
usually is one of the full-time ·legal aid staff attorneys. The judge presiding for 
any case exercises quality control by having complete discretion to disqualify a 
particular student or a particuhr type of case. CHRISTOPHER B. COHEN, 
Increasing Efjectil'e· Legal MGIlpower, in The Legal A id Briefcase, XXVI, 1968, 
p,245. 
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In Table VII wiII be found the distribution of lawyers in the different 
judicial districts of Quebec, according to their years of experience. This 
Table wiII confirm the preceding remarks. 

To these tangible elements there should be added a tendency which 
we had begun to suspect in recent years, and which can now be confirmed. 
The Quebec universities emphasize, to a much greater degree, the teaching 
of civil law, and the research related to it, rather than the training of future 
criminalists. 

These different elements place the problem of legal security in its true 
perspective. If we add to this the observations of Mr. Jean T. Loranger 
(see Annex) we are led to the following paradox: 

a) one lawyer out of 10 is interested in criminal and penal law; 

b) a case of a criminal and penal nature requires six times the steps (transfer, 
appearance, trial) than a civil case. 

133. We thereforr: find ourselves in a VICIOUS circle. The specialists in . 
criminal law are few in number and are constantly faced with a surplus 
of work. In the law faculties there is not enough time devoted to education 
in criminal law to make it interesting to a greater number of students. The 
result? In the absence of a dynamic education in criminal and penal law, 
the number of students interested in this domain continues to be very limited. 

This chain of unfavourable circumstances has unfortunate consequen
ces; some of them are: 

e A marked deficiency in the number of criminalists ; 

• The difficulty the Bar has to develop the Code of Ethics for the criminalist 
as thoroughly as for the civil lawyer; 

• The professionnals interested in civil law often show contempt for their 
confreres engaged in criminal law. 

As a consequence, it is difficult to hope that it will be possible to engage 
a satisfactory number of permanent public defenders without a progressive 
salary plan and an expanded effort by the universities in the training of 
crirninalists. One thing is certain - as far as the volunteer is concerned, he 
has proved that he is unable to cope with the situation. 

2 -- The regional disparities (134-135) 

·134. Taking into consideration the marked differences amongst the various 
regions of Quebec, it would require an almost superhuman effort to develop 
a system of legal security in all the regions at the same rhythym. The Ad
visory Council of the Administration of Justice (Appendix 20) has also ob
served these differences. 
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In replying to the criticisms made by the Ontario Committee with re
gard to the different American systems of legal aid, an analyst has made 
special reference to the importance of similar regional disparities: not only 
must the organization itself be more flexible in the less populated zones, but 
each region must be able to define its own procedures to establish sound 
relationships between lawyers and their clients. The Ontario Committee 
does not seem to know that the formula of a public defender, by reason 
of great regional differences, has produced different systems and of varying 
effectiveness. 

The joint committee considered the public defender concept at length and 
ended by recommending against it. This is the only part of the report to which 
one can take serious exception. The committee seems to have had a narrow and 
doctrinaire conception of public defender systems. For example, in the mail 
questionnaire that was sent out, the committee put the question in this way: 

Public defender schemes operate in certain parts of the United States. 
None has been introduced either into England or Canada. Broadly speak
ing, the Public Defender is an office maintained by the government or muni
cipality whose function it is to represent needy persons accused of criminal 
offenses. The staff of Public Defender's office are thus lawyers who are 
engaged on this work as a full-time occupation. What are your views 
on the desirability of establishing a Public Defender office in Ontario? 

Obviously the committee was unaware that many public defender offices in 
the United States operate with part-time lawyers, especially in smaller cities. This 
misconception is understandable, since the committee visited only the public 
defender offices of Los Angeles and Chicago and the Legal Aid Society Criminal 
Branch in New York. The committee also reported that the public defender 
system "tended to make completely impersonal the relationship between the 
public defender and his client". This again appears to be a generalization based 
upon observation of big city offices only 1. 

135. After reviewing the objections which we have previously summarized, 
the author of this critical study reproaches the Ontario Committee with not 
having sufficiently understood the characteristics of the Public Defender's 
System in the United States 2. 

We believe that a Quebec system of legal security, must, without sa
crificing the principle that all citizens should be on an equal footing, take 
into practical consideration the regional characteristics: needs, initiatives, 
resources, etc. 

Such flexibility is even more necessary if we expect the public defender 
to assume a role of a more social nature which will necessarily vary accord
ing to the regional needs. 

I LEE SILVERSTEIN, The New Olltario Legal Aid System and its Significallce for 
the United States, in The Legal Aid Briefcase, Vol. XXV, February 1967, p. 87. 

2 Op. cit., p. 88. 
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"In its own appraisal of the public defender, the committee accepted all 
thes~ arguments and also seemed to be disturbed by "the bureaucratic nature 
of hiS office and employment" and "the lack of any real incentive to strain to 
the limit o~ his ability in every case and the practical impossibility of doing so". 
The committee also reported that "it appears that well over 90 percent of all 
f.ersons repres~nted ?y the public defender plead guilty or are convicted, 
whereas expenence III at least two cities in Ontario was that 50 percent or 

more of cases l~ndertaken by volunteer attorneys resulted in acquittals. (On 
the matter of gl1Ilty pleas and convictions, the American Bar Foundation study 
found no sig.nificant difference between defender systems and assigned-counsel 
systems considered as a whole, although wide differences were noted within 
each type of system)." 

3 - The powers of the Bar (136-137) 

136. A system of. security cannot be introduced without the cooperation 
of the legal profeSSIOn. Even after the introduction of a legal security system, 
the Bar would have sovereign authority over the professional acts of its 
members and it is essential that it be so. 

It must not be assumed that under the pretext of becoming employees 
of the state~ and the:efore civil servants, such lawyers are not required to 
observe theIr profeSSIOnal code of ethics, and are only responsible to the 
gover.nment ~uthority. There should be no doubt on this matter: the legal 
secunt~ serVIce must 2t all times observe the code of ethics of the legal 
profeSSIOn. 

The permanent public defender is like any other lawyer, first and fore
most, at the service of his client, for whom he must utilize all his resources. 
He must do so even if the public or politicians sometimes bring pressure 
to bear on the grounds that public funds should not be used for the defence 
of a criminal making the headlines. 

"Public Defender, as a licensed attorney, is guided by the same ethics ancl 
standards of conduct that govern the private attorney." 1 

1.37: The public defender realizing that his duties and responsibilities are 
SimIlar to tho~e of any ?ther defence lawyer, will utilize the much greater 
resources aVailable to 111m to defend the indigent with better results both 

1 ED~ARD T. M~<\NCUSO, The Public Defellder System ill the State of CCilifol'llia, 
NatIOnal Legal Aid and Defender Association, American Bar Center, Chicago, March 
1963, p. 6. 
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for the citizen and for the entire society 1. 

There is no reason for it to be otherwise, from the point of view of 
the evaluation of professional qualities, he is in as good if not a more fa
vourable position than private practitioners with r{.5ard to, the speed of 
intervention knowledge of the law, and the benefits for his client 2. 

Even if a Quebec Act removes Crown prosecutors from the jurisdiction 
of the Bar (as has been done in many European countries) it is not at all 
certain that the public defender should be freed of the professional ethics 
established by the Bar. 

4 - The actual abuses (138) 

138. The establishment of a network of public defenders in Quebec is even 
more important because of the shameful abuses which now exist in the 
administration of criminal and penal justice. 

We deplore the fact that some members of the legal profession do not 
offer the public sufficient guarantees of responsibility and stability. We are 
referring here specifically to those who by sad custom have come to be de
signated as hangers-on of the court-house (ambulance ch~s~rs) .. The~e are 
lawyers who "carry tlleir office in their hat" and who SOl1Clt chents. In the 
"salle des pas perdus" of our most important court-houses, and partlcularly 

that of Montreal. 
This form of solicitation, quite obviously, is not in accord with profes-

sional ethics. Actually it gambles on the good faith and credulity of the 

1 EDWARD T. MANCUSO, The Public Defender System ill the State of California, 
published by National Legal Aid and Defender Association, American Bar Center, 
Chicago, March 1963, page 6. 

2. The growing complexities of modern life and the resultant appearance of so many 
helpless, poor, ignorant, and uninformed persons before our criminal courts ever~
where create a real problem in the administration of criminal justice. The public 
Defender system and how it contributes toward solving this problem in California 
is herein set forth. 
Since the Public Defender is experienced in the handling of criminal cases and is 
available to serve when and where needed, it is generally possible for him to proceed 
to trial promptly, without the continuances and delays which frequentl), result when 
private attorneys are assigned on an ad hoc basis. Availability, experience, and 
promptness are especially important to indigent defendants. They are usually 
confined in jail, being unable to make bail, and it is important that the trial or other 
disposition of their cases proceed promptly. The commun.ity .also be~efits, as. the 
prompt handling of these cases by experienced lawyers aVOIds mconvemence to Jury 
panels and witnesses and improves the administration of justice generally. 
The confidence engendered between the Public Defender and District Attorney and 
their mutual respect for each other's integrity and capabilities, usually extends to 
the court itself, ancl the court need have no fear of being misled by misstatement of 
fact or law. They are not only familiar with the facts, but are also abreast of the. 
law and decisions relevant to the particular case and, therefore, in a position to 
save much of the court's time. Ibidem, page 3. 
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accused who in most cases, are having their first contact with justi:e ; without 
offering them any of the normal guarantees of fair dealing. I~ is hardly 
necessary to emphasize that the defence offered under such conditions is 
only a poor improvisation which discreditl! justice. 

We believe that a network of public defenders would very quickly put 
an end to such questionable methods. The activities of the public defender 
in San Francisco has made it possible to eliminate this plague entirely. The 
public service of the legal security of that city distributes folders daily to 
those who enter the court-house: those who are not able to pay the cost 
of their defence, are asked or invited to call the office of legal aid. The 
accused including the indigent, can, from that moment on, count on a 
worthwhile defence, and he is constantly in the hands of an experienced 
lawyer. 

We have already indicated that the summonses should include inform
ation of the services of legal security available to aU accused persons. This, 
added to an extensive information service in the police stations, would very 
quickly correct the problem. 

5 - The probable clientele (139-141) 

139. To be able to adapt the American form of public defender to our 
Quebec needs, it is necessary to visualize the volume of the demands which 
will have to be met. The introduction of a system of legal security, would 
automatically develop new needs, and would necessarily result in a rapid 
increase of demands for assistance. 

Ontario has gone, and is still going, through this experience. All other 
systems have known the same evolution. Quebec should also foresee an 
increase in the number of pleas of innocence, and in the number of trials 
resulting therefrom. 

However, this is a price which has to be paid if our Quebec adminis
tration of criminal and penal justice wishes to respect the minimum standards 
fixed by the President's Katzenbach Commission: 

"The provision of Counsel entails costs beyond the expense of paying for 
their services. Counsel can be expected to require that the Court deal deliber
atively with his client ; in many respects lawyers complicate the process. A Court 
that has been adjudging men guilty and fixing their punishments in a matter of 
a few minutes is unlikely to continue to be able to do so when '.;le accused 
persons before it are represented by lawyers. 

However, the Commission believes that the burdens which Counsel may 
impose on the System are burdens that have too long been avoided and mllst be 
borne if there is to be an effective adversary system. The role of the Defence 
Counsel, serving as a prod, vigorously challenging existing practice, is an 
important benefit to the operation of the administration of Justice. While in 
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many cases the presence of a lawyer will be a factor contributing to delay, in 
some cases Defence Counsel will press the Courts to early consideration of 
matters that eventually have to be considered, and in some instances early 
consideration may result in foreshortened proceedings. The cost of Counsel can 
be minimized by firmer controls on delay and by simplified procedures; they 
probably can't be eliminated. However, they are clearly worth paying" 1. 

140. There is a tendency, particularly in groups related to the legal pro
fessions, to consider the introduction of a system of legal security as a 
luxury. Amongst the lawyers, there is a great deal of reluctance to allow 
the State to take part in the field of legal security. Even though the general 
public as well as specialists in human sciences and social services agree 
that there is a continuously growing need, there are judges and members 
of the Bar who state that the legitimate needs of the public are being looked 
after. 

We have already observed this in the case of the initiatives of the Bar 
of Saguenay, and we can find corroboration from different analysts (pa
ragraph 86) : 

No doubt, in thinly populated al\~.,s, this "present" form of legal aid will 
continue to be used with little ht.rtLLlp to the individual, and to the general 
satisfaction of the profession. No om: should inhibit the philanthropy of those 
members of the bar who are happy with the present system and are doing good 
work within that framework. Many kindly lawyers will continue to do free work 
whether there is "Legal care" or no scheme at all. In the larger centres the 
voluntary method of providing legal aid is not satisfactory because the expense 
(largely due to increased numbers of applicants) is growing much faster than the 
funds of the local law society can bear. Furthermore a certain section of the 
senior men, particularly in criminal matters, is forced to carry a disproportionate 
~mount of free work. 

The profession is jealous of its rights and the independence which has 
engendered those rights. It does not readily accept Governmental influence and 
the extremists see the Government subsidy as an incursion, as the thin end of a 
wedge which heralds further interference which may be more sinister. To these 
practitioners the idea of a public scheme of legal aid achieved by the appoint
ment of Public Defender and Public Solicitor is anathema. 

This attitude is typically legal. It is not helpful to the lawyer and certainly 
contrary to the public good. The lawyer is not in the best position to appreciate 
how many people are really in need of legal aid. The lawyer only hears of those 
cases which come to his notice. The opening of a full time legal clinic shows 
that there have been many people who need help who did not previously know 
that such a service was available. Of course there are some who will seek legal 
advice unnecessarily but the policy of the scheme must not be lost sight of 
merely because there are those who will abuse it. In any case, the English system 

1 The Challellge of Crime ill a Free Society, A Report by the President's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Washington, February 1967, 
p. 150. 
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has shown far fewer abuses of the scheme than have arisen under the medical 
plan 1. 

The number of accused who appear without a lawyer (Tables 1 to VII, 
par. 86 and 87) proves most eloquently to anyone interested, that there is 
urgent n~ed to create a public legal security system. Even though some 
abuses mIght develop through "non-indigents" securing legal aid; it is still 
true that the ~resent administration of justice is lacking in equity. 

. Nobody IS able t.o state defi~itely that the number of innocent pleas are 
g01l1g to double or trIple. We mIght even arrive at the following situation: 
the number of cases increase by almost 100% but the number of adjourn
ments (postponements) reduce proportionally; that is the experience which 
has become evident in different judicial districts. 

1~1. In descri~ing the Quebec situation, we should also take into consider
atIOn the conSIderable supplementary costs which must be added to the 
defence of. an indigent. These are so high today that they made the total 
cost exceSSIve n? matter what kind of legal security system is in effect. 

We .are thmki?g here particularly of stenographic transcripts which 
call for hIghly qualified personnel, important monetary outlays, and is an
other of the r.easons for the slowness of our judicial procedures 2. 

. In fact, m a number of cases, delays have been granted because the 
offiCIal stenographer was not available at the time when both parties and 
the court were. ready to proceed. In other cases, it is the transcription of 
the sten~graphic notes :vhich ha.ve made delays necessary. We have already 
alluded m our .general mtroductIOn, to the case of a man who was detained 
for fuur years 111 a Montreal prison while waiting for the hearing of his ap
peal, for the only reason that the stenographic notes of his trial had not 
yet been f~lly transcribed and made available to the court of appeal. 

Kno~mg the economic impact which court stenographers will have 
on any kmd of Quebec system o~. legal security, we believe it necessary to 
state here that the custom of havmg a stenographic transcript for the entire 

1 G.~HAM E. PARKER, Legal Aid - The Canadian Need, 1963, pp. 179 to 197. 
SimIlar remarks concerning England will be found in the Widgery Report (see 
Section 145). 

2 The cost of the tra?scr~pt is, of course, a deterring factor in the' ordinary case and 
the ~xpense tend.s mevltably to reduce the number of appeals and to prevent iIl
consld:red . .or fr~volous appeals by private persons. The danger exists that if the 
transcnpt IS furmsh:d at. no expense to an appellant in an extended legal aid plan, 
no suc~ deterrent wIll eXist and a temptation might arise to initiate frivolous appeals. 
The eXistence of the appeal committee should provide an effective barrier agains~ 
thes

6
e
S
' Report of the Joint Committee all Legal A id, Province of Ontario, March 1965, 

p. . 
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B - THE QUEBE'C OBJECTIVES 
(142-204) 
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lawyers 1. However, it will be necessary to start with at least an embryo 
of the service in the other less populated judicial districts. 

In some districts it will be necessary to visualize transitional periods. 
For many years we have been accustomed to the system of a Crown pro
secutor on a part-time basis, and we believe, notwithstanding the obvious 
disadvantages of this formula, that it should be used in those judicial dis
tricts in which a permanent legal defender on a full-time basis would not 
be justified. We would much prefer that several of the less populated judicial 
districts or those covering small areas, join together to use a common office 2. 

144. In the Quebec system of legal security the judicial districts of lesser 
importance should always take advantage of the technical and professional 
resources of the larger office. In this way, if the public defender of one 
region has not the human resources, and the professional specialization ne
cessary to satisfactorily defend an accused person, he could have recourse 
to the services available in the offices of the more important centres. 

The formula of a public defender remunerated by the case should never 
become the rule. Even during the initial phases of the system, this practice 
should only be applied under exceptional circumstances. 

The public defender, as already indicated, should assume all ilie res
ponsibilities related to an overall service of legal security. This includes 

1 The professional defender, whether full or part-time, is obviously justified only in 
those counties having a significant criminal docket. However, in view of ·,he large 
number of criminal defendants who are indigent, we believe that a professional 
defender is justified in a larger number of counties than is generally thought. It would 
seem that where the district attorney's office includes several full-time attorneys, it 
would be appropriate to use at least a part-time public defender. ROBERT KASA
NOF and PAUL I. BIRZON, New York, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of 
the PooY' ill Criminal Cases in American Slate Courts, American Bar Foundation, 
1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming, p. 544. 

2 The Act, instead of establishing a defender in every county or circuit, establishes a 
defender system in each of twenty regions. Most are agreed that it would not be 
feasible to establish a defender system in each of the 114 counties of the state, and 
that such a system would not be necessary. Similarly, because of the relatively light 
caseload in some circuits and the practical impossibility of obtaining an attorney' 
to accept the office of public defender, ;« the drafters decided to establish the defender 
system on a regional basis. Hence, the proposed Act creates twenty regions throughout 
the state and authorizes the appointment of a public defender in each of the twentY' 
regions. 

* In a memorandum to the Board of Governors, Chief Justice Storckman and Judge 
Hyde commented that: "There is some feeling that the defender system would be 
on a basis of regions or combinations of circuits rather than on existing circuits. 
The amount of criminal cases and the number of lawyers in some circuits makes it 
doubtful that the proposed system can be properly organized and operated in the 
smaller circuits." JOSEPH P. SIMEONE and T. E. LAUER, Proposed Public 
Defender System for Missollri, in ]ollmal of the Missollri Bar, 23, 1967, p. 127. 
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much more than the defence of indigents before the courts. It would be 
the duty of the public defender to introduce a service of legal information 
and to organize consultation clinics on a no charge basis particularly in the 
smaller judicial districts. He should be prepared to carryon considerable 
social work, whether it be efforts to reform the laws affecting the districts, 
or whether it be direct action with regard to regional ills. Within such a 
context, it is obvious that the great majority of judicial districts can, even 
now, utilize on a full-time basis, one or more public defenders. 

One need only think of the number of occasions the public defender 
will be called upon to give advice to the indigent, if all summonses were to 
give information about the service. Reference will be made to this matter 
which is covered in the 32nd recommendation of the Widgery Report. 

2 - SOlmd training of personnel (145-146) 

145. The public defenders, if they are to be successful, must have an excel
lent basic training. This however, does not mean that the service should 
recruit only lawyers of experience 1. 

It is our opinion that the legal security service should carryon a pro
gramme of recruitment both from those who graduate from university, and 
from lawyers who are already engaged in private practice. It would be the 
duty of the Director of the service to assume responsibility for the recruit
ment of his personnel, and to arrange for any supplementary training of 
lawyers who would assist him, or who would represent him in the different 
judicial districts of Quebec. 

We have observed, particularly in Massachusetts and California, that 
a well-organized service develops defence lawyers of the highest quality 
very rapidly. Similar results would be achieved in Quebec much faster and 
with less effort, if the training given in the law faculties concentrated even 
a little more on criminal and penal law. 

146. To satisfy the needs of Quebec, it would be necessary to establish a 
team of public defenders almost equal in number to the Crown prosecutors. 

As indicated in our general introduction it is hoped that there will de
velop an intelligent and enlightened collaboration between the Crown pro-

1 Any uniform rule so devised should make provision for the utilization of young, 
inexperienced attorneys, but limit their appointment to cases commensurate with 
their experience. Joint appointments of a senior attorney with a junior attorney 
should be considered in capital and serious noncapital cases. LLOYD F. BAUCOM, 
North Carolilla, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse ot the Poor in Crimillal Cases 
ill Americall State Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3: Missouri
Wyoming, p. 564. 
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secutors and the representatives of the defence. Without running any risk 
of collusion between the Crown and the defence, it is quite possible for the 
representatives of the prosecution to agree with the representatives of the 
accused, to reduce the number of adjournments and the periods of delay, 
to encourage the exchange of information obtained by the police, to present 
to the court on the same day a series of cases being handled by the public 
defender ... 

If the cooperation continued to be lacking, it would become necessary 
to provide the system of legal security with elaborate investigation services 
so that the defence could be on an equal footing with the Crown. It would 
be necessary to retain the "ritual dance" of postponements, of procedural 
arguments, which often delay and complicate the administration of justice 
without helping the defence of the accused. 

Intelligent discussions are called for, otherwise our judicial apparatus 
cannot escape from this alternative: 

- either to refuse .legal security which increases the demand, and creates bottle
necks; or 

- simplify the procedure by using common sense, and acting with maturity. 

In any event, the public defender is called upon to fulfill an educational 
role which demand great efforts on his part. 

3 - Stabilization of personnel (147-149) 

147. It is not only a matter of having as effective a personnel as the pro
secution. Stability is an important factor. 

It is quite obvious that the Minister of Justice finds great difficulty in 
stabilizing the legal personnel of the Attorney General's office. 

In the course of recent years, in spite of the marked efforts to provide 
each of the legal districts of Quebec with permanent Crown prosecutors, 
there have been numerous resignations and an abnormal rotation of person
nel. 

In some judicial districts., it is quite likely that apart from the question 
of adequate remuneration the general working conditions have also been 
a discouraging factor. The major factor however, is this: the lawyers made 
available to society and the public are not remunerated as well as their 
confreres in private practice. If this difference becomes too great, there fol
lows instability, which has a direct impact on the· quality of the service 
offered: cases are not followed through, clients are shuffled from one lawyer 
to another, delays become the rule ... 

148. In San Francisco, the permanent lawyers of the legal security service 
received exceedingly attractive salaries. Their rate of remuneration com-
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pare favourably with that of private offices so that the State is able to engage 
lawyers, who have already had considerable practical experience. Moreover, 
until recently the Director of the service was not permitted to engage a 
public defender with less than five years experience as a lawyer. This re
sulted in a situation quite the opposite to that of ours: instead of training 
a lawyer so that he became a valuable asset sought afwr by private offices, 
San Francisco reversed the procedure and took excellent lawyers from the 
private legal offices. 

As we have already said, this must not be inferred to mean that the 
legal security. should close its doors to the young lawyer graduates. It em
phasizes the need of a stable set-up with facilities to train the newcomers 
along definite lines. 

We are stressing the need for a competitive scale of salaries which 
would permit the Director of the service to engage the most qualified can
didates. There is little real economy of public funds by restricting excessively 
the number of lawyers. The lack of legal talent, whether it be in the prose
cution or the defence, leads most frequently to adjournments and to many 
delays which have as a direct consequence, the slowing up of, and making 
more costly, the administration of criminal and penal justice. 

149. The starting salary although important is not the only factor in arriving 
at stability of personnel; serious consideration should be given to the rate 
of progression in the salary scale. 

We find that Massachusetts has been able to stabilize its legal personnel 
without offering starting salaries on a higher basis than our own. The major 
difference in favour of the American system seems to be the fact that the 
scale of salaries is very specific, and provides for definite rapid increases. 
Thus the young lawyer who was engaged in 1967 as public defender in 
Massachusetts received a basic salary of $6,900 ; in seven years he reaches 
the maximum of the scale and then receives a salary of $17,000. 

Quebec, in order to stabilize this essential service, should visualize a 
similar salary policy so that not only the public defenders but also the Crown 
prosecutors will be on a competitive basis with private offices. 

This stabilization of personnel is even more essential when it is realized 
that the service of legal security may be called upon to supply judges for the 
highest courts of criminal and penal jurisdiction. In Quebec, unfortunately 
all too often, judges are called upon to undertake the responsibilities of a 
court of criminal jurisdiction without having had any training other than in 
civil matters. The establishment of a team of public defenders and the 
permanence which could be given to the Crown prosecutors would be two 
reassuring factors. They would justify the belief that Quebec might in the 
future be able to have experienced criminalists as judges in everyone of its 
highest courts of criminal and penal jurisdiction. 
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4 - Independence of the legal security service (150-153) 

150. In Quebec, as elsewhere, the legal security service should enjoy full 
freedom of action with regard to the Crown, the government, the Bar and 
the magistrature. On this point no half measures should be tolerated: it 
concerns the freedom of thousands of citizens. 

I am keenly interested in the office of public defender and feel that wherever 
it may be established it should be on a firm and honorable basis. It should be 
an independent branch of our government, that is, the public defender should not 
hold office purely at the will of a judge or district attomey. He should have the 
freedom of action in the exercise of his judgment as a private attorney. I think 
the great weakness of the public defender system in some areas springs from 
the fact that he serves at the will of the particular judge before whom he must 
appear. He has to second guess the judge in order to stay in his good grace. This 
is wrong because a public defender and a judge may disagree. Reasonable men 
do disagree. He should be guided by the rules of ethics as laid down by the 
American Bar Association, the State Bar Association, and the State Business and 
Professional Code 1. 

The procedure according to which the Director of the legal security 
service will be chosen should be spelled out in detail (paragraph 125); he 
should enjoy full freedom with regard to the choice of his personnel and the 
administration of the service. 

151. We have already made mention of different American iormulas for 
selecting the senior officer of the legal security service (Par. 125) and our 
preference is for the method used in the county of Los Angeles in which the 
Director of the service is selected by the executive authority, from a list 
of three candidates submitted by the Civil Service Commission, following 
examinations. 

We believe that this formula has more merit than any other. 

Being fully aware that there is no perfect system, still I believe there is 
universal feeling among our heads of departments that civil service is the best 
method yet devised. I do not wish to go into the merits of elective officers and 
civil service, other than to say that I think under a good civil service system 
there is a better chance of recruiting and retaining trained and efficient 
employees. This is very desirable in the administration of good government 2. 

In Quebec, the preparation of the list of candidates should be the 
respo~sibility, not of our Civil Service Commission, but of an organization 
as representative as the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice , 

1 ELL!3RY E. CUFF, How the Public Defellder System Works in Los Angeles COllnty, 
p. 6. 

2 Op. cit. 
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which, if reorganized in depth so as to satisfy the criteria of independent 
representation and competence, could undertake the selection of candidates. 

152. The Director of the legal security service should not be appointed for 
life. The period he is in office should be sufficiently long for him to be able 
to establish a basic philosophy in the entire network, and to secure the 
respect of every sector of the administration of justice. 

At the end of his mandate, the director of the service could retain his 
position on the condition that the organism responsible for preparing the 
list of candidates again includes his name. 

As Director of the service he would have the right to veto the 
engagement of the lawyers recommended by the civil service commission, 
and likewise no discharge could be made without his approval. 

Such powers may appear to be excessive, but it should be kept in mind 
that the Director and the staff of this legal security service is called upon to 
guarantee the defence of thousands of accused persons. To have him named 
by the magistrature does not seem to us to permit of all the freedom which 
a public defender should enjoy: such a procedure would place him in a 
state of inferiority vis-a-vis the Crown prosecutor. If he were to be chosen 
by the executive power alone, it would multiply the risk of intervention or 
political pressure. To leave the entire responsibility to the choice of a civil 
service commission means minimizing the professional evaluation of the Bar 
and the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice. 

We have therefore endeavoured to build into the method of selection, 
the maximum precautions. Obviously it would not be realistic to build in 
such safeguards for the selection of the Director, and not grant him the 
necessary powers to carryon. The Commission is strongly convinced that 
during the period of his office, the Director should enjoy the fullest freedom. 
We know that he will need it. (We cannot resist drawing attention to the 
fact that every magistrate or judge enjoys a similar latitude without anyone 
being too concerned up to the present, with the method of selection.) 

153. At first glance it might !.cem that the Bar will not participate as much 
as it should in the selection of the Director of the service. This, however, 
is only on the surface: the Advisory Council of the Administration of 
Justice normally has twenty members, of whom eleven represent the legal 
professions; which means that the views of the Bar made known to its 
representatives would be of lllajor importance in preparing the list of three 
candidates from which the executive power would make its final choice. 
The Bar in this way, could have a strong voice on the Counci1. 

The recolllmendations which will be made in a subsequent report 
deaUng with the composition and role of the Advisory Council of the 
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Administration of Justice, will further strengthen the precautions surrounding 
the selection of the Director of the legal security service. 

5 - Availability of the system (154-171) 

154. Any system of legal security hopes to make justice available to all. 
This availability is only there if the legal security service, at least in its own 
domain, eliminates the consequences of poverty. Thus to be available to 
all indigents, the legal security service should: 

a) not exclude anyone by reason of the crime with which he is charged; 

b) intervene from the first step of the judicial procedure; 

c) simplify to the extreme any verification of the revenue of an individual; 

d) offer the possibilities of appeal simi! ar to those which the citizen able to pay, 
could secure for himself. 

a) NO GENE~AL EX9LUSIONS (155-158) 

155. Objections will be made to the use of public funds to defend criminals. 
We believe that no legal service can respect the minimum standards, unless 
its personnel defends every accused person without discrimination. 

Unless we are to jeopardize the entire philosophy of our judicial 
customs, every accused person must be considered innocent until his guilt 
has been established in a court of law; and this, even for the repeater with 
a criminal background, faced with a new accllsation. 

On this point we are not altogether in agreement with the recommenda
tion made by the Ontario Joint Committee: 

Legal aid is thus not to be the tool of the persistent or professional criminal 
whose interest is not so much in establishing his innocence as in delaying the 
course of justice. To permit the legal aid plan to be perverted to such uses would 
be to expose it to quite proper public contemrt. The plan must thus be protected 
against such abuse. There must, therefore, be a discretion to refuse legal aid to 
persons with criminal records whose applications are without merit in this 
sense. In the opinion of the Committee, the local directo~ should be empowered 
to require an applicant to demonstrate, such circumstances, the merit of his 
application 1. 

156. Our preference is for the conclusion reached by the English Widg:r~ 
Committee: • -

The Widgery Committee makes some specific recommendations toward 
achieving greater uniformity: For trials on indictment, legal aid should be granted 
as a matter of course (subject to a means test) except in those rare cases where 

1 Report of the loillt Committee 011 Legal Aid, Province of On(~\rio, March 1965, p. 62. 
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the court, for exceptional reasons, believes legal aid is not desirable in the interests 
of justice. * The commillee does !lot consider it a waste of public money to grant 
legal aid for guilty pleas and mitigation of sentellce; it recommends that the 
probable plea should not be considered in granting legal aid and that a defendant 
should have assistance in presenting anything that can be said on his behalf ** 1. 

In other words, the presence of a lawyer beside an accused is important 
even if the accused pleads guilty. The prime purpose of a system of legal 
security is not to defend the innocent before the court, but to make available 
to an indigent the same kind of defence which can be scC!ured by the better 
provided citizen. 

With this in mind the English Committee has set forth some of the 
criteria which would call for the intervention of the legal security service 2. 

However, they do not go so far as to recommend that the services of legal 
aid be made available in cases of minor offences which do not involve any 
serious risk to the accused 3. 

157. Here we find a number of specific problems for the legal security 
system which wishes to be available to everyone without, however, wasting 
public funds. The line of demarcation is not easy to establish: 

It is, therefore, recommended that legislation be enacted to provide counsel 
for every indigent person accused of committing an offence which may su11iect 
him to imprisonment for more than a minimal term or to other serious criminal 
sanction. As an alternative, it is suggested that consideration be given to the 
practice in Lane County of appointing attorneys as counsel for indigents in 
misdemeanor c~ses despite the absence of express statutory authorization 4. 

1 THOMAS FITZPATRICK, Legal Aid for Criminal Cases ill Ellglalld: Part II, in 
The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. XXVI, June 1968, p. 233. 

* The Widgery Committee Report, p. 41. 
u Id. at pp. 39-40. 
2 Rather, it specified a number of criteria (in addition to financial eligibility) that make 

a grant of legal aid desirable: a) that the charge is a grave one in the sense that 
the accused is in real jeopardy of losing his liberty or livelihood or suffering serious 
damage to his reputation; b) that the charge raises a substantial question of law; 
c) that the accused is unable to follow the proceedings and state his own case because 
of his inadequate knowledge of English, mental illness, or other mental or physical 
disability; d) that the nature of the defence involves the tracing and interviewing of 
witnesses or expert cross-examination of a witness for the prosecution; e) that legal 
representation is desirable in the interest of someone other than the accused as, for 
example, in the case of sexual offences against young children when it is undesirable 
that the accused should cross-examine the witness in person. Op. cit., p. 235. 

3 The committee recommends that all courts use the standard information leaflet drafted 
by the Home Office which should not, however, be distributed indiscriminately because 
many defendents charged with minor offences will not be granted legal aid and should 
not be misled about their chau-:es of obtaining it. Op. cit., p. 235. 

4 GEORGE L. KIRKLIN, Oregvl/, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of tile Poor ill 
Crimillal Cases ill Americall State COllrts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : 
Missouri-Wyoming, p. 634. 
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As we have seen, the general tendency is to increase the occasions when 
the legal security service is used to help indigents. The public defender will 
be called upon to act more frequently, even in cases which were formerly 
considered to be of minor importance. Even summary convictions could 
under certain circumstances call for the intervention of the public defender 1. 

The sentence resulting from a summary conviction could be as severe 
for the condemned as a sentence which would have followed an elaborate 
trial: it is hard to say which summary convictions should call for the 
intervention of the legal security service, but it is acknowledged that it 
would be unfair to exclude them entirely from tlie field of action open to 
the public defender. 

The question that was not developed to any extent before us was what test 
might be adopted to differentiate between those summary conviction offences 
to be included and those to be excluded. 

In the view of the Committee the major considerations are loss of liberty 
through imprisonment or loss of economic status or the means of earning a 
livelihood. An example of the latter might be the loss of driving privileges 
which in the case of a truck driver might mean the loss of his ability to support 
his family 2. 

158. The legal security service therefore, should not decide on exclusion by 
the nature of the crime or offence, nor by the age of the delinquent. It should 
concern itself with minors brought before the Social Welfare Courts, just 
at it does with adults 3. 

It is apparent that the lawyers for the defence rarely appear before the 
Social Welfare Courts. Although the Crown shows an increasing interest, 
the defence is, all too often, noticeable by its absence. 

It appears to us that the proper test should be the gravity of a conviction in the 
circumstances of the accused. Thus the Committee takes the view that legal aid should 
be available in respeet of summary conviction offences where there is a prospect of 
loss of liberty or of economic status which would be serious in the circumstances of 
the accused. Not eVI!ry summary conviction offence where the indirect consequence, 
of a conviction might be imprisonment is intended to be included. The mere fact that 
every summary conviction offence might carry the consequence of imprisonment 
simply for default in the payment of a fine does not, in our view, constitute a valid 
ground for automatic inclusion in the plan although there might be circumstances 
where legal aid would be justified. Report of the Joint Committee Of! Legal Aid, 
Ontario, March 1965, p. 61. 

2 Op. cit.} p. 61. 
3 A number of Juvenile and Family Court judges appearing before the Committee 

expressed the view that a solicitor should be appointed by the municipality to assist 
the Court in certain cases, this is somewhat characteristic of the position of the Clerk 
of the Justices' COllrt in England. Report of tile Joillt Committee Oil Legal Aid, 
Ontario, March 1965, p. 60. 
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Up to the present, the judges of the Social Welfare Court, and the 
different social workers and probation officers, could, if they so wished, 
take into consideration those elements in a case which could favour a 
juvenile. The proceedings of this Court have moreover, been held traditionally 
in camera, and it would certainly not be desirable to introl:,uce into the Social 
Welfare Courts the abuses of procedure which are often found in the adult 
courts 1. 

However, to fully respect the spirit of a system of just~ce based on 
contradictory evidence, the juvenile should be offered the advantage of a 
more satisfactory defence. 

The judge or clerk shall first read the petition to those present and upon 
request to the minor upon whose behalf the petition has been brought or upon 
the request of any parent, relative or guardian, the judge shall ex~lain any term 
of allegation contained therein and the nahire of the hearing, lts procedures, 
and possible consequence. The judge shall ascertain whether the minor or his 
parent or guardian has been informed of the right of the minor to be represent
ed by counsel, and if not, the judge shall advise the minor and the parent or 
guardian, if present, of the right to have counsel present. . 

If the parent or guardian is indigent and desires to have the minor 
represented by counsel, the court may appoint counsel to represent the minor, 
and in such case the court mllst appoint counsel if the minor is charged with 
misconduct which would constitute a felony if committed by an adult. The 
court may continue the hearing for not to exceed seven days, as necessary to 
make an appointment of counsel, or to enable counsel to acquaint himself with 
the case, or to determine whether the parent or guardian is indigent and unable 
to afford counsel at his own expense 2. 

b) SPEED OF INTERVENTION (159-162) 

159. A system of legal security must not only help the accused who are 
incapable of defending themselves, it should also intervene as early as 
possible in the course of the legal procedures, if aU the fundamental rights 
of the accused are to be respected. 

All' judges were asked: "Under an ideal system at what stage do you 
think the indigent person should first be provided with a lawyer if he wants 

In the Juvenile Court legal aid should be available for those accused of juvenile 
delinquency where this charge involves serious offeIices, such as murder, and Where, 
the informality of the Court may not be effective adequatelY to protect the interests 
of the juvenile. We are aware of the philosophy underlying proceedings in the 
Juvenile Courts and we do not wish to be interpreted as desiring to change or affect, 
it in any way. By statute these proceedings are intended to be concerned not so much 
with the punishment but with the welfare of the juvenile offender. Op. cit., p. 62. 

2 EDWARD T. MANCUSO, Illformation to Assist Attomeys and Studellts Interested 
ill Serl'ing ill tile Public Defellders Office Under tlie Prol'ision of Ordinallce No. 126-
60 of the Administrative Code. p. 11. 
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one 7" A total of 26 thought the appointment should be at an earlier stage than 
it is at present; 7 of these judges thought appointment should be made between 
the arrest and the first appearance, and 14 thought it should be made at the 
first appearance before a magistrate. Eight judges thought the present practice 
of appointing attorneys at the arraignment on the information was satisfactory. 
One judge did not answer 1. 

Such answers are far from satisfactory, and they do not reflect the 
ideal system. In actual practice it has been evident that the sHghtest delay 
in securing representation by a lawyer hurts the rights of the accused. On 
the other hand we cannot expect the police, involved in a thousand and one 
problems, to know at what point legal aid is necessary, when the theoreticians 
themselves have not yet been able to establish on paper, the exact guidelines. 

160. Undoubtedly the ideal would be for a legal advisor to be able to help 
the indigent from the moment of his arrest, and advise him of his rights with 
regard to the police interrogation. We are far from achieving this, because 
in Quebec as elsewhere, the legislative texts are absolutely ineffective when 
the time comes to make it obligatory for a lawyer to be at the side of the 
accused 2, and this is so even at the trial. 

The majority of specia1ists and observers agree that the fights of an 
accused are seriously affected if he appears without the help of a lawyer 3 

1 DUANE R. NEDRUD and Jules B. GERARD, Missouri, in LEE SILVER
STEIN, Defense of the POOl' in Criminal Cases ill America;, Slates Courts, American 
Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming, p. 45. 

2 At the present time no statute or court decision in the state commands that counsel 
be appointed to represent indigents at the preliminary hearing, even if requested. 
In practice, however, in Douglas County, the public defender appears in some 
preliminary hearing stage, although such cases are rare. No way exists to compensate 
counsel from public funds for such representation. 
Throughout Nebraska the formal charge against the defendant is made by filing of 
an information in the District court. Grand jury indictments have not been used 
for many years. In the vast majority of cases counsel for an indigent is appointed 
after the information has been filed but before he is arraigned in the district court. 
JAMES A. LAKE, Nebraska, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor ill 
Criminal Cases in American St(lte Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : 
Missouri-Wyoming, p. 439. 

3 More than two thirds (111 of 161) of the persons contacted during this survey agreed 
that appointments should be made no later than at the preliminary hearing. It is 
recommended that a Supreme Court rule be adopted requiring committing magistrates 
to make appointments in time for the lawyer to decide whether there should be a 
preliminary hearing. It is also recommended that the nile require that transcripts 
be made of all preliminary hearings, and that indigent defendants be furnished free 
copies of them. It is recommended that· consideration be given to reimbursing 
appointed counsel their out-of-pocket expenses. The burden upon the bar is becoming 
heavier now that counsel must be appointed in all appeals and in some misdemeanors, 
and may be appointed earlier in felony proceedings. The burden is particularly 
heavy in rural counties with few lawyers. It also falls heavily on some lawyers in 
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and American jurisprudence has indicated on many occasions that it is to 
the advantage of the indigent to be helped by a lawyer even from the moment 
of official police identification (line-up). 

Specific corrective steps could be : 

• to preclude a prison sentence if the accused has appeared in court without 
having been able to consult a lawyer; 

• to prohibit harsh economic punishment if the ar.cused has appeared in court 
without having been able to consult a lawyer; 

• to purely and simply ignore confessions, or the guilty plea, if the accused is 
left alone to face a charge which could result in a prison term ... 

161. Until the laws are changed to provide such protection, the legal 
security service should certainly be able to count on the cooperation of the 
different authorities, from the magistrates to the police forces. 

The most important precaution, however, is to have a legislative text 
which clearly establishes the right of an accused to the services of a lawyer. 
If this were done the courts would not be permitted to proceed with a case 
in which the accused under a serious charge appears before them without 
being given the opportunity to use the services of a lawyer. 

The Committee concluded that legal aid should be made available at the 
first appearance in Court while conceding that this was the latest point at which 
it should be properly made available. The Committee thus placed the res
ponsibility of notifying an accused of legal aid facilities upon the presiding 
judicial officer in the Court in which the accused first appeared 1. 

On this point, the majority of opinions are in agreement: if an accused 
has the right to the services of a lawyer, that lawyer must be at his side at 
the earliest possible moment 2. 

The majority of these observers state, moreover, that the public defender 
system allows the lawyer to make contact with the arrested inciigent sooner 
than any other system of legal security. 

populous counties where there is not, a regular system of rotation among counsel 
selected or appointed. DUANE R. NEDRUD and JULES B. GERARD, Missollrf, 
op. cit., p. 423. 

I Report of the Joillt COlllmittee all Legal Aid, March 1965, p. 72. 
2 Since an attorney should be avaiiable soon after arrest to consult with the defendant, 

investigate the facts, prevent unreasonable detention and bail, and develop possible 
defences, it is recommended that legislation be enacted requiring assignment of 
counsel whenever an indigent person appears before a magistrate charged with an 
offence pUnishable by imprisonment for more than a minimal term. If the defendant 
desires to proceed without aid of counsel, his waiver should be accepted only after 
he has consulted with an attorney. GEORGE L. KIRKLIN, Oregon, in LEE 
SILVERSTEIN, Defense of (he Poor ill Criminal Cases ill Americall Slate COl/rls, 
American Dar Foundation, 1965, Vol. 3 Missouri-Wyoming, p. 634. 
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In the hierarchy of principles this speedy intervention is probably worth 
more than a theoretical freedom of choice. 

162. Legislative precautions are not always sufficient; they can at most 
create a. moral obligation. For the system of legal security to b~ accepted 
and avrulable to everyone, a programme of education and public relations 
must be developed. If such a programme were carried out much more would 
be achieved through collaboration than could be hoped for by the law 
itself : 

. Many will resent the institution of a Public Defender office. Attorney 
Will resent the loss of income from existing appointments or future loss of 
trade. Taxpayers will view with alarm the increase in the burden of support of 
the indigent population. In our county, we had the wholehearted blessing of 
th.e . C?~lrt an~ bar association. Much of this we attribute to a comprehensive 
el~glblhty pol~cy a~opted well before our starting date. This statement, together 
With our baSIC philosophy, was presented to every judge, justice of the peace, 
and the general bar. The board of trustees of the bar adopted the statement 
and canvassed the membership for lawyers willing to screen borderline cases 
to work out a fee arrangement for clients with some assets and income but 
without funds for a case retainer. We presented our philosophy, financial pro
gram, and plan of action to dozens of civic groups in luncheon speeches, and 
the newspapers printed our written statement of philosophy in its entirety. As 
a consequence, b~ ope~ing date, we were well accepted by the community at 
large: We f~und It fnutful to draft a form letter to each judge in the com
mumty, settm~ ?u~ ~he date our operations were to start, a comprehensive 
statement of ]llJ'lsdICtIOO, and a suggestion of how the services of the Public 
Defender could be made available to the indigent accused. We also wrote to 
all police departments and to the larger detention facilities about our services 
and how these could be requested. We invited suggestion from the court and 
the. police authorities and met with the juvenile authorities and parole and pro
batIOn departments. We discussed problems with court clerks and we informed 
the district attorney of our general approach 1. ' 

. The cooper~tion ~f the police forces is particularly important if the 
publ1~ defender IS to mtervene at the first step in the legal procedure. 
NotWIthstanding a programme of information and pUblicity, it will frequently 
ha~pen that the accused indigent does not know his rights. The only 
satIsfactory answer to this would be from an enlightened cooperation 
between the legal security service and the police forces. 

c) SIMPLIFYING VERIFICATION (163-169) 

163. !"s in the case of all social security measures, the system of legal 
secunty would hope to find the point of balance between faint-heartedness 

R. D?NALD CH~~AN, Setting Up a Public Defender Office and Philosophy of a 
Public Defender, JD 'llie Legal Aid Briefcase, June 1965. 
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and laxity, between the mania for verification and systematic credulity. All 
agree that it is important to help the needy, but it becomes evident very 
quickly, that it is difficult to distinguish between the indigent and the parasite. 
This creates problems for the public administrator: how to make a legal 
security service available to the impecunious accused, and at the same time 
prevent abuse? 

With regard to intention there is no disagreement: 

Following the standards for defender systems adopted by the National 
Legal Aid and Defender Association, the proposed Act establishes a system which 
will provide legal representation for every person who is without financial means 
to secure counsel when charged with a felony, misdemeanQr, or other charge 
where there is a possibility of a loss of liberty. It provides for representation 
immediately after the taking of a person into custody or arrest and at the first 
and every subsequent court appearance at every stage in the criminal .pro
ceeding 1. 

But how to define indigents, and how to identify those who do not have 
sufficient financial resources? 

164. Faced with these difficulties of identifying and determining indigence, 
some legal security systems require the judges to make the decision 2. This 
shifts the responsibility to the courts, but it still does not resolve the problem. 

In some judicial districts if an accused person puts up bail, he cannot 
hope to have the support of the legal security service 3. In other cases, the 

1 JOSEPH J. SIMEONE and T. E. LAUER, The Proposed Public Defellder System for 
Missouri, in JOllrllal of tlte MissourI Bar, 23 (1967), p. 127. 

2 Assigned counsel were generally rated by the justices as comparable in experience 
and ability to retained counsel. In most instances appointed attorneys were considered 
equal to the prosecutors and in some instances more eXperienced and possibly more 
able. 
The judges, in determining indigency, consider the overall situation. A series of 
questions may be asked in open court In some instances, the clerk may ask these 
questions. Such items as salary, ownership of personal and real property, cars, stocks, 
bonds, bank accounts and resources of parents, spouse, and other relatives may come 
to the court's attention at that time. If the defendant has raised a very substantial 
cash bail, that fact will also be considered. There is no uniform system, and it very 
rarely, if ever, happens that a request for counsel is refused on the grounds that th~ 
defendant is not indigent In making this determination, a judge must sometimes 
consider appearances which do not lend themselves to the record. Thus one said: 
"Difficult to determine sometimes. Had a young man plead poverty and after looking 
him over - beautiful clothes, wrist watch, car, etc. - refused him, whereupon his 
father stood up in court and said he was able to take care of expenses, as well he 
was." JOHN P. COONEY, Rhode Is/and, in LEE SILVERSTEIN, De/elise of 
the Poor ill Crimillal Cases ill American State COllrts, American Bar Foundation, 
1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyomi1lg, p. 461. 

3 A number of counties indicated that the amount of the premium actually paid to 
the bondsman, the source of funds used to pay the premium, the question of whether 
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e mn.g mdlg~nce ~re~Is:ly, and the reluctance to see a request for bel 

result III a senes of IllVldJOus questions. p 

There is abundant and divergent documentation on this matter. 

li5. If we leave aside. for the moment the methods and the yardsticks 
a ready us~d, and ~xamllle the various suggestions which have been made 
the ~onf~Slon perSIsts. Apparently the difficulties were not anI be ond 
solutIOn III tlle past, but appear to persist in the hoped for remedi~s. y 

-::he Ontario Study Committee wishes that the overnment 
~st~blI~ s~andards of eligibility but that decisions regardi~g eligibility :~~~~ 

e III t e ands of the local social welfare organisms and the local Bars 2. 

the surety is a bonding company or a personal suret such' . 
the principal amount of the bond are all consi~ered .as ~ f;len~ ~r relative, and 
defendant is indigent Other counties consider only th In e ermmmg whethe: a 
actually paid to the bondsman and the source of funds e u~~o~nt of t:e prem.lUm 
ALE)~At:rD~R D. BROOKS, New Jersey, op. cit., p. 479. 0 pay t e premiUm. 

TChe dtlstnct Judge .asked a series of questions to determine indigency In Dotlgl 
oun y more care IS taken Th d f d·. . as 

:!V~~~l:~~O~:I~ pt:~t~~~l~.~ k~~~n~~~~::t~~~~~;l~~I~~:ph~~J~~n:~r~:u: ~~::~~e;~~~ 
the public defender i . " n la resources of the defendant. Moreover, 
eligibility for h· n .I'uU"la~ County freq.uently concerns himself with an applicant's 
and urged thatl\~:r~~::~d~t lblPeonfOounccdas~onI. h.abs

l 
rePEorted his findings to the judge 

. 'me Igl e. xcept in D u I C 
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that the following fact:rs

e 
:r: g~~:~a~~ ~~~:~:.d. J~'!fes and county attorneys agreed 

ownership of real estate' me m Igency: wages of the accused, 
that the d f d t·' ,stock, ?O?d~, or bank accounts. In several counties the fact 
of a mino; en an IS .out on baIl IS Important, but not an absolute bar. In the case 

the financial resources of the parents are relevant Affidav·t f· d· 
are not used generaIly at the trial Ie cl b ' '.. ISO m Igency 
JAMES A LAKE N b v , ut a poverty affidaVIt IS used for appeals 

2 .' . '. e. ~~ska, oP: cit., p. 439. . 
Tdhe. ?elmeatlOn of eiJglbllIty quahfications, and the policy to be fOllowed . k' 

eClSIOns thereund r ld·· . , In ma mg 
under an ex and e, wou pnmanly be matters of governmental responsibility 

~~und :~ de;t~vit:~li~!~~it~nd:~i:~~~s,c:~~e:~ :~;!~et~ ~~~;~~~~nc~~~I:ro~~:!~e:hi~~ 
;s:is~~d ~eaJly ~~gal ~n ~~ture. In sm~l1~r. ?entres, it might be helpful if the local Bar 
pOlicy ~~ ma tIng eClSlonS as (0 eligIbilIty, within the framework of governmental 

. ere~ 00, the local Bar could be helpful in sorting out the problem h' 'h 
~~~~o~.le~~~ m nature. Report of the Joillt Committee 011 Legal Aid, Ontario,S :a:~h 
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Elsewhere authorization was to be through local committees on legal 
aid 1. 

Another theory was that the probation officers should undertake the 
necessary verifications. There was one rather unusual experiment: the 
investigations ware undertaken by a retail credit agency 2 

166. The variety of solutions tried and suggested, proves that indigence 
remnins a multi-form idea: it is difficult to say when it begins and when it 
gives place to being in comfortable circumstances. It cannot be evaluated 
purely in monetary terms, as similar financial responsibilities have not the 
same impact on a bachelor as on the father of a family. 

The analysts have first of all indicated the difficulty of establishing 
national criteria 3. The cost of living varies from one region to the other to 
such an extent that an insufficient revenue in Montreal might be quite 
adequate in a rural zone. Then, it is necessary to take into consideration the 
fluctuations in the cost of living itself 4: that which was sufficient yesterday, 
is today only on part of what is needed. Finally, indigence is not total 
destitution 5. 

1 The court is responsible for granting legal aid. The major alternative, proposed by 
the law society, is that its local legal aid committees should be authorized to .grant 
legal aid in both civil and criminal cases. THOMAS FITZPATRICK, Legal AId for 
Criminal Cases ill England,' Part lJ, in The Legal Aid Briefcase, vol. XXVI 
(1968), p. 231-

2 The attorney general has recommended such investigations in connection with ap
plications for release of defendants on their own r~cognizance, the !nvest~gat~on 
to be made at least for the time being, by probation officers. The InvestigatIOn 
could also ;erve the purpose of determining whether the defendant is eligible for 
assigned counsel. The Essex County Legal Aid Society is experimenting with the 
use of a retail credit agency for purposes of evaluating the financial capacity of the 
defendant. ALEXANDER D. BROOKS and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, in 
LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of tlee Poor ill American State Courts, American Bar 
Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming, p. 478. 

3 There are three basic difficulties in determining indigency within the scope of our 
definition, and these difficulties account for the confusion which often exists in es-
tablishing realistic standards for a new service. . 

The first difficulty is the impossibility of a nation-wide standard, WIde fluctua
tions from State to State and even from city to rural community within the same 
State in costs and adequacy of income must be recognized. JOHN W. CUMMISKEY, 
The Problems posed for the Legal ProfesslOIl, in Nafional COllference 011 Law alld 
Poverty, Washington, 1965, p. 121. . ..... 

4 A second difficulty is that even within a speCific commumty, mdlgency IS a vanable. 
Any hard and fast rule is unduly hard on potential clients and fast with the eco-
nomic truth. Op. cit., pp. 121-122. . .. . 

5 The third difficulty in identifying indigency for our purposes IS that It IS far dIfferent 
from pennilessness. Op. cit., p. 122. 
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The following indicates the attitude which a large majority of legal 
aid services adopt. 

. Mo~t of the ?~O Le~a~ ~id soci~ties per.m~t the interviewing attorney dis
c~etJon. m determmI~g ellglbJllty. ThIS permIssIOn is born of collective expe
nence III the legal aid field that each applicant must be evaluated not only on 
his income but on his outstanding obligations 1. 

In the same way, the former legal aid system of Ontario after having 
carefully define.d a ~umber of .yardstic~s, left (Par. C in note) the door open 
to a more fleXIble mterpretatlOn and Just as individualized as most of the 
other formulas 2. 

167. Most of .t~e systems of leg~l security are so flexible that they willingly 
agree that a cItlzen may be parttally indigent. 

It is finally suggested that the defendant shOUld be calIed upon to contribute 
whatever he can alford toward a counsel fee. If a county-supported public 
defender plan is in operation, the contribution should be made payable to the 
county 3. 

Some systems, anxious to retain full administrative control require the 
partially indigent citizen to make a contribution at the very start of the legal 

lOp. cit., p. 122. 
2 Eligibility. 

The Law Society, after conferring with welfare authorities, established a sched
ule of entitlement to legal aid based on income and disposable assets liS follows' 

Eligible Persons: . 

. A person. is ~ligible for legal aid who has insufficient capital to pay for legal 
services .and, If SIngle, an annual income of less than $1,200, or, if married, an 
annual mc~me of Jess. than ~1.'800 (plus $200 for each dependant). A person 
not so quah~ed ~ay. stIll ?~ elIgIble f~r legal aid where reqUiring him to pay legal 
fe.es wo~ld ImpaIr hIS abilIty to furnIsh the essentials of living for himself and 
hIS famIly, or where a matter is urgent for the preservation of his legal rights. 

These limits were later amended as follows : 
"(b) Any unmarried person having annual earnings or other means of sub

sistence of less than $1,700, and any married person having annual earnings or 
other means of SUbsistence of less than $2,500, together with an additional 
amount of $300 for each dependant, and having insufficient disposable capital to 
pay for legal services. 

(c) Where, although not qualified under... (b) above, in the opinion' of the 
Prov!ncial Director on recommendation of the County Director the applicant, if 
requIred to pay for legal services, would impair this ability to furnish himself and 
his family with the essentials necessary to keep them decently fed, clothed, sheltered 
and living together as a family. Report of the Joillt Committee 0/1 Legal Aid 
Ontario, March 1965, p. 11. ' 

3 ALEXANDER D. BROOKS and STEPHEN N. MASKALERIS, New Jersey, in 
LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor ill Criminal Cases ill American State 
COl/rts, American ;Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyoming, p. 504. 
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proceedings. After which, the court proceeds to a more thoroug~ evaluatio: 
of his financial resources, to determine whether he should mcrease hIS 

contribution 1. . 
By contrast some systems which practice the ru~e .of all or n~thmg 

complain bitterly that they ::urc unable to arrive at case-lImIts .. Here agam the 
work of Mi'. Loranger explains in an eloquent manner the dIsadvantages of 
a formula which applies too strict criteria of eligibility. One of the worst 
results is that of hurting the pride of the accused who are not absolute 
indigents and who because of this, are deprived of assistance. 

168. We believe that the Quebec system of legal security should go as far 
as possible along the road to availability of the system. ~nd ,we therefore 
recommend extreme simplicity in the procedures of verificatIOn, even to 
the extent of eliminating entirely enquiries having to do with the financial 
resources of the accused. 

We recommend establishing mmlmum limits: below a certain level 
of income the legal security service must intervene. Above this level, the 
decision t~ intervene will be the responsibility of the legal security service 2. 

The policy of the service should be to act quickly, often and without fear. 
Even at the local level, the general policy should be to make the legal 

security service available in a generous manner to all those who ask for help. 
The reasons for our attitude are very clear: first, verification often costs 
more than the defence itself; second, those who conceal a part of their 
income, have usually concealed very little 3. 

1 The recommendation is for there to be a written statement of means and provision 
for the applicant to be required to make a contribution if he can pay something but 
cannot meet the whole of the cost : he could be required to make a down payment 
and at the conclusion of the case the court would ass'!ss the contribution, if any, so 
that his financial position can be reassessed in the light of a conviction and any 
sentence that may be imposed. As regards eligibility other than financial, the Com
mittee considered that the present test 0i whether legal aid is "desirable in the 
interests of justice" should continue but that the courts should have some guidance. 
R.M. JACKSON, Enforcing tile law, New York, 1967, p. 89. 

2 The general practice appears to have been for the local director to make the decision 
himself when the question arose. In doing so, in criminal matters, some local 
directors made no investigation at all into the accused's financial circumstances. 
There was frequently no real opportunity to do so, having regard to the speed with 
which a criminal case might proceed through the Magistrates' Courts in large urban 
centres. Report of tile Joillt C01ll1llillee Oil Legal Aid, Ontario, Marc~ 1965,. p. 39. 

3 The CXl!;tiilg method of determining indigency is lenient but works satlsfactonly and 
shmlld be retained l1111ess the possibility of providing free counsel to «all. accused 
persons is to be given serious consideration. Presently, if an accused claiming indi
gency has some source of income it is usually limited, and jf ~he indigent were 
forced to use these limited funds it would not be unusual for thIS to create added 
strain on the county budget at some other point, e.g., the welfare department in at-
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169. Generally speaking, every effort should be made to avoid emphasizing 
the indigency of an accused, and to eliminate as far as possible, all the 
distasteful procedures of investigation. 

Any enquiry into the economic resources of an accused should be the 
exception and should only take place in cases of serious abuse. We rather 
visualize a policy analogous to that used by the public defender of San 
Francisco: he takes the declaration of the accused at its face value. 

Our comparative tables have already shown that the cost to the legal 
security service of San Francisco is less than $11 per case, and that it is 
just about the same in Montreal. It becomes evident that a detailed 
investigation of the resources of each accused would cost more than the 
defence itself. The Quebec system of legal security could adopt a procedure 
of a simple sworn statement. 

Detailed verification would be restricted to those cases in which one 
has reason to suspect deliberate and serious mis-statements. This appears 
to us to be more in conformity with the new policy adopted by the Provincial 
and Federal Ministers of Revenue. 

1 - Compulsory intervention below certain income levels; 
2 - Discretionary intervention, above certain levels; 
3 - Possibility of partial c:ompensation; 
4 - No systematic investigation of financial resources. 

d) EXTENSION TO APPEALS (170-171) 

170. To make the system of justice available to everybody, the legal security 
service must also permit indigents to take their cases before the appeal 
conrts. This does not mean that the public defender will appeal every case 1, 

tending to the needs of the accused's family. As long as the state pOPlllation remains 
small and widely scattered it is doubtful that the system of determining indigency 
will need modification or tightening. LARRY ELISON, Montana, in LEE SIL
VERSTEIN, Defense of the Poor in Criminal Cases ill Americall State Courts 
American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyomillg, p. 435. ' 

1 The judges express very strong views in favor of the assignment of counsel to 
indigent defendants in almost every type of criminal proceeding and at a compara
tively early stage. Among those interviewed, practically all favored representation in 
every category of criminal proceeding. The most notable qualification related to the 
feeling that in post-conviction remedies there should be some showing of merit before 
counsel is assigned. Among those responding to mail questionnaires a significant 
majority favored representation for indigent defendants in ev~ry category except that 
of civil commitments. ROBERT KASANOF and PAUL I. BIRZON, New York, 
in LEE SILVERSTEIN, Defellse of tile Poor in Crim.llal Cas(!s ill American State 
Courts, American Bar Foundation, 1965, vol. 3 : Missouri-Wyomillg, p. 535. 
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Most of the different systems of legal security believe that the defence 
of indigents under appeal should not be undertaken automatically. Almost 
all of them wish to make an evaluation of the case before reaching such a 
decision. 

Providing counsel in every instance would be an enormous burden upon 
the bar. The tendency in the New York courts to make counsel available only 
when there is some suggestion of merit seems reasonable, although we feel that 
care must be exercised so that truly meritorious applications will receive the 
benefit of counsel. In any event, where there is such a finding of merit, the 
appellate defender, assisted by individually assigned counsel, would once again 
appear to be the best solution. Some better approach to the finding of merit 
should be developed 1. 

The Ontario Committee made a rather negative recommendation on 
this matter, but finally came to an almost identical conclusion 2. In fact, jt 

recommended only appealing the cases of indigents in which there appeared 
to be, in the first instance, a serious denial of justice. 

In some systems, the appeal seems to take place almost automatically. 
Generally, these systems are the ones which have shown the greatest care in 
granting an accused the benefits of legal security. As they have already made 
a careful check of his financial resources before assuming his defence in the 
court of first instance, a decision can be made quickly in case of appeal 3. 

171. In our opinion the public defender should not be required to take 
everyone of the verdict" and sentences rendered against accused' indigents 
to the appeal court. However, the public defender should always be careful 
to register the appeal so as to preserve the rights of his client. He himself 
should defend the case in appeal, not only if he is of the opinion that there 
has been a denial of justice, but also at the point he feels there is some real 

lOp. cit., p. 547. 
2 Appeals in both criminal and civil matters are excluded except where in the opinion 

of the Provincial Director, on the report of a County Director, thert' appears to have 
been a miscarriage of justice. Report of the Joillt Committee 011 Legal Aid, Ontario, 
March 1965, p. 13. 

3 As mentioned earlier, legal aid for the hearing of an appeal is granted almost as a 
matter of course, subject only to a means test. The practice exists even at quarter 
sessions, which hears appeals from convictions at magistrates' courts. The committee 
believes that the grant of legal r.id at this level should not be automatic but should 
be based on the specific criteria for a grant of legal aid in magistrates' courts. * 

For appeals to the Court of Appeal, legal assistance may be required at three 
different stages: advice on whether to appeal and on formulating the grounds of 
appeal; ;Jlesenting the application for leave to appeal (or giving notice of appeal on 
a question of law) ; and the hearing of the appeal itself. THOMAS FITZPATRICK, 
Legal Aid for Criminal Cases ill Eng/alld: Part ll, in The Legal Aid Briefcase, 
vol. XXVI (1968), p. 236. 
I;, Id. at p. 73. 
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hope for his client: in fact, he would act as would his colleague in private 
practice. 

The public defender should even take charge of the appeal in some 
cases he has not handled in the first instance. For example, he would act 
on behalf of the accused who had sufficient resources to be able to look after 
his own defence at the first trial, but who unable to finance himself in 
the higher court. . 

If it is the Crown which contests the verdict of the court of first 
iustance, the public defender, without any question, remains with his client 
in the higher courts. 

In the early stages of the service, it would be preferable to have the 
decisions to act in appeals ratified by the Director of the service, or by the 
regional Director. 

In our opinion the public defender should, in this matter of appeals, 
also interpret the criteria established, in a generous manner. 

It is the duty of the Public Defender, in any case wherever a conviction, 
is had, where in his opinion an appeal to a higher court will or might rea
sunably be expected to result in a reversal or modification of the judgment of 
convictiv.:, to take such appeal and follow through with all the resources at 
his command. Appeals are always taken when the Public Defender feels that 
error has been committed whiclt would entitle his client to a new 'trial, or 
where it is felt that the client bas been deprived of his constitutional or sta
tutory rights during the course of a criminal proceeding. 

Appellate work sometimes constitutes a considerable part of his work, 
varying in volume with the shift of r;ircllmstances 1. 

6 - Equilibrium between Administrative Control 
and Freedom of Action (172·188) 

a) REJECTION OF A BOARD OR A COMMISSION (172-173) 

172. To arrive at a balance between the administrative control and freedom 
of action the Commission gave considerable thought to the question of 
whether or not the legal security service should be administered by an 
independent body. 

Notwithstanding the many arguments presented in favour of this, we 
cannot see the necessity of creating such an organism: 

There are many reasons for the establishment of a n:gional commission. 
Many who have had experience in this area believe that the public defender 
r,hould not be directed and supervised by a judge or judges who may have the 
power to slloervise or discharge the defender from office. They feel also that 

J EDWARD T. MANCUSO, Tlte Public De/ellder System ill the State of CII Tiforn ia, 
Chicago (American Bar Center), 1963, p. 7. 
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the system must be free from political domination. A board or conmlission 
which supervises the work of the defender system gives to the defender a sense 
of freedom and responsibility which is in the interests of justice. Hence, the 
Act provides for an independent commission which shall have as its members 
"no judge of any court, or clerk or other employee of any court, and no circllit 
or prosecuting attorney". The Act further provides that the Commission shal~ 
appoint a public defender for the region, thus tending to eliminate the political 
ramifications of the office. The Commission does, however, have the power to 
remove the defender from office after "due notice and hearing and upon a 
finding of wilful disregard or nonperformance of the duties or wilful abuse of 
the powers of the office" 1. 

The Commission believes that the risks of malpractice are extremely 
limlted, provided, as already indicated, the necessary precautions are taken 
with regard to the nomination of the Director. Furthermore, the government 
in addition to controlling the funds for the legal security service, will also 
be at liberty to change the ~aw governing this service; so that if there were 
serious criticisms directed against the Director of the service, the executive 
and legislative powers could intervene. 

It may even be necessary to limit this possibility of government 
intervention. For example, as is frequently the case for the Ombudsman, 
legislation could require that a two-third majority vote of the representatives 
in the National Assembly would be needed to ask for the resignation of 
the director of the legal security service. 

This would assure independence of the service without losing l~gislative 
controL 

The Commission believes that the Advisory Council of the Administra
tion of Justice in its modified form, should be called upon to make a periodic 
evaluation of the work accomplished by the public defender system. This 
would enable the M.inister of Justice and the Director of the legal security 
service to benefit from the counsel and suggestions of an independent body. 
A precedent. for thl now exists in the form of the Superior Council of 
Education which acts as an advisory body to the Minister of Education. . 

173. We are conscious of the fact that such autonomy gives a great deal of 
latitude to the Director of the legal security servlcl'l, but we are convinced 
that increasing the controls would deprive the defender of the accused 
indigents of essential freedom of action. 

A study made by Prof. Frangois Heleine (Appendix 21) defends the 
thesis of collegiality with a great deal of persuasion. He believes for example, 
that one cannot confide power to a single individual without utilizing appeal 
mechanisms - this we agree is substantially true. Mr. Heleine also says 

1 JOSEPH J. SIMEONE and T.E. LAUER, The Proposed Public Defellder System for 
Missouri, in loumal of the Missouri Bar, 23 (1967), p. 127. 
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appeals invariably have the result of increasing procedures, which is also 
correct. 

We would prefer that the public defender be enabled to exercise his 
powers with as much latitude as any other defence lawyer. However, we would 
not object to having a three party committee, with representatives of the Bar, 
the Social Welfare and Family Department, and the magistrature, study the 
complaints of those who wish to contest a refusal of the public defender to 
act, and that he be obliged to accept the decisions of such a committee. 

b) REJECTION OF CONTROL BY BAR (174-187) 

174. The participation of the Bar creates special problems. This is true 
everywhere in the world, but more so in Quebec where the Bar, up to the 
present, has had the entire responsibility for legal assistance. 

A system of legal security cannot be established, nor can it develop 
without the cooperation of the Bar. In a number of cases it was found to be 
absolutely necessary to integrate the Bar into the administration of the legal 
security, or otherwise it would not have been possible to even start the 
service 1. 

Notwithstanding this, we have rejeded the idea of control of the 
administration of this service by the Bar. The Bar remains the arbiter of 
the professional conduct of all lawyers. We believe that it would be illogical 
and unfair to t'.,rn the public defenders into employees of the Bar while the 
Crown prosecutors are only responsible to the Bar for their strictly profes
sional conduct. 

An even more serious reason is that it is not normal for the state to 
delegate to others, its responsibilities in matters of social security. And legal 
security includes as practitioners know, innumerable social elements which 
cannot be handled by lawyers alone. 

On these essential questions, the analyses and conclusions of Mr. 
Loranger (Annex) and Prof. Heleine (Appendix 21) are in conformity with 
our own views. A system of legal security should not devolve upon, nor 
belong to a small professional group. 

175. The recommendation that the service of legal security should not be 
the responsibility of the Bar, is undoubtedly contrary to the wishes of the 
Bar itself. Evidence of this is found in the terms of reference given to a 
special sub-committee formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Montreal, 
which read in part: 

1 Some measure of official local bar association representation in the organization offer
ing extended legal services may be the price of bar association cooperation. CHAR
LES J. PARKER, The Relations of Legal Services Programs With Local Bar Asso
ciations in Natio/lal COllference all Law an.d Poverty, Washington, 1965, p. 139. 
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"to enquire into the necessity of legal aid in the Province, its orgallization ullder 
the aegis of the Bar, its financing, etc., for the purpose of making appropriate 
suggestions to the government of the Province" (appendix 22). 

In forming this special committee for the purpose of evaluating the 
needs of Quebec in the matter of legal security, the Bar of Montreal made its 
own position very clear: it was hardly possible for this committee to recom
mend a system of legal security of which the total or partial responsibility 
would not be given to the Bar. The terms of reference indicated the degree 
to which the Bar wished to retain control of an eventual system of legal 
security in Quebec. We add here as supplementary documentation, the reports 
submitted by two other subcommittees formed within the framework of the 
same enquiry: that of the Bar of Quebec (Appendix 23) and that of the 
rural Bars of the Province (Appendix 24). 

176. The special committee appointed by the Bar proceeded very quickly 
to an inventory of the modern written material in connection with legal 
security. It also consulted, as far as was possible, the different intermediate 
bodies who had up to that time shown an interest in this matter. 

The committee at the end of eight full sessions, and after a great deal 
of individual work on the part of the members of the committee, summarized 
the situation in these terms: 

The preceding could be resumed by .§·i!~'ing : "in Montreal the intermediary 
bodies and the public, realize today that there is great need for a more adequate 
and more specialized legal aid system. It is evident, in the opinion of the public, 
that the legal aid bureau of Montreal is overburdened and can only respond 
partially to the real needs. The intermediary bodies and the public wish to see 
the elimination of delays in obtaining assistance. They also would like to see 
lawyers available lmmediately for consultation, and, for the civil procedures, for 
appearance before the criminal courts, for alJ urgent matters, for every stage 
of the procedure before :my court, but above all in criminal matters. They wish 
to have regular alld cO/ltinuing cOlltacts betweell lawyers alld social lVorkers, etc. 
They would like to have a definition of what legal aid is, its qualities, i/$ means. 

They would like to see the legal aid office of Montreal make its services 
available ill those districts where the clientele is generally fOlilld, alld that the 
services be made available at hours suitable to those who have /leed of aid. 
They would like to see the state giving generous financial aid. They would like 
to f,ee the state establish by law a provincial legal aid system. They would like 
thi'; legal aid to be the right of the individual. 

They would like to see the verification of financial resources retained, 
and that payment by instalments be accepted from those who use the aid. 

The public has suggestions regarding the Bar, e.g. quicker action and more 
effectiveness of the syndic, and publicity, regarding the qualifications of lawyers 1. 

1 ReporT of the Sub-Committee of the Bar of MO/ltreal, in the report of a committee 
formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of representatives of 
the Bar of Montreal for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, pp. 18-19. 
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All in all, the declarations of the committee, as to the needs with regard 
to legal security were similar to the opinions then current on this matter. 
(The italics are ours.) 

177. The sub-committee of Montreal has endeavoured to answer the opinions 
of the public and the intermediate bodies, with the point of view expressed 
by the legal security bureaus and several groups of lawyers. 

Recognizing the importance which the Ontario system of legal security 
has achieved in two years, the sub-committee placed a great deal of impor
tance on the evaluation of that system made by the Ontario Prime Minister 
himself, Mr. Robarts. After referring to the congratulations of Mr. Robarts 
to the legal profession for its considerable cooperation with the legal security 
service of Ontario, the sub-committee mentions the pride and also the fears 
expressed by him (Appendix 25). 

There will be no change in the basic philosophy. The objective of legal 
aid in Ontariq is to insure that everyone will enjoy the right to obtain legal 
advice or be represented by the cOllnsel of his choice regardless of financial 
ability to pay for a counsel. However, any program can become too great a 
burden upon society. If costs become intolerable, their prograIPs will founder. 
I suggest there is a limit to what society will bear in the way of financing 
social programs, regardless of their benefit. It is mcumbent upon the govern
ment and the legal profession to ensure that costs are held to reasonable 
levels. .. Legal aid will not be regarded as "legal care" in which eVeryone has 
a right to subsidize counsel. Legal aid is designed to help those who need to 
be helped. This must be borne in mind by the government, the legal profession 
and the people of Ontario if the "legal aid plan" is to enjoy a long and suc
cessfu I fu tu re J. 

The sub-committee quite correctly summarized the thought of the 
Dntario Premier when it said: "While rejoicing at the benefits obtained by 
the public, he was concerned with tile exorbitant costs for the administration 
of tb e system". 

A1thougb it praised the merits of the Ontario system (satisfactory for 
the indigents and the lawyers), the sub-committee was reluctant to recommend 
the introduction in Quebec' of a system so costly. This is in accord with the 
thinking of this Commission which, while recognizing the theoretical value 
of the Ontario regime in the limited area of lawyer-client relationship, 
believes it to be an unnecessary burden for the whole of society, and quite 
illogically under the control of a professional minority. 

1 Address by the Honourable John Robarts, Prime Minister of Ontario, to the 
Opening Session of the Mid-Winter Meeting of the Ontario Branch of the Cana
dian Bar Association, Toronto, Friday, February 2nd, 1968, pp. 7-8. 
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178. The sub-committee of the Bar of Montreal studied the different private 
agencies which have, up to the present time, carried the burden of legal 
security in Quebec. They placed, particular importance on the views 
expressed by those responsible for the legal security bureau of Montreal: 

The statistics of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal indicate tbat approxima
tely 70% of the cases have been and should be dealt with by the lawyers 
employed permanently in the legal aid bureau of Montreal because the cases 
submitted can be resolved by one or more consultations, by direct interventions, 
or by longer and more urgent procedures. Approximately 20% - 30% of the 
cases on civil matters require referral to practicing practitioners because action 
to proceed appears to be necessary. Among t\-.; cases referred, half of them, 
i.e. 12% to 15% of all the cases of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal require 
de facto procedures. The other cases appear to have been completed by the 
practitioners without legal procedure. 

The statistics indicate that the office handles in the proportion of approxima
tely 90% civil cases in the year, and 10% of a criminal nature, except at the 
end of 1967 to the beginning of 1968. 

The reports have shown that it is impossible to look after the requests for 
aid in criminal matters through the medium of volunteer services of practicing 
criminalists, as these cases call for immediate action, and the practicing cri
minalists who could supply their services free of charge are not sufficiently 
numerous in the district of Montreal. Also as soon as it had funds available, 
the administrative council of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal engaged cd
minalists as part of its office. These crimina lists employed, the one in August 
1967 and two others in December 1967 and February 1968, have already 
increased the effectiveness of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal in these several 
months by 120% 1. 

179. After describing the situation very frankly, the special sub-committee 
of the Bar arrived at conclusions and recommendations which are somewhat 
surprising. 

The committee came to the following two principal conclusions: 

1. - The establishment of a state service of legal assistance did flat appear 
to be necessary and JIIould probably not be a good sO/litiot!; 

2 - The actual service offered by the Bar of Quebec and its office, once it was 
reorganized a/ld impl'ol'ed IVould answer quile adequately the needs of the po
pulation for legal aid 2. 

It is astonishing that the Committee did not consider a government 
service of legal security to be necessary, as the same committee recognized: 

1 Report at rite Sub-Committee of the Bar of MOlltreal, in the report of a committee 
formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of representatives 
from the Bar of Montr\~al for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, 
pp. 36-37. 

2 Op. cit., p. 41. 
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a) that the legal aid bureau of Montreal was hardly able to devote more thrln 
10% of its time and its personnel to cases of a criminal nature; 

b) that at least 50% of the accused did not have a lawyer When they appeared 
before the courts of criminal jurisdiction, and that too large a number pleaded 
guilty without the benefit of a consultation. 

180. The information gathered by the sub-committee showed clearly that 
it was impossible to count on the benevokr:!::e of the criminalists who were 
very few in number, particularly in Montreal. The sub-committee of its 
own accord drew attention to the effectiveness of a formula wherein the 
criminal lawyers, made available free of charge to the public, are, in practice, 
permanent lawyers attached to the office of legal security. Provided with this 
information, the subcommittee should have concluded that the only practical 
formula with regard to criminal and penal matters was to have recourse to 
lawyers remunerated on a permanent basis. By any manner of reasoning the 
sub-committee could not come to the conclusion that a state service of legal 
security would not function in this manner, nor could it have concluded 
without any evidence, that it probably would not be a good solution. Nor 
could the sub-committee make the positive statement that the actual legal 
aid service offered by the Bar of Quebec and its office, would be adequate 
for the needs of the popUlation once it was reorganized and improved. And 
more particularly the sub-committee was not able to .state, based on its own 
premises, that the service in effect was the only, let alone the best solution. 
The sub-committee in arriving ,at these two principal conclusions and the 
recommendations therefrom, accepted from the very start the underlying 
intent of the mandate they received on January 11, 1968 from the Executive 
Committee of the Bar of Quebec: to enquire into the need of legal security 
in the Province of Quebec, organized under the authority of the Bar . .. 

On October 11, 1968 the Executive Committee of the Bar of Quebec 
forwarded to its General Council, recommendations arising from the con
clusions of the sub-committee referred to (Appendix 26). 

181. However, it was the sub-committee formed by the Association of 
Lawyers of the Province, which submitted the strangest argument. Here again 
one has the impression that the committee formed by the Association of 
Lawyers of the Province has systematically rejected any formula of legal 
security which would cause the legal profession to run the risk, justified or 
not, of a full or partial socialization: 

This is why the members of the committee have first of all studied two 
preliminary questions: 

a) Is it necessary to establish a system of legal aid for the entire province? 

b) In the affirmative, is the Ontario system a worthwhile formula, and is 
this formula applicable to Quebec? 
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To the first question the members of the Committee do not hesitate to state 
that if the need for Jegal aid is clear for the district of Montreal and Quebec, 
the need is not acute elsewhere in the province. Are the members justified in 
believing that the lawyers of our sections have up to the present time, undertaken 
to those who by reason of indigency cannot pay for the services of a lawyer? 
However, they are unanimous in recognizing that the rights of the indigents 
should not be subject to contingencies, such as the availability or merely the 
generosity of a lawyer, or again the sympathy which might develop between 
the indigent and the lawyer whom he consults: it is necessary to institutionalize 
legal aid in such a manner so that what has up to now been a favour becomes 
a right. 

On the first question therefore, the members of the committee are unanim
ous in recognizing that it is necessary to establish the right of the indigent to 
legal aid, and the obligation of the lawyer to make this aid available. 

This first answer being given, and as the letter of the General Secretary 
appeared to invite an examination of the Ontario system, the members then 
studied the Ontario Legal Aid Act. 

They are unanimolls in agreeing that if a legal aid system were to be 
established, financed entirely by the state, and under the sole control of the 
Bar, without any concern for the Cllst of operating such a system, the Legal Aid 
Act of Ontario is a m\1del to follow. This model is even more interesting 
becallse the tariff formin ~ part of it is of an extraordinary generosity. 

But the members oc the committee saw seriolls objections to the adoption 
of a system parelleling ,1-jat of Ontario. 

In the first place, know!l15 that the Ontario system had become much more 
onerous than was believed at the beginning, the members of the committee are 
of the opinion that such a system in Quebec could only be even more so. 
In their opinion it was necessary to avoid having the state carry so heavy a 
burden, if it were at all possible to avoid such a consequence. 

In the second place they are of the opinion that a tariff of rates such as 
that in the Ontario system by its generosity would be too strong a temptation 
both for the members of the Bar and for those seeking aid in matters pertaining 
to justice. Inevitably the lawyers would consider such a tariff as an invitation 
to suggest to their clients to take advantage of the Legal Aid Act, and by its 
very structure the system would lead both those seeking justice and the lawyers 
to make the exception the rule. 

The members of the committee are of the opinion that the introduction 
of a similar system would very shortly lead the public to demand that the pro
fession be socialized, and that the members of the committee are unanimous in 
stating that this should be avoided at all costs, and that the Bar must pay the 
price called for, to avoid the socialization of the profession. 

To the second question which they studied, the members of the committee 
therefore reply that they do not recommend the adoption of a system such as 
that in Ontario 1, 

182. Here again some members of the legal profession endeavour to 
minimize the 11eeds with regard to legal. security. As against this, the 

1 Report 0/ ([ Sub Committee of Lawyers 0/ the Province, in the report of a committee 
formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of representatives of 
studying legal nid in the province, pp. 119-121. 
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statistics compiled by the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice, 
and by this Commission, show that the number of accused who appear 
before. the criminal courts without benefit of the services of a lawyer, remains 
very high even in the rural districts. 

From this point of view it is certainly not possible to state that at the 
present time the Bar is satisfying the needs, by merely depending on the 
ge.ne~·osity of ~le members of the Bar. With so few lawyers specializing in 
cnml11al law, It would be utopian to hope that the Bar could satisfy the 
demands. Moreover, most of the statements made indicate that when the 
lega~ profession discu~ses the legal security needs, they are thinking of, and 
placll1g more emphaSIS on, civil matters. 

The Association of lawyers of the Province have arrived at conclusions 
which are even further removed from the point under discussiol1. The 
Committee formed by that Association gives the impression that it is even 
necessary to have the judges indicate in advance, those of the accused who 
would be particularly in need of the services of a lawyer: 

In criminal matters the problem can be even more serious. In some 
?istric~s, such as that ~f Joliette, for example, ~he lawyers have prepared a list 
In whlch the names of all the members of the Bar appear in rotation. Wi,th 
the cooperation of the judges, on every occasion that the latter believe that a 
?rison term might be imposed, the designated lawyer, according to this list, is 
mformed, and he makes his assistance available to the condemned, free of charge. 
The members of the Bar have even obtained the free help of social aid and of 
psychologists, who interest themselves in the condemned to help the j~dge de
termine the sentence which he must pronounce. Up to now it would appear 
that the system has functioned satisfactorily for seeking justice, as well as for 
~he judges and the confreres. None of the latter has found that the system 
lmposes too great a load 1. 

183. This Committee of the Association judged the formula of the public 
defender in different ways: it would be acceptable in the Social Welfare 
Court because the hearings are not public, but it would not be suitable in 
the Court of Sessions where the hearings are public! . 

The Court of Social Welfare is possibly the only court where it might be 
desirable for the State to name not only a Crown prosecutor, but also a lawyer 
charged with the responsibility of pleading the ease of the indigents. 

It would not be desirable to establish such a system in the court of Sessions, 
where the hearings are in public, because the condemned, or the person seeking 

1 Report of the Sub-Committee of L:;wyers of the Province, in the report of a com
mittee formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of representatives 
of the Bar of Montreal for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, p. 125. 
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justice, could not possibly imagine that two lawyers named and paid by the 
same employer could have different points of view on the same affair 1. 

184. Let us end this review. The sub-committee formed by the Bar of 
Montreal summarized the various opinions in the following manner: 

1 0 
- All the lawyers wish to have the financial support of the State. 

2 0 
_ The lawyers of the section of the Bar of Quebec and those of the 

Association of lawyers of the Province, state that they are able to give sufficient 
legal aid through the voluntary and free services of practitioners. They express 
fears that the profession might be socialized. 

3 0 
- All the lawyers believe that it is necessary to have receptionist/ 

consultation bureaus in charge of permanent salaried lawyers if possible. 

4 0 
- Moreover, the lawyers of the section of the Bar of Montreal consider 

that assistance in criminal matters should be given by permanently employed 
lawyers. 

50 - The thoughts of the lawyers of Montreal with regard to the man
ner of giving assistance in civil matters was not expressed before the committee 
until today, in the drafts of tbe law of the Batonnier B. Bourdon, and Mr. E. 
Colas, and by extracts from the notes of the Assistant-Secretary of the Legal 
Aid Bureau of Montreal. The first two recommended the voluntary free ser
vices of practitioners, the other, permanently employed lawyers, only by reason 
of economy. 

6 0 
- The lawyers of Quebec and those of the province, judge that the 

management of legal assistance must be confided to the sections of the Bar. 

7 0 
_ The law drafted by the Batonnier Bourdon makes the same sug

gestion. That of Mr. Colas confides the management to the provincial Bar 
sUpported by a notary and judges. 

8 0 
_ In the comments of the Legal Aid Department of the Institute of 

Baron de Hirsh there is an ambiguous statement suggesting that the Bar take 
the iniative in giving assistance, and at the same time expressing the fear that 
if the Bar accepts full responsibility, it would run the risk of criticism and 
in addition it would be assuming a responsibility which should rightly fall on 
the state. 

9 0 
_ Elsewhere in the extracts from the notes of the Assistant Secretary 

of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal is the suggestion that the management 
should be shared by all the elements of the community 2. 

1 Report of the Sub-Committee of Lawyers of the Province, in the report of a com
mittee formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of represent
atives of the Bar of Montreal for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, 
p. 127. 

2 Report oj the Sub-Committee of Lawyers of the Province, in the report of a com
mittee formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of represent
atives of the Bar of Montreal for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, 
pp. 46-47 (the italics am our own). 
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185. It is evident that the opmlOn expressed by the legal profession is far 
from being in agreement with the opinions expressed by the general public 
and the intermediate associations. The public considers the needs of leaal 

• b 

secunty to be much greater than do the lawyers. The public moreover, 
complains of long delays in secudng assistance, while the lawyers are 
content to recognize that delays do exist. III Montreal the public considers 
that the services of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal are absolutely 
insufficient at the present time. Even the sub-committee says, "the lawyers 
have not expressed themselves on this point, with the exception of the 
Assistant Secretary of the Legal Aid Bureau of Montreal, who is in 
agreement with the opinion of the public and the intermediate bodies". It 
will be noticed here that the sub-committee makes it clear that it does not 
know the opinion of the lawyers on this matter, although it has itself 
concluded previously, as we have seen, that the Legal Aid Bureau of 
Montreal could, on condition that it is reoraanized and modernized fully . b, 
satIsfy the needs. 

186. The sub-committee then ended this phase of its work by a rather 
equivocal comment: 

It can be said that up to the present, the committee has received an increas
ing demand for help and assistance from the public and intermediary groups. 
It can be said that two different thoughts are expressed in the comments from 
the lawyers. The one concerns itself more with the welfare of the Bar, the 
other gives first consideration 'to the welfare of those asking for assistance. 
These are the two options from which the committee must choose 1. 

In our opinion the difference between these two concepts are much 
more than merely a .nuance, and it should be quite easy to make a decision. 

187. In their general conclusions the sub-committee emphasized, with good 
reason, the necessity of allowing the lawyers who supply the legal security, 
the greatest possible freedom. It however, appears to retain the impression 
that it is not possible to have a confrontation between the Crown prosecutor, 
and the lawyer for the legal security, if both of them were to be directly or 
indirectly paid by the same employer. 

We admit, readily, as we have already explained, that it is important 
to jealously guard the independence of the legal security service. But it would 
be wrong to deduce from this principle, that a public defender paid by the 

1 Report of tire Sub-Committee of LawyerS' of tire Pro)'ince, in the report of a com
mittee formed January 11, 1968 by the Bar of Quebec at the request of represent
atives of the Bar of Montreal for the purpose of studying legal aid in the province, 
p. 48. 
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state would automatically find himself not at arms length with the Crown 
prosecutor. It is quite likely that this same preoccupation led the committee 
of the Bar to recommend that the legal security service be placed under the 
jurisdiction of the Minister of Family and Social Welfare (Recommendation 
No. 14). 

Here again it seems to us that the Committee has exaggerated the danger 
of collusion or connivance between the different groups of lawyers serving 
society. W (; believe that a legal security service cannot be integrated with 
the Ministry of Family and Social Welfare withollt depriving the field of 
justice of a responsibility which belongs to it, alone. 

For the same reason we believe that legal security must be considered 
as a right of every citizen. And we recommend strongly that this right be 
under the authority of the Minister of Justice, recognizing at the same time 
that the Minister of Family and Social Welfare must also assure, with good 
will and justice, forms of social security. 

The Commission does not believe that the recommendations madf' by 
the committee of the Bar of Quebec should be followed. It prefers that while 
the Bar should have the entire responsibility for all professional acts and 
ethics, the establishment of an adequate system of legal security should be 
entrusted to an independent organism, utilizing principally the formula of 
public def'~nder, and administered by a Director who would be completely 
autonomous. 

Although the Commission wishes to associate legal security with the 
Minister of Justice rather than with the Minister of Family and Social Welfare, 
as has already been clearly indicated, the public defender in each region 
must be closely associated with the everyday life of the people, and participate 
as much as possible with action groups in matters of social rehabilitation. 

c) REJECTION OF A COUNCIL OF LEGAL AID (188) 

188. We also discard the idea of a Council of legal aid as outlined in the 
recommendations of the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice. 
Such a council, "intermediary bctween the Bar and the Minister of Justice" 
would place the public defender in a position of dependence to which thc 
Crown prosecutor, as of now, is not subjected. 

If a plan using such a Council were to be adopted, much would be 
gained by giving it many of the characteristics described by Pro. Heleine 
(Appendix 21). For our part we would be satisfied that; 
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1. - the Director be selected with great care; 
2. - the Director act in defence matters with the greatest autonomy; 
3. - the Director reconsider his own refusal to act if asked to do so 

by the Ombudsman who should have the authority to scrutinize 
the decisions of the legal security service. 
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7 - Gratuity and simplification of procedtll'es (189-203) 

189. To assure the equality of all before the law, a system of legal security 
should make available to indigents at no charge, not only a defence before 
the courts, but also the related judicial procedures. 

Many formulas of legal security make a clear distinction between the 
gratuity of the defence itself, and the gratuity of the judicial procedures at
tached to it. The Swedish procedure (paragraph 65-67) establishes different 
bases' for the two categories of legal aid. Similarly the resolution voted by 
the executive of the Bar of Quebec in October 1968 (Appendix 26) mentions 
specifically, apart from the defence itself, different judicial procedures, which 
should be free of charge in the case of indigents. 

190. In the examination of these "accessory costs" resulting from the pre
sent procedures, a most important place must be given to court stenography. 
An auxiliary of justice, the official court stenographer, plays a most important 
role, and also creates some of the problems. It is not our intention to make 
a scapegoat of this service, even though it is an outstanding example. 

The comments on the official court stenography could have been de
layed to the time of writing that part of the report dealing with the judicial 
system. However, the official stenography is a typical example of the related 
costs included in the overall system of legal security. The comments and 
recommendations on the official court stenography we intend making here, 
will also deal with its form, quality and usefulness, and will embrace pro
blems much broader thac. that of legal security. We are consolidating our 
thoughts now to avoid useless repetition throughout the different volumes of 
our report. 

191. The value of stenographers in the different departments of a general 
office, is well recognized, but even so it is difficult to imagine the quality of 
the work required from the official stenographers. While the capable office 
secretary might give satisfaction with a speed of 80 to 120 words a minute, 
court stenographers must frequently function at speeds of 200 and even 
250 words a minute in the course of the discussions which develop suddenly 
when a case is being heard. The court stenographers must be considered as 
the true professionals of this skill. 

However, the use of court stenographers results in costs having a direct 
economic impact, which in turn quite often prevents the accused indigent 
from obtaining full justice; this is more evident in the case of appeal. 

A number of the delays taking place in the judicial administration 
must be attributed specifically to the slowness in securing the transcription. 
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During our visits to the prisons, and in the study of particular files, it has 
been noticed that denia1s of justice take place all too frequently because 
the courts are unable to obtain within a reasonable delay, the transcript 
of the stenographic notes of the first part of a case, or of a case brought to 
appeal. 

It is not our intention to hold the court stenographers entirely respon
sible for the slowness with which our judicial apparatus functions. However, 
we must recognize that in certain cases it is purely and simply the slowness 
in securing the transcript which causes innumerable postponements. In some 
cases, individuals have waited months under detention until the file for the 
appeal hearing is being prepared. In other cases, the lawyers for the defence 
have waited months for the transcript of the stenographic notes needed to 
undertake the necessary action on behalf of their clients. 

192. The official stenographer therefore, creates the problems of efficiency 
and cost. Generally speaking, nobody questions the competency of the 
court stenographers. However, the cost and the delays arising from the 
transcript or the stenographic notes has become so serious that many of 
the officials involved in the administration of justice are asking themselves 
whether the time has not come to replace the court stenographer by equip-

. ment which will permit the tape recording of the hearings. 

193. The efficiency of the different methods should be compared; the official 
stenographer versus a tape recorder. 

The memorandum submitted by the association of court stenographers 
of Quebec was understandably, intended to prove to our Commission that 
the electronic equipment available at present is still not an adequate substitute 
for the work done by man. 

I .. • ......... ____ ... ~ .... - .. -of_,_ .. ~,,~ , 

What made the memorandum worthwhile was that it referred to a 
number of experiments which could be verified and which were of un
questionable value. 

The court stenographers were able, for example, to study the results 
of an experiment conducted for five years in Alaska, where, by reason of 
the lack of qualified personnel, the American government had recourse to 
electronic equipment for recording the evidence and the court debates. The 
results of this enquiry indicate clearly the inadequacy of the equipment 
utilized 1 •. 

1) Transcripts are questionable with frequent notations of "indiscernible" and 
"inaudible", and the like, to be depended upon for the defence of life, liberty and 
property rights, and this inadequacy still exists despite more than five years of ex-
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194. The results experienced in Alakas, were repeated in different American 
experiments. 

In New York a scientific test showed the comparison between the 
"Soundscriber" and the services of a court stenographer. This enquiry, the 

perience in Alaska with the system, and the building of expensive, accoustically en
gineered courtrooms. 

No matter how great the fidelity of a blind recording apparatus may be, extem
poraneous speech is at times imperfect - uttered indistinctly, slurred, swallowed, 
grunted and garbled - and to bridge the gulf from sounded utterance to word-for
word comprehension takes the on-the-spot coordination of the eye, the ear and the 
brain. 

2) The art of truth-seeking through searching, slashing cross-examination is lost 
because of the necessity of having rigid control of speech and proceedings to avoid 
overlapping and interruptions. 

3) Everyone in the courtroom - judges, counsel, witnesses, jury amI spectators -
must be extremely guarded in their actions, so that no noises are created that might, 
and at times do, interfere with recordings. The conduct of the trial, therefore, is 
subordinated to the limitations of the sound-recording machines. 

4) There is the constant danger of privileged communications between lawyers 
and clients at the counsel table being recorded and later appearing in the transcript. 

5) Replaying any portion of the proceedings during trial is discouraged by the 
Court for the reason it is cumbersome and time-consuming, and there is always pres
ent the danger that a previously recorded part might be accidentally erased, or that 
the machine might not be recording after such a playback which would not be dis
covered until a check is made some time later. 

6) Distinguishing voices is a hit-and-miss proposition, especially so when the 
voices are similar. Overlapping speech makes it difficult, and generally impossible, to 
comprehend the proceedings, as more than one speaking at a time garbles the record, 
all of which adds greatly to the burden of the judges and lawyers in making a proper 
record. 

7) The lawyers are deprived of the services of immediate and daily copy of 
transcripts. 

8) SpeCially designed courtrooms must be provided and constructed to afford a 
proper environment for sound-recording. 

9) Lastly, and always of great importance, it is not cheaper, no mattcr how its 
use may be contemplated. The cost study conducted by the certified public accounting 
firm disclosed that no monetary saving can be derived by the use of sound-recording 
in lieu of shorthand reporters to benefit litigants and/or taxpayers, either in the form 
of transcripts or in operating the courts; that twice the number of employees is re
quired to replace the shorthand reporter, thereby increasing the expenditure of funds 
for salaries, payroll benefits, office space, equipment, furniture etc. ; that the initial 
cost of the recording and transcribing machines, and their attendant supplies and 
maintenance, without taking into account periodic replacement by reason of obso
lescence, is considerable; that jurisdictions with heavy caseloads and/or accelerated 
dockets would experience further increased costs of operating the sound-recording 
system over the use of the shorthand reporter. HARRY L. LIBBY, Extract from 
Reporl of Survey of the Alaskall Caliri System, p. 56-57. 
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results of which were reported June IS, 1965, showed a definite superiority 
of the court stenographer over the electronic methods then available 1. 

195. A number of experiments of a more limited nature, have been tried 
in Quebec, Montreal and Ottawa. Until there is reason to think otherwise, 
we are inclined to believe that these experiments have shown the superiority 
of the court stenographer over the electronic equipment in use. However, 
they have shown that the margin of difference is constantly growing narrower. 

If the intention is to retain in our judicial procedures, the custom of 
taking in shorthand and transcribing the entirety of the evidence, the pleas, 
and the questioning, it will undoubtedly be necessary, as has been indicated 
by the study made in the State of New York, to move slowly and gradually in 
making changes, until the electronic techniques of recording give more sat
isfactory results. In fact the experiments carried on up to the present do not 
permit the premature discarding of the services of the court stenographer. 
They justify the belief that a court stenographer by reason of his training 
and judgment, can supply an accurate transcript, more likely to serve the 
best interest of justice, than any kind of electronic equipment. 

It is quite likely, however, that the day is coming when electronic equip
ment could be substituted for the work of man. 

196. Anotber one of tbe important conclusions established is that the use 
of electronic techniques does not at all guarantee a reduction in the cost 
of transcription. If our judicial system intends to retain the customs of full 
transcriptions, we must recommend caution and accel((rated research work. 

The transcripts produced by the official court reporters are far superior to the 
transcripts made from soundscriber tapes. 

2) Transcribing from Soundscriber tapes is much slower than from court reporter 
notes. 

3) Mechanical recording may offer some savings in cost, espeCially where little 
transcription is necessary. 

4) Mechanical recording does not yet have a method of protecting the confi
dentiallawyer-client relationship from an inadvertent recording. Subject to this, where 
court reporters cannot be obtained or where they are not used and an official record 
is desired, electronic sound recording devices offer the best available method. Use of 
such recording should, however, be preceded by the selection of the best equipment 
available and the careful recruitment and training of monitoring and transcribing 
personnel. 

S) We must remain alert to future improvements in recording equipment which 
may eliminate some or all of the present drawbacks. 

6) We should watch for the perfection of computers for transcribing tape pro
duced by court reporters. Such computers are now being evolved by IBM and by 
ITEK. (Staff Report on a test of Soundscriber Recording of Court Proceeding, pp. 
4-5). 
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197. There is another side to this problem of the court stenographer. Ad
mitting that court stenographers do work which is still without equal, it 
would appear that there are not enough of them to satisfy all the requirements, 
notwithstanding an improvement in the situation in recent years. It is re
grettable, but nevertheless a fact, that court stenographers in many districts 
are much too busy to be able to supply the court and the lawyers with the 
required volume of work, and we have been able to determine that this 
causes all too frequent delays. 

We hope that within the framework of our present judicial system, our 
c.ourts will continue to use the court stenographer as much as possible, to retain 
the quality of the transcription. However, we must also recommend that 
there be a more regular use, as a substitute to the court stenograplier, of 
the electronic methods which are already available. This substitution will 
take on increasing proportions as the electronic equipment begins to produce 
work of better quality. In civil matters, such substitutions are already per
mitted (Appendix 27) in the cases affected by Article 324 of the New Code 
of Civil Procedure (13-14 Elizabeth II Chapter 80). 

198. The preceding thoughts arise principally from the American and Cana
dian experiences. The British system has reacted differently, and for a num
ber of years has adopted the practice of utilizing electronic equipment for 
recording. 

The changes in the British procedure resulted from recommendations 
made by a committee which made an intensive study of the various methods 
of recording. (The entire text of this study is found in Appendix 28.) 

In England, as in Quebec, it was the lack of competent stenographers 
which resulted in this study of electronic methods. The British committee 
explained that it would probably never have thought of transcribing by 
means of electronic equipment if the official court stenographers had been 
able to fully satisfy the needs of the judicial system. 

Once the experiment was made, the British committee indicated th(lt 
it was satisfied with the services rendered by the mechanical equipment for 
recording. It did not say that the results were ideal, nor that the problem 
was fully solved: even today according to the committee, it is impossible to 
obtain a daily transcript without having recourse to court stenographers. 

199. If we summarize the North American and British experiments we find 
certain constants: 

n) almost everywhere the lack of court stenographers encourages re
course to electronic equipment; 
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b) the electronic equipment is being constantly improved but it still 
does not permit a daily transcript nor any serious reduction in costs; 

c) from the moment that the electronic equipment begins to be used 
as a substitute for court stenographers, the number of individuals 
in this profession will begin to decline, and this in itself will create 
need for more electronic equipment. 

In brief, there is reason to think that electronic equipment will gradually 
replace the court stenographer: 

1 - the technical advances being made encourage the belief we will 
very shortly reach the point where the electronic recording will be 
satisfactory. 

2 - As we have already indicated, the mere fact that the door has been 
opened to the utilization of electronic equipment, will in itself, 
accelerate the process of evolution. 

200. There is nothing to indicate that it will be possible in the near future 
to reduce the cost of recording and transcription. Whether we retain the 
classic court stenographer, or \vhether we go on to electronic recording, an 
important part of the problem remains. After this digression with regard to 
the'technical quality of the court stenography, we return to our principal 
topic: the security of indigents before the law, and the gratuity of the costs 
of justice. 

The cost of stenography does not make the establishment of an over
all system of legal security any easier. Actually the fre,,: defence of accused 
indigents already results in considerable costs to the State. To add to this, 
the gratuity of legal procedures related to it, will most definitely increase 
the budget for legal security. With this in mind, it is necessary to look for, 
while retaining the idea of gratuity of legal procedures, some reduction in 
expenditures. 

It is interesting to note that most of the European countries have re
duced to the minimum the use of court stenography in appearances and 
trials. In Sweden, tape recorders have been sllbstituted for court stenograph
ers for quite some time. In Denmark the legal procedure has been simpli
fied to such an extent that even the tape recorder has become useless. There, 
the president of the court dictates a resume of the sessions, which is approved 
by the lawyers of the two parties. The result is that instead of hundreds or 
thousands of pages of stenographic notes, the case ends up with a few 
pages of dictation, which in the opinion of the judge and the two lawyers, 
gives a fair summary of the discussions. In Sweden, only a part of the pro
cedure, that is the questioning of witnesses, is registered on the tape re
corder, eliminating entirely the lawyers pleas. 
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Similarly, Holland, Belgium and France have reached the point where 
they have reduced to a considerable extent, the recording of the transcript. 
In most cases they are satisfied to have the judge of instruction make a sum
mary of the questioning, and dictate his conclusions. 

201. Undoubtedly, many objections will develop the moment there is any 
question of doing away with the court stenographers. The objection which 
is the most serious, and causes the greatest concern, has to do with the pro
blems that would arise in the Court of Appeal in the absence of stenograph
ic transcriptions. 

There is no doubt that the court of Appeal can have full knowledge of 
the evidence submitted in the court of first instance if it benefits from a 
full stenographic transcription. As against that, the moment that a case 
becomes more complex, the stenographic notes become voluminous and 
difficult to use. Furthermore, the Court of Appeal has the right to recall 
a witness of the first trial if it judges this to be necessary. Finally, it should 
be pointed out that appeals only affect a small number of cases. 

202. We are not recommending doing away with the court stenographer 
immediately. But we would like to see the greatest simplification in the 
procedures which today have a dual consequence: 

that of delaying the hearing of the case, 

and of making our judicial system extremely costly. 

Here again we J;>elieve that Quebec must spell out its priorities. By 
surrounding the hearing of an appeal with all the imaginable precautions, 
including that of the entire transcript, there is danger of the legislator be
coming convinced that the cost of establishing a system of legal security 
would be too great. It is not our desire to make an appeal impossible, but 
we would not like to have relatively minor precautions result in our legal 
security becoming too costly and unavailable. 

We recommend reducing the use of court stenography in a gradual 
manner. As a first step we could do away with its use for summary con
victions. The field of indictable offences couid then be dealt with in a pro
gressive manner. During the period of experimentation, electronic record
ing could be used by limiting the transcription to cases of appeal. Little by 
little it would become possible to simplify procedures even more, in such a 
manner as to provide not only effectiveness, but also economy. 

In our general introduction we recommended that Quebec reserve its 
best judicial talent for the higher courts. We believe that it is a poor utiliz
ation of human resources for a jurist to constantly deal with minor cases. 
In the same way it would be a poor utilization of human resources if in 
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a judicial system lacking sufficient court stenographers, the services of 
transcription ate required which are not in the interest of the public, nor the 
individual for whom it is used. 

203. By proceeding gradually it will be much easier to understand the real 
needs of the courts of appeal. For example, the judges of the courts of 
the first instance would have the time to become accustomed to new res
ponsibilities, including that of dictating a resume of the proceedings in the 
presence of the two parties. Little by little it would be possible to simplify 
the judicial procedure in the vast majority of cases. Court stenography 
would be eliminated in the cases of lesser importance, and would only be 
retained in those cases which could result in long terms of imprisonment. 
The recording of proceedings would play only a supplementary role. The 
entire administration of justice would be speeded up, and would be less of 
a burden on everyone. 

More particularly, during the period of working in, it is quite likely 
that the Courts of Appeal will sometimes have to call one or more witnesses 
of the first trial. We believe, however, that such a procedure would be less 
onerous than the massive utilization of court stenographers in the hundreds 
and thousands of cases in which they have no useful purpose at all. 

By thus reducing a large part of the auxiliary expenses, the executive 
power would be given an additional reason to introduce at the earliest 
possible moment, a global system of legal security in Quebec. 
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DECLARATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Having cpmpleted its enquiry into the relations between the citizens 
economically underprivileged, anti the judicial system, the Commission 
believes that the State must come to the aid of indigent citizens so 
that everYone will be truly equal before the law and justice. 

We emphasize that this State aid should be available to every indi
gent citizen. And we therefore recommend the formation of a system 
of legal security throughout the Province of Quebec. 

It may appear strange that we should relate the service of legal 
security to the groups engaged in social animation. We are convinced, 
however, that it must be so. The experience of specialists in the field 
of legal assistance, repeated over and over again, indicates clearly that 
under-privileged citizens, even at the moment when they are confronted 
by the complexities of the judicial apparatus, are in need of help going 
far beyond that of purely and strictly judicial matters. The accusations 
brought against them are quite often involved with social security 
problems, the inability to find gainful employment, the familY budget ... 

We have taken a long time to decide on the form which should 
be given to the Quebec system of legal security. We have finally 
decided that the formula of the public defender appears to us to be 
the one most adapted to the needs of Quebec. Up to the last moment 
of our studies, we had an open mind about the Ontario system, which 
is practically the opposite to that of the public defender. In the final 
analysis, however, we were not convinced that the weaknesses attri
buted to the formula of a public defender were justified, nor that there 
were overwhelming advantages resulting from a system of free choice. 

We are definitely of the opinion that the permanent public defender 
can make available a service of the highest quality, and at considerably 
less cost. Moreover, we believe that the freedom of choice is not used 
by the accused indigents who, generally speaking, do not know any 
lawyer. We believe that the permanent public defender, even paid by 
public fundsl can retain his complete freedom; and no more proof of 
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this is needed than the traditional independence of judges who are, 
however, also remunerated by the State. 

To make such full autonomy possible, it will be necessary to give 
the Director of the legal security service considerah!e guarantees. As 
a prerequisite to his nomination, the different intermediary groups re
presented on the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice, 
should make a list of the three best candidates. Following this, it . 
would be up to the executive powers to make a final selection. 

Within the framework of the present report, we recommend that 
the Director of t.he !gggi security service have the entire responsibility 
for administrating his seri;"{l:e. Other groups have, however, defended 
the merits of a more collegial formula. We admit having an open mind 
with regnrd to the most desirable form of administration. We believe 
that our proposal is worth trying, but it is our strong hope that public 
opinion, and the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice, will 
show a great interest in this aspect of the Quebec system of legal 
security, and will not hesitate to recommend changes in the adminis
tration of the service if it is proved that a board or an administrative 
council will give better guarantees. 

It is our hope that the Quebec system of legal security will be 
available to all economically weak citizens. For this reason, we have 
not established precise and strict standards. It would be the responsi
bility of organizations other than ours to determine the criteria from 
which it would be possible to establish, if not a definition, at least in 
an approximate manner who are the destitute, the impoverished, and 
those well-off. It is our belief that in practice it would be better to 
allow the service of legal security to exercise its own judgment. In the 
same way, by suggesting that the legal security service show the grea
test caution with regard to certain offences (defamatory libel, breach 
of promise ... ), we have endeavoured to avoid indicating the exClusion 
of any specific category. 

Without going into details, we have made it clear that juridical 
information should be made available to the general public. Here again, 
one must be guided by experience. For our part, we believe that it 
would be advantageous for the permanent public defenders to satisfy 
all the demands for information without enquiring in any way into the 
financial resources of the applicant. At the level of the defence, it 
would undoubtedly be necessary to look inta the monetary aspects more 
closely. This brings to mind one of the most interesting aspects of the 
Ontario system, which permits the permanent lawyers to rJply to all 
the questions of the public regardless of what they are, but makes the 
defence totally or partially free for the underprivileged citizens. 
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Organized and supervised in this manner, the Quebec regime of 
legal security proposed by the Commission, can be introduced quickly, 
economically and efficiently. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Quebec through its National Assembly, define the fundamental 
rights of the citizens, including those who have been accused and are 
free, of the accused under detention, of those who are sentenced to 
prison and those interned. 

2. That to ensure the integral respect of the fundamental rights of the 
individual., Quebec should declare in a legislative text the equality of 
all before the law, and the availability of criminal and penal justice to 
all those who are in need of it. 

3. That in proclaiming the equality of all before the law, and the 
availability of criminal and penal justice, Quebec guarantees the neces
sary aid to any citizen who wishes, in this domain, to know, understand, 
affirm or defend his rights, but who is unable to do so through his own 
means and resources. 

4. That the assistance made available by Quebec to underprivileged 
citizens who are involved with the law and the administration of criminal 
and penal justice, should include legal, educational and social help. 

A SYSTEM OF UNIVERSAL LEGAL SECURITY, FREE, AUTONOMOUS 

5. That to make this aid available to all deprived citizens in an effi
cient and economic manner, Quebec should establish a system of 
legal security. 

6. That the Quebec system of legal security be the financial respon
sibility of the Province of Quebec. 

7. That the Quebec system of legal security make available to the 
underprivileged - information and legal consultation, the defence before 
the courts, help at the time of sentence and support before the admi
nistrative or judicial powers authorized to modify the sentence. 

8. That Quebec, except fN the necessary verification of accounts and 
the approval of budgetary grants made annually, give the fullest possible 
administrative autonomy to the legal security service. 

9. That two-thirds of the votes of the members in the National Assem
bly, be required tt. change. the Act or the rules of the legal security 
service. 
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10. That Quebec assure the independence of its legal security service 
by establishing a detailed and careful procedure for the nomination of 
the Director and the Assistant Director. of the service. 

11. That the legal security service present its budget estimates and 
its financial reports to the National Assembly through the intermediary 
of the Minister of Justice. 

THE PERMANENT PUBLIC DEFENDER 

12. That the Quebec system of legal security adopt the formula of the 
permanent public defender - that is to say, the formula of the full
time lawyer remunerated from public funds, to act on behalf of the 
underprivileged citizens involved with the law. 

CHOICE OF DIRECTOR 

13. That the Director of the legal security service be named by the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council from a list of three candida~es sub
mitted by the Advisory Council tif the Administration of Justice, whose 
structure and functions will be along the lines of those of the Superior 
Council of Education. 

14. That the assistant Director of the legal security service be named 
by the lieutenant-Governor in Council on the recommendation of the 
Director of the service. 

15. That the Director and the assistant Director of the legal security 
service be given a mandate renewable every five years, subject to the 
approval of the Advisory Council of the AdminIstration of Justice (Re
commendation 13) on the occasion of each renewal. 

16. That at the end of a mandate not renewed, the Director and the 
assiGtal'lt Director of the legal security service could, if they so desired, 
remain in the employ of the service as ordinary public defenders, 
without reduction of salary. They COUld, if they so preferred, leave the 
service with a full pension. 

17. That the Director of the legal security cannot be removed from his 
office before the expiration of a mandate except by a two-third majority 
vote of the members of the National Assembly. 

AVAILABILITY OF THE SYSTEM 

18. That the legal security service give its aid: 
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1) to any person receiving social aid as defined by the Medical Aid 
Act of March 31, 1966, (Chapter 11, Art. 2) ; 

2) to any person involved in a legal matter who makes a solemn 
declaration that he personally is unable to meet the cost of 
legal consultation or the cost of his defence. 

19. That the advantages of the legal security service be available not 
only to those who are unable to pay anything but also to those who are 
only able to meet a part of the cost of consultation and defence. 

20. That the legal security service should not make any preliminary 
and systematic investigation of the declarations of those involved with 
the law, but that it reserves the right to make a detailed check before the 
file is closed if there is reason to suspect that there has been flagrant 
abuse. 

21. That the personnel of the legal security service include a liaison 
officer who will be responsible for all summary examination of the forms 
filled in, and who will establish the necessary contacts with the services 
of welfare under the Minister of Family and Social Welfare, and with 
social agencies. 

22. That the legal security service should not establish a policy of ex
clusions with regard to the nature of the accusations and that it should 
not refuse its help to any category of accused. 

23. That the objection of conscience be the only motive to prevent a 
public defender from acting on behalf of an accused otherwise eligible 
to the benefits of the legal security service. 

THE PERSONNEl OF THE SERVICE 

24. That the legal security service be established in each of the econo
mic regions of Quebec in conformity with the regional divisions esta
blished by the Minister of Indu~itry and Commerce. 

25. That each regional bureau of the legal security service have a chief 
public defender appointed by the Director of the service, following a 
selection carried out by Ute Civil Service Commission through the me
dium of examinations or contests, based on the requirements. 

26. That the recruitment of lawyers for the legal security service be 
made by the Civil Service Commission, according to the qualifications 
established in a general manner by the law creating the service, and 
in a more detailed manner, annually by the Director of service. . . 
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27. That the Civil Service Commission can neither hire nor discharge 
without the approval of the Director of the legal security service. 

28. That the lawyers of the legal security service be assured of perma
nent employment following a period of probation not to exceed twelve 
months. 

29. That the policy of recruitment for the legal security service be such 
that it will attract experienced lawyers to the service as well as those 
newly Jdmittcd to the Bar. 

30. That the salaries and working conditions offered to the permanent 
lawyers of the legal security service be comparable to those offered to 
the Crown prosecutors, all on a basis similar to that adopted by the 
private legal offices. 

31. That the members of this service be subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Bar of Quebec on matters concerning: 

a) professional ethics; and 

b) disciplinary measures. 

32. That the Director of the legal security service, consider as one of 
his important tasks, making available to the lawyers and all the person
nel in his service, supplementary professional training and a pro .... ramme 
of improvement. 

33. That from its inception, the legal security service include several 
permanent public defenders in the more populous or overloaded judicial 
districts, particularly those of Montreal, Quebec, St. Jerome and Hull. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE PERMANENT PUBLIC DEFENDER 

34. That a member of the legal security service: 

a) assume in the first instance, the defence of every citizen not 
provided with a lawyer, and summoned before a criminal and 
penal court; 

b) register an appeal on behalf of every individual condemned in 
the first instance, if the client asks that this be done; 

c) assume the responsibility of pleading the appeal when the client 
has good grounds; 

d} support the defence when the needy citizen is given a notice 
of appeal following registrQ~ion by the Crown. 

35. That the permanent public defender consider it his imperative duty 
to give an absolute priority to the defence of the accused who are under 
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detention, and to accept a postponement in the cases of such ac~used, 
only after the strongest protest. 

36. That the Director of the legal security service and the Attorney 
General establish rules of procedure under the supervision of the Bar 
and the magistrature ~ 

a) for the purpose of having cases judged with less delays and 
postponements i 

b) 50 that the discussions, reasons, justifications and the results 
with regard to the negotiated plea of guilty be made known to 
the court j 

c) so that the list of witnesses and the principal elements of the 
evidence be made known in advance to the court and the other 
party. 

37. That the public defender enter into contact with the accused, de
prived of his liberty, as quickly as possible, and definitely, before his 
appearance in court. 

38. That the permanent public defender assume responsibility for the 
indigent accused who would be called upon to appear without f1aving 
yet benefitted from a consultation with a lawyer. 

39. That the permanent public defender who assumes responsibility 
for an accused indigent at the time of appearance, take the necessary 
time to familiarize himself with the case and ask, in case of need, for 
a delay of seven days. 

40. That the legal security service make its services available to the 
young delinquents brought before the Social Welfare Courts. 

41. That particularly at the outset, the decisions to represent the 
needy in courts of appeal be approved by the Director or the assistant 
Director of the legal security service. 

42. That in the case of refusal of assistance by the legal 5ecmity, the 
individual has the right of recourse to the Quebec Ombudsman whose 
powers will consequently be increased. Provision should also be made 
for appeal to the Ombudsman against decisions of the legal ~ecurity 
service demanding full or partial contribution from the individual in
volved. 

43. That the legal security service carry out the decisions of the 
Ombudsman. 

44. That every summons addressed to citizens make known the exis
tence, and all the functions, of the legal security service. 
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45. That all the police stations and houses of detention post notices 
prominantly and in many places, giving the fullest information regard
ing the legal security service, and the advantages which it makes avai· 
lable. That every detained person be given a copy of this information, 
and also of the charge against him. 

46. That the police forces make it as easy as possible for the perma
nent public defenders to be able to contact the accused persons who are 
not being helped by a lawyer, and are deprived of their liberty. 

47. That the legal security service and each of its regional bureaus, 
establish and maintain close regular contact with all the other agents 
engaged in social work and community action, so that the public 
defender is : 

a) integrated into the social action groups i 

b) at the service, not only of the individual economically deprived, 
but also of the less favoured groups. 

48. That the legal security service establish its administrative and 
reception offices so that the poorer citizens may have easy and constant 
access to them. 

49. That the legal security service visualize at the outset the necessity 
of making their services available in accordance with the habits and 
timetables of the less favoured citizens whom they will be endeavouring 
to help. 

50. That the legal security service establish its offices close to the 
court-houses, but not in them. 

51. Thal the legal personnel of the legal security service make known 
the juridical aspects of the problems of indigents, to those with whom 
they will have to work, whether they be the non legal personnel within 
the service, or the polyvalent teams engaged in the social animation 
of the less favoured milieu. 

52. That the total or partial gratuity of the legal security services, cover 
the entire cost of the procedures, including the official stenographic 
transcripts. That this gratuity include, if required the cost of the services 
of interpreters or experts previously authorized by the Director of the 
service or his assistant. 

53. That the financial sacrifices called for by the introduction of a 
legal system in Quebec, be reduced to the minimum by gradually sim
plifying the procedures and in particular, reducing progressively the 
use of court stenography and the transcription of evidence .. In the 
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near future, electronic tape recorders should be used for recording 
depositions. 

54. That the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice, reor· 
ganized along the lines of the Superior Council of Education, and given 
a permanent personnel, should make an evaluation every two years of 
the work accomplished by the legal security service. 

55. That the Advisory Council of the Administration of Justice send to 
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council every two years, their written com
ments on the work accomplished by the legal security service, and that 
the public may after a brief statutory delay, be informed of this evalua· 
tion. 

56. That there be a provision in the law prohibiting any discrimination 
at every step in the judicial process, i. e. any discrimination, exclusion 
or preference based on race, colour, sex, religion, ethnic or social origin, 
which would have the effect of destroying or changing the equality of 
rights or treatment in criminal and penal matters. 

QUEBEC, February 6, 1969. 

Commtssioner 

i~-f fa/~ie 
Commissioner 

Secretary 
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APPENDICES 

All the appendices from 1 to 32 will be found in the French volume, 

a copy of which can be secured from the Quebec official Publisher. The 

Report of Mr. r.T. Loranger which covers ten years of activities of the 

Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal will be found in its original French 

text in the Annex which forms part of this report. A copy of this can also 

be secured from the Quebec official Publisher. 
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